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 This thesis proposes entanglement as a useful idiom for understanding the 
contemporary theatre scene in Manila, capital of the Philippines. Drawing on its 
Tagalog counterpart, buhol-buhol, I conceive entanglement not only as a juxtaposition 
between or among elements, but also a process of enmeshing, muddling, and snaring. 
Taken together, these manifestations of buhol-buhol enable me to affirm the 
entangled character of contemporary Manila theatre in overlapping representations, 
histories, relationships, and genres, while at the same time marking some problematic 
limitations in their treatment of their chosen subjects. This is because, while these 
entanglements render Manila theatre far more complex than the accusations of 
mimicry and inauthenticity frequently leveled at contemporary Filipino culture, 
theatre-makers are often caught up in a more intractable buhol-buhol than they are 
willing or able to recognize. 
 Four models of buhol-buhol are identified in this thesis: pista (fiesta), 
kapuluan (archipelago), patibong (trap), and nangingibang-bayan (overseas-worker). 
Each is discussed in a separate chapter. In Chapter Two, I interrogate how artists 
create performances via mixing and matching of representations, histories, 
relationships and genres, which are also activated during the celebration of pista. In 
Chapter Three, the model of kapuluan reflects how the distinctions of islands in an 
archipelago may be conceived as a starting point of integration and entanglement. 
Since the national constitution states that the Philippines should be thought of as 
Kapuluang Pilipinas (Philippine Archipelago), I also inquire how kapuluan and the 
nation are lumped together in a conceptualization of a national theatre as a reaction 
against the proposal of theatre scholars in Manila to institutionalize komedya as a 
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national theatre. In Chapter Four, patibong is reflected by relating Manila theatre to 
globalization. In this inquiry, I argue that theatre artists imagine globalization as a trap 
onstage. In this entrapment, theatre artists propose that agents of globalization 
(wealthy countries, particularly the United States) lure poor countries to embrace a 
global reality by a dismissing a sense of local time, space and identity. But since 
entrapment is also related to the Tagalog concepts lambat (net) and bihag 
(captivation), the theatre also becomes a model of the patibong where theatre artists 
may be likened to the hunter and audience members to the victims. Finally, in Chapter 
Five, nangingibang-bayan is argued to entangle the sending or home country and the 
receiving or host country of overseas workers. Here, barriers and restrictions in both 
the home and host country often increase, block, minimize or send the entanglement 
in a different direction. This entanglement is also a favorite issue in contemporary 
theatre works with the Overseas Filipino Worker as subject. In the final section of the 
chapter, the nangingibang-bayan is proposed to be a useful analogy for understanding 
contemporary musicals in Manila.  
 These models are some analogies of entanglement found in the Philippine 
setting. In conceptualizing these models of entanglement, I start by illustrating their 
materiality and performativity and then I reflect how these are directed towards the 
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 Every time I encounter the question “What is Manila Theatre?,” I find myself 
conflicted. The last time I was asked the same question, my answer was ambiguous 
and I ended up defending the subject as something unequivocally complex. But how, 
realistically, should one go about answering the question? Is it a matter of cultural 
identity? Is it answerable by pointing out a particular theatre form, analogous to the 
bunraku of Osaka, wayang kulit in Java, or kathakali in Kerala? If so, is the question 
synonymous with asking what Philippine theatre is, since Manila is its capital? Are 
there markers which make it peculiarly Manila? A more pressing issue here is the 
referencing of Manila Theatre as a singular entity: is it one?  
 There are different ways of answering the question. One way is by illustrating 
what Manila Theatre is not: it is not identifiable with the traditional forms. After all 
even these so-called “traditional” theatre forms that the Philippines boasts as part of 
its cultural heritage are genres not indigenous to the archipelago. The komedya (a 
spectacular theatre form often replicating the religious and political conflicts of the 
Christians and the Muslims through a dance called batalla), sarsuwela (a romantic 
musical genre often suggesting domestic life), sinakulo (passion play) are Hispanic in 
origin. The bodabil has its origins in the American vaudeville.  
 Although these are the traditional theatre forms in the Philippines, 
contemporary theatre artists in Manila are not enthusiastic about performing them. 
The sarsuwela is more popular in rural areas such as Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur and 
Pangasinan in Northern Luzon (Fernandez 1996; College of Arts and Letters 2009). 
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Occasionally, Dulaang Unibersidad ng Pilipinas (DUP), Tanghalang Pilipino (TP) and 
Philippine Educational Theatre Association (PETA) stage sarsuwela as part of their 
educational outreach programs. Catholic communities normally perform the sinakulo 
once a year during the Church’s celebration of Cuaresma or Lent. This form is mostly 
performed and popular in Central Luzon where the actual crucifixion of the actor 
performing Christ is the highlight of the performance (Tiatco 2010). In the Island of 
Marinduque, the beheading of the Roman soldier who is converted to Catholicism is 
the climax of the sinakulo (Peterson 2007). The bodabil is more popular in barrio 
fiestas (Fernandez 1996). The only traditional form that is regularly performed in the 
metropolis is the komedya by the Komedya ng San Dionisio and Komedya ng Don 
Galo troupes of Parañaque City in Southern Manila (College of Arts and Letters 
2008).  
 Not only these traditional forms are dominantly practiced outside the city, but 
also these are the most interrogated theatre forms in local theatre and drama 
scholarship. In a descriptive essay on the development of theatre scholarship in the 
Philippines, Apolonio Chua (2012) implies that academic researchers are keener on 
looking at the development of cultural performances in the provinces than the 
development of theatre in the nation’s capital. He enumerates a number of scholar-
researchers who, in recent decades, have studied traditional theatre forms and other 
performances derived from the Catholic religion such as Resil Mojares (Cebu), 
Rosario Cruz Lucero (Negros), Patrica Nicholson (Marinduque), Patrick Fernadnez 
(Iligan City), Gloria Gamo (Batangas) and Sydney Gonzales (Kawit). 
 Another way of answering the question is by listing the current theatrical 
activities happening in the city. There are a number of commercial, professional and 
semi-professional theatre companies in Manila. If we survey their most current 
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productions, there are notable genres. The musical is one genre that these companies 
are currently staging. Most of the musicals staged in Manila are imported from 
Broadway or the West End. For instance, Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Phantom of the 
Opera (book and lyrics by Richard Stilgoe and Charles Hart) had a successful six-
month run in 2013 at the Tanghalang Nicanor Abelardo (Main Theatre) of the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP). Following this success, Manila welcomed 
the Broadway musical Wicked (music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz, book by 
Winnie Holzman) in January 2014, also at the CCP Main Theatre with Lunchbox 
Theatrical producing the show. CCP President Raul Sunico explained the staging of 
such a musical as an important event in the Philippine arts scene because, “more than 
just the revenue that we can generate for Lunchbox and CCP, we are thankful and we 
acknowledge the contribution of Lunchbox not only in bringing this global show here, 
but also in generating audiences. The shows have generated enough people into our 
venues, […] who probably have never been to CCP, and because of this, many of 
these people have discovered that CCP is, after all, not an intimidating venue, but a 
venue where they can enjoy wonderful shows beyond theatrical productions” (qtd. in 
Tomada 2013).  
 Repertory Philippines (Rep Phil), one of the longest running theatre 
companies in Manila successfully staged the Broadway musical-thriller Jekyl and 
Hyde (music by Leslie Bricusse, book and lyrics by Frank Wildhorn and Steve 
Cuden) in February and March 2012; the musical-comedy No Way to Treat a Lady 
(book and music by Douglas Cohen) in March 2013; and the Tony Award winning 
musical The Producers (music and lyrics by Mel Brooks, book by Mel Brooks and 
Thomas Meehan) in October 2013. Bobby Garcia’s Atlantis Productions, Inc. closed 
their production of Disney’s Tarzan (music and Lyrics by Phil Collins, book by David 
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Henry Hwang) in June 2013 and opened their new season with two other Broadway 
hits The Addams Family (music and lyrics by Andrew Lippin, book by Marshall 
Brickman and Rick Elice) and Carrie (music by Michael Gore, lyrics by Dean 
Pitchford, book by Lawrence Cohen) during the last quarter of 2013. 
 Local artists in Manila are also staging original musicals. For example, the 
newly formed FringeMNL debuted in April 2013 with Sa Wakas (Finally, music and 
lyrics by Ebe Dencel, book by Andre Nicolai Pamintuan and Marianne Abuan, 
directed by Andre Nicolai Pamintuan). The official website of this musical indicates 
that Sa Wakas is “a new Pinoy rock musical that weaves together the songs of one of 
the country’s most beloved alternative bands, Sugarfree” (Sa Wakas Musical 2013). 
PETA staged Pamana (Heirloom), a musical by Rody Vera, Ryan Cayabyab and 
Manoling Francisco, S.J. based on and inspired by the stories of political couple 
Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino, Jr. and Corazon “Cory” Cojuangco Aquino as a pre-season 
presentation of PETA at the Meralco Theatre in Ortigas in August 2013
1
 In a 
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1
  Ninoy and Cory were the parents of the current Philippine President Benigno “Noynoy” 
Aquino, III. Ninoy was the leading opposition against then President Marcos who declared Martial 
Law in 1972. The declaration of Martial law was originally meant to suppress civil strife and threats of 
communist takeover. Surely, Marcos was also performing a nationalist strategy against these political 
dissidents. However, a popular lore in Philippine societies states that the proclamation was Marcos’ 
strategy to stay in power. Although Martial Law was meant to restore national order, its promise of 
attaining social-order was overpowered by human rights abuses: many Filipino labor unions, peasant 
associations, and opposition parties “faced harassment, arrest, torture and murder” (Boudreau 2004: 
135). Historians Filemon Rodriguez (1985), John Lyons and Karl Wilson (1987) and Richard J. 
Kessler (1989) explain that Marcos was good at masking these atrocities: “the violence was less 
assured or public and Marcos typically treated individual attacks as mysteries or mistakes” (Boudreau: 
135). In 1983, Ninoy was assassinated. Following his assassination, the Filipino people urged his wife, 
Cory to challenge Marcos’ administration. In 1986, a national election was held but the electoral 
committees declared Marcos as the winner – granting another six-year term as President of the 
Republic of the Philippines. The opposing team declared the result fraudulent and paved the way for 
the 1986 People Power Revolution where millions of Filipino people gathered together in a vigil along 
Epifanio delos Santos Avenue (EDSA) on 22 – 25 February 1986. The Armed Forces of the 
Philippines, Juan Ponce Enrile and Fidel Ramos, close allies of Marcos joined the Filipino people in 
EDSA. Participants stayed at EDSA until Marcos stepped down from the Malacañang Palace where US 
Air Force brought Marcos and his family to Hawaii for the purpose of security. On 25 February 1986, 
Marcos dictatorial rule ended and Ninoy Aquino’s widow became President.   
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publicity material, GMA Network Online News reports, “Pamana is the country's first 
docu-musical, a form that mixes video footages of the People Power, sound bytes of 
Ninoy and Cory Aquino, set to music by Cayabyab and Father Francisco, with a 
powerful mix of performers that brought the stage to life” (GMA Network News 
Online 2013).  
 Other current musical performances staged in Manila are adaptations of other 
cultural texts (both foreign and local) like the musical adaptation of the Belgian play 
The Bluebird of Happiness (music by Rony Fortich, book and lyrics by Jaime del 
Mundo) by the Christian and Broadway-inspired theatre company Trumpets staged at 
the Meralco Theatre opened on 27 September 2013. TP of the CCP staged Ibalong, a 
musical adaptation of the Bicolano Epic written by Rody Vera with music by Carlo 
Bello and under Tuxqs Rutaquio’s direction. The newly formed Bit by Bit 
Productions announced their initial foray in the theatre through a reading of their first 
production, Maxie, a musical adaptation of the award winning film Ang Pagdadalaga 
ni Maximo Oliveros (The Blossoming of Maximo Oliveros, dir. Aureus Solito, 2005) 
in August 2013 and had a six-week run at the PETA Theatre in November of the same 
year. During what the company calls “Patikim ng Shlight” (a prelude performance), a 
short press conference was conducted where director Dexter Santos revealed his 
attempt to be truthful to the well-loved film and their preparation for an 
unprecedented 30 musical-production numbers including the six numbers performed 
during the reading.  
 Straight plays are also some of the favorite genres staged in the city. There are 
those written by foreign dramatists (especially American and English playwrights) 
such as Repertory Philippines’ staging of Marc Camoletti’s Boeing Boeing in 
February 2013; and Terry Johnson’s The Graduate in April 2013. DUP staged the 
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Jacobean drama The Duchess of Malfi by John Webster under the direction of its 
founding artistic director Tony Mabesa in September 2013. Also, DUP, TP and PETA 
include in their seasons original works of local playwrights. Tim Dacanay’s Teatro 
Porvenir (Theatre of the Future) was staged at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theatre as 
DUP’s participation in the 150
th
 birth anniversary of Tagalog revolutionist Andres 
Bonifacio. In February 2014, TP mounted National Artist Nick Joaquin’s play Mga 
Ama, Mga Anak (Fathers and Children).  
 There are also a number of stage adaptations of Western Classics and other 
literary materials such as TP’s rendition of William Shakespeare’s Merchant of 
Venice adapted by Rody Vera as a “play within a play” set during the Nazi period in 
Germany with the title Der Kauffman in October 2013. DUP closed the first offering 
of its current season in August 2013 with Adarna (adaptation by Vlad Gonzales), a 
popular legend in the Philippines based on a metrical romance called corrido, which 
revolves around the story of Don Juan’s adventure to catch the mythical bird adarna. 
Director Jose Estrella used shadow puppets as part of its spectacle and, if the response 
of a local blogger Bicolano Penguin is anything to go by, it wowed young audiences.
2
 
Seven dancers performed the mythical bird. 
 Children’s theatre productions are also stable in the seasons of local theatre 
companies. TP opened its 27
th
 Theatre Season (2013 – 2014) in July with a children’s 
play with music titled Sandosenang Sapatos adapted by Layeta Bucoy from an award 
winning short story by Luis Gatmaitan.  PETA opened its 46
th
 theatre season in 
August 2013 with two re-staging of children’s theatre: the musical Batang Rizal by 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
 Blogger Bicolano Penguin asked his son to write a short write-up about his experience in the 
theatre after watching Adarna. The son writes, “when it came to presentation, it was very entertaining. 
They were able to showcase and use effective methods of keeping the audience at the edge of their 
seats. Among these are the usage of hilarious jokes and proper tone management.” In conclusion, 




Christine Bellen and Vince de Jesus; and the didactic play Lola Basyang (also by 
Christine Bellen) based on the collected children’s tales of Severino Reyes. Rep Phil 
staged the children’s musical Alice in Wonderland (by Jim Eiler and Jeanne Bargy) at 
its home theatre in Makati from August to December 2013. 
 Given all these current theatrical activities in the city, a simple and basic 
description that may sum up the current state of Manila’s theatrical scene is it being 
diverse. But despite diversity, there is a kind of limitation on what counts as 
contemporary Manila theatre. The theatre scene in Manila is undoubtedly interesting 
since several theatrical activities are happening. Also, looking at the list above, the 
Manila theatre scene is composed of distinguishable patterns or trends: an indication 
that Manila theatre productions are indebted to certain Western dramatic traditions. In 
particular, the pattern is a construction of a linear-dramatic narrative where the theatre 
“wanted to construct a fictive cosmos and let all the stage represent – be – world […] 
abstracted but intended for the imagination and empathy of the spectator to follow and 
complete the illusion. For such illusion neither completeness nor even continuity of 
the representation is necessary” (Lehmann 2006: 22). 
  Generally, the theatre scene in Manila is “derivative” of certain trends found 
in modern Western culture. Because of this, there are aspects of contemporary Manila 
theatre that provides reasons for circumspection especially since this notion of 
“derivative” brings forth issues of inauthenticity and cheap imitation. For instance, in 
Theatre in Southeast Asia (1967), James Brandon explains that “to the average 
Filipino, “theatre” means “Western theatre.” Virtually all drama to which he is 
exposed is based on Western models” (79). Brandon believes that it would be 
anomalous to compare the Philippine theatre with its counterparts in other 
neighboring countries. Brandon’s account of theatre identity represents another 
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example of theorization on Philippines theatre as inauthentic, due to the “dearth of 
indigenous theatre in the islands” (78). Nevertheless, it should be noted that 
Brandon’s discussion of Philippine theatre was based on his observations in the 
archipelago (particularly in Manila) in the 1960’s. Today, his book is considered a 
canon in Southeast Asian theatre scholarship. Many cultural commentators writing on 
theatre in the Philippines are to some extent writing based on this view (see Scott 
1972; Brandon 1993; Diamond 2012). 
 Nonetheless, this notion of “derivative” has a larger historical narrative.  
This presumption of the cheap amalgamation of diverse foreign sources is a 
dismissive stance that is often attributed to the Filipino psyche. For instance, when 
travel writer and social commentator Pico Iyer visited Manila for the first time and 
wrote up the experience in Video Night in Kathmandu and Other Reports from the 
Not-so-Far-East (1988), he concluded that Filipinos are good at imitating American 
popular culture: “they were wonderfully professional amateurs. But they were also 
professional impersonators” (173). Adopting a more critical stance, Iyer concludes: 
This development of musical mannequins struck me as strange, 
especially in a country that understandably regarded its musical 
gifts as a source of national pride. I could certainly see how the 
Filipinos’ brilliance at reproducing their masters’ voices, down to 
the last burr, had made them the musical stars of Asia – the next 
best thing, in fact, to having a real American. But as a form of self-
expression, this is eerie kind of ventriloquism made me sad (174). 
 
The critical issue Iyer is highlighting is a suggestion that the Philippines is a pathetic 
imitation of the United States. If I were to read what Iyer seems to suggest in relation 
to internationally acclaimed Filipino talents such as Lea Salonga, the implication is 
that Salonga’s performance is only an imitation of how musical actors in the West 
End and on Broadway perform.  
 But an issue in Iyer’s reflections on his Manila experiences concerns this 
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matter of self-expression. To my mind, imitation is here over-simplified as parroting. 
There might be something more critical in this aspect of imitation that many Filipinos 
are equipped with, which Iyer probably missed in his reflection. For instance, what 
does it imply when he himself observed that a Filipino impersonator (like the singer 
he encountered in a pub) sings “note-perfect as the original” (Iyer: 173)? There seems 
to be a contradiction in this claim of cheap imitation and this experience of “note-
perfect as the original.” How can it be cheap when it is the same as the original? 
 
Historical Persistency of Inauthenticy and Mimicry in Philippine Theatre 
 In the 20th century scholarship on Philippine theatre, two significant modes of 
inquiry can be identified. One is a dismissive tendency by some scholars who think of 
Philippine Theatre as lacking in substance. The other is a nativist recuperation of 
“essence”. The former is drawn from the popular commentary about the Filipino 
individual who is often said to lack authenticity. A common trope used is mimicry – 
the imitative character of the Filipino individual. This is also the reason why I find 
myself conflicted in talking about Manila Theatre because even American historian 
Arthur Riggs, the first known scholar to document the theatre in Manila, shared the 
same sentiments when he was researching drama and theatre in the Philippines, 
particularly the works of the Tagalogs in Manila in the early 20
th
 century.   
 In The Filipino Drama (1981 [1905]), Riggs described Philippine (Tagalog) 
drama as lacking inventiveness because its literature was adulterated by foreign 
influences. He argued that there was no such Filipino Drama (or Filipino Literature) 
to begin with:  
Broadly speaking, there is no Filipino literature, the natives to the 
country not withstanding. There are a few scattered specimens of 
books and music, almost all of which show foreign influences 
throughout, and some modern translations and imitations, mostly very 
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badly done, a few plays and operas, and several salacious periodicals 
and “newspapers,” but nothing at all to show the characteristics of a 
genuine native literature (1). 
 
Here, there is a resonance with Pico Iyer’s observation when he first visited Manila 
and registered his anxiety about this imitation being highlighted as a source of 
national pride. Like Iyer, Riggs’ conclusion is a sweeping and simplified commentary 
that fails to recognize how the colonial past could have debased the culture of the 
Tagalogs. Realigning Riggs’ observation with Iyer, both suggest that there is nothing 
much to say about the Filipino performing traditions because they are entirely 
“Americanized” or “Westernized.” Iyer comments: 
Thus, was I initiated into the joys of Filipino music? And thus I 
absorbed one of the Orient’s great truths: that the Filipinos are its 
omnipresent, always smiling troubadours. Master of every 
American gesture, conversant with every Western song, polished 
an ebullient all at once, the Filipino plays minstrel to the entire 
continent (153).  
 
On one hand, Iyer’s commentary provides a sense of exuberance because it pertains to 
a recognition of the peculiar quality of the Filipino as a master-mimic. On the other 
hand there is discomfort because there is an invocation of inauthenticity, which is 
therefore problematic.  
  In 1922, a report in the New York Times (NYT) reaffirmed this lack of 
inventiveness but sounded more affirmative compared to Riggs’ and Iyer’s dismissive 
tones. In the NYT report, the author explained that Filipinos are talented in imitating 
the West. “[T]hey [The Filipinos] are most apt with singing and dancing acts. Each 
year they grow more clever and American and European stages will be invaded by the 
Philippines artists before long” (in Burns 2013: 11). This could have been a prediction 
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about the future of Filipinos’ talents in mimicry, since the Philippines has started 
penetrating mainstream entertainment industries of the West and the United States.
3
  
 Following this path of affirmation, some scholars see in this imitative aspect 
not so much an investment in artistic activity, but as a tool for capitalizing the 
Filipinos’ imitative “talent” in the global arena of popular entertainment. Stephanie 
Ng (2005) explains that the Filipino artists are “in-demand” in various five-star hotels 
in the Southeast Asian region because the “Filipino” connotes an extravagant copy of 
the Western popular music industry. In a similar assertion, Lee Watkins (2009) 
investigated the first Filipino entertainers who migrated to Hong Kong in the late 19th 
century and asserted that the imitative ability of the Filipino individual is a good 
example of how the Filipino sense of self was mobilized and asserted in this global 
city. Watkins explains that, “the act of minstrelsy articulates an understanding of how 
formerly colonized people are able to carve out relations in a world, which calls on all 
the faculties for adaptation. Filipinos first acquired a taste for Western music during 
colonial contact. […] Their ongoing attachment to Western music signifies 
relationships across wide-ranging trajectories; from those experienced in their 
immediate social world, to that of contact and exchange with the global economy” 
(74).   
 The imitative nature of the Filipino people was also affirmed in theoretical 
terms by other social and cultural commentators. In “The Power of Appearance” 
(1995), Anthropologist Fenella Cannell does not see the mimicry as pathetic but as a 
subtle and ironic means of accessing power of the imagined American world. She 
states that mimicry can “constitute a self-transformative process” (224). Looking at 
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3
 Joining the list of Salonga, Ampil and Pampengco are Jessica Sanchez, Ramiel Malubay and 
Jasmine Trias of American Idol fame; Lou Diamond Philips, Steven McQueen, Darren Criss, Paolo 
Montalban, Phoebe Cates, Mark Dacascos, Rob Schneider of Hollywood movies and American 
television; Isay Alvarez, Junix Inocian, Bernardo Bernardo, Monique Wilson, Robert Seña, Jose Llana, 
Jennifer Paz, Michael Williams of Broadway and West End theatre fame; to name a few. !
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the bakla (gay men) in gay beauty pageants and local signers in amateur singing 
competitions who mimic American singers in the Bicol region of the Philippines, she 
asserted that these performances “use idioms thought of as American […]” (255). 
Cannell adds that these “move towards the pleasure of empowerment” coming from 
“knowing the words of a text and making it one’s own” (255). Finally, she observes 
that in this imitation of American popular singers, contestants transform “in which 
what is distant, powerful, and oppressive is brought closer and made more equal” 
(255). Centered on this disposition of power and intimacy, mimicry becomes a 
creative strategy to access power over the imagined Global North. Mimicry is not 
simply about wanting to be like those who are imitated, but a strategy to assert a sense 
of self. This imitative performance implies self-consciousness and intimacy to the one 
being imitated. Reflecting about the Filipino performer in the diaspora (particularly in 
the United States), Lucy San Pablo Burns in Puro Arte (2013) explains that such 
consciousness toys with intimate proximity and overturns the equation of the one who 
mimics and the one who is mimicked.  
 While Cannell and Burns conceive mimicry positively in the Filipino 
“performing” body, other theatre scholars do not see imitation affirmatively towards 
theorizing theatre in the archipelago. For these scholars, a better way to underscore 
the identity of Philippine theatre is the dismissal of the foreign. The most significant 
and celebrated figure in this theorization is Nicanor G. Tiongson, who is cited in most 
scholarly works about performances in the country.  
 Originally written in 1983 for the Philippine Theatre Studies series of the 
Philippine Educational Theatre Association (PETA), Tiongson’s “What is Philippine 
Drama?” (1998) is now considered one of the important theoretical foundations for 
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the practice and discourse of theatre in the Philippines.
4
 In the essay, Tiongson makes 
two general points. First, he identifies a problem in Philippine theatre scholarship, 
stating that the evolution of drama and theatre in the Philippines is “obviously shaped 
by the evolution of European and American drama” and “it is clear that the use of 
these concepts can only be prejudicial to the study of Philippine, even Asian, drama” 
(1). His proposed solution is “to avoid ‘polluted’ theories of theatre in our time, and 
search for the soul that gives life to drama, wherever one may find it, in whatever 
form one may chance upon it” (1). He asserts that to completely understand theatre in 
the Philippines, one should immediately dismiss lessons learned from Americans and 
Europeans. Second, Tiongson argues that Philippine theatre (and drama) has three 
essential characteristics. He writes: “a play may truly be called Philippine, not only if 
it reflects Filipino culture, not only if it answers the needs of entertainment, but most 
especially, if what it exhorts to is the final liberation of the masses” (Tiongson 1998: 
2).   
 It is important to note that the period when the essay was written was one of 
political and cultural turmoil in the Philippines. There were political demonstrations 
against then president Ferdinand Marcos, who declared Martial Law in 1972 and 
continued until 1981. During the Marcos administration, many human rights 
violations were committed. Filipino labor unions, peasant associations, and opposition 
parties “faced harassment, torture and murder” (Boudreau 2004: 135). At the same 
time, political activists labeled Marcos the American Boy or the puppet of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
  The Philippine Theatre Studies series is a collection of critical essays by academics and 
members of Philippine Theatre Educational Association (PETA) published as manual in 1983. In the 
series, the essays include pedagogical inquiry on Philippine theatre, theatre and nationalism, theatre 
and development, theatre and politics, to name a few. The series is part of the nationalist project of 
PETA amidst the political and social turmoil under the regime of then president and dictator Ferdinand 
Marcos. Tiongson’s essay served as the general introduction to all other essays in the series. Other 
essays in the series refer to Tiongson in discussing the relationship of nationalism and theatre practice. 
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American government (Paterson 1987). Tiongson’s conceptions of nationalism and 
national identity were born in these very specific contexts: a response to the Marcos 
administration, and at the same time a reaction against Marcos’ neo-colonial 
engagement with the United States.  
 In 1996, Nicanor Tiongson was interviewed by Catherine Diamond, a scholar 
of Southeast Asian Theatre. Tiongson, then Artistic Director of the Cultural Center of 
the Philippines (CCP), explained that the major thrust of his program was to separate 
the foreign from the native Filipino culture and to establish a national Filipino culture 
through the arts. As emphasized in the manifesto of the CCP, the center was 
established “to promote and uphold what is truly Filipino with the ultimate view of 
tapping, developing and promoting a national Filipino culture that is reflective of the 
life and ideals of the people” (in Diamond 1996: 146). Here is a reverberation of the 
1983 agenda. In this interview, Tiongson recognized some changes in the social 
conditions of the Philippines. He explained decentralization as a new nationalist 
agenda in the formation a national theatre. According to him, there was a need to 
assimilate other regions into the discourse of nationalism and national identity. The 
nationalist strategy had become an integration and recognition of other regions in the 
formation of the nation (Diamond 1996: 146).  
 Broadly speaking, assimilation is a socio-cultural process where other groups 
gradually adopt the culture of the dominant group. Together with CCP, PETA, the 
National Commission for the Culture and the Arts (NCCA) and the University of the 
Philippines (UP) took part in this assimilationist project. Representative of these 
institutions went to the provinces and conducted creative workshops and seminars. 
Included in these workshops and seminars were discussions about the Filipino 
identity. One cultural worker active in these workshops was Felipe de Leon, Jr. whose 
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manifesto on the essence of Philippine art is published in the NCCA website. In this 
manifesto, de Leon privileges the country-dweller (colloquially, the taga-nayon) 
whose conception of art making is integral and communal unlike the urban centers, 
where artists have already imbibed the “technical and economic power of Western art 
for art’s sake” (De Leon 2011) making artworks individualized as compared to the 
communal manifestation of the art making in the rural areas.  
 Tiongson invokes a strong version of anti-colonial criticism. His insistence on 
the dismissal of the European (Spanish) and the American elements in theorizing and 
practicing theatre in the Philippines is evidence of this. Tiongson’s dismissal suggests, 
as Moore-Gilbert puts it in Postcolonial Theory (1997), that “the West has long been 
assailed for universalizing what are in reality, historically, culturally and 
geographically specific systems of analysis and representations, as part of its attempt 
to secure its dominance over the rest of the world” (179). Tiongson’s desire for the 
separation of the foreign from the “native” is his attempt to dismiss the continuing 
colonial power structures and institutions. This is also the reason why Tiongson 
describes English language theatre in the Philippines as non-Filipino. Tiongson 
believes that theatre in the Philippines should be performed in the language of the 
Filipino people in order to contribute to this nationalist agenda (Fernandez 1996; 
Tiongson 1998; Diamond 1996).
5
   
 Tiongson’s attempt to critique Philippine theatre in an anti-colonial frame may 
be interpreted in two ways: one that favors the idea of the indigenous to critique 
standards constructed by the colonizers, and another centered on the concept of the 
masses in pursuit of liberation and identity. The former seeks to overthrow the idea of 
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5
  Filipino is the national and official language of the Philippines. When Tiongson wrote the 
essay, the national language was Tagalog, the language of the center. According to Virgilio S. Almario 
(in Garcia 2004), the shift to Filipino is a political strategy in the decentering project of nationalism 
after Marcos was overthrown in 1986. !
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the foreign and advocates cultural purity. Tiongson asserts the komedya, sarsuwela, 
and bodabil as traditional theatre forms that are predominantly Filipino. Although 
Tiongson does not deny their origins from previous colonizers – the Spaniards and 
Americans – he does not discuss how the foreign traditions negotiated with the local 
traditions.  
 Another important local theatre scholar after Tiongson is Doreen Fernandez, 
the title word of whose seminal Philippine theatre history book Palabas introduces 
her readers to a central concept of performance in the archipelago. In her preface, she 
explains, “[p]alabas indeed it all is – performance, show, entertainment, fun” (viii). 
Translating it as outward, Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns follows Fernandez’ line of 
inquiry by explaining that palabas provides a “vernacular and material contrast to 
colonial understandings of performance as exotic cultural practices produced by 
colonized bodies for the consumption by the colonizer” (8). This exposition is a 
modified texturing of Tiongson’s proposal to separate the native from the foreign. But 
compared to Tiongson’s purist proposal, a more fascinating approach in this 
invocation of palabas is the idea of contrast, which does not deny the relevance of the 
colonizers or the foreign in understanding theatre in the Philippines.  
 Other than Tiongson and Fernandez, there are also a number of non-Filipino 
scholars who have sought to theorize Philippine Theatre. For instance, Catherine 
Diamond, who despite her alignment of Philippine theatre with Western forms, gives 
a glimpse of the authentic via nationalist and postcolonialist concerns. Similar to 
Tiongson, Diamond advocates a Philippine national theatre imagined on the basis of 
“Filipinization, democratization and decentralization” (221). Diamond cites Tiongson 
in reference to this issue of identity, and laments that the problem with Philippine 
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theatre is mimicry. Comparing Philippine theatre with Indonesian theatre, Diamond 
explains that Tiongson envies Indonesian artists, in particular: 
their [Indonesians] strong unbroken classical tradition that 
assimilated whatever new idea or movement they encountered into 
their own stylistic structure and ideology. Everything the 
Indonesians came in contact with became identifiably their own, in 
contrast to the chameleon mutability of Philippine performers. This 
talent for mimicry, according to Tiongson, was a dilemma for 
Filipino actors, where lack of distinct national character stemmed 
from the culture’s lack of an indigenous core tradition (216). 
 
Two issues are at stake here. First, similar to Iyer and Riggs, mimicry is seen as a 
simple imitation and asserted as cheap and bland. Second, there is misrecognition of 
the debasement of Filipino culture, a historical condition and reality in the socio-
cultural dynamics of the Philippines.  
 Nevertheless, Diamond develops her affirmation of national theatre identity 
via a positioning of Philippine theatre as a postcolonial performance style devoid of 
the intercultural practice. In Culture and Imperialism (1993) Edward Said states that 
there are ways of linking the postcolonial with the current socio-cultural state of the 
nation: 
First, by adopting a new integrative or contrapuntal orientation in 
history that sees Western and non-Western experience as belonging 
together because they are connected by imperialism. Second, by an 
imaginative, even utopian vision which reconceives as 
emancipatory (as opposed to confining) theory and performance. 
Third, by an investment neither in new authorities and canons but 
in particular sort of nomadic, migratory and anti-narrative energy 
(279).  
 
Diamond also cites Said in building a framework for understanding of this quest for 
identity. She explains that the theatre scene in the Philippines, particularly in the 
National Capital Region of Manila, since the administration of Marcos was 
overthrown in 1986, has been thematically centered on the struggle for national 
liberation. Diamond proceeds by going back to Tiongson and argues for a utopian 
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vision of Philippine theatre grounded in what Tiongson describes as a continuous 
effort to separate the native from the foreign. At the same time, this utopian vision 
provides a means for Filipino artists to create a sense of fantasy, a desire for a savior, 
again placing the blame for underdevelopment in the country on this uninflected sense 
of US imperialism, that in contemporary times has been substituted by global 
capitalism and abstracted to globalization.  
 The most recent discussion of Philippine theatre occurs in Lucy Mae San 
Pablo Burns’ (2013) reflections on the Filipino performing body in the diaspora, 
particularly in the United States. Her use of puro arte as an epistemological starting 
point is also significant towards the understanding of the current state of Manila 
theatre, since the concept of puro arte encapsulates both “veracity and authenticity” 
(1). In her description of puro arte, she recognizes the referential contradictions of the 
term: “puro arte is superficial and overstated as it is creative and risky. In turning to 
puro arte as an epistemology for the Filipino/a performing body, I have no desire to 
discipline or question the term’s authenticity. Rather, my partiality is toward puro 
arte’s recognition of the effort to be performative, of the creative labor devoted to 
making spectacle” (2). This is the same trajectory that I wish to pursue in exploring 
what contemporary Manila theatre is.  
 As mentioned earlier, Burns finds palabas to be an important aspect in 
configuring the performing body of the Filipino or the Filipina. The context of 
palabas is realized via its opposition – the paloob, literally going inside. Burns is 
convinced that the performing body of the Filipino is contextualized by this dynamic 
of interiority and exteriority both in creative acts and as part of everyday life. She 
explains that  
in the case of palabas, the exterior becomes a space of resistance 
and ambiguity, equally reflecting and deflecting the landscape of 
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the interior. Akin to palabas, my turn to puro arte too complicates 
performances dismissed as entertaining, mundane, quotidian, 
diversionary, obvious, vulgar, or superficial. Puro Arte wrestles 
with the creative labor behind the historical spectacle of failed 
and/or exaggerated Filipino/a performances (9). 
    
This mode of inquiry resonates with Filipino anthropologist Prospero Covar’s 
discussion of the pagkataong Pilipino (the individuation of the Filipino) in Larangan 
(1998) in which the Filipino individual is likened to a banga (jar). More particular, 
Covar uses the Manunggal Jar, a burial jar dating back 890 BC, and found in 1964 in 
one of the caves in the Island of Palawan. Adding to the juxtaposition of loob and 
labas is lalim (depth). And completing this tripartite character is a juxtaposition of 
kaluluwa (soul) and budhi (conscience) on which these may be compiled together as 
the laman (content). My question, perhaps, in assessing these ontological framings of 
Filipino bodies concerns the laman. Where does the laman come from? Who puts the 
laman inside the jar or inside the interiority of the Filipino performing body? It is as 
if the interiority and the laman are omnipotently placed inside the jar and the 
performing body of the Filipino. Is the laman or the interiority a direct manifestation 
of the labas? And in the process of labas (read as exiting), is there a way to get back 
to the loob? What about the audience? Where are they located in this dichotomy of 
the loob and the labas? Is it also possible that the audience is part of the interiority of 
the Filipino performing body? Is the Filipino individual not a social being considering 









Manila Theatre as Inauthentic and Product of Mimicry – Pastiche? 
 Despite many attempts to dismiss mimicry and inauthenticity in recent 
discussions about Philippine theatre, I am quite ambivalent to use these modes of 
investigations towards the exploration of contemporary Manila theatre. Other than 
exhibiting this sense of “derivative” from foreign origins, the list of theatre activities 
presented earlier also illustrates a sense of pastiche. Themes are mixed and matched 
in many performances, especially original works of local artists. I observed a hodge-
podge of varieties ranging from religion (in the case of Trumpets and the 
collaboration of PETA with a renowned Catholic Church figure), history and 
education (in the case of DUP, TP and PETA), entertainment and spectacle (just like 
the case of Repertory, Bit by Bit) and possibly everyday politics (PETA). There is 
also a mixing and matching of different performance forms such as the recently 
concluded production of Adarna by Dulaang UP. Lee Cundangan (2013) remarks that 
the play is an experience of drama, melodrama, spectacle, comedy and puppetry:  
Estrella employs shadow play/puppetry similar to Indonesia's 
Wayang kulit, a storytelling device using flat and well-decorated 
figures projected on a scrim. Together with Lex Marcos' set and 
lighting design, the play uses craft paper--and bamboos--as life-
sized scrims to project the various mythical creatures and multiple 
settings. Another innovation in "Adarna" is […] interpretation of 
the mythical bird. She uses seven beautiful actresses/singers to 
represent the seven-colored Adarna. She also uses multiple actors 
simultaneously playing certain roles onstage to move the story 
forward--in a more fluid fashion. […] Cast member Vlad Gonzales' 
anachronistic comic quips blend well with the original text, which 
increase the audience members' emotional involvement and 
understanding of the material. Gonzales should also be commended 
for providing three-dimensional characterizations of varied roles. 
 
Finally, there is also a pastiche of cultural references. An example is the choreography 
of Dexter Santos in the contemporized version of the 1926 sarsuwela Ang Kiri (The 
Flirt) by Servando de los Angeles staged by DUP for the national sarsuwela festival 
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held at the University of the Philippines in February 2009. Some personalities 
involved in the UP Sarsuwela Festival 2009 (such as national artist and then dean of 
the College of Arts and Letters Virgilio S. Almario) voiced disappointments during 
the post-festival meeting held at the Dean’s Office of the UP College of Arts and 
Letters. In the final report on the festival, it was mentioned that Santos’ device of 
mixing popular cultural dances such as those popularized by Beyoncé Knowles in her 
MTV of “Single Ladies” and Lady Gaga’s “Bad Romance” in his choreography 
turned the classical piece into a mere spectacle, rather than highlighting relevant 
issues about nationalism embedded in the form (College of Arts and Letters 2010).  
 In Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991), Fredric 
Jameson implies that pastiche is a cheap amalgamation of various originals. He 
asserts that, 
Like parody, the imitation of a peculiar or unique, idiosyncratic 
style, the wearing of a linguistic mask, speech in a dead language. 
But it is a neutral practice of such mimicry, without any of 
parody’s ulterior motives, amputated of the satiric impulse, devoid 
of laughter and of any conviction that alongside the abnormal 
tongue you have momentarily borrowed, some healthy linguistic 
normality still exists. Pastiche is thus blank parody, a statue with 
blind eyeballs (17, emphasis mine). 
 
Jameson’s indifference toward pastiche is the absence of authenticity. Once used to 
describe a cultural product such as theatre, there is an implication of deceit, lacking 
originality, and non-intellectual. Most importantly, when an art object is categorized 
as pastiche, it may more or less points to triviality and pointlessness. If contemporary 
Manila theatre has this character of pastiche, then I end up dismissing it as simply 
entertaining, obvious, superficial and diversionary such as how the UP Sarsuwela 
Festival 2009 core-team felt about Santos’s staging of Ang Kiri. 
 Nevertheless, in Pastiche (2007), Richard Dyer provides a more nuanced take 
on this often negatively conceived term. Dyer argues that the origin of pastiche is not 
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derivative of something, which has no value. Originally an Italian word for pie, Dyer 
explains that if we maintain the analogy of pie in the concept of pastiche, it “mixes 
things together such that the identities of the different ingredients remain largely 
intact, albeit modified by their interaction and by being eaten all together” (9 – 10). 
The combination of elements is used as a device to construct a unified whole – a 
unified narrative in case of theatre production, for instance. This, in theatre practice is 
almost identical to intercultural theatre. There are intercultural theatre works which 
involve mixing and matching of cultural traditions to make a unified whole such as 
Lear (1997) and Lear Dreaming (2012) by Singapore director Ong Keng Sen.
6
 But 
nevertheless, the theatre scene in Manila is not linked with this intercultural practice 
as theorists of intercultural theatre often distinguish the difference between the source 
culture and the receiving culture as in the case of Patrice Pavis (1996) in his hourglass 
model of intercultural performance.  
 As implied in the list above, there is difficulty in pointing the source or origin 
of culture in the case of Manila (or the entire Philippines) due to the prominence of 
colonial influences. In short, Filipino culture is linked with the Hispanic and the 
American, therefore not exciting as a reference point in comparison with the most 
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6
  While many would argue that Lear Dreaming is not really a pastiche, in my review of this 
Shakespearean spin-off, I attest to its intercultural aesthetics but as indicated here, the devising / 
strategy of Ong is more of mixing and matching: “Aesthetically, this 2012 performance was strong, 
with striking visual design, virtuoso performers, and unexpected juxtapositions. Nô master-performer 
Umewaka Naohiko re-enacted his role as Lear. The only trained actor on stage, he was accompanied by 
musical artists rather than “actors” to fill the other roles. All of these performers had considerable 
intercultural musical experience: contemporary female pipa virtuoso Wu Man played the Lear’s 
ungrateful daughter; she has been a major collaborator with Yo-Yo Ma on his Silk Road project. Kang 
Kwon Soon, a leading female vocalist of traditional Korean court music (junga) and a member of the 
Tori ensemble has collaborated in creating Korean fusion jazz, played Lear’s (dead) wife. Piterman, a 
specialist in the Minang music-dance-theatre (dikia rabano) of Sumatra who has collaborated with 
noted modern dance artist Boi Gumarang Sakti, played the loyal fool. Japanese expert Toru Yamanaka 
provided electronic music and celebrated Javanese composer Rahayu Supanggah led a contemporary 
ensemble of gamelan musicians. Set design (Justin Hill), lights (Scott Zielinski), costume (Mitsushi 
Yanaihara) ,and graphics (Hanson Ho) were crucial to the work and made the piece a feast for the 
eyes” (Tiatco 2013b: 532). 
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celebrated intercultural sources such as India, Indonesia, Japan and Korea.  But 
nonetheless, what may be useful here is an argument that various theatrical forms in 
the history of theatre are also products of mixing elements to construct a unified 
whole. For instance, commedia dell arte in Italy was a mixture of short skits, 
puppetry, masked dancing and other popular performance genres during the 
Renaissance. Another example is the development of American musical particularly 
the vaudeville which combined skits, cabarets, burlesque, drag, and other popular 
musical numbers.  
 Dyer also perceives pastiche as “something that may not be entirely a new 
work but also which cannot be understood as simply a reproduction or unreflected 
imitation of an existing work” (22). Here, Dyer suggests that even creators of pastiche 
do not just simply mix and match anything to produce something. It takes some 
intellectualizing in producing a work – despite it being a copy of an existing work. It 
takes creativity in combining elements to produce a unified whole. An example is the 
musical Sa Wakas by Pamintuan and Abuan. As indicated earlier, this musical 
weaved the songs of the local popular band Sugarfree. Weaving disparate songs 
written not for the theatre and finding connections among them involve creativity and 
artistic intelligence. The souvenir program of Sa Wakas tells that it took about eight 
months for Pamintuan and Abuan to make a unified narrative out of these pop-songs. 
At the same time, transforming the lyrics into dialogues and assigning songs to 
characters take reflexive moments. More importantly, finalizing the book of the 
musical is also an intellectual effort. Editing the songs, adding some lines, arranging 
melodies – these are also major intellectual and creative considerations in 
transforming the pop-songs into a unified whole via the musical genre. In this regard, 
the pastiche becomes a sort of liminal entity – a between and betwixt; neither here nor 
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there – or as Dyer states, “neither original nor copy” (22). Hence, we can treat the 
pastiche as a middle ground, which has the potential for several possibilities and may 
shape many of the well-known theatre genres today – from Broadway musical to 
Intercultural performance.  
 This concept of pastiche provides a preliminary account of Manila theatre’s 
complexity. As illustrated earlier, current theatre performances are products of fusing 
and incorporating a number of themes, forms and cultural references. Dyer’s account 
of pastiche is a renewed examination by bracketing the attached condemnation 
connected to it. Dyer invites his readers to reflect whether or not it is possible to put 
value on any object considered as pastiche. Besides, Dyers explains that many objects 
categorized as pastiche are more or less products of certain reflexive imitations; 
therefore, a hint of intellectual energy is also exercised in the process of creating such 
objects. But even if Dyer’s presentation is a more nuanced interrogation about this 
negative concept, pastiche is still a term that artists find insulting if their works are 
associated with it.  
 With the list of examples presented earlier, combined with these issues of 
imitation and inauthenticity, I perceive entanglement as a better key idiom in 
understanding contemporary theatre in Manila. Compared to pastiche, entanglement 
has a more neutral connotation as it allows a more complex relationship among the 












 The concept of entanglement may be understood as a condition of overlaps 
and a condition of blending or mixing together. Other key concepts that often define 
entanglement in discourse include associations, linkages, relations, proximity, 
affinity, amalgam, collation, syncretism, hybridity and assemblage. These are the 
common concepts used in discussing the aestheticized effects of intermingling 
elements in an entangled phenomenon. Another way of looking at this aestheticized 
effect is this entanglement between human beings and inanimate entities in theatre 
performances as interrogated by Chris Salter in Entangled: Technology and the 
Transformation of Performance (2010).  
 Salter reflects on the inter-relations between humans (performers) and 
inanimate objects. More specifically, he is interested in answering “how can we 
understand the construction of artistic processes and events in which the human may 
no longer be the sole locus of enactment but performs in tandem with other kinds of 
beings: a tangle of circuits, an array of sensors, shape-changing materials?” (xxxii). 
Salter argues that the entanglement between technical objects (or “machines” such as 
the screen, the computer, the internet) and the human actor has made it difficult to 
separate or tease out the distinguishing markers between these figures due to their 
intimate relationship. He writes, “human and technical beings and processes are so 
intimately bound up in a conglomeration of relations that makes it difficult, if not 
impossible to tease out separate essences for each” (xxxxii).  
 Examples of such argument may be found in his discussions of “performing 
machines” where he talks about the “performances” of multimedia artists such as Jean 
Tinguely, Matt Heckett, Gordon Monahan, Istvan Kantor, Ken Rinaldo, Wim Devoye 
and Rebecca Horn. He argues that in the works of these artists, the animistic power of 
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inanimate beings is combined within the technological mise-en-scène, contributing to 
“a co-productive understanding of what machine autonomy actually signified” (302). 
Thus, he suggests that in this sense of entanglement – “co-production” or 
collaboration between machines and human beings, artists are attempting to transcend 
the limitations of the dichotomy of humans/non-humans (machines) in theatre and 
performance. Generally, Salter reflects on the relationship of technology and humans 
(live bodies in performance) to negate the “supposedly modern tension between the 
humanistic body and the dehumanized machine” (276). 
 Salter’s conception of theatre entanglement is not so relevant in the discussion 
of contemporary Manila theatre. Salter’s take on entanglement is more manifest in the 
materiality or the “objects” of performances: wires, screens, computers and other 
technological elements in the performance combined with the human actors. His 
theatrical realms are the avant-garde and the post-dramatic theatre performances in 
the West. I narrated earlier that the dominant characteristic of contemporary Manila 
theatre is a “derivative” of the dramatic tradition in the broad sense: a presentation of 
a dramatic narrative via a straight play or a musical. In this regard, it is more 
appropriate to think of entanglement vis-à-vis contemporary Manila theatre in a 
figurative sense. 
 My use of entanglement is an investigation of associations, linkages, 
assemblages, and networks in reference to theatre aesthetics and themes as used by 
artists. As illustrated earlier, many artists tend to create a piece of work out of 
associations of mixing and matching or putting elements together. Earlier, I 
mentioned that Bit by Bit Productions debuted with a musical adaptation of the film 
Ang Pagdadalaga ni Maximo Oliveros. During a post-show conversation following 
what the production team called the “kick-off”, staged at the Studio Theatre of the 
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CCP on 24 August 2013, Santos indicated that he is intending to put up a performance 
combining inspirations from popular music, dance and visual spectacle in directing 
the musical. Also a popular choreographer, Santos is known for mixing and matching 
various dance traditions popularized on the American stage. As evidenced by his 
other productions as a director-choreographer, Santos does not deny that the 
inspiration for his movements is from the “outside” or foreign performance genres. A 
case in point here is his work on the contemporized komedya, Orosman at Zafira by 
Francisco Baltazar, which is discussed later in this thesis. As he stated in his master’s 
thesis, Santos’ choreography in Orosman at Zafira was “a fusion of indigenous and 
contemporary movements beneficial to the narrative and involved energetic and 
exciting pulses present in modern day dances” (Santos 2012: 216). In his 
choreography, Santos fused some elements of the rituals of the Ifugaos, the 
Palawanons, and Mindanao with jazz, ballet and contemporary dance.  
 Adding to this point about mixing and matching, one of the composers 
(William Manzano) stated that the music is inspired by the popular music of the locals 
in Sampaloc, a district of Manila where the musical is set: soft rock, alternative 
novelties and what the popular music industry in the Philippines calls jukebox music. 
There is no definite description of what jukebox music is except a popular music 
genre coined by the media. Commonly, it is a term referring to the music of the slums, 
the poor, or those from the provinces. At times, it is also known as the music of the 
bakya (poor man’s slippers) or the music of the promdi (short for someone from the 
province). This type of music may be synonymous with the country music of the 
United States. But unlike in the US, this music is considered “inferior” and graded as 
“cheap” according to the standard of city dwellers.  
 What was more interesting during the “kick-off” was a question asked by a 
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journalist in the audience, about whether or not the musical would be comparable to 
Broadway shows such as A Chorus Line or even Wicked. Santos confidently answered 
in the affirmative. In this example, we can see how in the process of the production, 
Santos and his collaborators are creating a “unified whole” – via the mixing and 
matching of music, dancing and, interestingly, a conscious linkage to the foreign (the 
Broadway in particular). At the same time, there is something intriguing in the 
questioning, which may lead the way towards this concept of entanglement. Even 
audience members found it easier to associate their thinking of theatre via the 
“foreign” forms, in particular those from Broadway. This encounter may be 
interpreted as either part of the strong impact of American popular culture in the 
everyday life of the Filipino people, or a manifestation of how Filipino people are 
able to link different webs of associations.  
 Nevertheless, Salter’s discussion of entanglement between human and object 
is relevant if we look at the reality of Manila as an urban space. Although Salter’s 
theorization is not relevant to contemporary Manila theatre, it is relevant to Manila 
itself where the theatre performances I investigate in this thesis are produced. 
Observing the configuration of the city, the entanglement of objects and humans in 
Salter’s discussion is very much experienced: the diversity of people and things like 
the pieces of junk in the streets, the traffic jam, the electric wires, kalesa (horse 
carriage), jeepneys, tricycle, buses, vendors of sex enhancers, anting-anting (amulets), 
and DVDs around the vicinity of the Catholic Church, to name a few.  
 This material entanglement of the city is presented in the independent film 
Ang Pagdadalaga ni Maximo Oliveros. In the beginning of the film, director Solito 
provides a montage of the shantytown of Sampaloc in Manila. It begins with a piece 
of a plastic shopping bag, dried leaves and dried stalks floating in a filthy canal. Then, 
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the camera brings the audiences to a polluted creek where beside it, is a group of 
young boys happily playing a local street game. Other images of the city are then 
presented: a parked jeepney decorated with the flag of the United States; the traffic 
jam along Recto Street; houses ingeniously built with found objects such as 
cardboards, grocery boxes and pile of woods; houses decorated with Chinese lanterns 
and some Christmas lights. Maxie, the protagonist is later introduced. He picks up an 
orchid from the street and uses it as an ornament to his hair. He walks along the small 
alley where washed clothes and a gown are hanging on the window of a house. As he 
continues walking his way home, he encounters children who are joyfully playing tag-
along, adults having a drinking session and ladies busy washing clothes. Later in the 
film, audiences encounter a wake – where the street is blocked off. A make-shift tent 
is erected in the street. The coffin is placed under the tent. Wreathes of flowers are 
placed near the coffin. A huge cross is also standing beside the coffin. What is more 
noteworthy in this wake is the presence of tables and chairs used not for visitors who 
would like to pay their final respects to the dead person but used for gambling and to 
play Bingo.   
 An emblem of chaos also characterizes this material entanglement of the city. 
This is not the first time that a city vis-à-vis cultural performance is reflected as 
chaotic. In Kinesthetic City (2013), SanSan Kwan explores the entanglement of 
bodies and urban spaces in the cities of Shanghai, Taipei, Hong Kong, New York, and 
Los Angeles. Drawing from kinesthesia (the body’s awareness of motion), Kwan 
problematizes Chinese identity and the urban environment by “decentering mainland 
China as the source of Chinese identity” (9). Using the concept of the “plural,” she 
inquires, “what is revealed through the choreographies I study in these Chinese urban 
spaces is that Chineseness is plural, contested and yet persistent idea” (27). More so, 
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the emblem of the city as chaotic is described by the intersections of spatial and 
temporal incongruities and contingencies. She writes, “Shanghai, a city characterized 
by spatial and temporal incongruities; Taipei, a city overflowing and persistently 
contingent; Hong Kong, a liquid machine; New York’s Chinatown, a site of messy 
relationality” (127) produced by what she calls an inscription of the “intra-, inter-, and 
the trans-. Bodies, material objects, ideas, sensations, and experiences flow 
continuously into and out of these global Chinese cities” (128). In other words, a 
multicultural environment manifests this chaotic emblem. Often, this is used to 
describe the urbanity of the developed nations. 
 While I acknowledge the “chaotic” emblem of Manila as an entangled city, 
my discussion of entanglement is not a direct synonym of chaos. My use of 
entanglement is figurative, in the sense that it is identified with contexts of 
colonialism and its aftermath; archipelagic narratives and migration; transnational 
relations; and connections and narratives about the city’s participation with 
globalization. With this, it is important to note that this entanglement is also persistent 
in the historical narrative of the city.  
 For instance, when Arthur Riggs wrote about Manila drama, his opening 
sentence describes Manila as a “strange lack of cohesiveness.” Pico Iyer adopts a 
similar position in observing many contradictions in the city of Manila. For instance, 
he describes the gallery going to his hotel room as an extraordinary space since: “on 
the wall was a painting of the bleeding Jesus, and in the narrow corridor, a black-light 
portrait of a Bambi-eyed and huge breasted topless Filipina” (153). In the next pages, 
he describes how, amidst the glittering pavilions of arts centers, metropolitan 
museums and huge hotels could be found the “seediness of beggars and whores. In the 
tourist district of Ermita, dead mice lay on the sidewalks like over-turned trucks and 
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men in clothes urinated in the face of passing cars” (159). Iyer goes on to exclaim that 
it is unbelievable because the Filipino people he encounters “smile amidst squalor, 
and songs” (163).  
 What perhaps Riggs is underscoring in his remark about the “lack of 
cohesiveness” in the city is a lack of order and what Iyer is probably implying during 
those moments in Manila is about a sort of escapism. But there is something in these 
experiences about the city that may bring out some conceptualizations about culture. 
In Uneven Development (1984), Neil Smith argues that “the production of space also 
implies the production of meaning, concepts, and consciousness of space which are 
inseparably linked to its physical production” (77). If we are to follow the logic of 
Manila as the city described by these cultural commentators, the logic should be 
understood via entanglement. Riggs himself observed this structuration but distanced 
himself from it and in that sense dismissed its potential for knowledge production. 
When he attended a performance of a passion-play in the city, Riggs observed, 
In the capital, Manila, throughout the month of March, 1904, was 
both grotesque, ridiculous and horrible. The pictures thrown upon 
the screen [backdrops] were coarse and faulty, of the usual cheap 
and gaudy sort, and during each scene an orchestra, frightfully out 
of tune, discoursed what were described as “appropriate airs.” 
When the Magi and the shepherd adored the infant Christ, a 
rippling, lively Spanish fandango jarred on the occidental ear; the 
agony on the Garden of Gethsemane was accompanied and 
rendered still more infinitely sad, even to the worldling, by the 
exquisite Mascagi intermezzo, the most suitable piece rendered; on 
the way to Calvary, and during the entire crucifixion and 
earthquakes scene, the ridiculous again intruded itself, in the form 
of the prison song, “ah, I have sighed to rest me,” from Il 
Trovatore; and at the ascencion, which was made to follow 
immediately after the earthquakes and resurrection, the soldiers’ 
chorus from Faust was played (31). 
 
I wonder why there is discomfort with this emblem of the city, when it seems the 
residents themselves find these disorderly arrangements significantly unproblematic 
in their everyday life.  
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 In the Man Asian Literary Prize winning novel Ilustrado (2010), Miguel 
Syjuco describes Manila as a city of contradiction, hence, a city rooted in 
entanglement. In his description, Syjuco provides a commentary and explanation on 
this disposition of the city: 
She, the trusting daughter of the East and West, lay down and was 
destroyed, her beauty carpet-bomb by her liberators, cautious of 
their own casualties, her ravishment making her kindred to 
Hiroshima, Stalingrad, Warsaw. And yet, from the air you think her 
peaceful and unflustered. On the ground is a place tangled with 
good intentions and a tyrannical will to live. Life works with the 
Lord's benevolence and a generous application of duct tape and 
Filipino ingenuity. Five hundred years ago Spanish conquistadors 
sailed their wooden ships into the world's most perfect harbour to 
begin their mission of, as historians say, God, gold and guns; their 
walled fortress is still there, as is their religion and blood, but the 
gold they, and others, took with them, or apportioned among their 
few native deputies. Manila has changed much since. It's changed 
so little. If you know where to look, this is the most exciting city in 
the world (44). 
 
Syjuco reminds his readers about how colonizers debased Manila and how up until 
now the city is struggling. In this short description, Syjuco narrates the different 
experiences of Manila under colonial authorities and comments about the continued 
decolonization including the recovery from the neo-imperial and neo-colonial 
ideologies inherited by the elites who now rule the city (and the nation). In this sense, 
Syjuco reminds his readers to step back a bit further in order to appreciate and 
understand the disposition of the city. Thus, here is a short narration of cultural 
debasement that the city of Manila experienced from her colonizers and how in the 
present continuously recovers from this blow of imperialism. But despite this, Manila 
is still an “exciting city” for having managed to stand up from this chaotic emblem, 
which her colonizers provided and her “native” elites continued.  
 Since the debasement of indigenous culture was experienced by the city (and 
the archipelago), it should be noted that aspects of culture that the people use in 
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reaffirming their sense of selves and in recovering a sense of spirit after experiencing 
all these difficulties are those which are readily available to them –those which were 
introduced by her colonizers and “liberators.” In The Americanization of Manila 
(2010), Cristina Evangelista Torres argues that when the United States began its 
benevolent assimilation project in Manila, it sought to turn “Manila into the 
Washington DC of the Orient […] to remind American officers of their home” (56). 
Some Hispanic landscapes were demolished. Torres explains, of all the Hispanic 
landmarks, the Americans left the Intramuros (or the Walled City of Manila) 
unharmed. These huge walls were used as American bases, particularly the Fort 
Santiago where many insurgents against Spain were imprisoned and tortured. 
Americans began introducing architectural styles that were popular in the United 
States during the time. Old Hispanic buildings such as the house of the governor in 
Intramuros were renovated to suit the art deco taste of the Americans.   
 This was the image of space that the people in Manila were left with after 
independence from the United States in 1947: an image of mixing some native 
aspects, some Hispanic aspects, many American motifs and other motifs used by 
various ethnic communities such as the Chinese who decided to construct a small 
Chinese town in the city.  In short, what probably is missed in the discomfort of Riggs 
and Iyer is this historical context that made up Manila as a city comprised of 
entanglement. And it is this entanglement that I see as a starting point for situating the 
disposition of theatre in the city of Manila. In this regard, the entangled character of 
Manila could be seen as a venue to articulate a cosmopolitan sense of the city. 
 In Entanglements, or Transmedial Thinking About Capture (2012), Rey Chow 
explains that the conventional usage of entanglement in theory is the “fuzzing up of 
conventional classificatory categories due to the collapse of neatly maintained 
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epistemic borders” (10). Here, entanglement is a state of concrete intermixing where a 
recognition of separated-ness is necessitated by an attempt to unify disparate 
elements. Nonetheless, what is more interesting here is the fuzzing up of the 
distinctions, which is a characteristic of the landscape of the city of Manila as implied 
in the discussion above. Chow also adds that entanglements are “the linkages and 
enmeshments that keep things apart; the voidings and uncoverings that hold things 
together” (12). As suggested earlier, Manila is home to chaos. This is not only a 
reference to the physical characteristics of the city. Manila is home to different 
variants of chaos provided by natural disasters (typhoons and monsoon rains causing 
flood all over the city), man-made disorders such as traffic jams and pollution in 
public spaces, social disparity between the legal settlers and the illegal settlers (or the 
informal settlers), political wars of oppositional parties in the congress and the senate 
and the interference of Catholic Church in the cultural psyche of the Filipino people. 
Yet, the city manages to live vibrantly. Manila is not a perfect city but amidst chaos, 
disorder or pandemonium, there are unexplained structures that can hold these 
disparate elements together.  
 
Buhol-Buhol and Contemporary Manila Theatre  
 The Tagalog counterpart of entanglement is buhol-buhol. To be entangled or 
to be part of buhol-buhol is not something that most Filipinos would want to 
experience because it also has a very negative connotation as used in this popular 
song by the all-girl-band Prettier than Pink in the late 1990s:   
 buhol-buhol ang traffic,  
 ki-nut ka pa ng jeep,  
 minura pa ng driver,  
 ulo’y uminit  
 
 [while caught in a traffic jam,  
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 a jeep cut in your way,  
 the driver even cursed you,  
 Now you are enraged]  
 
Here, buhol-buhol is not a desirable circumstance. The song is suggesting to avoid 
anything buhol-buhol like the traffic jam to keep away from outrage. Other Tagalog 
counterparts of entanglement are dawit, abala, sabit, all connoting a sense of 
entrapment, of being part of something unintentionally awful. These Tagalog 
counterparts are also contained within the terminology of avoidance. To be ma-abala 
literally means to be disturbed. To be ma-dawit is translated as to be unwittingly 
caught up in a feud or fight. To be ma-sabit means to be accused of something.  
 But as illustrated earlier, there is no point to ward off buhol-buhol, because it 
is entanglement that characterizes Manila itself. At such, it implies that people of 
Manila themselves are already entangled. Because of this assumption, I look at buhol-
buhol as a new possibility in this reflection of contemporary theatre in Manila. I am 
aware that in local scholarship, there is a tendency to dismiss buhol-buhol because of 
the negative connotation associated with it. What is often invoked is a sense of 
harmonious appropriation and indigenization such as the invocation of anthropologist 
Felipe de Leon, Jr. during his lecture on sustainable tourism at the Asian Institute of 
Tourism in the University of the Philippines on 25 October 2006. De Leon explained 
that Filipino culture should be thought of as a sapin-sapin, a local coconut cake made 
up of colorful layers between two layers of the same color (usually white). The use of 
the sapin-sapin metaphor is suggestive of an ordered hierarchy in the cultural psyche 
of the Filipino individual. De Leon explains that these layers are arranged from pre-
colonial sensibilities at the bottom and a thin slice of these sensibilities are also 
present on the topmost portion of the cake. These sandwich the colonial attributions 
of the Filipino spirit. In time, these colonial undertones are pushed inside the cake, 
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making the pre-colonial spirits more manifest than those colonial attributes. However, 
at the very least, this is not how cultural productions manifest themselves in Manila. 
Despite the denial of colonial attributes, the contemporary theatre that Filipino artists 
staged is not linked to a pre-colonial past. As already indicated, what counts as 
traditional theatre performances originated during the colonial period. Contemporary 
theatre styles are based on traditions developed alongside the introduction of foreign 
theatrical activities during the colonial periods.    
 My use of buhol-buhol to characterize contemporary Manila Theatre is 
twofold: an affirmation and a critique. The affirmation is in reference to buhol-buhol 
as a key idiom towards understanding the complexity of Manila Theatre. But my use 
of buhol-buhol is placed outside the context of victimization and avoidance. Besides, 
in light of the preceding discussion, it is a fact that the theatre scene in Manila is part 
of an intricate buhol-buhol: representations, shared histories, relationships and genres. 
These are vectors of theatre entanglement in contemporary Manila. As vectors, these 
are agents, paths, carriers, patterns, directions and routes towards understanding the 
complexity of contemporary Manila theatre.  
 A simple way of defining the vector of representation is by distinguishing the 
relationship of an object and what the object signifies. In Art and Knowledge (2001), 
James O. Young, explains that in this inter-relation of the object and the signified, 
three conditions must be observed: 
 If something is a representation of some object, it must stand for 
the object. Next, representations must be intended to stand for 
something. This may be called the intentionality condition. The 
third condition may be called the recognition condition. According 
to this condition, nothing is a representation unless it can be 
recognised as standing for an object by someone other than the 
person (or persons) who intends that it represent the object. A few 
comments on each of these conditions are in order. In particular, an 
account is needed of what it is for something to stand for 




What Young implies is that a representation is located in the mental process of an 
individual in acquiring information through the critical engagement of thought, 
experience and the senses. In this regard, it is through representation that people 
organize a picture of the world or a reality through signs, relations and significations. 
 In the entanglement of representations, I imagine the enmeshing of the most 
celebrated figures that contemporary theatre artists in Manila stage: heroes, ordinary 
people, religious figures, the overseas workers and the bakla (Filipino gay man). But 
more particularly, these figures are combined to produce an entanglement of the 
sacred and the secular. For instance, in PETA’s Pamana, the Catholic God is often 
invoked to intercede for the sake of the motherland. A video montage projected 
onscreen shows former President Corazon Aquino praying while a voice-over sings 
for the intercession of God to save the Philippines from corrupt politicians. This 
episode alone shows how the secular (which is in the montage) intersects with the 
sacred (which is in the solemn invocation of the Almighty to save the country). At the 
same time, the recognition of the importance of God in this secular mode is also very 
pressing especially to local audiences.  
 In the case of shared histories, I borrow Fenella Cannell’s observation in her 
ethnography in the Bicol Region as documented in Power and Intimacy in the 
Christian Philippines (1999). She writes,  
the middle classes of each small town organise themselves into 
prayer-group for the devotion of the Sacred Heart, but also into 
groups of Rotarians and Lions. Seminarians training for holy orders 
play basketball in their spare time. Small primary schools in the 
barangay field teams of drummers and majorettes in all the major 
town celebrations (204). 
 
What Cannell is underscoring is a reference to how Filipino people negotiate the 
different colonial histories with their everyday life. The Philippines was colonized by 
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Spain for more than 300 years, by the United States for more than fifty years, and by 
Japan for three years. A favorite concept referring to this enmeshing is hybridity, 
borrowing from Homi Bhabha’s well-known postcolonial theory as elaborated in The 
Location of Culture (1994). However, a more popular and celebrated concept in the 
Philippines is indigenization. Both Nicanor G. Tiongson (1998) and Doreen 
Fernandez (1996) use indigenization in discussing the development of Philippine 
theatre. In postcolonial articulations of hybridity, Homi Bhabha reminds us that we 
should be ambivalent about colonial discourse. Equally, Edward Said (1993) suggests 
a contrapuntal orientation on reading and writing history, which is a mode of thinking 
together or a dialogue – both the perspectives of the colonizers and the colonized. In 
the articulation of the Filipinization of theatre forms such as the Hispanic comedia 
and zarzuela, the American vaudeville and musicals there is a denial of the “foreign” 
once these forms are indigenized.  
 The illustration of the current situation of contemporary Manila theatre earlier 
suggests that the foreign is still looming in the different productions staged by local 
artists. As stated earlier, contemporary Manila is “derivative” of the dramatic tradition 
of the West. As also articulated earlier, the “derivative” is not a matter of simple 
imitation. As will be discussed in Chapter Five, local artists are engaging in a 
compensatory aesthetics in the localization of foreign forms such as the musical 
genre. This, in my view, is a contrapuntal engagement of local artists with Western 
dramaturgy.   
 Broadly, relationships refer to particular types of interactions, associations or 
connections existing between human individuals. In the case of entangled 
relationships, the best concept describing such engagement is conflict. Hence, this 
entanglement is the easiest to talk about here especially since dramatic theatre 
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involves conflict, an important aspect of drama as it is the opposition between 
characters (or sometimes within a character) that conventionally motivates and shapes 
the action of the action or narrative in modern drama. A case in point is The Silent 
Soprano discussed in Chapter Five, written by former undersecretary and head of 
policy studies of the Presidential Staff Ricardo Saludo and staged at the Wilfrido Ma. 
Guerrero Theatre in 2007 and at the Air Force of the Philippines Theatre in 2008.   
 In this musical, the entangled relationship is seen through the world of the 
Filipina domestic helpers and the world of the Cantonese employer. In my reading of 
this musical, “these worlds intersect in a space where the human condition is 
determined by fields of instrumentality which, for me, connotes the inhuman 
character of globalization and transnational capitalism. Each world (Hong Kong and 
the Philippines) needs the other for economic survival; hence, this is a symbiotic 
relationship, with both worlds seeing each other as means instead of ends” (Tiatco 
2013a: 425). But other than this obvious entanglement of a relationship between the 
sending country and the receiving country, the musical also directs its audiences to 
other webs of interlocking relationships: the conflict between Margie and her 
employer Selena, especially when Selena’s boyfriend Ricky falls in love with Margie; 
Margie and her manager George, who forbids her to be seen in public or to fall in love 
with Ricky; Margie and her self – especially when she is already determined to give 
up her career as MeiMei (her screen name) but becomes conflicted when she starts 
thinking of her loved ones in the Philippines who are depending on her remittances; 
Margie and the Cantonese fans of MeiMei, especially when MeiMei is revealed to be 
Margie, the domestic helper; the domestic helpers and the police in an attempt to save 
Margie from the officials.   
 Finally, there is also an entanglement of genres in the process of doing theatre. 
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In the most basic sense, a genre refers to conventions, types, kinds or categories. In 
short, a genre is a concept used in taxonomizing and in giving order to the different 
objects around us. In Writing Genres (2004), Amy J. Devitt explains “the 
conventional conception considers genre a classification system of texts based on 
shared formal characteristics” (6). This, in my view, is the most conservative way of 
understanding genre. In this description, forms are easily identified because of some 
formalistic attributes such as the identifiable characteristics imbedded in the object. 
Today genre is thought to make sense only through “people’s individual rhetorical 
actions at the nexus of the contexts of situation, culture, and genres” (Devitt: 31). A 
most celebrated idiom in this rhetoric is the blurring of genre or the lost of 
distinguishable markers in the identification of some art works. In Genre (2006), John 
Frow argues that categorizing literary works as this or that is impossible because 
identifying genre is “unstable and unpredictable” (25). But even if some cultural and 
literary theorists such as Devitt and Frow present ambivalence to the categorizing 
function of genre, my use of the concept is based on its conservative definition. 
Besides, I am convinced that contemporary theatre artists in Manila being 
“derivative” of the Western dramatic tradition, can be easily classified in two major 
dramatic theatre genre: straight play and musical. 
 In this regard, in entangling various genres, theatre makers create a production 
with excessive use of mixing different performance forms ranging from the more 
traditional theatre genres to the more Western (and contemporary) songs and dances. 
Maxie, the musical is a good example. During the post-show conversation at the press 
preview, Santos mentioned that he is preparing for around 16 musical numbers in the 
first act alone. As performed during the “kick-off” at the studio theatre of CCP, six 
numbers of singing, belting, dancing and parodying were combined together. In 
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Orosman at Zafira, Dexter Santos inserted dance traditions from various regions of 
the archipelago in order to highlight the spectacular quality of the komedya. Carol 
Bello fused various musical traditions from all over the world (which she referred to 
as ‘trans’-world music, in Santos’ master’s thesis) in order to construct a unique 
sound in the music of Orosman at Zafira. This excessive insertion of devices, themes 
and elements may often be seen confusing and too much, especially for non-Manila 
and/or non-Filipino audiences. But these excessive uses of mixing and matching 
performance genres were crucial elements for both the critical and box-office success 
of these productions.      
 As will be argued in this thesis, removing one of these buhol-buhol is to deny 
the complexity of contemporary Manila theatre. On the other hand, using buhol-buhol 
as an avenue of critique, I will illustrate how the complexities of entanglement can be 
neglected by Manila theatre-makers themselves. Theoretical writings about the theatre 
in Manila do not see complexity of buhol-buhol as a possible site of discourse. Often, 
theories are attempts to construct a unified whole, thereby denying the usefulness of 
entanglement with various socio-cultural-political and economic contexts.  
 
Buhol-Buhol as Affirmation and Critique 
 This thesis is an affirmation and a critique of the current theatre scene in 
Manila. Buhol-buhol is a critical tool in these discussions. I shall be illustrating that 
buhol-buhol is both apparent in the performance aesthetics of contemporary Manila 
theatre and at the same time internalized in its content. Despite the obvious mixing 
and matching of elements as entanglement at the surface level, various artists do not 
fully recognize the extent of such amalgamations. This, as will be argued in the thesis, 
is evident in the effort to separate the “local from the native” and the tendency of 
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artists to treat “outside” forces (such as globalization) as seamless extensions of the 
imperial era.  
 In the affirmation of buhol-buhol, I shall argue that theatre artists in Manila 
are captivated by this mixing and matching as part of their creative strategies in 
creating theatre. There is a degree of comfort with entanglement, even if artists do not 
recognize it as part of their artistic endeavor. But as I continue to interrogate this logic 
of buhol-buhol, it will be indicated that the complexity of contemporary theatre in 
Manila is a product of contradictions. This is where I begin the critique part using the 
idiom of buhol-buhol. In the final chapter of Palabas, Fernandez gives an overview of 
what she considers the state of Philippine theatre. She writes: “it is Philippine life that 
fires our playwrights. They do not need to hear of the latest trends in writing 
techniques in order to want to write a play in like manner. Instead, their themes 
invade their craft – and they reach for techniques to fit” (223). Here, Fernandez is 
reinforcing the fact that the dramatic tradition dominates the theatre scene in the 
country. If we follow this line of inquiry, even what may be described as experimental 
theatre traditions are still based on the tenets of dramatic theatre, where coherent 
narrative and representations of social life are the primary conditions in the making of 
a performance. At the same time, the invocation of theme is crucial in inquiring into 
buhol-buhol as an idiom of critique. Fernandez adds that in the thematic concern of 
Filipino playwrights and players (directors and actors) “the vitality of theatre is in its 
urgency” (223). By urgency, Fernandez notes that theatre in the Philippines is used to 
represent social concerns of the time and therefore provide a commentary on the state 
of things at that time. Nevertheless, she does not deny other aspects of theatre – that 
of giving entertainment and its being an art form. Hence, she explains, “the matter of 
drama had to be expressed, and was not a matter of whim, fashion, trend or even art – 
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even though it could be all of that” (223). And following the earlier argument, there is 
a sense of buhol-buhol in the social reality of the Filipino people. More so, the social 
and physical reality of Manila, as implicated earlier, is also that of buhol-buhol.  
 On the other hand, Fernandez’ final chapter also hints at the need to pursue 
buhol-buhol as a strategy for critique especially since she testifies that the current 
state of theatre in the Philippines concerns representations. Fernandez suggests that 
more than art, the theatre in the Philippines has a particular burden of social 
responsibility. Fernandez appeals for critics in order to meet this persistency of social 
responsibility. According to Fernandez, criticism is “informed, articulated and 
intelligent feedback that puts the playwright’s and player’s work in context and in the 
balance; that evaluates and recommends in the light of tradition, currency and 
change” (224). At the same time, this plea for critics is necessary because, “criticism 
is not seen as a professional function proper to theatre, but as personal transgressions 
that betray pakikisama (sympathy) and results in sama ng loob (anguish). As a result, 
critics, in hesitating to hurt, are reluctant to comment except in praise, and 
development is stunned, decolonization deterred” (227). I would add that many local 
artists cannot separate themselves from their work. Hence, when criticized, it is as if 
they have been personally attacked.  
 A recent example of this concerns a controversy involving the Young Critics 
Circle Film Desk (YCC). The establishment of YCC was meant to provide a forum 
where intellectual discussions on cultural texts could emerge. In the official website 
of the organization, it is stated that “the members expressed the belief that cultural 
texts always call for active readings, “interactions,” […] evolving a dynamic 
discourse” and that members committed themselves to the discussion of “film in the 
various arenas of academe and media, with the hope of fostering an alternative and 
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emergent articulation of film critical practice (…)” (Young Critics Circle Film Desk, 
n.d.). One of their members, J Jacobo Pilapil wrote an intelligent criticism of the film 
On The Job (dir. Erik Matti, 2013). Many individuals who have seen the film were 
enthusiastic about the its potential for social commentary in various social media. 
Nonetheless, Jacobo’s criticism was not favorable and he used several unfamiliar 
critical terminologies, making it difficult for some readers to understand. Because of 
such an unfavorable account of the movie, sympathizers of Matti began attacking 
Jacobo, but not on the merits and weaknesses of his criticism. Instead, Jacobo became 
a victim of cyber-bullying. Hence, the YCC released a statement on 12 September 
2013, explaining that 
Criticism involves separation, which takes place not only in the 
realm of its production where distinctions are established between 
specific objects of interest, but also in the realm of its reception, 
where these distinctions, though deployed in the interest of 
generating concurrence as to their validity, may instead invite 
dispute – and all to the good. If criticism is to be vigorous, 
meaningful, and responsive to its times and climes, then it requires 
dissensus as much as it does consensus  
 
This is not to make a case for careless commentary, sophomoric 
opinionating, gratuitous provocation, or vicious harassment in the 
expression of disagreement. Nothing ought to be beyond remark 
and everyone, as the old saw would have it, may be a critic, but 
these are not pretexts to dispense with a sense of accountability for 
what one says or does. (YCCFD 2013)  
 
Criticism is not considered healthy in the Philippines. Criticism is seen negatively 
because of its association with disagreements. In this sense, this study is a way of 
responding to Fernandez’ plea. But in the strategy of critique, I will inquire into the 
alignment of social reality and the choice of theatrical devices by theatre artists in 
Manila. Like Jacobo, I am intending to pursue an intellectual discussion about the 
state of Manila theatre not based exclusively on affirmation but also on dissent.  
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 Because the idea of buhol-buhol often carries a critical connotation, artists are 
finding ways to disentangle this pagkabuhol. I will argue that in these attempts at 
disentanglement, the theatre piece nevertheless becomes buhol-buhol. Because of 
such complication, I will be referring to the productions discussed as problem plays. 
A 19
th
 century term, a problem play is a social drama touching social issues, realistic 
in approach but intellectuals would probably regard them with low reputation. 
Richard Hornby (1999) identifies these plays as “glib and cheap” and easily identified 
with the television shows because they present topical issues and such issues are 
editorialized. In this thesis, the use of problem play is twofold. First, the plays 
scrutinized presents entangled social issues, which may be articulated as social 
problems within the context of Philippine culture and society. Secondly, in 
conducting close readings of these performances, I reflect on their shortcomings in 
dealing with the proposed social issues vis-à-vis this problematization of buhol-buhol.  
 I am not classifying the productions scrutinized in this thesis as cheap, of low 
value and without any merit. Rather, I take the plays analyzed to be valuable both in 
their attempt to critique how the Philippines is currently entangled with the global 
world via transnational relations, and for what their shortcomings further reveal about 
these relations. Their attempts to read and present transnational relations in critical 
ways are the starting point of analysis. Nevertheless, these productions seemingly fail 
because artists are not able to see the complexity of their chosen subjects in a bigger 
picture: Jose Rizal, the Muslim, the call center agent, the domestic helper and the 
caregiver.  
 In critiquing these productions, I do not mean to position myself as the 
antagonist of the Manila theatre scene. My goal is to point out that Manila theatre 
tumbles upon extraordinary contradictions. But these contradictions are, as Jean 
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Dennison puts it in another context in Colonial Entanglement (2012), “never 
straightforward, but rather they work on multiple levels – most importantly they 
define what can be imagined for the future” (7). In this sense, my aim is to convince 
scholars and theatre artists alike that there is something useful in buhol-buhol and thus 
it is this entanglement which makes Manila theatre complex rather than imitative and 
trivial. I propose that this conception of buhol-buhol both bolsters and hinders the 
potential of Manila Theatre for discourse. To this end, I have identified four models 
of buhol-buhol that represent the complexity of contemporary Manila theatre, and 
which guide the discussion in consecutive chapters: pista (fiesta), kapuluan 
(archipelago), patibong (trap) and nangingibang-bayan (the overseas worker). They 
serve as models since they perform as visual references pointing out conceptions of 
entanglement in the context of Philippine society and culture. As visual references, I 
think about them as tropes. As tropes, these models generate imagery with 
connotations over and above any literal meaning. However, even if I conceive these 
models as visual references, I also take them as conceptual analogies, which I 
expound in the chapters of the thesis. As models, they are also entangled with each 
other because they overlap one another.  
  The model of pista is reflected in Chapter Two. I begin by interrogating the 
pista as a complex phenomenon, which is thought of as solemn yet at the same time 
secular; a festivity where neither the state nor the Church is in the ultimate position of 
authority; a parade of holiness; and a procession of spectacle. With this, the 
performativity in the fiesta is an entangled phenomenon, since the solemnity observed 
by the Church intermingles with the secular vision of the state and the people. The 
sacred image of the town’s patron is entangled with a spectacular personification in 
the procession. It is during the fiesta when dogmatic Catholicism is negotiated with 
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folk Catholicism. In relation to theatre in Manila, I problematize how artists in Manila 
are generally creating performances via mixing and matching representations, 
histories, relationships and genres together similar to how these mixings and 
matchings are activated during the celebration of the pista. An example in this inquiry 
is the performance of Rizal X, staged at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theatre during the 
150
th
 birth anniversary of Philippine national hero, Jose Rizal.  
 Kapuluan is problematized in Chapter Three. Here, kapuluan is linked not 
only to the natural environments of lands and waters (as implicated in term 
archipelago) but also the integration of lands, waters and people. As a buhol-buhol, I 
inquire how separation (i.e. by the sea) may also be conceived as a starting point of 
integration and entanglement. With this, I also reflect on the relationship of kapuluan 
to the concept of the nation especially since the national constitution proclaims that 
the Philippine nation should be thought of in geographical terms as Kapuluang 
Pilipinas (Philippine Archipelago). In this interrogation, I question how kapuluan and 
the nation are drawn together in a conceptualization of a national theatre in the 
komedya.  
 Patibong is interrogated in Chapter Four as a means of considering how 
globalization is conceived in Manila theatre. My choice of patibong vis-à-vis 
globalization begins with a simple proposition that globalization is also used by 
theatre artists in Manila as a theme in doing theatre. Here, I illustrate how in the 
developing city of Manila, globalization is imagined as a trap, which brings forth a 
dichotomy between the global and local. In this entrapment, the local is conceived as 
the prey or the victim. Using Chris Martinez’ monodrama Welcome to Intelstar 
(staged at the Studio Theatre of the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 2006), I 
illustrate how the performance mediates the sociality of the local and the global and 
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ultimately performs buhol-buhol in both the attraction to and repulsion at 
globalization. In such treatments, I argue that the Studio Theatre at the Cultural 
Center of the Philippines where this monodrama was staged also becomes a model of 
the patibong: artists become the hunters and audience members, the victims. Here, the 
global issue becomes the catalyst or the mechanism that imitates the victims’ 
behavior.     
 Finally, in Chapter Five, I introduce nangingibang-bayan. The title term is 
self-explanatory, since this chapter reflects on two contemporary musicals about the 
Overseas Filipino Worker: The Silent Soprano and The Care Divas. The first follows 
the narrative of a female domestic helper, while the characters of the latter are gay 
caregivers. In examining the buhol-buhol in the nangingibang-bayan, I look into how 
the sending or home country and the receiving country are entangled in and through 
the body of the overseas worker. In this entanglement, I propose to look at how this 
buhol-buhol is dependent on barriers and restrictions like state laws and migration 
policies, which increase, block, minimize or redirect the entanglement. I then examine 
how this complex buhol-buhol is performed in the two musicals. In the final section 
of the chapter, I problematize how the nangingibang-bayan is a useful analogy for 
understanding the appeal of contemporary musicals in Manila.  
 Pista, kapuluan, patibong and nangingibang-bayan are some analogies of 
entanglement found in the Philippine setting. In conceptualizing these models, I start 
by illustrating their materiality and performativity, and then reflect on how they can 
elaborate the complexity of contemporary Manila theatre. Overall, I argue that the 
buhol-buhol of Manila theatre leads towards a renewed examination of what it is, 
beyond mimicry, pastiche, and inauthenticity. 
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  I am aware that my own criticism of contemporary Manila theatre as buhol-
buhol thereby becomes part of that same entanglement. This thesis is 
methodologically informed by ethnography, in the sense that its subject is 
contemporary Manila theatre as understood from the emic perspective of Manila 
theatre artists. However, my own work as a reader or as an interpreter of these artists’ 
works is another buhol-buhol, complicating what contemporary Manila theatre is. In 
other words, my arguments are informed by my own entangled experiences as an 
audience, a spectator, or a witness of the performances I discuss in this thesis. 
Supplementing my arguments are other experiences entangled in these productions 
such as commentaries of other audience members (in forms of blogs and notes in 
social media), feature essays of newspaper and magazine commentators, personal 
narratives of artists (found in production programs, social media or narrated during 
post-show dialogues), and informal conversations with friends and colleagues after 
having seen these productions.  
 Also, my own entanglement to the contemporary theatre scene in Manila is not 
only based on my critical reading of theatre performances as an audience but also as 
someone who practices theatre in the city. In other words, my entanglement to the 
theatre scene in Manila is also activated by my personal engagement to the theatre as 
someone who has performed onstage, wrote dramatic texts, worked as a member of an 
artistic or production team, and provided services as part of the organizing committee 





  As a theatre practitioner, I practice dramaturgy and playwriting in Manila. I was the dramaturg 
of Dexter Santos in his production of Orosman at Zafira, which is discussed in Chapter Three of this 
thesis. I have written the play Miss Dulce Extrangera o ang Paghahanap kay Miss B staged by the 
Repertory Company at the Aldaba Hall in Quezon City as part of the sesquicentenarry of Jose Rizal in 
2011. Ocassionally, I perform for Dulaang UP and Tanghalang Pilipino. The most recent production I 
did as an actor was in 2009 – Isang Panaginip na Fili, a musical by Floy Quintos and CJ Javier for 
Dulaang UP. At present, I am part of Dulaang UP’s Advisory Council – a de facto position for all 
theatre faculty members of the Department of Speech Communication and Theatre Arts at the 
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 The medical anthropologist Annemarie Mol explains in The Body Multiple 
(2002), that “when moving from object to article we do not leave the material realm 
to enter that of a theory and thought, but move, instead, from one sociomaterial 
practice (observation, experiment) to another (drawing, writing)” (153 – 154). In this 
way, the materiality of the theatre works analyzed in this thesis provides new threads 
of entanglement. As an audience member, the performances became entangled with 
my past experiences, passing thoughts, and critical awareness. These entanglements 
are now subject to the process of a renewed buhol-buhol, which is writing. That said, 
theorizing buhol-buhol based on these materials is another buhol-buhol waiting to be 





University of the Philippines in Diliman. I was part of the organizing committee of the 2008 Komedya 
Fiesta and in 2009 was invited to lead the National Sarsuwela Festival, both held at the University of 
the Philippines. Most recentlly, I was involved in organizing a city-wide festival of contemporary 
performance works billed a MNL X Festival, held at the Cultural Center of the Philippines and headed 







 In 2011, the Philippines celebrated the 150
th
 birth anniversary of Jose P. Rizal, 
its national hero. Both private and public institutions (such as the National 
Commission for Culture and the Arts, the National Historical Institute, the National 
Museum and the University of the Philippines) worked hand in hand to celebrate 
Rizal’s contribution to Philippine culture and society.
1
 Theatre companies in Manila 
were also active in this festival. Tanghalang Pilipino of the Cultural Center of the 
Philippines partnered with the National Commission for Culture and the Arts in a new 
musical rendition of Noli me Tangere staged at the Tanghalang Aurelio Tolentino 
(Little Theatre) of the CCP. Through the privately managed Intramuros 
Administration, Anton Juan, Jr. staged a short musical revue about Josephine 
Bracken, Jose Rizal’s lover during his last days in Dapitan and before his execution at 
Bagumbayan (now Luneta). This piece was staged at Fort Bonifacio in Intramuros, 
where Rizal spent the last days before his execution on 30 December 1896 for 
subversion. Gantimpala Theatre Foundation staged an adaptation of Noli Me Tangere, 
billed as Kanser. The Repertory Company staged my play Miss Dulce Extranjera o 
ang Paghahanap kay Miss B (Miss Sweet Stranger or the Search for Miss B) at the 
Aldaba Hall in Quezon City with La Verne Lacap directing the piece. In the Southern 
Tagalog region, Jose Rizal’s Junto al Pasig was staged by the students of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 For some of the events or activities that occurred during the 150
th
 year anniversary of Jose 
Rizal, please check the official website of the sesquicentennial year of Rizal at http://myrizal150.com. 
Some of the events listed here include a film showing at the Rizal Park on 17 – 19 June 2011, a lecture 
series at the Yuchengco Museum at the RCBC Towers in Makati and a Rock Concert billed as Rock 
Rizal 2011 performed by popular artists such as Jett Pangan, Ely Buendia, Radioactive Sago, 
Sandwhich and Gloc 9.   
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Communication Arts of the University of the Philippines Los Baños.  
 Being the country’s sole national university, the University of the Philippines 
(UP) sponsored several scholarly activities such as an international conference in 
June, a symposium in July and a series of monthly lectures at the Claro M. Recto Hall 
at the Faculty Center. UP’s Office for Initiative in Culture and the Arts sponsored arts 
exhibits and co-presented cultural performances like the opera based on Rizal’s novel 
Noli me Tangere, with libretto and music by National Artist for Music Felipe de Leon, 
Sr. under the direction of Alexander Cortez.  
 One way of understanding the diversity of all Rizal-related activities is 
looking at the entanglements of the pista (fiesta). The pista in many Catholic 
communities in the Philippines is a condition of overlapping occurrences. It is the 
only occasion in every Catholic town in the archipelago where several diverse 
performative events happen simultaneously.  Often, there is collision between the 
Church and the townspeople; but ironically, everything seems to run smoothly. For 
instance, there are some towns where the perya (carnival) is erected in the nearby 
Church. Even if the atmosphere of the perya is somewhat noisy, the Church 
authorities do not see the perya as interfering in their liturgical services. Concerts are 
also prevalent during fiesta celebrations. Sometimes, the Church officials volunteer 
the yard of their parishes as venues of concerts. In the liturgical services, opposing 
parties of the local government are often seen sitting side-by-side. Strangers or 
visitors become friends.  
 Catholic communities celebrate the pista to honor the town’s patron. Like any 
pista celebration in a Philippine Catholic community, Rizal was the celebrated patron 
or the venerated icon. In a pista, several activities are performed in honor of the 
town’s patron. During this sesquicentennial year of Rizal, private and public 
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institutions also sponsored many activities to honor the national hero. In this chapter, I 
aim to establish the wider context of the vectors of entanglement (representations, 
histories, relationships and genres) that inform contemporary theatrical productions in 
Manila via the performance and celebration of the pista. In the next pages, I describe 
and explain the specifics of the pista as celebrated in Catholic communities. 
 
The Catholic and the Pista 
 My childhood years in Angeles City, in the province of Pampanga, some 85 
kilometers north of the National Capital Region, include beautiful memories of the La 
Naval Fiesta celebrated every second Sunday of October. In the Catholic calendar, the 
La Naval is the feast day of the Holy Rosary or the Virgen Santisima de Santo Rosario 
(The Virgin or the Lady of the Holy Rosary). There is no definite historical document 
about the origin of this festivity in this Pampangan city. But according to La Naval de 
Manila Online (2011), the Spaniards introduced the devotion to this religious icon 
when Dominican friars arrived in the late 16
th
 century. The devotion originated during 
the Battle of Lepanto in Spain in 1571 “where Catholic forces through the intercession 
of Our Lady of the Rosary decisively defeated the Muslim Turks threatening Christian 
Europe. […] with this victory and Our Lady’s protection in mind, the friars hastened 
to propagate the devotion to the rosary in the Philippines” (lanavaldemanila 2011). 
Since then, the devotion to the Virgin Mary has become widespread not only in the 
city of Manila but also in other Catholic communities in the archipelago. Citing the 
Jesuit theologian Catalino Arevalo, Ma. Ceres P. Doyo (2013) explains that a complete 
understanding of the spirituality of the Filipino Catholic includes an understanding of 
the importance of Mary, who is referred to as Mama Mary by many Filipino Catholics.  
 In October 1973, the Archdiocese of Manila proclaimed the Lady of the 
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Rosary as the official patroness of Metro Manila. In Angeles, there is an unwritten 
contract between the Church and the congregation, making the Lady of the Holy 
Rosary the patroness of the entire city. Since the 1980s, the city government has 
organized a month-long festivity in October locally known as the Fiestang Culiat, in 
commemoration of the Virgin’s feast day.
2
 All the kapilya (small chapels) of the 
city’s 33 barangays (counties) are actively engaged in the celebration of the La Naval. 
Usually, these kapilyas are headed by barangay captains or sometimes by what locals 
call hermano (or hermana if female) mayor, commonly elected by members of the 
barangay, or appointed by the barangay captain. Part of the festivity is what the 
Catholic Church calls the misa-nubena (novena masses), which lasts for nine days. In 
these novenas, priests celebrate the Holy Eucharist in the kapilya and a procession of 
the barangay’s patron or patroness will follow immediately. The patron or patroness 
is then brought to the main parish.
3
 The culminating activity is the final Eucharistic 
celebration on the second Saturday of October, held at the parish (Holy Rosary 
Parish) and then followed by a procession of all these patrons and patronesses. At the 
end of these paraded images comes the figure of Our Lady of the Holy Rosary 
standing in an elegantly decorated karosa (wagon) (see Figure 2.1).  
 While the Church maintains that the festivity is solemn, it is interesting to note 
that the solemnity of the celebration is shared with other activities, which by the 
Church’s usual standards may not be considered solemn, sacred or holy. For instance, 
beauty pageants, vaudeville-type performances, amateur singing competitions, and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
  It should be noted that Fiestang Culiat is also a commemoration of the feast day of the Santo 
Intiero or the dead Christ, which is celebrated on the last Sunday of October. In this line, the city Fiesta 
becomes month-long because of these two Catholic icons. Hence, La Naval fiesta in Angeles is also 
known as the Pampangan Twin Fiesta.  
 
3
 Most of the time, the novena mass is led by the parish priest of the Holy Rosary Parish. But 
due to the huge number of participating barangays, the parish priest invites other priests of the 
archdiocese to officiate the novena masses in various barangays. 
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dance performances are held, sometimes within the vicinity of the church. During the 
occasion of this fiesta, I have observed how in many instances, Church officials 
participate actively in the secular activities, to the apparent approval of members of 
the congregations. For instance, the celebration of the Fiesta Culiat is not complete 
without the yearly Mutya ning Angeles (Miss Angeles) beauty pageant and the parada 
royale (grand parade), where the candidates, local muses from the 33 barangays, and 
other individuals considered icons or important figures of the city, are introduced in a 
parade. The parade usually begins in an open field at the Nepo Park, and then passes 
by the old city hall (now the city museum), in front of which stands the church. After 
which, it then goes around the city. In the city museum, the floats stop for a short time 
as masters of ceremonies introduce the significance of the floats to the city (or the 
hosts introduce important personalities riding in the float, like the candidates of the 
Mutya ning Angeles). Here, the city mayor sits side by side with the Catholic Church 
officials like the Archbishop of the Diocese and the Parish Priest of the Holy Rosary 
Parish.  
 This is one of many pictures of Angeles City during its fiesta. However, this 
setting is probably something that many Filipino Catholics celebrating the fiesta in the 
archipelago are quite familiar with. In Dos and Donts in the Philippines (2005), 
Maida Pineda cites an old-Spanish saying referring to fiesta: “when the fiesta comes, 
everything has a sparkle to it. It is the right time to meet Filipinos at their best” (74). 
But more importantly, households prepare banquets. Pineda advises potential tourists: 
“do be prepared to eat, eat and eat. Filipinos serve their finest food during fiesta. […] 
There seems to be an endless supply of food. The hosts make sure they never run out, 
as it is embarrassing to do so […]” (75 – 76). Pineda also advises readers to “accept 
an invitation from a stranger to join the banquet. If a local person finds out you have 
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not eaten lunch or have no place to go for lunch, you will surely be invited inside their 
house for a meal, even if you are a stranger” (76). 
 Pista may literally denote a celebration or a party but, as observed in various 
celebrations of pista in Filipino Catholic communities, it is more than a conventional 
party because it is the time when “the whole community joins together to celebrate the 
feast day of the town’s patron saint. A fiesta showcases the best of the town has to 
offer: warm hospitality, talented and friendly people, the best fruits and vegetables of 
the season, the famous sweets, biscuits, crafts, and the most delicious cuisine” 
(Pineda: 74).   
 Since a pista is believed to be a quintessential performance of the Filipino 
Catholics who dominate the archipelago, the national government likes to project the 
nation as a “Fiesta Island” (Hornedo 2000; Cagoco 2006). In her article in Business 
World, Josefa Labay Cagoco (2006) explains that to be a Filipino is to be immersed in 
this “fiesta culture” (s3/3). According to anthropologist Felipe Landa Jocano, a fiesta 
is “used to mark sacred times such as the feast days of saints in the Roman Catholic 
calendar. But the religious activities, such as processions and fluvial parades, are only 
part of the entire practice because in the Filipino setting, variety shows, talent 
competitions, beauty pageants and sports tournament are staple” (in Cagoco s3/3).  
 With regards to the origin of the Philippine pista, two positions are currently 
being debated. First, Jocano explains that the pista is Hispanic in origin but 
nevertheless has been indigenized or Filipinized over time: “after 400 years, what was 
originally Hispanic has become more Filipino than anything else” (in Cagoco s3/3). 
On other hand, cultural commentator Florentino Hornedo (2000) claims to disprove 
the Spanish origin of the Fiesta. According to Hornedo, “fiestas are not only a product 
of Hispanic Catholicism but rooted in the Filipinos love of festivities prior to the 
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Christianization of the island” (2). Citing Fray Joaquin de Coria’s annotation to the 
Hispanic Monarchy in 1872, Hornedo argues that even before the archipelago was 
Christianized, Spaniards witnessed the love for festivities of the islanders. In de 
Coria’s annotation, the islanders were celebrating the victory of a tribal chief over a 
battle against another tribe. De Coria also observed the excessive drinking of the 
tribes. In this regard, argues Hornedo, the pista is an indigenous tradition which 
“survived colonial encounters”  (19) and expresses the “durable venue for Filipino 
culture and its expressions” (20). But did the friar really encounter what may be 
thought of today as pista? Pista celebrations are festive but not all festivities are 
celebrations of pista. Filipino Catholics celebrate pista first and foremost to venerate 
their patron. Hence, without the religious implications of the festivity, particularly the 
dogmatic framing of the celebration within the Church calendar, the festivity is not 
pista such as the triumphant celebration that De Coria wrote in his annotation.  
 A Philippine Catholic pista is a complex phenomenon as it is expected to be 
solemn yet at the same time secular, a festivity where neither the state nor the Church 
is in ultimate position of authority, a parade of holiness and a procession of spectacle. 
With this, the performativity of pista is arguably an entangled phenomenon, since the 
solemnity observed by the Church intermingles with the secular vision of the state. 
The sacred image of the town’s patron combines with a spectacular personification in 
the procession. During the pista, I observed that the orthodox Catholicism is 








Pista and the Affirmation of Buhol-Buhol  
 In Chapter One, I began to envision Manila Theatre as an intricate buhol-
buhol. As explored, four vectors are at work in this entanglement: representations, 
histories, relationships and genres. In the argument about the interpretive value of 
buhol-buhol, the pista is exemplary for various reasons, which I intend to address in 
this section of the chapter. First, presentations and representations in a pista 
celebration are buhol-buhol. Pista celebrations in the Philippines are celebrated as a 
community gathering (with the municipal or local government working at hand) and 
most importantly as a commemoration of either the birthday or martyrdom or simply 
the Roman Catholic mandated feast day of a community’s patron saint. With this as 
background, two important presentations and representations are working in constant 
negotiation: the secular (often profane) and the sacred. By virtue of how the secular 
and sacred are stereotypically perceived, the secular belongs to the municipal 
government and the sacred to the Roman Catholic institution. Both institutions 
provide avenues of presentation for the festivity. But nevertheless, during this time 
these institutions do not necessarily see each other as opposing forces despite 
contentious encounters between the two (especially at the national level) at other 





  The Roman Catholic Church in the Philippines is popularly known for its active interference 
in governmental issues. The most popular of which is the ousting of then dictator Ferdinand Marcos in 
February 1986. That time, then Cardinal of Manila, Cardinal Sin invited everyone via the Radio Veritas 
to meet at the Epifanio de Los Santos Avenue to protest against the 20 plus years of Marcos 
administration and to make a stand against various human rights abuses and the economic meltdown 
the country was experiencing. At the end of the three-day protest at EDSA, the dictator fled to the 
United States and Corazon Aquino was proclaimed president of the Philippines. However, way back in 
the 1950’s, the Roman Catholic Church also meddled with state policy when the House of Congress 
approved Republic Act No. 1421 or the “act to include in the curricula of all public and private schools, 
colleges and universities courses on the life, works and writings of Jose Rizal” (JoseRizal.ph 2004). In 
this interference, the Catholic Church opposed because the institution believed that Rizal was against 
the Church and teaching his works might jeopardize and confuse Philippine culture and society. The 
most recent interference of the Church is the controversial proposal of the Reproductive Health Bill or 
Responsible Parenthood Bill (simply RH Bill) of 2011 (for details of the Reproductive Health Bill, see 
www.rhbill.org). The opposing institution counters the RH Bill primarily because they fear that 
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 At times, the government consults with the Church, as in the case of the 
Kalibo pista in the Visayan province of Aklan, where the culminating celebration is 
ati-atihan. At issue there is the flow of the street-dance performance (Alcedo 2007; 
Peterson 2011a). But despite this issue, William Peterson describes the performance 
as the juxtaposition of the “sacred and the profane as devotees of the Santo Niño (The 
Holy Child) mingle in the streets with drunken merrymakers and spectacularly attired 
dancers day and night for seven days” (508) (See Figure 2.2).  
 Organized by both the local Roman Catholic Church and the municipal 
government of Kalibo, there are interesting spaces in this festivity where 
representations of the Divine (in the figure of the Holy Child) are performed in 
colorful varieties. More particularly, the representations become more complex when 
locals begin to strip off the Divine attributes of the image such as configuring Him as 
a “mischievous boy, who surreptitiously leaves his altar night after night” (Alcedo: 
110), while others think of Him as a “naughty boy, who secretly steps down at night 
to gallivant around Kalibo’s deserted streets to tease and play harmless tricks on the 
residents” (Alcedo: 111). In this representation of the Holy Child, there is mixing and 
matching between the mandated Roman Catholic dogma (the attribution of the Santo 
Niño as a Divine figure) and the narratives of folk Catholicism. As Peterson explains, 
“this combination of the Santo Niño playful spirit with his spiritual potency 




abortion, divorce and even homosexuality might be normalized. Patrick Alcedo (2011) explains that the 
Catholic Church has a strong opposition to homosexuality and treats it as an abomination. For details 
on this Church ongoing hegemony, see the Ph. D. Thesis of Enrique Niño Leviste (2011) titled 
“Catholic Church Hegemony Amidst Contestation: Politics and Population Policy in the Philippines.” 
Here, Leviste provides a background information on the socio-political and historical narrative on the 






Figure 2.1:  The iconic image of the Our Lady of the Holy Rosary (Nuestra Señora de Santissima 
Rosario) in an elegantly decorated karo before the procession in Angeles City (Photo: 





Figure 2.2: Participants in the ati-atihan festival in their colorful, extravagant and carnivalesque 
costumes (Photo: http://mrfunanimous.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/ati-atihan-
festival-2.jpg) 
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 The combination of contradictory perspectives makes the representation 
ambiguous, but does not defer the fluidity of the performance. Ambiguity also resides 
in the modes of presentations where this representation is manifested. For instance, 
the ati-atihan is used in Philippine tourist literature as the “Philippine Mardi Gras” 
because colorful costumes are donned during the week long showdown, mimicking 
the mytho-historical events in this region of the Visayas: “the displacement of the 
darker skinned indigenous Ati population by their seafaring Malay cousins, who 
sought refuge from a despotic sultan in Borneo, and mass conversions to Christianity 
a number of years later” (Peterson 2011a: 505 – 506). The pista is understood by the 
congregation not only as a veneration of the Holy Child but at the same time an 
acknowledgement to the ancestors of the Filipinos (or the locals in that region): the ati 
or the dark-skinned people. As the celebration also marks this acknowledgement of 
ancestry, participants commonly apply “soot on their faces and extremities to appear 
like the putative first inhabitants of the Philippines” (Alcedo: 111) while these dancers 
carry with them a figure of the Holy Child.  
 In addition to this complex picture of the sacred and secular, Alcedo observes 
another “performance” adding to the complexity of the ati-atihan. There is a group of 
active participants known in the Visayas as agi (or the bakla in Tagalog) who 
complicate the presentational structure of the ati-atihan. While many devotees cover 
themselves with black ink and don costumes made of natural straw or fibers from 
pineapple, coconut leaves and abaca, these devotees dance in the streets as Folies 
Bergère chorus girls. In Alcedo’s ethnography, then leader Tay (Old Man) Augus 
explains that he and his friends would take pains to whiten up to distance themselves 
from the black-painted performers (Alcedo: 111). Outside the fiesta celebration, this 
cross-dressing, especially if associated with homosexuality, is not officially 
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sanctioned by the Catholic Church. The Catholic Church has a strong stand against 
homosexuality: according to Manila Auxiliary Bishop Socrates Villegas its, “goes 
against Filipino sensibilities” (in Alcedo: 114). During my visit to Kalibo for the ati-
atihan in 2005, I observed that there were more agi participants. In addition to the 
Folies Bergère costumes, others wore can-can costumes, and some flamboyant 
costumes similar to those of the Rio mardi-gras in Brazil.  
 In Alcedo’s ethnography, these “performances” of the agi are explained via 
his conception of  “sacred camp.” Alcedo notes that “sacred camp” refers to the 
strong devotional act of sacrifice or popularly known as panata in Tagalog combined 
with what Susan Sontag demonstrates as a theatrical seriousness. What is noteworthy 
in the conception of “sacred camp” is this complex picture of Filipino Catholicism, 
which is muddled and filled with contradictions. However, this enmeshment makes 
Catholicism performative in a very peculiar and a very complex way. There are 
devotions practiced in the archipelago, which are mandated by dogma, but which are 
subverted by community members by taking ownership of Catholic practice as a 
personal encounter. Hence, the dogma finds these performances filled with profanity 
but the performing body becomes an instrument of the sacred such as the agi in the 
ati-atihan spectacle. What is more important here is this entanglement of 
performances and representations which makes the fiesta a sort of interstitial entity – 
an intervening space where authorities and hierarchies are contested if not inverted.  
 There is also entanglement of shared histories in celebrating the pista. Here, I 
am particularly interested in addressing colonial histories, which are often dismissed 
as trivial and deceitful because of the destructive forces many colonial masters 
exhibited during colonialism. Looking closely at the different performances or 
activities in the fiesta, the celebration becomes an intervening space of shared 
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histories between the community and the colonizers. Fenella Cannell explains: “if the 
legacy of Spanish Catholicism continues to dominate popular religiosity, it is the 
legacy of the American colonial period and its schooling system which has made the 
most obvious impression of public secular life” (1999: 203). Following the arguments 
regarding the first web of entanglement of the sacred and the secular, the logic that 
Cannell underscores is a reference to how various histories of colonialism (beginning 
with Spain who colonized the islands from 1521 – 1898 and followed by the United 
States who bought the Philippines from Spain for 20,000 USD at the Treaty of Paris 
in 1898) are performed and implicated in fiesta celebrations. As in the example of the 
ati-aithan, the community narrative about the ati may be invoked as personal histories 
(in deference to pre-Hispanic history) mixed with the divinity of the Holy Child as a 
reference to colonial history of Spain and finally attached to the colorful pageantry of 
street performances of contemporary choreographies and other innovative dance 
movements like Brazilian and French showgirls, and hip-hop to name a few as 
indicators of the American colonial impact. During my visit in 2005, I also observed 
that a group of young devotees clad in the usual straw garments and black make-up 
were dancing to the music of American hip-hop group Black-Eyed-Peas while 
carrying with them images of the Holy Child. According to one devotee, his 
participation was a form of gratitude for having passed the Certified Public 
Accountant board examination, which he took in October 2004.   
 The pista itself is a colonial concept. In The Hispanization of the Philippines 
(1959), John Leddy Phelan explains that Spaniards thought of fiestas as a means of 
providing “a splendid opportunity to indoctrinate the Filipinos by performances of 
religious rituals” (73). Phelan demonstrates that fiesta was one way of encouraging 
the converts during the Hispanic colonial era to actively engage with the Catholic 
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Church. One of the colorful activities that the Spaniards introduced in the fiestas were 
the pageants or processions of images, where community patron saints are brought 
closer to the congregation through these paraded images accompanied by community 
singing. Phelan writes, 
It is apparent that one of Catholicism’s strongest appeals was its 
splendid ritual and its colorful pageantry. In this respect the 
Filipino attitude was not substantially different from most other 
indigenous peoples of the Spanish empire. But there are special 
features to the Filipino response. Singing played a prominent role 
in the pre-Hispanic culture, hence the Filipinos proved eager and 
talented pupils of liturgical music. They soon acquired proficiency 
in singing Gregorian chants. They learned to play European 
instruments like the flute, the violin, and the flageolet with 
remarkable skill (75). 
 
In today’s celebration of pista, during the procession (take for instance the La Naval 
procession in Angeles City), women sing the Ave Maria while the image of Our Lady 
of the Holy Rosary is paraded onto the streets. In addition, the procession wagons are 
decorated elegantly with wild flowers.  
 On a more general note, the religious orientation of the pista is also Hispanic 
in origin. As earlier noted, local anthropologist F. Landa Jocano does not deny the 
Hispanic relevance of Philippine fiestas. Although there is no denial of the Hispanic 
relevance, when processes of indigenization are invoked, the source culture begins to 
collapse. Many of the things about Philippine Catholic traditions are Hispanic in 
orientation, and commonly described as Filipinized through time. The veneration of 
saints and other religious images during fiestas were products of Christianization by 
Hispanic conquistadors. Spanish missionaries introduced the concepts of the saints in 
the archipelago. Cultural annotators like F. Landa Jocano in Filipino Prehistory 
(1998) and John Leddy Phelan argue that the introduction of saints paved the way for 




 Nonetheless, Phelan adds that when the Hispanic friars were converting pre-
Hispanic peoples of the islands, the missionaries were dismissive of the indigenous 
religion. In this way, “Christianity was presented to the infidels not as a more perfect 
expression of their [the islanders] beliefs but as something entirely new. Any 
resemblance between the two religions was dismissed as diabolical conspiracy in 
which the devil deceived the unbelievers by mimicking the rituals and the beliefs of 
Christianity” (53). Arguably, Christianity (later Catholicism) in the Philippines is a 
product of shifts and turns based on negotiations between the animistic beliefs of the 
islanders and the doctrines of the Hispanic friars. In sociological and anthropological 
studies, Christianization is explored via dynamic contestations. As cultural 
anthropologist Harvey Whitehouse (2006) explains, Christianization during 
colonialism does not involve “simply the imposition of Western culture onto local 
traditions but, rather, highly variable processes of local reinterpretation and 
contestation” (295). This is the same argument of Tiongson and Fernandez in 
highlighting the processes of theatrical indigenization in the country. Like in this 
commentary of Whitehouse, there is an emphasis on the localized tradition, hence, the 
source is taken for granted if not totally dismissed. But in the development and 
appropriation of the Hispanic religion (Catholicism), ruptures and irregularities are 
continuously experienced in “culture-making” or in making the “other” culture as 
“own” culture. Even Whitehouse illustrates these shifts and turns on the basis of 
irregularities when he points to reinterpreting and contesting what is being “imposed.” 
Hence, what is more crucial in this investigation of appropriation is that both the 
“native” and the “foreign” are simultaneously contributing towards indigenization.  
 Discussions of the legacy of the Americans in Philippine culture often focus 
on popular culture. In the previous chapter, Pico Iyer described his encounter with 
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Filipinos in Manila as exemplary imitators of American popular culture. The 
celebration of the pista is a good medium where this American dimension is clearly 
observable. In particular, fiesta celebrations in the Philippines include perya, beauty 
pageants, singing competitions, musical concerts, performance skits, variety shows 
like cabaret and vaudeville, popularly known as jamboree. In some areas, fiesta 
committees of the municipal government organize what locals call paliga or inter-
barangay basketball tournaments. These forms of entertainment and performances are 
said to have to be imported or influenced by the Americans during the “benevolent 
program” of the US government that began in 1898. Cannell adds: “local 
entertainments and celebrations have also been touched by a deference to ‘American’ 
standards and values thus understood” (204).  
 Cristina Evangelista Torres explains that the introduction of these secular 
forms of entertainments and leisure were initially presented for the American soldiers 
stationed in the archipelago, particularly in Manila.
5
 She writes, “cabarets, set up by 
ex-American soldiers to entertain their comrades” (2010: 178).  In other words, these 
performances reminded the Americans of their home. There is no clear documentation 
of when these performances started to be “consumed” by the public. Even in Doreen 
Fernandez’ history of Philippine theatre, this is a huge gap. What she does focus on, 
however, is the role of American run public schools and universities in paving the 
way for English-speaking theatre and strengthening the enthusiasm of locals for 
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5
 Torres describes how the American reconfiguration of Manila in terms of leisure and 
entertainment could have started in the 1920s with the introduction of organized basketball games in 
campuses such as the National Collegiate Athletic Sports Association and the opening up of a baseball 
field at the Rizal memorial Stadium. At the height of these sports activities, the carnival was held to 
give ladies opportunities to partake in the entertainment aspect of the city. It was in these carnivals 
where local beauty queens were crowned as the country’s carnival queen, which at that time being 
crowned as such “was very prestigious as only those with breeding and good education were given the 
honors” (178). The variety spectacle, vaudeville was also popular during those times. Americans built 
three theatres in Manila: Savoy, the Rivoli and the Palace Theatres where the likes of Katy de la Cruz 
and Dimples Cooper started as front acts and then later performed in another American introduction to 




dramatic theatre traditions, particularly for the works of William Shakespeare.  
 A better way of exemplifying this performance of shared histories is illustrated 
by Fenella Cannell’s observation of the Filipino community in the Bicol region, the 
area of her ethnography. She writes, “the middle classes of each small town organise 
themselves into prayer-groups for the devotion of the Sacred Heart, but also into 
groups of Rotarians and Lions. Seminarians training for holy orders play basketball in 
their spare time. Small primary schools in the barangay field teams of drummers and 
majorettes in all the major town celebrations” (204). To complete Cannell’s analogy, 
many fiestas also include palaro (folk games) such as palosebo (a popular game for 
children where participants aim to climb a slimy bamboo pole and take a small flag 
from the top), and habulan ng baboy (catching a piglet in a muddy lawn). There are 
also some barrio fiestas where cockfighting (sabong in many Filipino languages) is 
permitted.  
 Another example of this entanglement of histories can be seen in the pahiyas 
festivity in Lucban and Sariaya in Quezon. The festivity is the feast day of San Isidro 
Labrador (St. Isidore, the laborer), often viewed as the patron saint of the entire 
province of Quezon. In the Catholic tradition, San Isidro is the patron saint of farmers. 
Farming is one of the staple economic activities of the province, especially in the 
towns of Lucban and Sariaya. The fiesta is both a veneration by the community of this 
Catholic saint, and at the same time a celebration of the bountiful harvests of farmers. 
Held every 14 and 15 May, the fiesta includes every household sporting the elaborate 
decorations of what the locals call kiping, a brightly colored, leaf-shaped wafer made 
of rice (See Figure 2.3). Together with these dangling decorations,  
farmers show their bountiful produce (…). There are miniatures 
locally known as “anok,” fruits, vegetables and longganisa (local 
sausage) strung together in the most original fashion. Residents 
engaging in other forms of livelihood display their products too in 
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thanksgiving. The handicraft manufacturer has his house decked 
with colorful buri/buntal hats, bags, placemats and others while the 
butcher has a head of roasted suckling pig (lechon) peeking from 
the window. The most traditional and certainly the most attractive 
décor comes of course in the form of “kiping” which are adorned 
and strung together to form all sorts of shapes, from chandelier 
called “arangya” to huge flowers (pahiyasfestival.com 2012).  
 
The significance of this festivity is Catholic – a celebration of thanksgiving venerating 
the patron of the farmers, San Isidro Labrador. The mosaic-like decorations of kiping 
are suggestive of the art deco designs introduced by the Americans during their 
“benevolent assimilation” campaign. The decorations in every house reflect personal 
histories – the personal narratives of their bountiful years. But more than this, I have 
observed an aspect of the pahiyas where shared histories are juxtaposed in a 
performative encounter. 
 While attending the fiesta in Sariaya, some 120 kilometers south of Manila in 
2006,
6
 one particular house struck my attention. On the veranda of the house was a 
figure of San Isidro Labrador. In the background were the draped kiping, clustered 
together to form ornamental flowers. Over the entire façade of the house, these 
decorative kiping tangled with nipa sombrero (caps made of coconut fiber). The 
house caught my attention not because of the elaborate décor, but because in front 
was a makeshift performance space where a group of children would come out every 
hour to perform various modern dances. The first dance I witnessed was a foxtrot 
routine by two children, and after an hour a group of children to American hip-hop 
(Figure 2.4). I was told that an hour later, the a group danced a pandanggo sa ilaw, a 
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6
  In 2006, I had a chance to witness the fiesta celebrations as a University Research Associate 
of the research team on sustainable tourism and community development in Sariaya, Quezon led by the 
Asian Institute of Tourism (AIT) at the University of the Philippines. The multi-disciplinary research 
team included the Department of Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Management (College of Home 
Economics), Department of Sports Science (College of Human Kinetics), Department of 
Ethnomusicology (College of Music), and the College of Architecture. The Office of the Vice 
Chancellor for Research and Development of the University of the Philippines Diliman funded this 
research.   
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local folk dance inspired by the fandango of Spain but with the additional innovation, 
in the Southern Tagalog region, of women dancers holding two lit candles in their 
hands plus another one balanced on their heads while dancing to folk music. 
 In this narrative, the juxtaposed incorporation of “stories” from the colonial 
past into the present is performed in a distinctive way. This side-by-side-by-side 
embodiment complicates the relationship of historical narratives where no story 
becomes apparent except by being synoptically shared in the same space via 
negotiated occurrences. Again, the fiesta becomes an intervening space where 
historical narratives of colonial discourse and nationalist discourse do not antagonize 
each other but engage in a contrapuntal conversation. 
 The entanglement of relationships is also a performed encounter during pista 
celebrations. In the novel Noli me Tangere (2006) by Jose Rizal, Chapter 26 provides 
a vivid description of this entanglement:  
All over people give orders, they chatter, they shout, they make 
comments, they make noise and they clamour; all this trouble and 
fatigue for the benefit of the guests known and unknown, to 
welcome the ones you know, and the ones you’ve never seen 
before – or will ever seen again – with open arms, so that the 
stranger, the foreigner, the friend, the enemy, the Filipino, the 
Spaniard, the pauper, the rich man will emerge happy and satisfied. 
You don’t even want thanks, nor is it expected from anyone who 
does anything short of marring a family’s hospitality during, or 
even after, digestion (171). 
 
Rizal’s description suggests that friends and foes alike treat the pista celebration as a 
“no man’s land” where all can enjoy the merrymaking equally. The pista is seen as a 
space of “truce,” where oppositional personalities such as the friar Damaso and the 
protagonist Crisostomo Ibarra in Rizal’s Noli mingle. Familiar and unfamiliar faces 
are also engaged in this celebration as pista is perceived to be the occasion where 



















 Even earlier than the setting of Rizal’s novel, communities celebrating pista 
created a sort of cosmopolis. In particular, during the early days of fiesta celebrations 
in the islands in the 18
th
 century, komedya was part of its celebration, particularly in 
the colonial capital of Manila. Komedya performances drew large crowds of people 
coming not only from within the territories of the city or the town who celebrated the 
fiesta, but also those coming from other towns and cities, the highlanders, and people 
from other parts of the archipelago (Tiongson 1979; Sevilla 1997). Even the friar 
Zuñiga in his Estadismo de las Islas Filipinas attested to the grand of scale audience 
attendance (in Sevilla 1997). In his account, Zuñiga described the swarming of 
various people of various statuses and from various territories including those coming 
from the galleon ships. Various loa (a convention serving as a prologue and a gesture 
of welcome delivered by a declaimer) of the early komedyas would also attest to this 
creation of a “cosmopolis:” the declaimer would greet the multitude of people from 
all walks of life. Those who came only for the performances were not perceived as 
strangers or outsiders. They were even engaged in discussion because they were 
allowed (together with the townsfolk) to contribute to how the performance would go 
on (Tiongson 1979, 1999; Briones 2010). This is because the finale of a komedya 
performance depended on how the audience members wanted it to move along.  
 In addition, the pista is also an occasion where various opposing political 
parties literally sit side-by-side. This is especially true when these ruling elites attend 
the Holy Eucharist. Even if the gestures are artificial, it is notable to see these people 
exchanging peace-be-with-you’s in one of the important parts of the sacrament. And 
then there is also a sense of truce among conflicting neighbors. The pista is one 
season where, despite disagreements, neighbors share utensils and cooking materials, 
and visit each other. The pista is also a very special occasion in the year where poor 
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members become privileged as politicians and church officials alike take time to visit 
and participate in their banquet.  
 With the descriptions illustrated above, it may be inferred that fiestas in the 
Philippines are filled with excesses. Often, these excesses are derived from the 
different performance activities presented above (such as the procession, beauty 
pageants, parades, concerts, sports festival). In short, festive dancing, singing and 
other performance are combined together in a pista – making the religious occasion 
extravagantly spectacular. Nonetheless, this experience of excess in a pista is mostly 
encountered in food preparation. The fiesta is often perceived as a season where 
celebrating communities forget economic difficulties and focus on the best dishes for 
the occasion (Pineda 2005; Tiatco 2010).  
 One primary reason associated with this grandiose preparation is the notion of 
kurilyo which is connected to what Pineda explores in her coffee table book about 
Philippine life: hiya (embarrassment).
7
 As emphasized earlier, there are many Filipino 
Catholics who believe that it is not a good sign if all the food is finished while some 
guests are still to arrive. On the other hand, Pineda sees this as more appropriately 
connected to embarrassment. Pista is a season where households showcase their 
culinary expertise. And part of this is the idea that the table will not be emptied until 
the day of the pista is over.  
 The second reason for this grandiose preparation is related to the concept of 
bongga (extravagance) – which is commonly linked to all things spectacular. Since a 
pista is a moment where every Catholic is busy preparing the best they can offer, to 
be complemented with bongga is equivalent to a great appreciation of the effort 
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7
  Hiya is a contested concept in the Philippines. In the Sikolohiyang Filipino (Filipino 
psychology), hiya is considered as an accommodative surface value. In the everyday usage of the term, 
hiya is loosely translated as shame or embarrassment in English. For Filipino psychologists in the 
pantayong pananaw (literally, a perspective for-us-by-us but figuratively understood as a perspective 
framed by Filipinos for fellow-Filipinos) is actually a sense of propriety (see Enriquez 1990 and 2008). 
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exerted in cooking the dishes. In this way, both concepts of kurilyo and bongga are 
attached to the narrative of the pista. One comes from a sense of obligation towards 
the “other” (as in the kurilyo), the other a reward coming from the “other” (as in 
bongga). The fiesta then becomes one occasion where hospitality invites a sort of 
cosmopolitan idea of communion.  
 The narrative of the pista therefore, begins with this template of hospitality or 
opening up the self to others. The pista calls for a recognition of shared intimacy 
among community members, and between the hosting community members and 
guests. At the same time, the pista calls for the sharing power among the stakeholders. 
Therefore, pista becomes a contrapuntal venue of narratives, where the link is neither 
completely religious nor secular, neither native nor foreign. This complexity makes 
the pista a model of buhol-buhol.  
  
Performing Buhol-Buhol in Rizal X  
 As depicted above, the pista represents an appealing set of entanglements: 
overlapping activities sponsored by the Church officials, organized by local 
government units, and prepared by private individuals. Nonetheless, the pista is not in 
itself a satisfactory and direct context for contemporary Manila theatre. In particular, 
the pista has a sense of provinciality, which more or less pertains to a traditional 
picture of juxtapositions in Filipino life. As with the pista, Rizal X, one of the 
productions staged during the sesquicentennial of the Philippine national hero, 
displays features of entangling representations, shared histories, relationships and 
genres. In this sense, the production has a promising possibility of buhol-buhol. In this 




 Produced by DUP and staged at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theatre in June 
2011, Rizal X was described as a 
new work that aims to (re)discover and (re)introduce the relevance 
of our hero, Dr. Jose P. Rizal. Using mixed popular media of 
today’s generation, this production aims to compile different points 
of view towards Rizal, his works and his life, in a collaboration of 
text, dance, music, animation and film culminating into a 
performance, which will refresh dreams and aspirations. A 
reminder for all of us of our childhood restlessness in dreaming and 
taking risks, an ax to our frozen desires and fantasies that has 
turned cold because of fears and hesitations caused by time and 
age. All of these threaded by Rizal’s colorful historicity and poetry 
of courage and burning passion in writing, in fighting for 
education, in the arts and in love that remains a relevant memoir for 
every generation of Filipinos all over the world (dulaangup 2011a).  
 
This device was a pastiche in the sense discussed in Chapter One – a mix and match of 
performance genres and other art forms based on what the production’s director, 
Dexter Santos, described in the program as “fragments” from Rizal’s life and works 
(Dulaang UP 2011b).  
 Santos commissioned several artists to construct their versions and images of 
the hero. Among artists invited were playwrights Floy Quintos and Layeta Bucoy; 
audio-visual artists and filmmakers Gerson Abesamis, Aiess Alonso, Jopy Arnaldo, 
Winter David, Adi Lopez, Malee Matigas and Joaquin Valdez; emerging poet Vlad 
Gonzales; songwriters Dong Abay, JM de Guzman, William Manzano and the 
independent band Happy Days Ahead; comic illustrator and animator Manix Abrera; 
installation artist Leeroy New; and choreographers Chips Beltran, Deo Dela Cruz and 
Al Garcia.   
 Santos asked his assistants and dramaturgs (Katte Sabate and Chic San 
Agustin) to thread these fragments into a unified theatrical presentation, to look into 
Rizal’s original works – particularly his novels – and to investigate his infamous love 
letters. Santos mentioned in the program that the piece was composed of different 
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vignettes showcasing different images of Rizal (Dulaang UP 2011b). With this as 
background, the piece represents an attempt to go against the popular dogma about 
Rizal. As Sabate and San Agustin wrote in the program, the show aimed to offer “a 
fresh perspective about the hero especially to young audiences” (Dulaang UP 2011b). 
Taking this fragmented form, Rizal X suggested that the narrative of history is never 
complete.  
 With this mixing and matching, Rizal X can be described as the embodiment of 
a pista onstage. Performance devices used in Rizal X resonate with the various 
performative activities enacted in a pista – singing, dancing, parading, and processing. 
The image of Rizal becomes a substitute to the venerated religious icon. And the 
invitation of audience to participate as interlocutors in historical narratives is almost 
similar to the “hospitality” or the welcoming gestures of the host to various guests 
(familiar or unfamiliar faces) in the pista. 
 Santos, Sabate and San Agustin wove the separated vignettes for audiences to 
experience what may be thought of as a unified whole – a consolidated dramatic 
narrative. Some amateur reviews online discuss the production in terms akin to those 
of entanglement, finding this to be a strength of the performance. For instance, a 
reviewer Kish (2011) says that the production was “a combination of 22 vignettes of 
the life of Rizal, our motherland, of who we are as a nation all interpreted through 
dialogues, music, dance and video.” Another states that the show was “imaginative 
and playful. It is told in a non-linear fashion, as actors portray different characters, 
shifting from one to another across changing scenes” (Enano 2011).  
 The production of Rizal X becomes a way of linking the possibility of pista as a 
creative strategy of contemporary theatre makers in Manila in doing theatre for various 
reasons. First, Rizal X has gathered several artists together in an attempt to perform 
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multiple versions of the national hero. As earlier noted, the production combined 
different vignettes of performances dealing with Rizal and his works. I illustrated 
earlier that many Catholic communities stage performative genres during the pista – 
parade, procession, beauty pageant, concert, perya, palaro, singing competitions, and 
so on. In this way, the pista is a festival of performances where a gathering of  
“talented” community members takes place. In these performances, community 
members exhibit artistry in decorating the karo and the karosa (floats in the parade); 
showcase sportsmanship in different palaruan events; flaunt singing and dancing 
talents in amateur singing competition or in concerts; grace the stage thru the pasarela 
(stylized walk of beauty pageant contestants) in beauty pageants, to name but a few.  
 Like the pista, Rizal X can be viewed as theatrical feast where various 
performance genres are staged – dance, film, visual arts, puppetry, song, theatre, 
poetry, rap, declamation, oratory and comic-skits. Rizal X is a mini-festival of the arts 
to mark the sesquicentennial celebration of the national hero. At the same time, this 
gathering of performance genres is a manifestation of how many contemporary theatre 
artists in Manila are commonly staging their plays. I observed that many contemporary 
works in Manila involve the mixing and matching of dramatic texts with songs and 
dances. An example is Josefina Estrella’s Adarna, which I glossed in Chapter One. 
The staging of the corrido’s narrative (adapted by Vlad Gonzales) was combined with 
puppetry, singing and dancing. Another example is Anton Juan, Jr.’s direction of 
Repertory Philippines production of Susan Kim’s The Joy Luck Club, staged at the 
Onstage Greenbelt in February 2011. Juan’s rendition combined the jingju (Peking 
Opera) found in the text of the play with Chinese and pop songs (performed in a 
cabaret style), and dolls used as puppets.  
 Second, I illustrated earlier that the pista has the character of interlinking 
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colonial histories and the present. Rizal X cuts across historical milieus by attempting 
to juxtapose the there and then (Rizal’s milieu) to the here and now. Literally, the play 
presented overlapping historical periods. The opening musical number is set in the 
present – in a palaruan (playground, also the title of the opening song number as 
indicated in the play transcript). I sensed that this use of playground marked the initial 
attempt of Rizal X to relate Rizal to younger audiences, whereby the lyrics of this 
number implies that like them, Rizal also played, dreamed and enjoyed freedom in a 
palaruan. After this prologue, Rizal X brings audience members on a back-and-forth 
journey between the past and the present.   
 For instance, one vignette begins with Rizal who enters from the main door of 
the auditorium and walks to the stage while reading a letter written by Leonor Rivera, 
whom scholars assert to be Rizal’s ultimate love: 
 My dear Jose, I am still surprised that my papa received a letter from 
you while I have been waiting for mine to arrive. Nonetheless, I still 
couldn’t believe that someone like you could do that horrible thing. 
You are like a newly bloomed rose. At first there is elegance and 
beauty but after some time it withers (Sabatte and San Agustin: 37 – 
38).  
 
Juxtaposing this dramatic reading of the letter is a song sung by an actor dressed in a 
wedding gown (who by implication represents Leonor Rivera). She sings: 
Tonight, I break some promises I’ve made 
Forgive me but these words just cannot wait 
 It’s true; I found the love I’ve waited for 
 And it’s not you 
 It’s not you (Sabatte and San Agustin: 38). 
 
After the singing, another actor dressed in a wedding suit enters (I inferred this was 
Henry Kipping, Rivera’s husband). He offers his hand to Rivera. Rizal bids goodbye 
to Rivera by waving his hand. Then he continues by speaking as if talking to a dear 
close friend: “When I heard the news, I thought I would go mad. But I had to smile 
because I knew she would choose Kipping over Rizal. That Englishman is a free man. 
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I am not. These are my last words about her” (Sabatte and San Agustin: 28). The 
episode ends with a video by Joaqs Valdez. In this video, a woman is drifting away 
from the shorelines of what I assumed to be Batangas (the hometown of Rivera) while 
a young man stands and stares – a romanticized image of letting go. This video is set 
in the present time, with the young man dressed in contemporary clothing: jeans and a 
polo shirt. 
 In addition to this intermingling of historical moments, Rizal X also juggles 
socio-historical and political issues. Perhaps, this is rooted in the popular perception 
that Rizal himself was a social commentator. This reputation is no doubt derived from 
his novel Noli me Tangere, which, other than its literal translation of “Touch Me Not” 
is also popularly translated as Kanser ng Lipunan (Social Cancer) – a reference to the 
social diseases of Philippine society. In this novel, Rizal criticized political tyranny, 
religious hypocrisy and social inequality, all problems exemplified in the character of 
the friar Damaso. The friar is a sexual offender and a master manipulator. In the novel, 
he has manipulated government officials to go against all the plans of Ibarra in 
institutionalizing reforms in his hometown (such as educational reform through 
erecting a community school where Spanish is taught). There is also the character of 
Doña Victorina, a local of San Diego (where the novel is set) who is obsessed with 
becoming Spanish that she dresses like them. She marries a Spanish peasant named 
Tiburcio to live her dream of becoming Spanish. Domineering, she has convinced 
Tiburcio to pretend to be a doctor. This is part of her plan to elevate her status in 
society. This character is discussed in high school and in the tertiary level as the 
embodiment of Filipino people who have a distorted perception of their identities as 
Filipinos. At the same time, Victorina’s character implies the belief that the indigenous 
is inferior while the foreign is superior, embodying what is more popularly known as a 
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“colonial mentality.”  
 In the play, contemporary social and political issues were also presented. For 
example, in the short play by Vlad Gonzales titled Ang Kimera at ang Espinghe (The 
Chimera and the Sphinx), two important figures of social disease from Noli me 
Tangere and El Filibusterismo are showcased (See Figure 2.5). The kimera as stated in 
the production typescript “symbolizes personal interest of the people who lead the 
nation, while the espinghe mirrors the real needs of the society” (Sabate and San 
Agustin: 4). This is then followed by a contemporized rendition of Chapter 15 in Noli 
me Tangere. In the novel, the chapter begins with Sisa seeking for sympathy after the 
sacristan mayor (head of the altar boys) and the kura (the parish priest) accuse her 
son, Crispin, of stealing gold pieces from the church. While Basilio rings the bell of 
the Church, the sacristan mayor starts to beat Crispin to make him confess his crime. 
In the contemporized rendition drafted by Sabate, the two boys are tambays (out of 
school youth) from an impoverished slum. In the vignette, the boys (named as Cris and 
Leo) end up addicted to sniffing contact cement or glue popularly known as rugby in 
the Philippines because proper guidance from elders is not provided for them.  
 Then another series of contemporary social dilemmas are presented: a maid 
who has murdered her employer and her employer’s entire family; a female massage 
therapist beaten up by a male customer when she refuses to give extra service; a 
female cashier in a department store raped by a group of male tambay; the death of 
two kids because of a fire in the slums caused by fighting gangs – references to Rizal’s 
characters Sisa, Basilio and Crispin. And then a series of Overseas-Filipino Workers 
are sporadically featured to represent Rizal’s diasporic condition. There is also a comic 





 (loosely translated as middle class Filipino young men) in Spain 
meeting to talk about Rizal’s subversive ideas, which they object to. 
 In relation to these presentations of socio-historical and political issues of both 
the there and then and the here and now in the play, Rizal X also addresses questions 
of nationalism and national identity. This is primarily because many scholars also cite 
Jose Rizal as an important figure in understanding Philippine nationalism and national 
identity. When Rizal was in London, he originally asked his German friend, the social 
scientist Ferdinand Blumentritt, to rewrite the history of the Philippines. Rizal believed 
that the history written by the Spaniards was prejudicial against the Filipino people 
due to colonial ideology. But Blumentritt declined, perhaps “feeling that it was a 
Filipino’s responsibility” (Quibuyen: 140). Nonetheless, Rizal initiated the project of 
rewriting Philippine history from a nationalist perspective by annotating Antonio de 
Morga’s Sucesos de las Islas Filipinas written in 1609. Rizal dedicated his annotation 
to the “Filipinos” with the following agenda explained in his dedication page: “to 
awaken in the Filipinos a consciousness of our past, now erased from memory; to 
correct what has been distorted and falsified concerning the Filipinos; and to better 
judge the present and assess our movement in three centuries” (in Quibuyen: 141).   
 In A Nation Aborted (2008), Floro Quibuyen explains that the annotation is an 
important descriptive attempt by Rizal to assert a Philippine national identity. He 
writes, “no other Filipino in the nineteenth century has put the discipline of history of 
full use in defining and advancing a nationalist project” (141). Quibuyen adds that in 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
  From a contemporary perspective, ilustrado is correct to suggest that it refers to the middle-
class Filipino young man. However, during the Spanish colonial era in the Philippines, to be an 
ilustrado is to be part of a privileged class. Many ilustrado during that period went to Europe to study. 
Their families paid for their travel, accommodation and education in Europe. In the Pulitzer Prize 
winning book for history In Our Image (1989), Stanley Karnow defines ilustrado as members of the 
elites in the Philippines since these young men were children of wealthy landowners. But nevertheless, 
these individuals were significant figures in the development of Filipino nationalism. The most 
prominent ilustrados in Philippine history are Graciano López Jaena, Marcelo H. De Pilar, Mariano 
Ponce, Antonio Luna and Jose Rizal.  
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the annotation, Rizal counters the different negative descriptions that Morga wrote 
about the pre-contact peoples of the islands, such as that the islanders were lazy, had 
no literary tradition or other artistic expressions, and were barbaric and pagan ingrates. 
In The Making of a Nation (1991), John N. Schumacher affirms this nationalist stance 
in Rizal’s rewriting of Philippine history. Schumacher also implies that Rizal’s 
nationalist agenda marked the invocation of an Asian perspective in world 
historiography: 
 rather remarkable for the period in which he wrote, he showed 
concern not only for a Filipino point of view but for an Asian one. 
He not only refuted Spanish pretensions to superiority over 
Filipinos, but asserted Asian rights and an Asian point of view 
against that of ‘Europe, so satisfied with its own morality.’ (112 – 
113). 
 
 Local historians such as Gregorio and Sonia Zaide (1997) and Francsico 
Zulueta (2004) claim that Rizal’s other writings, particularly his novels, are the 
foundations of Philippine nationalism. Even foreign scholars find intellectual and 
philosophical frameworks for nationalism in Rizal’s writings, including Benedict 
Anderson’s (2003) widely cited concept of “imagined communities”. Today, the study 
of Philippine nationalism vis-à-vis national identity is included in various syllabi of 




 In asserting Rizal’s nationalism in Rizal X, the play performed vignettes 
showing Rizal’s ultimate love for the motherland. For instance, in one vignette written 
by Chic San Agustin, Rizal is likened to other world “heroes” who sacrificed their 
lives for the motherland, titled in the transcript as “Pasya” (The Choice). In this 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
 The official gazette of the Republic of the Philippines states that Republic Act 1425 is “an act 
to include in the curricula of all public and private schools, colleges and universities courses on the life, 
works and writing of Jose Rizal, particularly his novels Noli Me Tangere and El Filibusterismo, 
authorizing the printing and distribution thereof, and for other purposes,” signed by then President 




vignette, performers deliver lines that either these figures spoke in public or were cited 
in their biographies. The delivered lines refer to decisions about sacrifice, thereby 
associating them with the martyrdom of Rizal. Some personalities presented are: the 
Tagalog heroes Andres and Procopio Bonifacio, Sophie and Hans Scholl who fought 
against the Nazi regime during World War II, Comfort women Nenita and Felicidad 
who came out recently as having been abused during the Japanese occupation of 
Manila; Sabina and Richard Wurmbrand, who were detained for accusations of false 
religion; and Chang Hye Kyong, who decided to leave the North Korean gulag and 
expose the evils of the North Korean administration to the world despite the threats to 
his loved ones who were left in the gulag.  
 This sort of juxtaposition is reiterated in a latter episode titled “Death List” in 
the transcript. Here, performers deliver quotations from historical figures who 
surrendered and sacrificed themselves for the sake of others. Hence, these individuals 
are sanctified as heroes or martyrs (of the motherland or of the people they loved). An 
individual that the audiences may be familiar with in this vignette is the father of the 
Philippines’ current president, former senator Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino, Jr., whose 
quotation “we only ask that freedom to be returned, we ask for nothing more but we 
will accept nothing less” was delivered side-by-side with other quotations that spoke 
of freedom and love for the nation. At the end of this vignette, a video presentation is 
played reenacting Rizal’s final steps to his death in Bagumbayan.
10
 
 These issues of national identity and nationalism are also addressed in the 
pista. In particular, many cultural, academic and political institutions in the Philippines 
invoke the pista as a distinctive identity marker of the archipelago. The national 
government for instance promotes the Philippine Archipelago as one huge Fiesta 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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  Other historical figures used in this vignette include Mother Teresa, Marijoy Chiong, Joan of 




Island in its tourism advertisements. During the administration of Corazon Aquino 
(1986 – 1992), the Department of Tourism even launched a program called The 
Philippines: Fiesta Islands of Asia. Local commentators remark that one way of 
characterizing the national psyche of the Filipino people is via this association of fiesta 
as a peculiar marker of being a Filipino (Hornedo 2000; Pineda 2005; Cagoco 2006).  
 On the other hand, national identity and nationalism are also broad themes that 
many contemporary theatre artists in Manila use in their theatre works. For instance, 
since its establishment in 1967, the productions of the Philippine Educational Theatre 
Association have been dominated by the theme of nationalism based on political 
struggle and anti-colonial or anti-imperial agenda. In January 2012, PETA staged an 
adaptation of William Shakespeare’s King Lear billed as Haring Lear (adaptation by 
Bienvenido Lumbera, direction by Nonon Padilla) with an all-male cast in an attempt 
to denounce the patriarchy, machismo and tyranny they saw looming all over the 
archipelago. As stated in the program, these are some of the struggles that Filipinos are 
still encountering despite the restoration of democracy in 1986.
11
 To reinforce this 
issue of nationalism and national identity, the adaptation ends with all actors in tears 
singing the “Lupang Hinirang,” the Philippine National Anthem. Everyone else in the 
auditorium is invited to sing with the performers. Also, as explored in Chapter One, 
even theorizing Philippine theatre can be constrained by this conceptualization of 
nationalism and national identity.    
 Rizal X is one of the most successful productions of Dulaang UP in terms of 
box-office. Rizal X was also one of the most successful plays during the 
sesquicentennial of the national hero as Dulaang UP had to add five more 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11
  As stated in footnote 4 of this chapter, the Marcos Administration was overthrown by a 
peaceful revolution led by Church leaders and Corazon Aquino known as the People Power Revolution 
or the EDSA Revolution in 1986. As discussed in Chapter One, Marcos administration was criticized 
for several human rights violations.  !
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performances during its three-week run in August 2011 at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero 
Theatre. The production was subsequently one of the recipients of the Musikahan 
Rizal Special Commendation Award during the 2011 Aliw Awards.
12
 Rizal X was also 
critically recognized by one of the leading literary experts in the country, Priscelina 
Patajo-Legasto (2012). In her view, the play presented the potential for a meta-theatre. 
According to Legasto, this is due to the literal mixing and matching of performance 
traditions from various historical frames. In her lecture on 26 January 2012 at the 
Asian Research Institute in Singapore for the Philippine Study Group, Legasto drew 
on Linda Hutcheon’s concept of historiographic meta-narrative to describe Rizal X as 
meta-theatre. This is because of the production’s attempt to go beyond traditional, 
canonical, official, pedagogical, and even ‘millenarian’ interpretations of Jose Rizal in 
order to make his life, his novels, his poetry, and other accomplishments relatable to 
the youth of this generation.  
 In terms of box-office success, the Wilfirdo Ma. Guerrero Theatre auditorium 
was always filled to overflowing, with some audience members willing to stand during 
the entire two-hour performance as reported in the house management report of 
Dulaang UP (Dulaang UP 2012). The success of this performance, in my view, lies in 
the choice of materials that the creative team behind Rizal X used in narrating the life 
and works of Jose Rizal. The play intended “to humanize the hero and to make the 
hero closer to younger generations” (Dulaang UP: 2011a). The target audience of this 
performance was the younger generation (students in particular) as indicated in the use 
of “X” in the title of the play. Sabate and San Agustin pointed out that the show is 




 The Aliw Awards are given yearly by The Aliw Award Foundation to recognize achievements 
in the live entertainment industry in the Philippines (theatre, concerts, opera, dance, stand-up comedy, 
etc.). For details about the 2011 awards see Ang (2011) and Cadizz (2011). 
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[for the young ones who for Rizal are the future of the nation]. In other words, the use 
of “X” is derived from “Generation X,” which in the Philippines is linked with 
contemporary youth.  
 Most of the devices used in this show were energetic and highly engaging, 
especially to younger audiences. The team believed that a better way of bringing Rizal 
closer to the youth was to make him “similar” to them. More concretely, the team 
envisioned a Rizal who listens to the same music as the younger generations, and 
dances to the same tunes they are grooving to. Santos and his dramaturgical team 
provided many images of Rizal juxtaposed with contemporary popular cultural icons, 
assumed to be intimately linked with the youth of today. The team used motifs and 
sounds of Lady Gaga, Beyonce, 50 Cent, Rebecca Black, Katy Perry, Madonna and 
other popular cultural icons that the younger generations could relate to. With this, 
Rizal was presented as being more “hip” and exciting, more dynamic and more 
enjoyable, even if discourses on nationalism were involved.  
 In my view, this is the reason younger audience members found the 
performance enjoyable to watch. Various social media were also useful in helping the 
performance reach out to more audiences. Young audience members who saw the 
production wrote warm congratulations on the production’s Facebook wall and shared 
photos from the performances. Some audiences even remarked that they had seen the 
show more than once. My sister, who was at the time a Business Administration major 
at the University of the Philippines, went to see the show three times: the first time 
with me, the second time with her friends from her college, and the last time with 
friends from our hometown.    
 In a pista celebration, members of the households celebrating the fiesta really 
appreciate it if their guests enthusiastically consume the dishes they serve. As 
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indicated earlier, the pista is an occasion where households prepare the best dishes 
they can. In relation, audiences of Rizal X are like these guests who in return consume 
the meal as a sign of appreciating the warm hospitality of the host. This experience of 
enthusiastic consumption (appreciating the performance and spreading it as a good 
theatrical experience) is something that Manila theatre artists generally wish to foster 
with their work. Like households, contemporary Manila theatre artists are preparing 
the best meals (best shows) they can cook as a gesture of hospitality, and at the same 
time, a moment of waiting for the remark of bongga as a gesture of appreciation. 
 With this staging of fragments, Rizal X becomes in a way, a passageway to a 
complex yet unified story about the hero. But did these multiple narratives in the 
vignettes really provide a multiplicity of images of Rizal? At the same time, if Rizal X 
performed the juxtapositions of representations, histories, relationships and genres in 
the mixing and matching of the different vignettes to create a unified dramatic 
narrative, is it similar to the grand narrative that a pista performs during the day or 
days of festivity as I proposed earlier? On a surface level, Rizal X did put these various 
elements together, making it analogous to the pista as buhol-buhol. At the same time, 
the pista makes sense in Rizal X, as Jose Rizal was venerated as an icon and a patron 
of Philippine nationalism (and patriotism). There is a juxtaposition of representations 
as Rizal X invited artists to provide their “personal” images of the national hero. There 
is an entanglement of histories as the team behind Rizal X attempted to intersect the 
there and then (Rizal’s milieu) to the here and now (such as the contemporized 
rendition of the novel). There is entanglement of relationships as the play overlapped 
ideologies behind the representations created by the invited collaborators. Finally, 





Denying the Buhol-Buhol in Rizal X  
 Ultimately, however, I would argue that, despite the pastiche character of Rizal 
X, the play did provide a critical engagement of entanglement along the lines of  the 
performative buhol-buhol of the pista. First, it is notable that the performance was a 
promising intersection of vignettes where contrapuntal conversations of multiple 
perspectives may be underscored. However, Katrina Stuart Santiago observes,  
For the fragments in Rizal X to make sense, they needed to tie 
neatly – no matter how difficult, or ambiguous – into a whole. 
And if the goal was for these fragments not to tie together at all, 
then at the very least these fragments needed to be powerful 
individually. These needed to explore aspects of Rizal that would 
have changed our understanding of his heroism, given a sense of 
contemporary times. I get the fact that the various fragments are 
sandwiched between two intertwined vignettes on a reminiscence 
of our childhoods, a going back to the kind of dreaming and 
possibility of flight that these memories serve. However, what’s 
within those two bookends barely take flight themselves 
(Santiago 2011). 
  
The program stated that Rizal X aimed to explore Rizal’s heroism outside the dogma 
and at the same time wished to “humanize” him (Dulaang UP 2011b). But, following 
the different vignettes, the play presented a representation of Rizal and not 
representations of him. I asserted earlier that one important concern that the play 
performed is Rizal’s nationalist sentiment. Hence, the play is an extension of this 
heroic veneration that many students (including the target audience of the play) read in 










Figure 2.5: The “Ang kimera at ang espinghe” vignette in Rizal X written by Vlad Gonzales; 














 If by humanizing, the artistic team meant the removal of martyrdom that 
historical dogma attributes to Rizal, then the play did not achieve this objective. From 
the moment Rizal X began, Rizal was venerated a super-human. Even in the vignette 
that dramatized his romantic engagements, this “humanized” Rizal was not felt. 
Historians narrate that Rizal had several romantic engagements with different women. 
In the vignette “Wo/Men of Rizal,” some women linked with Rizal were presented as 
being heartbroken. In performing this intense emotion of heartbreak, actual letters that 
these women wrote to Rizal are fragmented into lines. At the end of the vignette, a 
voice-over was heard delivering Rizal’s poem “La Deportacion” while two performers 
danced to the delivery of the poem. The poem reads: 
 I am captive by a thousand strings, like a traitor 
 None than I can understand my pain – my sorrow, my sorrow 
 
 Sometimes in my illusion, I see freedom 
 But I only see the cage of damnation in truth and in reality 
  
 I will never see the daylight again 
 Only gloomy days ahead of me 
 I only dream of love for my pain 
 For this sorrow, I’d love to die (in Sabate and San Agustin: 22) 
 
In the dance, the performers presented movements suggestive of undying love for each 
other, but in the end the love was not consummated. While one dancer waved his hand 
to bid goodbye to his lover, the other drifted away while extending her arms, but 
eventually she let go.  
 In trying to make sense of this vignette, I asked a friend what she thought about 
it. She believed it was an attempt to humanize the hero because the vignette seemed to 
inform audiences that Rizal (like everybody else) also fell in love. But we both realize 
that in a closer reading the vignette seemed to deny Rizal this experience of romance. 
Instead, it showed that Rizal was not capable of experiencing joy and exuberance from 
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loving someone because his “heart” belonged to the motherland. This inference was 
derived from the poem “La Deportacion” and the contemporary jazz dance number, 
which closed this vignette. It is as if the poem was Rizal’s response to the heart-broken 
women waiting for explanation of why he could not commit to a romantic relationship.  
 The second reason that I found the production to fall short of its stated goals is 
due to an observation that the Rizal X actually denied the engagement of the then and 
here and the here and now. Jose Rizal is also a good starting point in discoursing on 
the shared histories of the Philippines, which include not only diverse colonial 
experiences, but also contemporary historical moments often cited as following neo-
colonial trajectories, establishing the historical contexts of a globalizing world. 
Besides, the performance also gestured towards these historical developments by 
inscribing Rizal as one of the earliest Filipino diasporic individuals, who resonated 
with the diasporic Filipinos in today’s time (i.e. domestic laborers and other migrant 
workers abroad). For example, the episode where Rizal is supposedly likened to other 
world visionaries and martyrs, it is not clear if these figures were compared to or 
contrasted with his heroism and his life.  
 Also, Rizal X worked under pre-conceived speculations that globalization is 
primarily only about the economic interests of wealthy nations. Even in conceiving 
transnational relations, the performance primarily addressed issues of 
instrumentalization via exploitation of overseas Filipino workers by the receiving 
countries, particularly domestic helpers. In the vignette titled “Alisbayan Box,” the 
struggles of the OFWs in foreign lands are featured (See Figure 2.6). The concept of 
the oppressed is a stark image used in Rizal X to signify the interrelatedness of the 
here and now to the there and then. The metaphor is the balikbayan box, a box which 
OFWs commonly send to their loved ones back home filled with goods such as 
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foreign groceries, toiletries, accessories, shoes, and clothing. In the production, three 
OFWs – a nurse, an engineer, and a maid or a domestic helper were featured. The 
actors enter the stage dressed in character. Three boxes are placed down stage. As the 
actors deliver their lines they step inside the huge box and slowly undress their 
garments until their ordinary clothes worn back home are revealed. At the end of the 
piece, ropes fall down from the battens. These actors place the ropes onto their necks, 
suggesting an act of suicide. Lights are focused on them and the boxes – we see 
names in the boxes and addresses in the Philippines. The vignette suggests a tragedy. 
Particularly, it presents the tragic world of Filipinos living abroad.     
 As will be explored in Chapter Five, popular lore about Filipino migrants or 
the OFWs is framed within the body-politics of those who are in the service industry 
particularly the domestic helper (DH) or the Foreign Domestic Worker. In Rizal X, 
two of the OFWs were professionals – a nurse and an engineer. The other belongs to 
the service industry – as indicated by her maid costume. Paying close attention to 
what is presented here, it seems that OFWs were experiencing one and the same 
tragedy. At the same time, I felt that OFWs were presented as misfits in this 
globalizing world. Because of such perceptions, they were treated unfairly all over the 
world. In the play, this was treated as a by-product of globalization. Leaving the 
auditorium, I wondered if the OFWs did not also experience pleasure in foreign 
countries? My father and grandfather were OFWs for several years. There were 
difficulties living alone and away from loved ones in a foreign land. But the most 
memorable stories that both my father and my grandfather share are experiences of 
pleasure: stories of opportunities of doing this and having that. At the same time, I 
wondered if the narratives of contemporary OFWs are really the same as the story of 
Rizal? Are there no historical specificities that may show apparent disparities? 
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Particularly, if Rizal X claims that these OFWs are the misfits and the exploited, does 
it follow that Rizal himself was a misfit or exploited in Europe? Rizal was displaced 
but he found something desirable in living abroad that made him want to go back 
home: the experience of freedom. He was sad and alienated but his was not a 
complete tragedy as suggested by many historians. He felt nostalgic but there was 
pleasure. He was consistently hanging out with friends at Fleur d’Madeleine in Paris 
as discussed in many of his biographies and even performed in some musicals such as 
Floy Quintos’ Isang Panaginip na Fili (2009, also directed by Quintos). In the same 
way, Filipino migrant workers of course experience nostalgia and poignancy but, as 
elaborated in Chapter Five, they also encounter possibilities for fulfillment and a 
sense of pleasure (Manalansan 2006; Ng 2005). 
 Third, Rizal X is an exemplar of excessive theatrical performance for various 
reasons. The performance attempts to adopt an avant-garde aesthetic by giving 
audiences fragmented images of Rizal. In these fragments, there is excess of 
narrations but not of narratives about the hero. On the other hand, Rizal X becomes 
more of a dignified variety show, especially during those moments where Rizal is 
supposedly popularized (or introduced) to the younger generations.  
 In the performance of Rizal X, there was dancing, singing, dialogue, then 
rapping and singing, then dancing and dancing again, then video and montage of 
photographs, then dancing, singing and reciting poetry. This excessive use of 
performance genres of songs and dances was a huge hit with audiences, especially 
younger ones. I explained earlier that in a pista, the excessive number of dishes in the 
banquet table are the households’ responses to “others” – their way of performing 
hospitality.  In my view, this excessive use of different performance forms is also 
illustrative of a response to “others,” under the assumption that the young ones are 
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those whom the artistic team of Rizal X was really responding to.  
 The day I saw the performance, I was with students from one of the 
universities in Central Manila. I observed that during the more serious episodes such 
as the juxtaposition of Rizal’s characters to contemporary stories, the women of Rizal 
and the Alisbayan box, these audiences exhibited a sense of discomfort. Some were 
quietly chatting with their seatmates. Someone even fell asleep. Nonetheless, during 
episodes where popular cultural icons were showcased, the auditorium became highly 
energized. These audience members became more attentive, active and involved by 
singing along, laughing, shouting and applauding. For instance, the finale of the first 
act was a discussion of Jose Rizal’s biography à la Wikipedia (not surprisingly the 
vignette is titled “Rikipedia” in the transcript). In this musical number, pieces of trivia 
about Rizal’s life were presented in a huge song and dance number as performed by 
the entire company.  
 At the start of this number, the ensemble began singing “I’m here to tell you a 
little tale / About a male who’s a bit pale / Whose body is slender / But short like a 
dwarf / He was called Pepe” (Sabate and San Augustin: 27). A huge and excitable 
roar was heard in the auditorium because audience members were familiar with the 
melody of the song, as was I. The start of this number used melody of a song 
popularized by the local band Eraserheads. In this entire musical number, other 
sounds, tunes and melodies were also performed. These were from various popular 
cultural icons such the local band Callalily (and the band’s song “Star”), Lady Gaga 
(“Alejandro”), the theme of the noon-time show “Eat Bulaga,” the official song of the 
University of the Philippines Pep Squad, Hanson (“Mmm Bop”), Rebecca Black 
(“Friday”) and Katy Perry (“Firework”).  
 Perhaps, this was the fulfillment of the play’s promise of embodying a more 
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hip, entertaining and dynamic Jose Rizal. No doubt, this musical number was 
spectacular. But then again, despite the references to Rizal, I still wonder where 
exactly was the promise of new perspective about the national hero. The choice of 
Wikipedia as a motif and this excessive mixing and matching affirm how Frederick 
Jameson negatively conceives pastiche as leading to triviality and pointlessness. 
According to Jameson (1991), pastiche is only a “blank parody’ (17). This 
“Rikipedia” musical number was trivial because it was exactly that: trivia about Rizal. 
This “Wikification” of Rizal was pointless because the trivia performed was a 
misused of pastiche, producing an “unmediated reproduction” (Dyer: 22). The play 
played homage to Rizal but at the same time, it parodied him via these popular icons 
of contemporary popular culture.  
 Also, the information presented in this “Rikipedia” number was the same 
information that the target audiences already know about Rizal. I highlighted earlier 
that Rizal’s life and works are part of high school and college curricula. The response 
to “others” – at least in this musical number – was at the level of glamour. On the 
other hand, I am convinced that these artists also have a responsibility to take good 
care of their chosen subject, especially since Rizal is relevant in the educational 
system of the archipelago. Hence, there is another “other” here, which the 
performance did not respond to – Jose Rizal. Perhaps, the ambiguity of Rizal as a 
subject in Philippine history, paved the way for these excesses. In other words, I 
sensed that Santos and his dramaturgical team did not know what to do with these 
excesses provided by their collaborators in the vignettes. At the same time, they did 
not know how these vignettes might be able to provide a complex but unified 
narrative regarding the life and works of the national hero. 
 Fourth and finally, Rizal X had the potential to be a catch basin for all the 
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fleeting images of Rizal. However, this potency was not actualized in the play. 
Considering that the artistic team behind Rizal X aimed to perform a plurality of 
perspectives about Rizal, it only presented the dogmatic image. Rizal X missed 
important images of the hero, which are also well known outside academic 
discussions, such as his being regarded as the second Christ in the Southern Tagalog 
region by a group of religious people called Kapatirang Rizalistas.
13
  
 This devise of mixing and matching could also have served as a neutral 
ground for the discussion of different political agendas and ideologies about Rizal as a 
historical figure, a political figure and a man of the humanities. Since Republic Act 
No. 1425, the dogma being taught in high school and even in many tertiary schools 
about Jose Rizal’s life, works and his nationalism are based on nationalist historians 
like Teodoro Agoncillo (1974) and Renato Constantino (1970). As a student, I grew 
up identifying Rizal as a cowardly reformist and not a revolutionary. Constantino, 
whose essay “Veneration without Understanding” in his book Dissent and Counter-
Consciousness criticizes Rizal’s heroism and even implicitly proposed that other 
Tagalog revolutionists (i.e. Andres Bonifacio) were more deserving of the national 
hero title. What is common among historians’ discussions of Rizal is his framing of 
nationalism as read through his two novels. Many historians read his novels to suggest 
the assimilation of the Philippines into Spain. This is particularly associated with the 
failure of the revolution planned by the novel’s protagonist Simoun (Ibarra in Noli me 
Tangere) in the end of El Filibusterismo. When I was a student taking the Rizal 
Module, he was claimed to be anti-revolution, and associated with the novel’s 
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  In the mountains of Banahaw in Tayabas, Quezon a group of Tagalog people converged to 
venerate Jose Rizal as the Filipino Christ or the Bagong Kristo (New Christ). In fact, Rizal is not only 
venerated as the local Christ but as the embodiment of Christ in his second coming. For details about 
the divinity and the religious organization of the Kapatirang Rizalista, see Alaras (1988), Chua (2011), 




concluding chapter as expressing a desire to annex the Philippines to Spain.  
 On the other hand, Floro Quibuyen (2008) argues that the traditional view 
about Rizal is best explained through various dichotomies: the characters Ibarra and 
Elias in Noli me Tangere; Rizal and his compatriot Andres Bonifacio; his status as 
ilustrado (middle class) against the masses; and Reform versus Revolution. Quibuyen 
asserts that partisan historians interpret these opposing terms in such a way that in 
Rizal’s novels, Ibarra represents Rizal, and Elias represents Bonifacio.  The failure of 
Simoun signifies Rizal’s anti-revolutionary stance. Being an ilustrado with a 
bourgeois consciousness, Rizal’s goal, in direct contrast to that of Bonifacio, is the 
desire of assimilation to the Spanish nation. The reform movement only served to 
delay the inevitable revolution, which was betrayed by the characteristically 
opportunistic ilustrados.  
 Quibuyen asserts that Rizal is more radical than any of the forerunners of the 
Philippine revolution: “a key figure in the construction of this nationalist project was 
Jose Rizal who attained the singular distinction of both articulating, through his 
literary and political works, the nationalist ideology and becoming through his 
martyrdom, the national symbol that embodied the national-popular will” (3). 
Quibuyen notes that the problem in the abovementioned propositions is a view of 
Rizal and his conception of nationalism in Enlightenment terms or the liberal concept 
of the nation-state: homogeneity, territoriality and citizenship, which produces the fear 
of the other (or xenophobia). Quibuyen explicates that Rizal’s conception of the nation 
predates and transcends the liberal concept of the nation-state. His nationalism is “anti-
statist, counterposing the nation against the state, in terms of an ethics that transcends 
the imperatives of the state” (5).  
 These are two of the most popular contradictory ideological perspectives about 
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Rizal’s nationalism. Yet not even Constantino’s criticism of Rizal’s heroism was 
significantly featured in the play. I find this unacceptable, especially since the 
program claimed that the artistic team of Rizal X was trying to present alternative 
views about Rizal. Yet how could this be established without even presenting the 
normalized views (i.e. Constantino et al) and without even presenting the dissenting 
views (i.e. Quibuyen)?  
 On a final note, the mixing and matching devising could have been an 
alternative middle ground where the possibility of directing a new theatrical practice 
could be attempted or debated. Unfortunately, as presented above, the performance 
dismissed the capacity of buhol-buhol as a potential aesthetic strategy for a creative 
work.  
 
Postscript: Carlos Celdran as Jose Rizal in Damaso 
 Before the sesquicentennial year of the national hero, a protest performance by 
Carlos Celdran was held at the Manila Cathedral on 30 September 2010. It was a 
response to the perceived meddling of the Catholic Bishop’s Conference of the 
Philippines (CBCP) in Philippine politics, particularly in policymaking. Specifically, 
the protest aimed to give voice to Celdran’s disappointment with the CBCP’s 
interference of reading and passing the Reproductive Health Bill (RH Bill) in the 
House of Congress and the House of Senate.  
 The RH Bill seeks to recognize and guarantee universal access to population 
control (i.e. methods on contraception and fertility control), sex education, and most 
importantly, maternal care in the archipelago. The Catholic Church (via the CBCP) is 
against the passing of the bill into a law primarily because, the Church believes that it 
is morally flawed, and at the same time, it goes against natural law (Esmaquel 2012). 
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The Church maintains that RH Bill is also against life since it promotes abortion: “RH 
bill promotes artificial contraceptives which are abortificients, meaning, they cause 
abortion” (de la Rosa 2011). More importantly, CBCP is adamantly against the bill’s 
approval, for fear of legalizing divorce and same-sex marriage in the future. These are 
also considered to contradict natural law.  
 Supporters of the bill have responded to criticisms posted by the CBCP (and 
their followers) in various media and pronounced in the pulpits during Eucharistic 
celebrations. In particular, authors of the Bill responded to the false accusations of the 
CBCP. Amendments were finalized before the first reading of the bill in the House of 
Congress on 6 June 2011 to satisfy the Catholic Church. In the official website of RH 
Bill supporters Occupy RH Bill Online, citizens are provided with ten important 
reasons for passing the bill. Accordingly, the RH Bill is intended to “protect the health 
and lives of mother, save babies, respond to the majority who want smaller families, 
promote equality for poor families, prevent induced abortions, support and deploy 
more public midwives, nurses and doctors, guarantee funding for and equal access to 
health facilities, give accurate and positive sexual education to young people, reduce 
cancer deaths, and save money that can be used for even more social spending” 
(Occupy RH Bill 2011). 
 Celdran’s performance was simple. During an ecumenical service at the 
Manila Cathedral attended by Church leaders (such as Manila Archbishop Gaudencio 
Cardinal Rosales, and the Papal Nuncio Archbishop Edward Adams) and some 
government officials (including then Manila Mayor Alfredo Lim), Celdran dressed as 
Jose Rizal (black suit, black pants, and a top hat) and stood before the altar with a sign 
bearing the word “DAMASO” – the villain in Rizal’s Noli me Tangere. The service 
was interrupted. Mayor Lim had Celdran arrested. In Evelyn Macairan’s (2010) 
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report, Celdran was described as calm when he was arrested, and once policemen 
brought him outside the premises of the Cathedral, he began shouting that Church 
officials need to “hear the Filipinos are saying: that 90 percent of the people want the 
RH” (Macairan 2010). Celdran was detained at Manila City Jail and later the CBCP 
charged him under Article 133 of the Revised Penal Code of the Philippines for 
“offending religious feeling.” 
14
  
 It should be noted that Rizal’s Noli me Tangere is anti-clerical due to the 
Catholic Church’s abuse of authority in the Philippines during the 19
th
 century. I 
mentioned earlier that the friar Damaso in the novel is an embodiment of political 
tyranny, religious hypocrisy and social injustice. In this context, the performance of 
Celdran implies that the abusive Catholic Church in the 19
th
 century is still 
experienced in today’s society, particularly with Church leaders meddling in state 
policymaking.  
 This intervening character of the past and the present makes the performance 
an alternative middle ground of performing Jose Rizal, where various political and 
ideological agendas of the national hero intersect. In assuming the character of Rizal, 
Celdran brought the there and then to the here and now by invoking Rizal’s political 
and socio-cultural ideologies as relevant frameworks for interrogating the social 
issues that present-day Filipinos are encountering. In this performance, Celdran 
performed not only the dogmatic Rizal found in textbooks, but also an imagined Rizal 
who conceived to be alive in the present. I sensed that in this performance, Celdran 
imagined Rizal as a balikbayan (a returning Filipino from overseas). Like the 
character of Ibarra in Noli me Tangere, Rizal was excited to go back home, hoping for 
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  Article 133 of the Revised Penal Code of the Philippines states that “Offending religious 
feelings. – The penalty of arresto mayor in its maximum period to prision correccional in its minimum 
period shall be imposed upon anyone who, in a place devoted to religious worship or during the 
celebration of any religious ceremony shall perform acts notoriously offensive to the feelings of the 
faithful.” (in Relos 2013). 
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a more developed and more politically mature Philippines. But his excitement was 
transformed into disappointment because he witnessed the same social injustices, 
political tyranny and religious hypocrisy he used to encounter before going overseas. 
In utter disappointment, Rizal reminded the people about Damaso – hoping for the 
possibility of social reforms, which he started envisioning since the late 19
th
 century.  
 The performance invited a contrapuntal conversation among citizens about 
population and health issues in the Philippines, using Jose Rizal as the mediating 
agent. More particularly, Celdran’s performance, which interrupted the service inside 
the Manila Cathedral, was implicitly inviting Church leaders to engage in a dialogue. 
In my view, Celdran was inviting Church leaders to listen to what the authors and 
supporters of the RH Bill had to say before silencing them. The official website of RH 
Bill supporters have already responded to the issues of abortion, divorce and same-sex 
marriage that Church leaders have been asserting against the Bill. Nonetheless, the 
Church and those who are supportive of the CBCP’s stand on the matter opted to 
ignore the responses. Despite opposition, the Bill was passed in December 2012 (and 
officially signed by President Benigno Aquino III on 21 December 2012).
15
 Since its 
approval, the RH Bill has been implemented as a law via Republic Act Number 
10354.   
 However, the exuberance of RH Bill supporters was cut short when the 
Supreme Court released a Temporary Restraining Order on the implementation of the 
RH Law on 19 March 2013. The Supreme Court ordered “oral arguments” regarding 
the constitutionality of the law, which had been challenged by the CBCP. These are 
yet to take place. What about Celdran? What happened to him after he was charged by 
the CBCP with “offending religious feeling” because of his performance as Jose 
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15
  For details about the passing of the Bill, see reports by Floyd Whaley (2012) in the New York 
Times, Les Roopanarine (2012) in The Guardian and Cathy Yamsuan, Christian Esguerra and Leila 
Sallaveria (2012) in the Philippine Daily Inquirer. 
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Rizal? On his Facebook and Twitter accounts, Celdran informed his followers that a 
Manila trial court disapproved his appeal to reverse the decision of Judge Juan 
Bermejo, Jr. of the Manila Metropolitan Trial Court. Carlos Celdran was found guilty 
beyond reasonable doubt.        
 Celdran’s performance draws together pista and Jose Rizal in a more 
successful way than Rizal X. As explained above, Celdran’s performance successfully 
interjected the past and the present. In doing so, the performance destabilized 
authorial narrative about Jose Rizal, almost similar to how the Church and the 
townspeople negotiate narratives about their patron in a pista. Here, Celdran’s 
performance invited a participatory conversation especially when he showed the 
placard with the words “Damaso.” In my view, Celdran was imploring the Church 
officials, whose role in Philippine policymaking according to Enrique Niño Leviste 
(2011) is hegemonic, that the issue at stake (RH Bill) should be interrogated with the 
ordinary people. In other words, Celdran was requesting for the Catholic Church to 
allow other members of the civil society to dialogue about the said issue. On a final 
note, this short performance successfully presented an alternative image of the 
national hero. Celdran’s representation and presentation of Rizal is a radical one, a 
total opposite of the reformist or the anti-revolution assertion. Many historians explain 
that Rizal was the inspiration of the katipuneros (the revolutionists) in the plight for 
an independent Philippine nation from Spain via an armed revolution. But in Damaso, 












 Article I of the Philippine constitution states that the national territory 
comprises the Philippine archipelago, which includes all islands and waters 
surrounding it. Here, the country is formalized and institutionalized as an archipelagic 
state. In political discourse, an archipelagic state is any internationally recognized 
political territory – a state or a country – that comprises many islands forming an 
archipelago. An archipelago, on the other hand is defined by the United Nations 
Conventions on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) as a “group of islands, including parts 
of islands, interconnecting waters and other natural features which are so closely 
interrelated that such islands, waters and other natural features form an intrinsic 
geographical, economic and political entity, or which historical have been regarded as 
such” (United Nations 2001). In this regard, an archipelago creates an assemblage of 
waters, lands and other natural features belonging to these natural environments.  
 This chapter reflects on the archipelago as a model of buhol-buhol. In 
particular, I inquire into the possibility of kapuluan, its Tagalog translation, in 
articulating a mode of entanglement that can help towards an understanding of 
contemporary Manila theatre. Breaking down the Tagalog word kapuluan, we have 
the term ka (sometimes used as a prefix), the root word pulo, and the suffix an. Ka is 
derived from the Tagalog word ikaw, a variation of the Tagalog “you” when used on 
its own, as in “ka at ako” which literally means “you and I.” But when the term is 
used as a prefix, it implies togetherness, companionship or an engagement with 
another. Hence, the “you” in ka becomes “we” as a prefix. For instance, in the term 
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kamag-anak, mag-anak is literally translated as relative but with the addition of ka, 
the term implies an “us” related by blood. On the other hand, the word pulo is a 
Tagalog word, which has a root in the Austronesian language family (Thomson 
2013). Thus, pulo means island, in the same way pulu or pulao in the Bahasa 
languages (Malaya and Indonesia) also refer to an island. According to the UNCLOS, 
an island is “a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, which is above 
water at high tide” (United Nations 2011). With this definition, land and water are 
unequivocally integrated in conceiving an island. Finally, the term an is a Tagalog 
suffix, which pertains to an act of lumping together or gathering. In this regard, 
kapuluan is the lumping together of islands, which involves lumping of the 
inhabitants of these islands as suggested by the term ka.  
 As a buhol-buhol, kapuluan links and separates not only the natural 
environments of land and water but also the integration and separation of lands, 
waters and the people. More particularly, in this notion of kapuluan, I refer to the 
integration and separation of pulo (islands), waters and the inhabitants. This model of 
kapuluan should be understood in this dynamic combination of integration and 
separation, as each pulo in an archipelago is distinct but does not exist in isolation. In 
relation, I also reflect on its relationship with the concept of the nation especially 
since the constitution proclaims that the Philippine nation should be thought of 
geographically as Kapuluang Pilipinas (Philippine Archipelago). Here, I question 
how kapuluan and the nation are lumped together in the conceptualization of a 
national theatre. 
 In order to examine the possibility of a national theatre, I look into the 
potential of komedya. As will be argued later, the komedya possesses the complex 
entanglement of the kapuluan, as it represents both Catholics and Muslims, two 
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dominant religious groups in the country. In a more geo-political and even historical 
narrations, the komedya is an intervening space where the Catholics of the North are 
intermingled with the Muslims of the South. But the possibility of the komedya as 
national theatre form can also be argued via the motif of love. As will be asserted 
later, love is a useful idiom in envisioning nationalism especially since love may be 
transformed into an “event” involving the sharing of multiple and shared perspectives 
which give rise to necessary tensions or contrapuntal conversations.  
 
Entangling Islands in an Archipelago 
 There are many ways to distinguish every pulo in a kapuluan. These are often 
based on the resources that each one has available. The Kapuluang Pilipinas for 
instance, is made up of 7,107 islands, many of which are inhabited. The physical 
surroundings of these islands contribute to their markers of distinctive-ness. In 
relation to geographical surrounding, the flora and fauna found in a pulo can make it 
significantly different from other islands. Food and cuisine are also markers of 
distinctiveness among the pulo in the kapuluan.  
 Cultural expressions developed by inhabitants are also markers that serve to 
distinguish one pulo from another. These include language, clothing and artistic 
expressions such as folk dances, rituals, story telling, and other performative genres. 
Language is often the most-articulated salient marker of cultural identity. Latin 
American Feminist Gloria Anzaldúa in Borderlands/La Frontier (1987) explains this 
principle of relating language to identity: “ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic 
identity – I am my language” (59). In the next pages, I illustrate how islands in the 
archipelago distinguished themselves from each other via cultural expressions during 
the pre-colonial times – at least as narrated by Spanish chroniclers like Pigafetta, 
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Loarca, Plasencia, and Chirino. At the same time, I narrate how islanders also 
depended on other islands, which implies inter-relations based on integration and 
separation. Afterwards, I trace how Manila became the colonial capital and how the 
city became a blueprint for archipelagic integration, and eventually a tool to 
homogenize the entire kapuluan.   
 Distinct cultural expressions of various islanders were recorded in the 
accounts of the Spanish chroniclers. For instance, the Jesuit friar Francisco Combes 
(in Fernandez 1996) reported that in the island of Mindanao, during a ritualistic dance 
called the bailanes, islanders were: 
clad according to rule, that is, with embroidered handkerchiefs on the 
head: magnificent red shirts, rich glass beads hanging from the neck; 
silver medals fastened to the breast; large gold earrings with strings of 
beads; a jabol or dagmay which serves them as a skirt, and is very 
skillfully woven and figured with crocodiles and other designs; at the 
girdle, in the midst of fragrant flowers and hawk’s-bells, they carry 
the balarao or dagger with which the sacrifice of the victim is made; 
on the arms precious bracelets of sagai-sagai and pomoans; and on 
the feet hoops and hawk’s-bell, which sound in cadence with the 
dance which legalizes such ceremonies (35). 
 
There is also the 1663 chronicle of the Jesuit Francisco Colin (in Blair and Robertson 
1973 [1903]) who observed a mimetic dance in the Visayas. In this ritual, islanders 
were imitating the actions of a war performed on the occasion of a circumcision: “The 
dance is warlike and passionate, but it has steps and measured changes and interposed 
are some elevations that really enrapture and surprise” (67). The dance is described as 
imitating Muslim warriors, where performers, 
generally hold in the hands a towel, or a spear and a shield, and 
with one and the other they make their gestures in time, which are 
full of meaning. At other times with the hands empty they make 
movements which correspond to the movements of the feet, now 
slow, now rapid. Now they attack and retire; now they incite; now 
they pacify; now they come close; now they go away: all the grace 




 In the pre-Hispanic time, other artistic expressions such as oral narratives 
(epic poetry) were also markers distinguishing one island from another. In these 
narratives, there are some signposts such as material objects, which are found in the 
places where the epics are said to have originated. In Mindanao, Muslims developed 
darangan or epic narrative poems, the most popular of which are Bantugan, 
Indarapatra at Sulayman, and Bidasari. What is common to these epic narratives is 
the presence of the kampilan “a heavy pointed cutlass [alfange]” (Scott 1994: 148). 
This cutlass is similar to the kris of the Indonesian and Malaysian Muslims. 
Tribesmen of this island used the kampilan during battles. Women used the finer ones 
as household ornaments (Scott 1994). In this excerpt from Bantugan, the elegant 
kampilan is used in a fight, and soon after the hero’s victory, is displayed in his 
palace: 
He took his great kampilan, wrapped the strap 
Securely round his hand, and held his shield before him 
 While he danced out the road and swung 
 His bright kampilan round his head in such a wise 
Could be heard within the palace tower (Laubach in Scott: 148). 
 
The presence of kris in the narratives of these darangen is also significant in asserting 
the distinctiveness of the Mindanao. In Indarapatra for instance, the narrator 
introduces the hero Indarapatra with the different extraordinary traits he possesses 
including his skills in making a kris: “He taught the use of iron, how to make the kris, 
the long sword […] (Minton in Agoncillo and Alfonso 1960: 53). 
 Other pulo of the kapuluan also developed their epic narratives. These 
narratives were handed down orally from one generation to another as recorded in the 
annotations of colonial chroniclers. In A Short History of the Filipino People (1960), 
Teodoro A. Agoncillo and Oscar M. Alfonso write: “the Ifugaos of northern Luzon 
had their epics Hudhud and Alim. The Hudhud glorifies Ifugao history, the story 
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centering around the hero Aliguyon. Portions of the Hudhud were usually sung during 
wedding feasts and on other festive occasions. The Alim, on the other hand, deals with 
the gods and resembles the Indian epic Ramayana” (53). The inhabitants of Panay 
developed their epic Humadapnon. The Ilocanos in the Northwestern region of Luzon 
Island developed the story of Lam-ang in their epic narrative. The Bicolanos in the 
Southeastern region of the Luzon developed their epic narrative of Ibalong. 
 Relatedly, chroniclers also observed that forms of literary expression had 
developed in various islands of the archipelago. Alcino’s annotation on the Visayas 
provided vivid pictures of how these literary works were also “performed” by 
islanders (Scott 1994). Nonetheless, Alcino was not able to say what the people in the 
Visayas called these literary expressions. On the other hand, Chirino’s annotation of 
the literary expressions of the Tagalogs in Luzon was taxonomical. In his annotation, 




 Inhabitants of these pulo also developed distinct world-views based on their 
animistic religion. They developed governing polities, writing systems, clothing and 
technology, based on and inspired by the available resources within the island or 
region (Agoncillo and Alfonso 1960; Jocano 1975; Patanñe 1996). However, looking 
at some cultural expressions of a pulo, there are often indications that neighboring 
islands influence each other. At the same time, annotators of the Spanish monarchy 
wrote that there were signs of Indian, Chinese, Indonesian and Formosan (present day 
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1
  Some of the annotated literary traditions included sabi (maxim), sawikaan (saying), bugtong 
(riddle), suliranin and indulian (street song), talindaw (boat song), diyuna (song of revelry), dalit and 
umbay (dirge), tagumpay, balinkungkong, dupayanin and hiliraw (war songs), uyayi and hele 
(lullabies), ihiman (bridal songs), tagulaylay (mournful song), tigpasin (rowing song), tingad 
(household song), and katung-katung (couplets) (Agoncillo and Alfonso: 48). Like the Visayas, other 
literary traditions in the Luzon Island were also performed by the congregation. Examples include the 
kundiman (love song), which was performed by a young boy when courting a girl, duplo, karagatan, 
tagayan and pananapatan (verbal jousts) performed during a wake of a loved one (duplo and 




Taiwan) influences in the cultural traditions of the different islands in the archipelago 
(Agoncillo and Alfonso 1960; Jocano 1975; Scott 1994).  
 Islanders travelled from one island to another via the balangai or balangay (an 
ancient boat) (Scott 1994). Trade was often the primary reason for this inter-island 
interaction and interdependency. The earliest recorded reference of inter-island trading 
of the pre-colonial Filipinos can be gleaned from the Chinese document of Chu Fan 
Chin (ca. 1225). In this document, the different places and products that China traded 
with between 1000 – 1200 AD are recorded. One of the places that Chinese people 
traded with during this period was Ma-I or Ma-yi: “a trading point as well as a country 
or kingdom which also encompassed such places as San-Hsu, Paip’uyen, P’u-li-lu, Li-
kintung, Liu-sin, Li-han and others.” (Patanñe 1996: 62). Ma-I is the Chinese name of 
the Philippines. As early as 1100 AD, inhabitants of the Philippine islands had 
diplomatic relations with the Chinese. Eufemio Patanñe adds that prior to European 
contact, the Philippine Islands were also trading with the Arabs, South Asians, the 
Formosan and settlers from Java, Borneo, Saba and Sumatra.  
 Islanders from Mindanao (i.e. Sulu and Jolo, known as the Orang Dampuans) 
also travelled back and forth to the Northern regions of the archipelago (Agoncillo and 
Alfonso 1960). In Barangay (1994), William Henry Scott explains that trade among 
islands in the archipelago was ongoing and was witnessed by the Spanish 
conquistadors during their arrival in 1521. Scott narrates: “the day after Magellan 
made his first landing on Homonhon Island off the southern tip of Samar, some 
fishermen appeared from nearby Suluan to trade fish, coconuts, and arrack. Suluan is 
one of the most remote bits of land in the archipelago, and the alacrity with which its 
inhabitants initiated trade with unknown foreigners reflected a common feature of 
Visayan life – all communities exchange foodstuff” (71). Scott adds that next to 
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foodstuff, other inter-island trade goods were thread, cloth, and clothing: “spinning, 
weaving, and sewing were all women’s work, sometimes for hire, and so was the 
marketing of their products” (72). In the accounts of Pigafetta, Chirino and Alcina, the 
Visayan islands (Bohol, Cebu, Mactan and Panay in particular) shared ornaments 
worn by the islanders, which were said to be products of inter-trades among islanders 
and with banyaga (foreigners) (Agoncillo and Alfonso 1990; Patanñe 1996). Pottery 
was also traded from one island to another. Scotts narrates that potters sometimes 
traveled with the merchants and practiced their craft in other islands. With this, 
technology was also transferred from one island to another.  
 For instance, bibingka (rice cake) is thought to have originated in Luzon 
Island. One popular belief about the origin of the bibingka states that the inhabitants of 
Luzon learned to cook this rice cake from Chinese traders during the pre-colonial 
times. Today, most Filipinos in the archipelago enjoy the bibingka. Cooking this rice 
cake is similar everywhere: a clay container is lined with a single large section of a 
banana leaf. It is placed over preheated uling (coals) and the rice flour and water 
mixture is poured into it. Another piece of banana leaf is added to the top and covered 
with more preheated uling. While the Filipinos in Luzon enjoy the bibingka cooked 
with salted egg and kesong puti (white cheese) on top, in the Mindanao Island, it is 
cooked with caramel custard and in some islands with caramelized shredded coconut 
meat locally known as macapuno. In Mandaue City in the Cebu Island, the bibingka is 
cooked with tuba (alcoholic beverage made from palm sap). 
 Other inter-island influences include political categories such as naming the 
village chief as datu or rajah. This, according to Scotts, Agoncillo and Alfonso, 
originated with the islanders of Sulu and Jolo. Barangay, the smallest political unit in 
the Philippines today, is also a product of inter-island relations. The term is derived 
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after the balangay whose origin is obscure (Scott explains that annotators do not agree 
on the origin of the term). Religious beliefs such as Islam also travelled from one 
island to another. The South (Mindanao) is predominantly Muslim today. But when 
the Spaniards arrived in the archipelago, there were traces of Islam in the islands they 
first conquered. Writing systems also travelled from one island to another such as the 
alibata of the Tagalogs in the North. This system of writing was used in recording the 
goods traded among islanders. Inter-marriage among islanders was practiced prior to 
the coming of the Spaniards in 1521 (Agoncillo and Alfonso 1960; Jocano 1975).               
 Then came Spanish colonialism, which changed this dynamic sense of 
integration and separation. In the mid-16
th
 century, Spanish colonizers attempted to 
homogenize the archipelago using Christianity (later Catholicism) as a tool for this 
unification. The Philippine archipelago was a sought-after territory because of various 
spices to be found in the region. According to Agoncillo and Alfonso, these spices 
“were so highly valued among the Europeans that they became very expensive” (61). 
But at that time, the regional production of spices was mostly in the hands of the 
Muslims. In light of this “monopoly,” “wrestling control of this valuable trade in 
spices and other Oriental goods from the Moslems was a preponderant objective of the 
Portuguese and the Spaniards” (62 – 63).  
 The Spaniards’ initial encounter of the Philippine islands was accidental. 
Originally, Ferdinand Magellan attempted to create a new trade route to the Asian 
region via a westward route from Spain. Magellan’s expedition sailed on 20 
September 1519 on its way to the Moluccas in what is known today as Indonesia. But 
his fleets landed in the Homonhon Island in what is today known as Samar Island in 
the Visayas on 16 March 1521. The initial meeting with the locals was friendly and in 
one of these meetings, Magellan learned about Cebu, considered a wealthy village by 
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the inhabitants of Homonhon, and a regional trading center. By 7 April, Magellan had 
traveled to the Island of Cebu and was welcomed by its chief Humabon. At that time, 
Humabon had a conflict with Lapu-Lapu, the village chief on the neighboring island of 
Mactan. Humabon took advantage of Magellan’s presence to support Cebu against 
Lapu-Lapu. On 27 April 1521, Magellan’s troops sailed to the Island of Mactan but 
were defeated by Lapu-Lapu’s fighters. Magellan was killed in the battle. The 
Spaniards retreated. Of all the ships in the Magellan fleet, only the Victoria returned 
successfully to Spain.  
 The return of this ship to Spain aroused the interest of other conquistadors in 
the archipelago. Agoncillo and Alfonso explain: “The arrival of the expedition in the 
Philippines marked the discovery by the Spaniards of a westward all-water route to the 
East” (69). At the same time, “the arrival in Spain of the survivors of the Magellan 
expedition encouraged Charles I to send more expeditions to the East” (70).  
 Soon after, the Portuguese rivaled the Spaniards in claiming territories for the 
sake of national expansion in the Pacific. The treatment of the natives by the 
Portuguese was notably hostile. The Portuguese “whom the Filipinos could easily 
mistake for Spaniards by reason of appearance, clothing and weapons – befriended 
Filipinos in the Visayas and Mindanao, and then, for no justifiable reason, suddenly 
and deliberately killed hundreds of them” (Agoncillo and Alfonso: 72). As a result, 
the next conquistadors from Spain encountered resentment and resistance from many 
islanders. With hope of setting up a capital in the Pacific region, Miguel Lopez de 
Legazpi, who initially landed in the Bohol Island and established Cebu as the colonial 
capital, wrote to the Hispanic monarchy that the Visayans were hostile: 
[A]ll the natives (the Boholonans) had put on their wooden corselets 
and rope armors and had armed themselves with lances, shields, small 
cutlasses, and arrows; […] The Indians answered boldly, “Be it so! 
Come on! We want you!” And thereupon they broke out into loud 
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cries, covering themselves with their shields and brandishing their 
lances […] I decided to take the fleet to [Cebu] . . with the intention of 
requesting peace and friendship from the natives […] Should they 
refuse all this I decided to make war upon them – a step which I 
considered justifiable in the case of these people; for it was in the 
same port and town that Magellanes and his fleet […] and more than 
thirty of his companions were afterwards killed […] We pursued the 
enemy but they are the lightest and the swiftest runners whom I ever 
seen (emphasis mine, in Martinez 2004: 128 – 129). 
 
Establishing a colonial capital in the Visayas became difficult for the Spaniards. The 
conquistadors then travelled north in hope of finding a new site to establish a capital. 
In 1570, an expedition led by Martin de Goiti led eventually to a blood compact 
between him and the village Chieftain of old Manila, Rajah Sulaiman. There were 
hostilities, but eventually they subsided. In A Country of Our Own (2004), David 
Martinez explains that the “Visayan hostility towards the Spaniards was extended 
only by a traditional, deep-rooted dislike of the Tagalogs” (130).  
 Manila was established as a colonial capital because the Tagalogs (the people 
of Manila) also had a concept of centralized political authority similar to the 
Spaniards (Martinez 2004). At the same time, Manila was hostile towards the 
Muslims of the South, who the Tagalogs at that time considered pirates. This hostility 
was also a good starting point for the Spanish colonial authorities to establish a 
permanent colonial capital, and upon the establishment of Manila as capital, trade 
with other Hispanic colonies began. Spain began a homogenization of the archipelago 
by imposing Christianity (later Catholicism) as the official religion of all islands, and 
establishing Spanish sovereignty in the kapuluan. Both homogenizing tools “would 
affect the Filipinos in the political and social as well as in the economic and religious 
and intellectual sense” (Agoncillo and Alfonso: 76). But more generally, John Leddy 
Phelan explains:  
Spanish political institutions took deep root and Catholicism forged 
powerful new bonds of cultural unity. […]. Spain brought the 
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Philippines into the orbit of Western civilization, from which they 
have not departed since the sixteenth century [. . .] As a direct 
consequence of Spanish colonization, the Filipinos are unique for 
being the only Oriental people profoundly and consistently 
influenced by Occidental culture for the last four centuries (161).  
 
 Nonetheless, despite this homogenizing aspect of colonialism, the islanders 
“were no mere passive recipients of the cultural stimulus created by the Spanish 
conquest. Circumstances gave them (the Filipinos) considerable freedom in selecting 
their response to Hispanization’ (Phelan: viii). This is one important reason why every 
region has a different way of performing Catholicism. For instance, in the island of 
Panay, Catholic doctrine is mixed with folk history, and every January, Panay-ons 
perform the ati-atihan as their communal festive expression of the Catholic faith as 
discussed in the previous chapter. In the region of Quezon, farming is a staple source 
of income. The community venerates San Isidro as the patron saint of farmers. Their 
communal festive-expression of Catholic faith is linked with a concept of 
thanksgiving for a bountiful harvest (and at the same time twinned with the intention 
of having more or the same abundance the coming year). Farm products are often 
displayed in front of their houses in May, while the saint is paraded on the streets as 
also explored in Chapter Two. In this way, Spanish culture and politics were mixed 
with the distinctiveness of every island. For some local scholars this was a process of 
indigenization (Fernandez 1996; Tiongson 1998).  
 But as explored in the first chapter, local cultural commentators subtly treat 
indigenization as the disintegration of foreign elements such as the Hispanic tradition 
in performing Catholicism. At the same time, scholars’ conceptions of indigenization 
deny the engagement of other islands in the formation of a cultural psyche of various 
islands in the archipelago by invoking a more nativist account of cultural 
performance. There is also a tendency to treat the archipelago as a homogenous entity 
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that delinks the embedded “separation and integration” in the concept of kapuluan. In 
other words, there is a tendency to deny the buhol-buhol of the kapuluan.  
 
 
Performing the Kapuluan in the Capital 
 Nick Joaquin’s The Portrait of an Artist as a Filipino (1966) begins with a 
long monologue where Bitoy Camacho describes the glorious days of Intramuros, the 
Old Manila: 
To the early conquistadores she was a new Tyre and Sidon; to the 
early missionaries she was new Rome. Within these walls was 
gathered the wealth of the Orient-silk from China; spices from 
Java; gold and ivory and precious stones from India. And within 
these walls the champions of Christ assembled to conquer the 
Orient of the Cross. Though the old streets once crowded a 
marvelous multitude-viceroys and archbishops; mystics and 
merchants; pagan sorcerers and Christian martyrs; nuns and harlots 
and marquesas; English pirates, Chinese mandarins, Portuguese 
traitors, Dutch spies, Moro sultans, and Yankee clipper captains. 
For three centuries this medieval town was a Babylon in commerce 
and a new Jerusalem in its faith . . . (8) 
 
After which, Bitoy laments its decay caused by the Second World War: “the jungle 
had returned the modern jungle, the slum-jungle-just as merciless and effective as the 
real thing-demolishing men’s moment of history and devouring his monuments. The 
noble and ever loyal City had become just another jungle of slums” (9). Bitoy 
Camacho’s descriptions of Manila’s decay are more manifest in the present state of 
the city. Today, Manila is a “modern jungle” – a dense space of a geographic picture 
filled with stories coming from the different islands of the kapuluan because of the 
influx of local migrants from different regions and islands of the country and those of 
different nationalities such as Chinese, Japanese, Indian, to name a few. Not all of the 
local migrants are successful in the city. Many of the unsuccessful ones opt to stay as 
what is known in the media as ‘informal settlers.’ This is probably the picture of the 
jungle that is the slums in the descriptions of Camacho in Joaquin’s play. 
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 Nonetheless, the picture of Old Manila described in The Portrait of an Artist 
as a Filipino is an image of how Manila was transformed into an image of the pulo. 
Prior to the coming of the Spaniards in the Philippines, shores and riverbanks were 
open gateways for the sake of trade and commerce. Traders from other islands and 
far-away territories travelled back and forth from one Philippine island to another 
during the pre-colonial times. Markets stood beside these trading ports, as did the seat 
of the village chief or datu, surrounded by his armies and his servants called alipin. In 
this regard, security was also an important aspect in the lives of these islanders. Even 
Hispanic chroniclers like Chirino, Pigafetta and Alcina narrate that village chiefs were 
also responsible for protecting their people against piracy and land grabs. Houses of 
worship were also erected near the shore of the island, usually close to the chief’s 
kubo (a house made palm, also the chief’s palace).  
 When the Spaniards finally established the archipelago as a sovereign territory 
of the Spanish monarchy, these features of the islands were centralized and brought to 
Manila, on the island of Luzon. After that, Manila became the gateway to other parts 
of the archipelago. Traders had to pass by the city. The central government would 
distribute goods to the other regions and pulo of the archipelago. Harbors were built 
for traders, visitors and outsiders. As an open city, matters of security were also 
important in the institutionalization of the archipelago’s capital. Hence, security was 
centralized and concentrated in Manila, proof of which was the construction of the 
massive wall in 1590 to secure the seat of political power in the archipelago (See 
Figure 3.1). The Archbishop’s Palace was also constructed opposite the Palacio 
Gobernador (Governor’s Palace). Settlements of the most important figures were 




 Today, the picture of Manila continues to bear an imprint of the kapuluang 
Pilipinas. If in the pre-colonial times, the sea linked and separated islands, today the 
gateway linking and separating all islands in the archipelago is the capital city. It is 
here that tourists and other visitors first set foot before being transported to other parts 
of the archipelago. The largest international airport in the kapuluan, where a majority 
of the international carriers land is in the city: the Ninoy Aquino International Airport. 
Trade and commerce are still concentrated in the capital city. Security is well 
enforced in Manila, since the seat of the national government (the Malacañang 
Palace) is located there. Important institutions are also located in the metropolis, 
including the seat of the Catholic Church, the Catholic Bishop’s Conference of the 
Philippines; the Cultural Center of the Philippines; the National Commission for 
Culture and the Arts. The national university, University of the Philippines was 
established in the city in 1908. The business center (Makati) is in this region. With all 
these important centers, people from various regions of the kapuluan come in and out 
looking for opportunity.
2
 That said, the city is not homogenous and not monolithic, as 
it is a site of convergence for individuals coming from the different regions and pulo 
of the kapuluan.  
 The actual space is also a product of integration and separation; and of mixing 
and matching. This is the picture of entanglement manifested in the complex structure 
of the kapuluan. For instance, if we look at Intramuros today, we see a complex 
geographical structure constructed by complex historical narratives. These narratives 
are not only told and shared by the Tagalogs (the original inhabitants of Manila). 
These are also the stories of different Filipinos from the different pulo. In the Eastern 
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2
  Neferti Xina M. Tadiar (1995) explains why there is a massive migration of people from the 
provinces. She states that “the massive migration of people from the provinces to the metropolis is not, 
as many acconts would have it, simply due to the growth of the national economy, nor is it due to the 
natural attraction that the big city holds for the countryside. It is, rather, an eruption of contradictions of 
the nation’s, and correspondingly, Manila’s development” (289).  
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section of Intramuros is a juxtaposition of informal settlers entangled with the legal 
residents of Old Manila, art-nouveau architectural style buildings (the Philippine Post-
Office and the Metropolitan Theatre), a Catholic Church (Quiapo Church), and a 
Mosque (the Masjid al-Dahab or the Golden Mosque). In this area of the Catholic 
Church, there is an entanglement of Muslim vendors, fortune-tellers, vendors of 
herbal and exotic medicines from various islands of the kapuluan, vendors of amulets, 
popular fast-food chains (such as McDonald’s, Jollibee, and KFC), karinderia (local 
food stalls), street-food vendors, electronic shop retailers, and on and on.  
 To the West, one can see Manila Bay, the harbor and the ports. In between the 
ocean and the ports is the Manila Hotel, a historic 570-room five-star hotel that 
opened in 1912. Behind the hotel is a settlement of illegal dwellers. Beside the hotel is 
Manila Ocean Park and a museum for Children (Museo Pambata), and a block away 
is the US Embassy in the Philippines. In the North, the Pasig River separates 
Chinatown from the Intramuros walls. And in the South is a golf course, universities 
(Lyceum University of the Philippines, Collegio de San Juan de Letran, University of 
the City of Manila, and the Mapúa Institute of Technology), and Rizal Park. Inside the 
Walled City is another entangled structure: a port, a museum, the Metropolitan 
Cathedral, the San Agustin Church (a world heritage site), the palace of the 
Archdiocese of Metropolitan Manila, government offices, a museum dedicated to 
Chinese history in the archipelago, and some informal settlers.
3
  
 Earlier, I argued that cultural expressions are also feature markers of the 
distinctiveness of a pulo. In 2003, the City of Manila brought the different cultural 
spectacles performed in various regions and islands of the archipelago in the capital 
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3
  Today, the Intramuros is described as the fortress of the poor or the fortress of the homeless. 
Estrella Torres’ (2011) online report narrates the difficulty in attracting private investors to restore the 





city via a grand pista celebration called Aliwan Fiesta (See Figures 3.2 and 3.3). 
Organized by the Manila Broadcasting Company together with the Cultural Center of 
the Philippines, the City of Manila and the City of Pasay, delegates competed in street 
dance, float competitions and a beauty pageant.
4
 What is noteworthy in this festival is 
the attempt to retain the distinction of the islands and regions, despite lumping them 
together in a single space. To decorate their floats, participating communities were 
only allowed to use local textiles, produce, flowers and other products found in their 
represented islands or region. At the same time, the floats portrayed local folklore or 
indigenous tradition. The dance competition was performed by locals representing 
regions from Quirino Grandstand to the four-kilometer stretch of Roxas Boulevard to 
the Cultural Center of the Philippines Complex. By analogy, the kapuluan is 
performed in this grand fiesta. The floats represented the islands of the kapuluan. The 
city of Manila (particularly Quirino Grandstand to Roxas Boulevard and to CCP 
complex) was the water, which both separated and linked the various participating 
pulo. 
 Nonetheless, it is not only the case that the kapuluan is imprinting upon 
Manila, but the city itself also imposes its imprint upon the kapuluan. This imprint, 
most of the time, enacts a disentanglement of the distinctiveness of every island by 
imposing various nationalist principles from the center. Being the seat of the 
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4
  Since its inception, the following festivals have been actively participating in the grand fiesta: 
Pakalog Festival (Pasig City – Metro Manila), Panagbenga Festival (Baguio City – Northern Luzon 
Island), Samabali Cagayana Festival (Cagayan – Northeast Region of Luzon), Disposorio Festival 
(Malolos – Central Luzon), Paminitan Festival (Rizal – Southern Tagalog Region of Luzon), Boling 
Boling Festival (Quezon – Southeast Luzon), Pili Festival (Sorsogon City – Bicol), Dinagyang Festival 
(Iloiolo City – Panay Island), Babaylan Festival (Bago City – Negros Island), Alikaraw Festival 
(Holongo – Leyte Island), Padul-ong Festival (Borongan – Samar Island), Pasalamat Festival (Pagadian 
City – Mindanao Island), Zamboanga Hermosa Festival (Zamboanga City – Mindanao Island), Padang-
Padang Festival (Parang – Mindanao Island), Melimud Festival (Maguindanao – Mindanao Island). 
Participating regions in the festival increased to 21 in 2012 including participants from Cotobato 
(Central Mindanao), Batangas (Southern Tagalog in Luzon), Isabela (Northeast Luzon), Pasay 
(Manila), Iloilo (Panay Island), and Mindoro Island. Today, the festival is publicized as the “Mother of 




archipelago’s political state, the city attempts to integrate the islands of the kapuluan 
via different homogenizing rhetorical aspects of nationalism. For instance, when in 
1937 Manuel L. Quezon proclaimed Tagalog as the national language of the 
Philippines via Executive Number 134, Tagalog was identified as the native language 
of the entire kapuluan, forcing it to be included in syllabi of other islands whose 
mother tongue was not Tagalog.
5
 In this example, the assignation of a national 
language is a kind of linguistic imperialism, which is believed by the state to have the 
power of integration. Nonetheless, many islanders resisted. For this reason, in the late 
1980s, the house of congress reevaluated this idea of integration via a national 
language. In 1991, the Republic Act No. 7104 was approved, changing Tagalog into 
Filipino as the kapuluan’s national language.
6
 However, in Postcolonialism and 
Filipino Poetics (2004), J. Neil Garica argues that Virgilio S. Almario, a National 
Artist and one of the figures behind the establishment of Filipino as national 
language, “doesn’t mind declaring, rather shamelessly, that Filipino ought to be based 
on Tagalog, especially as far as its grammatical structures and orthographic principles 




  The Tagalog as a National Language of the Philippines was proclaimed after then president 
Manuel L. Quezon received the research conducted by the Institute of National Language headed by 
Jaime C. De Veyra. On 30 December 1937, President Quezon signed the proclamation and beginning 
that day, Tagalog became the official National Langauge of the Philippines despite Cebuano spoken 




 Authored by then Senator Edgardo Angara, the Komisyon ng Wikang Filipino (Commission of 
the Filipino Language) was approved by the house of congress and the senators in 1991. On 14 August 
1991, Filipino was officially named the national language of the Philippines. For details of the 










Figure 3.2: Shariff Aguak Maguindanao from the Mindanao Island is one of the winning floats 










 Another recent instance demonstrating how Manila imposes itself on the 
kapuluan is the institutionalization of a national theatre form. In 2008, the University 
of the Philippines staged a national komedya festival initiated by the College of Arts 
and Letters led by National Artist Virgilio S. Almario, then dean of the college. Its 
centerpiece was a series of komedya performances (or moro-moro in the Tagalog 
region) by participating troupes.
7!Introduced by the Spaniards in the 16
th
 century, the 
komedya is a colorful theatrical form whose plots revolve around the social, political 
and religious conflicts between the Muslim and Christian (specifically Catholic) 
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7
  The University of the Philippines (UP) Komedya Fiesta 2008 is conceived in 2002 by Virgilio 
S. Almario to underscore the viability of the theatre form as a national theatre. In 2007, the Komedya 
Fiesta was formalised with intentions of historicising the present state of komedya, evaluate the different 
practices of the different troupes, and mount traditional komedya in the metropolitan area (Greater 
Manila Area). The festival was staged in the entire month of February 2008 as part of the centenary of 
UP. It was funded by the National Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA), Senator Edgardo 
Angara, the municipality of Quezon City, the UP Office of Initiatives in Culture and the Arts, and the 
UP Diliman Office of the Chancellor. Other than the komedya performances, the festival also featured a 




heroes. The komedya is usually presented in religious fiestas with the support of the 
Catholic community members.  
 The call for its institutionalization as national theatre form in the 2008 Fiesta 
was an echo to the real call prompted by Nicanor Tiongson in the 1980s. In her Ph. D. 
thesis, Nikki Briones (2010) narrates that: 
Tiongson identified “the necessity for creating a national theater 
which will embody the Filipino-ness of this nation and showcase 
its unique history and traditions.” Such a theatre must be “firmly 
rooted in dramatic traditions of the country.” In this culture-
building project to establish a national identity within the theatrical 
context the moro-moro was seen to play a central role. Tiongson 
saw the moro-moro as “indispensible” because “there are a few 
theatrical genres that can be used for the creation of national 
theater”, and more importantly, among all the traditional forms, it 
“is by far the oldest, and in history, the most widespread” (13) 
 
In Tiongson’s proposal, there are two important justifications for invoking the 
komedya as the only suitable form for the status of national theatre. Tiongson’s 
argument is based on a historical grounding, as implied by the invocation of the 
komedya as the “oldest” theatre form in the kapuluan. Then, an argument based on 
distribution as indicated in his description of the komedya as “widespread” in the 
kapuluan is the second justification in this national theatre advocacy. Indeed, the 
komedya is the oldest “known” traditional and dramatic theatre form in the 
archipelago, since Hispanic missionaries used it as one of the tools for Christianizing 
the natives (Fernandez 1996; Tiongson 2009/2010). The komedya is widespread 
because Catholicism dominates the kapuluan. But despite this domination, the 








Komedya: On Being National Theatre 
 The komedya is a theatre form that gained popularity in the kapuluan during 
the Spanish colonial period (1521 – 1898). From the Hispanic comedia, it literally 
means any type of dramatic theatre: from tragedy to comedy to farce to melodrama to 
tragicomedy. Initially introduced as a supplementary tool in the Christianization of 
the islands, colonial authorities later used the komedya as means of entertainment 
while continuing to maintain Spanish rule. The first comedia was performed in the 
Island of Bohol in 1609. The performance depicted the martyrdom of St. Barbara in 
the vernacular. As Fernandez narrates:  
It had a great impact on the audience who, terrified by the tortures 
suffered by the martyr’s father in contrast to her own happy ascent 
to heaven, exclaimed: “This, then, will be our fate (eternal fire) if 
we abandon the true faith.” They then scorned their bailanes and 
gave up their idols, amulets, and “superstitious objects” to the 
Jesuits who promptly burned them (6).  
 
Fernandez continues that after that, the comedia was used as a pedagogical tool and in 
catechetical missions, particularly by Jesuits.  
 Two types of comedia were introduced by the Spaniards in the islands, the 
first of which are performances featuring the lives of saints, rulers, historical figures 
and mythological characters such as the 1609 performance on Bohol Island. The 
second is known as the capa y espada (cape and sword), which featured the 
adventures of nobles in their quests for love and honor. Like other theatrical forms in 
Europe at the time, the comedia usually consisted of three to five acts and in between 
acts were short performances known as entremeses or the sainetes.
8
  Nicanor G. 
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  The sainete is a “brief comedy or farce in one act, depicting scenes from popular or middle 
class life. The tone is humorous, ironical or satirical, but no attempt is made at preaching or reforming 
manners. Plot is of less importance than humor of situation and liveness of dialogue. The characters, 
often representing familiar types from lower classes vary in number from two to twenty, and they talk 
and act in perfectly natural manner (…) occasionally, they represent provincial life” (Lewis Brett in 
Cruz 1998: 22) 
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Tiongson (1999) explains three types of komedya were developed and performed by 
locals: historical plays, religious plays, and the moro-moro. The latter genre was 
derived from the capa y espada, highlighting the conflict between Moors and 
Christians in imagined medieval European kingdoms, and since the 17
th
 century has 
become the most loved of all the komedya typologies.  
 According to Isaac Donoso (2009/2010), the Philippine komedya was a 
derivative of metrical romances and other European epics mostly inspired by 
narratives of the moro y cristianos or the battles involving the conflict of the Moors 
and the Christians, particularly during the Reconquista in Spain in 1492. Although 
based on the Hispanic form, Tiongson has identified distinct conventions that may not 
necessarily be found in the Hispanic comedia: the use of comic interludes through the 
characters of the pusong (clown / comic character); the sing-song delivery of lines 
known as diccio, described by Tiongson as monotonous and very nasal; the stylized 
martial entrances and exits of characters; the accompaniment of live music through 
the community brass band; and choreographed battle scenes known as moro-moro, 
the main attraction in a komedya performance as described by Niki Briones in her 
doctoral thesis. 
 These plays were usually staged in a makeshift theatre, and performed in the 
town plaza. The plays, 
 lasted for several days, sometimes even more than a week, with a plot 
that was stretched very thinly to accommodate countless episodes of 
kingdoms at war portrayed through lengthy and numerous 
choreographed war dance sequences, of heroes defeating giants and 
other magical creatures, and of princes and princesses, Christians and 
Moors, falling in love (Briones: 3). 
 
The “choreographed war dance sequences” according to Briones appear to be 
“illogical” and “out-of-place” when compared to choreographed dances in 
contemporary musicals. Briones also asserts that these choreographed movements are 
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the most important spectacle in a komedya performance. She adds that this privileging 
of dance numbers plays a religious function as a “devotional act,” since it is performed 
as an offering to the community’s patron saint. These dance sequences, “are physically 
strenuous, and thus, involve a great deal of sacrifice on the parts of the performers” 
(Briones: 135). 
 As stated earlier, the proposal for the komedya to be the national theatre form 
emerged in the late 1980s. This call for a national theatre was later adopted in many 
theatre studies discussions, notably in Doreen Fernandez’ Philippine theatre history 
book. Here, Fernandez began invoking a sense of national cultural identity. When 
Almario conceived the fiesta in 2002, he was reinvigorating Tiongson and 
Fernandez's desire formally to institutionalize the komedya as a national theatre form. 
Many local performance scholars like Amparo Umali (an expert in the cross-cultural 
analysis of Japanese and Philippine theatre) and Belen Calingacion (an expert in oral 
interpretation and performative studies) joined Almario in advocating for the komedya 
as the national theatre form, similar to the veneration of the Japanese government of 
the kabuki, noh and bunraku as their national theatre forms.   
 Briones implicitly suggests that the komedya indeed should be proclaimed as 
the national theatre form since it reveals aspects of Filipino heritage, particularly the 
komedya’s (moro-moro in her arguments) ability to link Filipino culture and history 
with its aesthetics such as dance, diction and costuming.  She asserted that the form 
enables the reclamation of the pre-colonial traces of Filipino culture and an 
understanding of the Philippines’ Southeast Asian connection. She also uses the 
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concept of “aesthetic victory,” borrowed from Max Harris, as a counter-argument 
against the Catholic-centered character of the form.
9
  
 Tiongson (2009/2010) explains that when the komedya was blossoming, its 
messages favored Catholics over Muslims and non-Catholics. In the present, 
Tiongson (2009/2010), Almario (2009/2010) and Briones (2010) illustrate that 
komedya performances are more directed towards nationalist sentiment. However, this 
sentiment also implicitly favors the present-day Catholic message, which I will 
discuss later. Reading the komedya in this nationalist framework pushes the non-
Catholics of the archipelago to the margin. The komedya pertains to the victorious 
Catholics and the lamentations of non-Catholics, especially the Muslims. In the 
komedya Prinsipe Rodante by Max Allanigue performed both by Komedya ng San 
Dionisio and Komedya ng Don Galo in the 2008 Fiesta, the protagonist is a Muslim 
“hero” (See Figures 3.4 and 3.5).  The antagonist, Alvaro, is even a Catholic. In this 
komedya, the Catholic prince wages war against the Muslims because of pride, and is 
defeated by a Muslim prince in a duel. However, towards the end, a Catholic saint 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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 Briones explains that in the history of the komedya, the Catholic Church has professed some 
ambivalence towards it. A good example is the opposition of then Bishop of Lingayen Most Rev. Fr. 
Mariano A. Madriaga who denounced in his Sunday sermon the performance of Santa Cruzan de Mayo 
(a type of the komedya whose narratives commonly revolve around the adventure of Queen Helena and 
her son Constantine in finding the Holy Cross) branding the performance as “smacking of vanity and 
paganism” (49). The Catholic Church is not always involved in the production processes of the 
komedya – a point glossed over in the initial arguments vis-à-vis the komedya as national theatre form in 
my preliminary essay. However, Briones fails to recognize is that Catholicism is also an ideological 
state apparatus. Today, Alcedo argues that Catholicism not only saturate the religious psyche of the 
Filipino people, but its dogmatic narratives extend to almost all aspects of Philippine society, culture, 
economy and politics. Also, Briones connects the performance of the komedya to a more general picture 
of a Southeast Asian performance tradition (of a folk theatre) where the inhabitants of the region are 
argued to participate in such activities because of the region’s affinity with rice cultivation. In this 
argumentation, we are provided what may be inferred as a reductive generalization of a homogenous 
Southeast Asian culture – a sweeping generalization of singular similarity to the impetus of 
globalization anchored within discussions of capital and economy. Thus, the denial of difference makes 
the argument not so much as a justification against Catholic centeredness as a justification of a 
nationalist inquiry based on natural blood-ties and common history. She then continues by reinforcing 
“aesthetic victory.” In a nutshell, this refers to the victory of the Muslim characters over the Catholic 
characters despite the victory of the latter in the plot and the narrative. She claims that through new 





appears uniting everyone. The finale was a musical number seeking the intercession 
of the Virgin Mary to unite the community. Indeed, there was no literal conversion to 
Catholicism; but the veneration and reference to Catholic icons are implicit 
submission to the Catholic faith.   
 Another example of this conversion dilemma in the komedya is the 
santacruzan, an offshoot of the komedya in Angeles City. Literally, santacruzan 
means the Holy Cross – derived from and inspired by the story of Queen Helena’s 
search for the Holy Cross. Today’s santacruzan is a fashion show (a hybrid of 
Western runway shows and beauty contests). It is a celebration of the couture-
creations of well-known fashion designers. Some communities have renamed it the 
sagala, literally meaning “muses.” Other communities call it the flores de mayo or the 
flowers of May since the performance is always staged in May. This association with 
fashion and beautiful women link the festivity as the “queen of Philippine festivities” 
(Florendo and Austria 2006). But when the santacruzan was still performed as a 
komedya, the typical komedya narrative was the centerpiece of the procession.  
 In May 1992, I had a chance to play the role of Constantino, son of Queen 
Helena in a Kapampangan santacruzan titled Sabat (Interfere, n.d.) written by Jacinto 
Pineda. It was performed in the street as part of the town’s annual santacruzan. In this 
play, Queen Helena was searching for the Holy Cross, which was stationed at the 
parish Church. A Muslim nomad named Goido hampered the search for the cross as 
he accused the court of Helena of trespassing. Helena’s military general Roldan 
engaged in a fight against Goido but in the end Roldan was defeated. Constantino, the 
young son of Helena, sought the Queen’s blessing so that he could be allowed to fight 
the army of Goido, but Helena refused. Instead, Helena faced Goido herself and 
eventually, they fell in love with each other. Goido converted into the Catholic faith 
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in order to win Helena’s heart. Peace was restored. As the next heir to the throne, 
Constantino was crowned the new ruler because Queen Helena and Goido decided to 
live a quite life together after bringing back the Holy Cross to Jerusalem. In this 
performance, there was emphasis on the restoration of peace only after Goido had 
sacrificed his faith. 
 In Fear of Small Numbers (2006), Arjun Appadurai argues: “There is a 
fundamental, and dangerous, idea behind the very idea of the modern nation-state, the 
idea of ‘national ethos.’ No modern nation, […] is free of the idea that its national 
sovereignty is built on some sort of ethnic genius” (3). The komedya is suggestive of 
this “ethnic genius” as illustrated in the examples above. Looking closely at these 
performances, the komedya suggests that Catholics are privileged individuals. A 
promising solution to this privileging tendency in the komedya is an attempt to look at 
this nationalist sentiment from a multicultural perspective similar to the proposal of 
David Martinez to separate the many “nations” of the country. According to Martinez, 
separation is necessary as the central government has been manipulating and dictating 
what other regions in the archipelago should become.  
 In his concluding chapter, entitled “The Separatist Imperative,” Martinez 
enumerates 16 reasons for partition. Of these reasons, two general assertions indicate 
his resistance to what he calls imperial Manila: “[w]e do not possess a “Filipino” 
history, heritage, or culture: the adjoining nations of our respective regions have much 
more in common with one another than our regions do with our distant, artificial 
State” (421) and “we cannot continue to support and subsidize a central government 
that has proven to be incorrigibly corrupt, perennially incompetent, and invariably 
insensitive to regional needs” (421). In this regard, if separation becomes the 
inevitable condition for the many nations of the kapuluan, the komedya then could be 
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the national theatre of the Tagalogs and not of the entire Kapuluang Pilipinas. 
However, this agenda of separation does not alter the fact that the representations of 
the Catholics and the Muslims in this theatre form are of the binaries of good and evil; 
of civilized and savages; of God-fearing people and pagans. More importantly, the 
implication is that the non-Catholic characters in the komedya ought to be tolerated 
because in the end, they are going to succumb to the Catholic faith, just as the Muslim 
princess Porciana in Prinsipe Rodante was converted to be united with Rodante as a 
royal couple.  
 In Regulating Aversion (2006) Wendy Brown explains that tolerance is a 
discourse of power and authority. She writes, “like patience, tolerance is necessitated 
by something one would prefer did not exist. It involves managing the presence of the 
undesirable, the tasteless, the faulty – even the revolting, repugnant or vile” (25). In a 
multicultural outlook, the proposal for tolerance does not offer resolution or 
transcendence on matters of difference. In this regard, tolerance is just a strategy of 
coping. As Brown goes on: “designated objects of tolerance are invariably marked as 
undesirable and marginal, as liminal civil subjects or even liminal humans; and those 
called upon to exercise tolerance are asked to repress or override their hostility or 












FIGURE 3.4:  A scene from the komedya “Prinsipe Rodante” performed by Komedya ng San Dionisio, the 







FIGURE 3.5:  A marcha or the grand entrance of the Moro characters in the all-children komedya troupe 
Komedya ng Don Galo’s performance of “Prinsipe Rodante” on the third week of the festival 






 The concept of tolerance suggests cultural superiority since it only offers a 
“robe of modest superiority in exchange for yielding” (Brown: 25). Hence, tolerance 
suggests that one culture is superior and another inferior. Even if one is to look at the 
dictionary meaning of tolerance, nothing involves neutrality or respect towards that 
which is being tolerated. In this way, tolerance is always an act of power. Those who 
are tolerating are always in control. In the case of the komedya: the tolerated – the non-
Catholics (particularly the Muslims) –  are presented as the vile, the repugnant, the 
misfits, the marginalized, while those called upon to tolerate – the Catholics – are 
called to repress their hostility without critically examining their judgment against 
those tolerated. For instance in Sabat, Constantino asks his mother Helena that he be 
allowed to confront Goido whom Constantino refers to as the “mangahas a sinabat 
keng kekatamung magarang a trono” [that vile creature who obstructed our way]. In 
the latter scene, Helena tells her son Constantino to be understanding and not resort to 
violence for “ikatamu ing mamyeng aslag kareng taung kalupa nang Goido” [It is us, 
who are going to enlighten people like Goido].  
 
 
Entanglement in the Making of National Theatre 
 On 8 December 2007, the Komedya Fiesta kicked off with a seminar-
workshop, graced by the Komedya ng Don Galo’s untitled “komedya-in-progress” at 
the hallway of Claro M. Recto Hall of the Bulwagang Rizal of the UP College of Arts 
and Letters. The performance was surprising but nevertheless entertaining as actors 
(all of them in their early teens) sang tunes from the popular music industry, danced 
the batalya in modern hip-hop, which was incorporated into the conventional gestures 




 One of the questions asked during the forum was this activity of inclusion and 
its relation to issues of authenticity. This led to another question invoking the 
traditional against the modern. The guest speaker, Jerry Respeto responded by stating 
that what was performed by the all-children group was still a performance of a 
komedya despite the inclusion of such modern music and dance. The performance of 
Don Galo, he said, only proved how the komedya is continuously responding to 
current times. In particular, he mentioned that the inclusion of popular music would 
help popularize the form to younger audiences.  
 As a national theatre form, there is a need to reexamine these justifications of 
widespread distribution, historical continuity and now popularization to younger 
audiences. This is because the komedya is a complex theatre form where beyond 
representations of the Catholics and the Muslims can provide a reflection about 
juxtapositions of relationships, politics, histories and genres. Arguably, these are also 
prevalent in the Kapuluang Pilipinas as explored earlier. The komedya is an example 
of a theatre form, which is buhol-buhol. A better way of assessing the form – its 
aesthetics and poetics – is through this analysis of complex buhol-buhol signifying 
various webs of associations.  
 The first obvious sign of buhol-buhol in the komedya is its colonial legacy. In 
this sense, the komedya should be thought of as an intervening space of shared 
histories between Spain and the Philippines (and perhaps even other colonies of 
Spain). A good way of starting this inquiry is a contextualization of how the form 
developed in Spain and later a comparative analysis regarding how it developed in the 
archipelago, already prevalent in local scholarship. Much scholarship about the 
Philippine komedya begins with the introduction of the comedia in the Philippines but 
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never a discussion of how the comedia was originally conceptualized as a folk theatre 
in the Iberian peninsula.
10
  
 Isaac Donoso explains that Spain’s comedia has a historical relevance which 
includes war, annihilation and the expulsion of the Muslim societies in the Iberian 
peninsula. He writes, “the development of Muslim society in the Iberian Peninsula is a 
complex process ranging from the assimilation of the Arab conquest by Iberians of the 
Moriscos – Muslims compelled to become Christians – from Spain” (130). In 
particular, the comedia performance in Spain was performed as a ritualized drama 
commemorating the victory of the Spanish over the Muslim Iberians with regards to 
their claim of the entire peninsula. In short, this theatre genre was a reenactment of this 
battle known as Reconquista, which culminated in 1492 with the expulsion of the 
Muslims by the Hispanic Christian population.  
 As Donoso explains “Moros Y Christianos is a fold representation that 
enforces the links between and within communities by displaying a theatrical 
performance in which after a battle, the victor symbolizes a community into which the 
defeated is consequently incorporated” (135 – 136). In addition, he comments,  
after the political expansion of the Christendom in the Iberian 
Peninsula, the message in which Christians win Muslims and 
Muslims join Christianity was ritualized little by little. The idea 
that Al-Andalus was an illegitimate State and the Andalusian an 
invader eventually emerged. In militarized societies, cultural 
creations reflect the factuality of war. This is how the Iberian 




  For instance, Nicanor Tiongson’s Komedya (1999), Tiongson starts his discussion with the 
characteristics of the Philippine komedya and its introduction from Spain. Doreen Fernandez (1996) 
begins her inquiry on the komedya with how the Jesuit friars introduced Western dramatic theatre 
through the first comedia performance. Both mention that during the introduction of the comedia in the 
archipelago, it was the siglo de oro or the Golden Age of Hispanic drama and theatre but the relevance 
of this era to the development of the form is not scrutinized. Vincente Rafael (2005) talks about 
translation and adaptation processes of local artists, which prompted a sense of nationalism based on 
the Castillan language. The most recent work on the komedya is Nikki Briones. In Briones’ project, she 
follows the same line of inquiry as Tiongson, Fernandez and Rafael where a sense of national identity 
is recuperated through the performance of the komedya. Of these scholars, Rafael shows the 
importance of shared histories in the discussion of the form.  
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What Donoso is illustrating here is the historical factuality embedded in the 
theatricality of the comedia which paved the way for the creation of an “other” or a 
stranger within the Iberian region. Nonetheless, this “stranger” is not alien at all to 
these Hispanic Christians. The strangeness of these people is only crafted by virtue of 
them belonging to another religion. Hence, these Hispanic Christians easily dismissed 
their strangeness once converted to Christianity.     
 In The Promise of the Foreign (2005), Vicente Rafael explains that during 
indigenization, the komedya was not performed merely to mimic the social and 
ideological boundaries of colonial authorities. Writers and actors were not reenacting 
any historical significance like that of the comedia in Spain. However, when the 
Spaniards came into the archipelago, they were surprised to see Muslims in the 
kapuluan. Donoso explains “the Other in the Philippine archipelago was designated to 
refer to the Muslims, in identifying them as competitor in commercial activities and as 
an opposition to authority. […] Muslims in the Archipelago were not Iberian and the 
Reconquista argument was out of place in the Philippine islands” (142 – 143). In short, 
despite the non-existence of this historical antagonism between the Christians and the 
Muslims in the comedia, islanders knew about Islam. In particular, these Muslims 
were not considered as enemies of the islanders but were thought of as competitors in 
economic activities. It should also be noted that when the Spaniards came into the 
islands, Islamic influence was widespread in the kapuluan.  
 As earlier introduced, from the Island of Luzon to the different islands in the 
Visayas, the chiefs of these islands were called datus or rajahs. This points to a direct 
ancestry to the datus of Muslim Sabah and Jolo (Phelan 1959; Agoncillo and Alfonso 
1969; Jocano 1975; 2001).  Even Spanish chroniclers wrote to the monarchy about the 
presence of Muslims in the Visayan region and even up north in Luzon, particularly in 
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the Tagalog region when they met Rajah Sulaiman, the chief of the Tagalogs. Phelan 
asserts “if Mohammedization had been allowed to spread unchecked throughout the 
islands for a few more decades after 1565, Filipino resistance might have been of such 
a hostile character as to discourage Spanish colonization” (8).   
 Despite the strong presence of Muslims in the kapuluan, komedya 
performances did not represent the Muslims of the islands. As Donoso notes: “models 
and sources used to create the drama originate from exotic lands rather than the actual 
encounters between Muslim and Christian in the islands” (148). However, local artists 
picked up on the Muslim-Christian conflicts of the comedia and as Tiongson explains, 
these became the central motif of the localized performances. But unlike those in 
Spain during the time of colonization in the archipelago, the Muslims in the battle in 
the Iberian Peninsula were the same folk representations in their comedia.  
 There are two possible reasons for the non-representations of the archipelagic 
Muslims in the komedya. Firstly, Rafael provides useful information about this matter 
from the title of his book: the promise of the foreign. Writers and actors were 
fascinated with the foreign-ness of the form. Komedyantes derived their pieces from 
the foreign: three or four Hispanic comedias, European metrical romances and epics. 
Fred Sevilla in Poet of the People, Francisco Baltazar and the Role of Filipino 
Nationalism (1997) asserts, “all these passages are usually spiced by fables which 
border the marvelous and the uncommon because the more references made to the 
extraordinary, the more they are appreciated and approved” (513, emphasis mine). 
Supplementing what Sevilla asserts, Rafael argues that through this theatre form 
(which he describes as the vernacular theatre during the Hispanic colonization of the 
Philippines), European culture, particularly Spanish, was expropriated.  
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 However, Rafael warns his readers that this promise of the foreign is not 
simply an infatuation with the strange, but a tool to understand how the komedya was 
used as a sort of lingua franca to connect geographic, linguistic and class boundaries 
of the kapuluan. Hence, the komedya has an important role in shaping national 
consciousness through this creation of assemblage. Rafael argues that the vernacular 
was “Castillanized” (or the Castillanization of the vernacular) in the performance of 
the komedya. This is better understood as the estrangement of local languages (the 
vernacular) and the assimilation of the foreign language. As the earliest form of 
popular dramatic theatre in the kapuluan, the komedya entangled the interests of the 
elites and the “indios” (or the masses) in the power they sensed was at work in the 
Castillan language. Here, the komedya “broached the possibility of intermittently 
imagined communities founded on the recognition of the foreign lodged in the 
familiar” (177).  
 The second possible reason for this non-representation of the archipelagic 
Muslims is an inference that local artists then did not view the Muslims as the “other” 
of the kapuluan or as figured in the comedia framework of Reconquista – the enemies. 
This was even invoked by Virgilio S. Almario in his opening speech during the 
Komedya Fiesta 2008 at the amphitheatre of the University of the Philippines. 
Almario claims that the Muslims depicted in the komedya are not the Philippine 
Muslims but imagined European Muslims. For this reason, it was easier for local 
artists to justify their embrace of the exotic Medieval Muslim kingdoms in their 
writing and performances of komedya since the 17
th
 century. But Donoso argues 
“although representations of Muslim characters in the komedya rarely referred to those 
within the archipelago or Muslims from Islamized areas, it was actually them who 
were being targeted by the plays’ messages, good or bad” (148). 
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 The issue of fantasy based on the exotic and the foreign; and more importantly 
the issue of archipelagic Muslims being targeted by the komedya were the same 
counter-arguments posed by skeptics against the theatre form. Even Jose Rizal in his 
novel Noli me Tangere wrote unenthusiastically about this theatre form. Rizal stated, 
“what can we learn from the kings of Bohemia and Granada, who order their 
daughters to be beheaded or load them into a canon which is later converted into a 
throne?” (119). Former Senator Tamano was dubious about the komedya as it presents 
the Muslims as vile and mischievous. In today’s time, one argument against the 
komedya is a reference to the current scenario that Muslim communities around the 
world are experiencing since the 11 September 2001 (9-11) attack by Muslim 
fundamentalists in New York City and on the Pentagon.  
 Something happened to the world after 9-11. In 2001, George W. Bush, then 
president of the Unites States, announced that the world was being attacked by 
terrorism. Soon after, Bush proclaimed that the war on terror had commenced. He 
added that the war was not just an engagement of the US but also an engagement of 
the world against this threat to global security. Since the terrorists who attacked the 
United States were migrant Muslims, the face of the stranger became synonymous 
with foreigners and the Muslims. 9-11 was a turning point in world historiography 
and the dynamism of the social fabric. The picture of Muslims via the impact of 9-11 
reshaped the global imagination regarding how Muslims were perceived as human 
individuals. In many media reports, it seems that there was an equation between 
terrorism and the subjectivity of the Muslim individual.  
 This is also the context of the Philippines implicating herself in this global 
affirmation of the war-on-terror. More than an allegiance to this global war against 
terror, the Philippine government has for a long time been trying to settle issues with 
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its Muslim population in the South. The Muslim separatist group in the South was for 
a long time invoking for their autonomy from the dominant Catholic North. As I 
stated in a previous essay, 
In a broader sociopolitical stance, komedya disproves of the 
unification of the nation as it adds to the century old struggles 
between the central government and the Muslim communities in 
Mindanao, which have always been vocal in their desire of 
separating themselves from this “Catholic nation.” The government 
will never submit to this desire. The Moro National Liberation 
Front (MNLF), through the help of the Moro Islamic Liberation 
Frong (MILF), is one of the Muslim communities working for a 
peaceful separation from the Philippines. In President Joseph 
Estrada’s term (1998 – 2001), the military drove away members of 
the MILF from Camp Abubakar. President Estrada celebrated this 
“victory” by publicly “partaking a roasted pig in the middle of the 
camp, right beside a makeshift Muslim mosque,” (…) a sacrilege to 
any member of Islam (Tiatco 2009: 296). 
 
Branding them as enemies of the state, the government saw the terrorist attack in New 
York as an opportunity to concretize and naturalize the Filipino Muslim’s otherness 
and strangeness as implied by David Martinez in his call for separation. 
 With these dilemmas, particularly concerning the image of the Muslim, the 
solution provided by contemporary komedyantes was to invert the dichotomy between 
the Catholic and the Muslim, making the Catholic the kontrabida (villain). One 
particular attempt is Prinsipe Rodante performed at the University Amphitheatre 
during the 2008 fiesta as narrated by Nicanor Tiongson (2009/2010): 
In 1962, progressive civic leaders of San Dionisio, Parañaque, 
headed by Dr. Angel Mendoza, wanted to introduce changes into 
the traditional komedya, which still had anti-Muslim messages, 
took two to three days to finish and was unwieldy in terms of verse 
delivery, marches and batallas. With the intention of shaping the 
komedya into a legitimate theatre form, Dr. Mendoza asked Atty. 
Max Allanigue to create a new script.  Allanigue delivered Prinsipe 
Rodante after a month […].  In this “improved” komedya, the 
villain is no longer the Moro but the Christian prince Alvaro, who 
refuses to acknowledge the victory of Prinsipe Aladin in the torneo 
held for the hand of Christian Princesa Floresca, simply because 
Aladin is a Moro. Prinsipe Rodante, Alvaro’s younger brother, 
allies with Aladin against Alvaro, and eventually marries Aladin’s 
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sister, Princesa Porciana.  In the end, Porciana is stabbed 
accidentally when her father tries to kill Alvaro. But the Virgin 
Mary appears and raises Porciana from the dead (82)” 
 
But, why should the Virgin Mary, a very important religious icon of the Catholic 
Church appear in this “improved” komedya? Does this not defeat the purpose of 
making the Muslim character the new bida (hero) when there is no recognition of the 
Muslim faith? If this kind of treatment of the komedya is practiced in the 
contemporary period, then the claim for a national theatre becomes more contentious. 
 As I mentioned earlier, the komedya should be thought of as an intervening 
space of the kapuluan, which makes it more engaging in the argument about national 
theatre. Of all the traditional and dramatic theatre genres in the archipelago, the 
komedya is the only form where the political spheres of the inhabitants of the kapuluan 
are presented. In this way, there is no need for the proposed thematic ‘renewal’ 
proposed by Tiongson in his latest study on the komedya. In particular, there is a need 
to reconsider that the Muslim character should no longer turn away from his faith and 
religio-political principles in order to attain a harmonious life with the one he or she 
loves. What I am proposing here is an archipelagic aesthetics and poetics, which Paul 
Rae (2011) proposed in his keynote address during the International Federation for 
Theatre Research Conference held in Osaka, Japan in August 2011. In short, if the 
Hispanic comedia is centered on the historical significance of the Reconquista, the 
Philippine komedya must focus on its archipelagic experiences, which includes the 
entanglement of both the Muslims, Catholics and even other religious groups. Besides, 
as Phelan asserted in his historical account of the Hispanization of the kapuluan, prior 
to the coming of the Spaniards, the Muslims were predominantly living side by side 
with the islanders of the North and even in the islands in the Visayas. 
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 The proposed solution of contemporary komedyantes like Angel Mendoza and 
Max Allanigue and scholars like Tiongson and Almario in this revitalization of the 
komedya is to transcend the form by either making the Muslim characters the new 
protagonists or by featuring no Catholic characters. For instance, in Perlita ng 
Silangan staged by the now defunct Komedya ng Filipinas Foundation in 2004, all 
characters are Muslims. Also, these komedyantes and scholars proposed to substitute 
the Muslim-Catholic characters with allegorical references, as the Hiraya Theatre 
Company did in their performance of Sanag Batok sa Sugal (Light Against Gambling) 
by Alex delos Santos in the 2008 UP Komedya Fiesta. In this performance, the 
audience witnessed two allegorical poles: Prinsipe Kuryente (Prince of Electricity) and 
Prinsipe Doble (Prince of Gambling). Doble turned the kingdom into a gambling 
community. But as he fell in love with Prinsesa Bombilya (Princess of Light, sister of 
Prinsipe Kuryente), Doble surrendered and vowed to be converted into a “moral” 
ruler. Nonetheless, rereading this narrative suggests that Kuryente is the righteous 
Catholic whose moral framework must prevail, and Doble is the mischievous Muslim 
who must alter his moral principles. In the traditional komedya, Muslims are converted 
to Catholicism. The conversion of Doble may be read as an allusion to conversion to 
the Catholic faith.  
 Another suggested allegorical reference was related to colonialism, as in the 
case of the Perlita ng Silangan where the villain Haring Itim (King Dark) is used to 
allegorize Spanish colonialism while Haring Samuel (King Samuel) becomes an ally 
to Haring Pilipo (King Pilipo) against Haring Itim. But this revitalization is as 
problematic as that showcased by Prinsipe Rodante. In particular, in Perlita ng 
Silangan, a procession of the Virgin Mary is significant in the change of heart of 
Haring Itim vowing to be a good person for the sake of peace. My proposal is to go 
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back to the motif of love in the komedya, which as I shall illustrate in the next pages is 
a useful idiom for talking about nationalism.     
 
The Love Motif and Nationalism 
 In his keynote, Paul Rae explored how performance can mediate relationships 
between the humans and the physical features of the environments they inhabit. In 
particular, he reflects on the conception of the archipelago vis-à-vis its implication in 
geo-performance. Rae defines the archipelago as an ambiguous concept because it 
may be both understood as a group of island or the sea, which surrounds these islands. 
Hence, this “ambiguity underscores the distinctive combination of integration and 
differentiation that all archipelagoes display, albeit to different degrees” (Rae: 2). With 
emphasis on integration and differentiation, the traditional plot of the komedya invokes 
this archipelagic conception. Integration in an archipelago takes many forms, argues 
Rae. Some of the forms are legal claims to territorial integrity of an archipelago, to 
transit, communication and trading networks, to shared cultural and national identities. 
While all of these are the integrating principles that the Kapuluang Pilipinas are 
engaging as a political state, the integration that I perceive in the komedya is a sense of 
nationalism via the circumspection of love. The idea of love here should not be 
confused with romance (or that interpersonal interaction based on a romantic-
emotional union). At the same time, this proposal of nationalism is not the same with 
an imposition of cultural and national identity.  
 In this way, the komedya may be looked at as a theatre form, which configures 
what Rae calls an “archipelagic aesthetics” and “archipelagic poetics” where 
archipelagic experiences contribute to the stories that make up the performances in an 
archipelago. The komedya exemplifies both aesthetics and poetics of the archipelagic 
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performance since the geo-politics of the Kapuluang Pilipinas are presented in the 
character of the Catholic and the Muslim. But for a nationalist spirit, the maintenance 
of “differentiation” amongst these islands should be established as part of the 
experience. This is not a call for tolerance or a call for multiculturalism as the 
foundation of this differentiation. As illustrated earlier, tolerance is not an alternative 
paradigm to this problem of representation.  
 As also discussed earlier, a principle of love should be the motivating factor for 
the argument of national theatre via the komedya. Alain Badiou’s conception of love is 
about the encounter of two people with different perspectives.
11
 As Badiou explains in 
In Praise of Love (2012), love “involves the separation or disjuncture based on the 
simple difference between the two people and their infinite subjectivities” (27). The 
traditional plot of a komedya revolves around the forbidden romantic engagement of a 
Catholic prince or princess for his or her Muslim counterpart. Here we encounter two 
people whose subjectivities differ via ideologies of religions. In this sense, religion is 
the usual cause for this prohibited romantic entanglement. For instance, in the 
Pampango komedya Sabat by Jacinto Pineda, the love affair between the Catholic 
Queen Helena and the Muslim Goido is almost unfulfilled because of their religious 
differences.  
 Despite religious differences, these characters find themselves involved in 
making an “event” – an encounter where the presence of risk, the possibility of failure 
and the occurrence of vulnerability are all entangled. The obvious sign of risk in the 
event of love in Helena and Goido, for instance is their religious differences, which 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11
  It should be noted, however, that many criticisms against Badiou’s politics of love is its 
hetero-normative categorization of love. For Badiou, love is between a man and a woman and an 
ultimate expression of such “event” is intercourse. In my take of Badiou, I read “event” outside the 
activity of intercourse or sex but look at it in connection with disagreement and contrapuntal 
conversations. At the same time, I am convinced that this idea of love as an “event” may be expanded 
as a communal “event” instead of the insular one on one correspondence. 
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involve some political ideologies and dispositions. And with these factoring in, there is 
the possibility that their romantic involvement will not last long. At the same time, 
both are vulnerable to emotional and even physical attacks from the communities they 
belong to. But then, in Saint Paul (2003) Badiou explains that this language of love is 
a collective determination that gives voice to truth, which is not rooted in identity for 
“if it is true that every truth erupts as singular, its singularity is immediately made 
universal. Universalizable singularity necessarily breaks with identitarian singularity” 
(Badiou 2003: 11). An oversimplified analogy here is that both characters transcend 
their religious differences. Badiou adds, “a declaration of the ‘I love you’ kind seals 
the act of the encounter, is central and constitutes a commitment” (Badiou 2012: 35). 
In this declaration of love – this commitment between the Catholic and Muslim 
characters in the komedya, “love relates to the totality of the being of the other, and the 
surrender of the body becomes the material symbol of that totality” (Badiou 2012: 36). 
There is an experience being made but the experience is no longer from the 
perspective of singularity but from the perspectives of these two individuals involved 
in the encounter of love. The totality is not a demand that one has to sacrifice one’s 
disposition or one’s principle for the beloved but a totality which is welcoming or 
hospitable to the other because love demands multiple and shared perspectives.  
 The theme of “love” in the komedya is “thus the new faith consists in 
deploying the power of self-love, addressing it to everyone, in a way made possible by 
subjectivation (conviction). Love is precisely what faith is capable of” (Badiou 2003: 
90, emphasis provided). In Prinsesa Miramar at Prinsipe Leandro (Princess Miramar 
and Prince Leandro, in Fernandez 1996) by Arcadio Marquez , for example, love is the 
principle that “transcends the reigning prohibition between Moro and Christiano” 
(Fernandez 1996: 66). In this short excerpt, Florita and Rolante tell their father King 
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Felipo that love is the highest order of value, implying honor, respect and a sense of 
humanity despite religious differences:  
ROLANTE: In matters like love, everyone is the same 
 No one is ostracized and no one is excluded 
 A Muslim or a Christian possesses this honor 
 And the whole world should only respect it 
 
FLORITA: In this matter of love, a Muslim or a Christian 
 Should respect what the heart desires  
(Translation from the Tagalog original is mine) 
 
This is “universalizable singularity,” which avoids what Alain Badiou identifies as 
identitarian singularity. Here, love is the key principle for the recognition of difference 
but at the same time the foundation for integration. As Florita in the example above 
indicates, a Muslim or a Catholic has a fair chance towards the experience of love. 
Besides, everyone deserves the love they choose to encounter and risk. Badiou adds 
“love is what makes of thought a power, which is why love alone, and not faith, bears 
the force of salvation” (Badiou 2003: 90). In the excerpt below from Francisco 
Baltazar’s Orosman at Zafira, we see how “love” and not “faith” conceives salvation: 
OROSMAN: From this very moment, as long as I live 
 I shall be with you, I shall protect you 
 I shall be your servant even if it shall kill me 
 Whatever your desires are, I am here to serve 
 
ZAFIRA: Nothing is desired at this moment 
 Than for you to escape all the pains 
 I shall be your way – you won’t go astray 
 And that your enemies may go away 
 Because the armies of your foes 
 Shall always make new allies 
 In this garden, if we shall be seen 
 Your life shall be endangered. 
 
OROSMAN: I am no longer afraid of dying 
 I shall leave you in this garden if you desire 
 But leaving you is not my intention 
 Why would I leave such a beautiful face 
 My love, please do not think 
 That I will go away for the sake of my life 
 I’d rather die, rather die 
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 Before I’ll leave my source of joy 
 Which is only here in front of you, my princess (Tiongson 1979: 58, 
translation from the Tagalog original is mine) 
  
What Orosman is telling Zafira here is his choice to be involved in a risky encounter. 
Orosman is willing to die – a risk he is willing to face if they get caught by the guards 
of Zafira’s father, especially since both belong to conflicting tribes. Hence, his love for 
Zafira has made him vulnerable to a possible assault from the enemies (Zafira’s tribe). 
Orosman is also vulnerable to death, which for him is not a hindrance to their romantic 
involvement. What is important for him is to prove to his tribesmen and Zafira’s 
fellow men that his love for Zafira is true and more powerful than the political 
conflicts, which both tribes engage in. Here, Orosman’s faith with love becomes his 
salvation. For this reason, Orosman is willing to endure the possibility of death 
because he believes that the love he has for Zafira will save him from the hands of the 
aggressors. 
 The present day komedyas give importance to faith, especially in the Christian 
or Catholic God, in order to attain salvation. A good example is the appearance of the 
Virgin Mary in Prinsipe Rodante, where the miraculous resurrection of Porciana 
becomes the key for Alvaro to repent and for Aladin to finally convert to Catholicism. 
Another example is the same appearance of the Virgin Mary in Perlita ng Silangan as 
the key instrument for the three Muslim brothers to save Perlita from the hands of 
Haring Itim. Earlier komedyas, on the other hand, were more centered on the theme of 
love as a guiding principle. Nonetheless, despite the promise of love in these 
komedyas, the possibility of the kapuluan in the national theatre is cut short because 
the end of these plays usually involves baptism or conversion to Catholicism. As in the 
case of Prinsesa Miramar at Prinsipe Leandro, only after the three Muslim princes 
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fulfill a promise of conversion will they be united in marriage to the three daughters of 
King Felipo. 
 This principle of love related to the kapuluan argument vis-à-vis national 
theatre can be understood via these two important representations in the komedya, the 
Catholic and the Muslim. Both may also be argued to represent the geopolitics of the 
archipelago. With this principle of love – that principle which demands multiple and 
shared perspectives, then the komedya becomes a space where both give way to their 
positions as Catholics or Muslims. This is one way of understanding an archipelagic 
narrative: it is integrated by this abstract archipelagic principle, but empirically the 
islands are dispersed. Hence, every island has its own image of how the nation should 
be imagined and envisioned. Even inhabitants of an archipelagic state – this 
Kapuluang Pilipinas – demand multiple and shared perspectives about the image of 
the nation. In the end, the komedya has the potential to become an intervening space 
for these perspectives. And the possibility arises that the shared socio-historical 
experiences of the inhabitants of the Kapuluang Pilipinas can be performed through 
the komedya.  
  
Orosman at Zafira and Performing the Kapuluan 
 Francisco Baltazar (more popularly known as Francisco Balagtas, 1788 - 
1862), a Tagalog poet and komedyante, defied the thematic formula of Muslims versus 
Christians. Although his writing was still about imaginary European kingdoms, he was 
known to use “true-to-life events and plots from current events and from histories of 
European nations of the Mediterranean” (Sevilla 511). Sadly, his komedyas were not 
properly saved, although they were documented by the first Balagtas scholar 
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Hermenigildo Cruz in 1905. Ten komedyas are attributed to him.
12
 None of the 
orihinals (komedya scripts) are available, save Orosman at Zafira, compiled and 
annotated for today's readers by B.S. Medina in 1990. The list provided by Cruz in 
1905 came from interviews with Baltazar’s family, friends and colleagues from the 
theatre. Cruz tried to reconstruct the texts of these komedyas but failed to do so except 
for Orosman at Zafira.  
 In literary studies, Baltazar is held as a forerunner of nationalism in Tagalog 
poetry (Lumbera 1986; Medina 1990; Sevilla 1997). One argument favoring this was 
his detention in Manila for subversion in 1835. Sevilla, on the other hand, states that 
Baltazar political involvement is primarily manifest in his komedyas. He asserts that 
most of Baltazar's plays were “staged to rouse and inflame the political consciousness 
of indio compatriots” (516). In addition, Sevilla believes that in the choice of historical 
events represented in his komedya, Baltazar exercised an allegorical ruse to talk about 
the state of the Philippine nation. For instance, in Mohamet at Constanza, Sevilla 
claims “Balagtas may have intended to project the Ottoman sultanate in juxtaposition 
or parallel to the Spanish empire whose hold on its vast overseas colonial possessions 
had weakened” (517). Medina adds that Balagtas' plays reflect the political turmoil of 
his time. Medina describes these plays as mirroring the “bayang sawi” (the broken 
country) at the hands of the colonizer: “the Filipino bodies are dressed as noble 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12
  Among the listed komedya of Baltazar are Mohamet at Constanza (Mohamet and Constanza), 
inspired by the Greek revolution of 1821; Nudo Gordeana (Gordon Kent), a rendition of the story of 
Alexander, the Great; Don Nuno at Zelinda o La Desgracia del Amor (Sir Nuno and Zelinda or the Loss 
of Love’s Innocence); Aurealdato at Astrone o La Felidad de Una Mujer (Auredato and Astone or the 
Faithfulness of a Woman); Clara Belmori o El Sitio de la Rochela (Clara Belmory or the Siege of La 
Rochelle), loosely based on the siege of La Rochelle in France; Bayaceto at Dorlisca (Bayazid and 
Dorlisa), Bayazid’s reign in Turkey from 1481 – 1512; Abdal at Miserena (Abdal and Miserena), the 
reign of Abdal Rahman III in Turkey; Amanzor at Rosalinda (Amanzor and Roslainda), Baltazar’s 
sequence to Abdal at Miserena; Rodolfo at Rosamunda (Rodolfo and Rosamunda); and Orosman at 




Westerners to substitute for the universality of these social and political issues in the 
particular” (Medina 1990: 9, translation mine from the Tagalog original).  
 His Orosman at Zafira is the first komedya, which did not have Catholic 
characters. Unlike Mendoza and Allanigue, religion was not Baltazar’s central 
concern. Baltazar’s conflict was developed within and between characters: “in Zafira 
between her love for Orosman and her devotion to her father Sultan Mohamud who 
was murdered on the orders of Orosma’s father Boulasem; in Orosman, between his 
love for Zafira and his loyalty to his father as well as his brother Abdalap; in Abdalap, 
between his desire for Zafira and his loyalty to his father Boulasem and his brother 
Orosman, and so on” (Tiongson 2009/2010: 61). In addition, Tiongson narrates that 
even the wars waged in this komedya are not motivated by any religious ideology but: 
“where the battles in most komedya are caused by an external force (namely religion), 
here the confrontations naturally and logically result from the deep emotions 
overflowing in each character” (Tiongson 2009/2010: 61). 
 In 2008, Dexter Santos staged Orosman at Zafira for the Komedya Fiesta at the 
Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theatre (restaged in 2010 in the same theatre and in 2011 at the 
SM Mall of Asia Theatre in Manila) (See Figure 3.6). In contemporizing Baltazar, 
Santos materialized the possibility of an archipelagic aesthetics and poetics by 
assigning the Muslim tribes in the Baltazar original to three groups, representative of 
the archipelagic inhabitants. From fighting Muslim communities, Santos assigned the 
Marruecos tribe to be representative of the Northern Luzon group; the Tedenst to 
represent the Mindanao inhabitants; and finally the Duquela as Palawanons, with some 
additional significations from the Visayan region. Santos’ treatment was 
“archipelagic” as Tiongson notes, “he eschewed the European temper of the komedya, 
preferring to invest his Orosman with a distinct Filipino character” (87). In this regard, 
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Santos materialized the kapuluan through the dramaturgy of, for lack of a better term, 
“hybridity”. At the same time, his staging may be considered as a localized 
intercultural/intracultural project as made apparent by this spectacle of mixing and 
matching cultural expressions. As to how this contemporary komedya was received, 
Tiongson explains that it was a “rare theatre experience that at once assaulted and 
delighted the senses, challenged the mind and nourished the spirit” (87).  
 In the souvenir program, Santos pointed out that his interpretation was 
respectful of Baltazar, especially Baltazar’s message of love. This was affirmed in 
Tiongson’s review: “the production went straight to the heart of Baltazar’s play and its 
message: love is what underpins and undermines power, and contradictions in love 
escalate into the cataclysms of war” (87). The program also notes that the play is still a 
komedya but not really “the” komedya described by komedya specialists such as 
Tiongson and Fernandez, two of the major sources used in contemporizing this 
komedya as indicated by the play’s dramaturgs (including myself) during the pre-show 
conversation held at the National Engineering Complex of the University of the 
Philippines as part of the national komedya conference on 27 February 2008. 
Nonetheless, Santos insisted on not categorizing his play as a komedya per se. But 
Tiongson, in defense of Santos’ take on this contemporized Baltazar proclaimed that 
the performance is an “alternative and modern komedya” (87).   
 The set (designed by Tuxqs Rutaquio) is not suggestive of a concrete territory 
and a medieval kingdom is not even recognizable as is often the case in a typical 
komedya performance (See Figure 3.7). There were three doors upstage – one on the 
left, one in the centre and one on the right. Every time the doors opened, audience 
members were brought on a journey from one locale to another.  
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 Costumes in the komedya are a pastiche of various inspirations. The same 
could be said for the costumes in Santos’s production, except there were no inherent 
signs of religious symbolism, such as assigning dark colors to the Muslims and light 
colors to the Christians, common to komedya performances. All the costumes were 
tailored from white and red fabrics. To differentiate one tribe from another, the 
costumes were cut in such a way as to indicate belonging to a particular group. Also, 
the types of haircut showed the particularities of each of the tribes. The Marruecos 
tribesmen wore vests, while the tribeswomen wore elaborate necklaces and earrings. 
Tedenst men were bare-chested but occasionally wore vest-like costumes with black 
patches. Tedenst men’s trousers also had black patches. Tedenst women, on the other 
hand, wore head-dresses. The Duquela tribesmen were also bare chested. Their haircut 
was Mohawk-inspired. Duquela women also had Mohawk-inspired hairstyles. 
Santos’s staging was reminiscent of the “universal plus particular” thesis of 
cosmopolitanism. Perhaps Santos was trying to unify all the tribes with his use of 
white and red costumes (a tension between good and evil, as red is associated with 
desire and white with purity) while not forgetting the importance of particularity in 






FIGURE 3.6:  A reinvented and contemporized war dance in Dexter Santos’ direction of Orosman at Zafira 
by Francisco Baltazar, originally staged for the festival at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theatre in 
the University of the Philippines and restaged in 2009 also in the University of the Philippines 





FIGURE 3.7:  The final “dance of war” in Orosman at Zafira. In this photo, the set of Tuxqs Rutaquio is 
revealed in its most elegant. The doors behind the actors serve as the entrances and exits of the 
actors. The door indicates locality. However, no particular territory is assigned to one door. 





 Music is another important aspect of the komedya, as it is part of the grand 
spectacle required by the form. As I pointed out earlier, music accompanies the 
entrances and exits of all characters. In Santos’s rendition, Santos intermingled 
indigenous Filipino sounds – the djembe, rainmaker, gangsa, tongatong, saggeypo, 
kubing, kulintang, patpat, kawayan, and balimbing – with electric guitars, drums, and 
keyboards. Through Santos’s musical director, Carol Bello, the music was 
categorically identified as “trans-dance-world-fusion,” signifying the multiplicity of 
musical identities within the play. Bello’s inspiration is the world. She explains (in 
Santos’s master’s thesis) that there is this universal character in music: despite origin, 
the individual can create his own rhythm from the various sounds of the world. 
Besides, if we follow the logic of the ahistorical, the best way of dealing with the 
music of a contemporized komedya is the trans-culturalization of music similar to the 
kind of cross-cultural integration deployed by early musical directors of the form. 
 Santos’s dance conventions derived inspiration from various dance rituals of 
the Philippine Archipelago, synthesized for a more contemporary feel. As Santos 
explains, his choreography was “a fusion of indigenous and contemporary movements 
beneficial to the narrative and involved energetic and exciting pulses present in 
modern day dances” (216). In his choreography (particularly the entrances or the 
marcha of the characters and the batalla or the war dances), Santos fused some 
elements of the rituals of the Ifugaos, the Palawanons, and Mindanao with 
contemporary movements like jazz and ballet.  
 In the program, it is also noted that another important inspiration of Santos in 
this revitalization was Baltazar’s anti-war sentiment. However, despite the love-theme 
and “anti-war” sentiment in this contemporized rendition, under Santos’ direction, 
Orosman and Zafira end up hating each other. In the final ten-minute batalla, taking 
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the form of a spectacular production number, Zelim of the Duquela tribe vows to ally 
with Zafira in her fight against Abdalap who invades the territory of Zafira’s tribe 
(North Luzon). Zafira and Zelim free Orosman from the hands of his brother Abdalap. 
In return, Orosman vows to fight against Abdalap despite him being his brother. 
Abdalap defeats Zelim and his army. At the same time, Abdalap’s men outwit 
Zafira’s troops. Abdalap’s general also kills Zafira’s confidante Gulnara. But 
Orosman defeats Abdalap. In the end, Orosman and Zafira are left onstage.  
 In Baltazar’s orihinal, forgiveness is also a central theme. Orosman and Zafira 
renew their love despite the fact that Orosman’s father Boulasem has assassinated her 
father Mahammud. In Santos’ take, Orosman offers the sword, which struck Abdalap. 
Zafira refuses. In a stylized dance, Orosman is broken hearted. Zafira takes off the 
necklace her father gave him during a banquet ceremony and raises it upward. This 
suggests that she is continuing to avenge the death of her father. Zafira looks at 
Orosman scornfully. The lights are slowly dimmed. The music intensifies – a 
continuation of the batalla music playing during the fight against Abdalap.   
 In this finale, the possibility of engaging shared experiences of the people in 
the kapuluan in this contemporized komedya begins to fade. As there are only two 
characters left onstage who both represent the people of the kapuluan – Zafira to the 
North (perhaps, read as Catholics) and Orosman to the South (perhaps, representing 
the Muslim) – these characters cannot share the same space. Santos reaffirms the 
traditional theme of Muslim versus Catholic. More importantly, the finale implies that 
inhabitants of the kapuluan cannot live together on the same space. Baltazar offered 
this risk when he thought of forgiveness in the romantic entanglement of Orosman and 
Zafira. Santos chooses not to embody this risk and ultimately provides his audiences 
with a melodramatic musical rather than a komedya performance, rendering a glimpse 
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of aesthetics and poetics based on and inspired by the kapuluan. The finale in Santos’ 
Orosman at Zafira not only disavows love but also disavows tolerance. After a while, 
I wondered if the finale maintained difference, would it be more challenging between 
Orosman and Zafira as they encounter the risk of love? 
 Nonetheless, moving away from this discourse of a national theatre, I imagine 
a performance where this sense of kapuluan may be performed via a performance of a 
contemporary musical based on the sarsuwela, another traditional theatre form in the 
Philippines. Like the komedya, the Spaniards introduced the sarsuwela in the islands 
in 1878. From the Hispanic theatre form, zarzuela, Nicanor G. Tiongson describes the 
sarsuwela as a performance tradition “written in prose, in one to five acts, narrating 
the challenges of romantic engagements between idealized Filipino characters, and 
oftentimes interfused with social, political, economic and cultural issues 
contextualized within the historicity of the period when the play was written” (in 
Tiatco and Ramolete 2010: 309).  
 In this imagining, I envision how the stage may become an intervening space 
of buhol-buhol where archipelagic experiences may be narrated. For instance, I 
imagine this contemporary musical as an engagement of shared histories of the 
kapuluan. The sarsuwela is Hispanic in origin. As will be discussed in Chapter Five, 
Americans influenced Manila theatre artists in the staging of musicals. Most narratives 
of the sarsuwela are stories about the rural Philippines. There are some narratives, 
which tell of the adventures of the antagonist in urban centers, particularly 
Metropolitan Manila. A very good example is Servando de los Angeles’ Ang Kiri, 
which was briefly discussed in Chapter One. This play narrates the story of a young 
woman, Sesang, who leaves the rural area for opportunities in the metropolis. In the 
city, she is accused of being a “flirt” for having wealthy and politically powerful 
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suitors. But she is in love with a country boy, Jose, whom she marries at the end of 
this musical play.  
 This is not to propose the sarsuwela as alternative to the komedya as national 
theatre form. What I am suggesting is the possibility of performing kapuluan as a 
model of buhol-buhol because rendering this contemporary musical has the potential 
to feature stories that the kapuluan experiences. Just like the melodramatic narrative of 
the flirt in Ang Kiri – the stories of integration and separation (the character of Sesang 
who leaves the rural area, is separated from her loved ones and is attempting to 
integrate with her new environment); of territorialization and deterritorialization 
(being uprooted from the barrio and re-rooted in the city); or of traveling back and 
forth (the antagonist leaving and going back and forth to the city and her birthplace) 
are told. These are some of the stories of the Kapuluang Pilipinas, which may be told 
in entangled dances and songs, in entangled pictures of urban and rural life, in 
entangled relationships of being an insider and an outsider. Perhaps, there really is no 
need for a national theatre form. Perhaps, the national theatre of the Kapuluang 
Pilipinas should be conceived in terms of its archipelagic stories.   
!
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 In 2012, the Yale Center for the Study of Globalization launched an e-book 
titled A World Connected: Globalization in the 21
st
 Century (2012) edited by Nayan 
Chanda and Susan Froetschel. This compilation of essays connects the concept of the 
global with various topical issues such as economy, trade, diplomacy, security, 
society, culture, health, environment, population, and migration. In an online review, 
Tracey Keys (2013) states, “globalization changed our world into an interconnected 
one” (Keys 2013). In addition, she writes, 
With the notions of interconnectedness and interdependence as its 
lenses, the book not only explores these topics, but also the many 
ways in which globalization touches all of our lives and 
interweaves communities, countries and continents – including how 
cultures and societies develop, how we seek security, how ideas 
moving around the world are impacting creativity, how rising 
inequalities are changing societies, how China’s rise is impacting 
the world, and how we as people interact around the world (Keys 
2013). 
 
Keys suggests that the book covers an array of meanings associated with globalization 
as discussed by thinkers from various disciplines. Nonetheless, the contributors agree 
in underlining one thing about globalization: it is a social and political phenomenon, 
which connects and influences the world for good and bad.  
 Earlier, Hans Peter Martin and Harold Schumann in The Global Trap (1997) 
had written about the negative influences of globalization on the world. Martin and 
Schumann argue that globalization is a trap (as implicated in the title). As a trap, 
human individuals find themselves entrapped in a corporate cage. And as a 
consequence, democratic principles are vanquished. Martin and Schumann explain 
that globalization is not entirely about multiple or plural attachments as indicated by 
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the term global. They argue that it is “one consciously driven by a single-minded 
policy” of corporate capitalism (8). Humans are entrapped because the historical 
trajectory of the phenomenon brings forth the end of humanity and begins the era of 
the machine. As such, Martin and Schumann equate globalization with the destruction 
of jobs for humans. As a consequence, the world embraces global poverty. As 
democratic principles are shelved, Martin and Schumann note that globalization 
undermines “democratic stability” by what these authors call “market dictatorship” 
(9). In this dictatorship, corporate capitalists become by default world leaders.  
 In this chapter, I reflect on globalization as a phenomenon that connects and 
influences the world’s socio-cultural and political spheres, similar to how Chanda and 
Froestschel explore the nature of the global. In particular, I interrogate how 
globalization is mediated in the theatre. My motivation in this inquiry is based on a 
presumption that theatre people are also actively participating in defining what 
globalization means. At the same time, I assume that theatre people are also actively 
performing what it means to be global. Many artists engage with the global by either 
collaborating with artists of different nationalities or using globalization as a central 
theme to their theatre works. A good example is the collaboration between the 
Builder’s Association of the United States and motiroti of the United Kingdom in 
producing Alladeen (2003, dir. Ali Zhaidi), a theatrical spectacle categorized as a 
“global theatrical experience” by theatre critic and theorist Jon McKenzie (2008).  
 A cross-media performance loosely based on the Aladdin story “taken into the 
era of global telecommunications and virtual identities” (Alladeen Project, n.d.), I 
consider the piece a good example of global theatre for two reasons. First, the 
production was “globally” produced as it was a collaboration between the United 
States and the United Kingdom with South Asian actors. By this act of collaboration 
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among different nationalities, the global is implicated by the concept of the 
international. Second, the piece featured the global by affirming what travel writer 
and commentator Pico Iyer calls the ‘global soul.’ In the official website of the 
Alladeen project, Marianne Weems says that the ‘global soul’ belongs to “a kind of 
migratory tribe, able to see things more clearly than those imprisoned in local 
concerns” (Alladeen Project, n.d.).  
 In my reading of this performance, the spectacle also features what I conceive 
as an optimistic view on a globalized world. Hence, globalization may also be argued 
to be a central theme in the making of this play. This optimism, in my mind, may be 
seen in the construction of “human ties” by transnational and multinational 
corporations based on the accumulation of capital in the global market (such as the 
collaboration between these companies as trans-Atlantic and transnational). This 
optimism is also embodied in the implicit presentation that the world is becoming 
boundary-less due to the transnational flows provided by modern telecommunication 
and technology (such as the call center institution) as suggested in the anthology of 
Chanda and Froetschel. 
 In reflecting on globalization, I analyze Chris Martinez’ monodrama Welcome 
to IntelStar staged at the Studio Theatre of the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 
2006. This play proposes that globalization is a trap. In this alignment of globalization 
and the trap, I begin with a simple proposition that theatre artists in Manila also use 
globalization as their theme in doing theatre. More particularly, in this monodrama, I 
observe that globalization is imagined in a similar way to how Martin and 
Schumann’s view the global: a trap. If in Martin and Schumann’s book, the discussion 
of trap is via the entrapment of human individuals and democratic principles, here, I 
will illustrate how entrapment brings forth a dichotomy: the global and the local. This 
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dichotomy is strongly imagined in the staging of IntelStar, where the local is 
presented as the prey or the victim in this entrapment.  
 Welcome to IntelStar was not a global spectacle to the extent that the Alladeen 
project was. The performance did not leave Philippine soil, and no collaboration 
among multinational or transnational art companies happened. Despite this, the 
monodrama touched the global by, at least, representing and interrogating the 
phenomenon. The piece is so far the only production in Manila (or in the Philippines) 
exclusively about the call center institution. Other than a trap, globalization is 
proposed in this play as a phenomenon that produces dislocation and alienation. Maria 
Rhodora Ancheta (2011) explores such experiences in the play as the creation of 
social fragmentation in Philippine society caused by its neocolonial status and born 
out of the need for global competitiveness (4). In this regard, the political anchor of 
the piece is a call for de-globalization: treating globalization as a substitute for 
imperialism. 
 Set in Makati, the central business district of the National Capital Region, 
Welcome to IntelStar satirizes the call center industry in the archipelago. The 
monodrama begins with Chelsea welcoming and congratulating the interns (audience 
members) for making it to the first phase of being hired at IntelStar. Acting as the 
company’s spokesperson and the facilitator of the interns’ training, she enumerates all 
aspects of “performing good” in this global enterprise. As this mono-drama is an 
imitation of an actual training for incoming call center agents, Chelsea gives valuable 
advise regarding how to interact with clients, especially those who may be rude at 
times. At the end of the training, Chelsea bids farewell to all interns and sits on her 
desk. She takes her tumbler and pours some local rum into it. Chelsea checks the time 
and realizes how late it is. She begins cursing her work and after a long monologue in 
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the English language, speaks in Tagalog. !
  Originally staged in 2005 during the Awarding Ceremonies of the Carlos 
Palanca Memorial Awards for Literature at the Manila Peninsula,
1
 the performance 
being scrutinized here is the commercial run at the Tanghalang Huseng Batute (Studio 
Theatre) of the Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP) three years later. Playwright 
Martinez directed the piece with popular film and television comedian Eugene 
Domingo performing the role of Chelsea (See Figure 4.1 and 4.2). In the play, the set 
represents a training room in a call center institution. Onstage are a desk, an 
ergonomic chair, a wall clock, a laptop, an LCD projector and a white projection 
screen. The script states: “Tonight is the night Chelsea welcomes IntelStar's new 
batch of call center trainees. For their orientation, she has prepared a PowerPoint slide 
presentation to illustrate the different points of her speech. From time to time, she 
clicks on her mouse to change the slides” (Martinez 2006: 3). Since audience 
members are imagined to be Chelsea’s trainees, active participation from the members 
of the audience is required once in a while.  
 With this as background, I illustrate how the performance mediates the 
sociality between the local and the global and ultimately performs the entanglement as 
a reference to an attraction and repulsion to globalization. However, in such 
treatments of globalization, the Studio Theatre also becomes a model of the trap 
where artists become the hunters and the audience members, the victims. !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
  The Carlos Palanca Memorial Award is an award for literary works in the Philippines which 
include short stories, poetry, non-fiction (essay), one-act play, full-length play, screenplay and novel in 
both the local languages and English. In 2005, Chris Martinez received the third prize for one-act play 
for his Welcome to IntelStar. The Carlos Palanca Foundation chose Martinez’ play as the performance 
highlight during the awarding ceremonies. Under the direction of Alexander Cortez, T.V. comedian 
Michael V performed the role of  Chelsea. After its staging at the Manila Intercontinental in 2005, the 
mono-drama was performed in Cebu City under Little Boy Production before its commercial debut at 
the Studio Theatre of the Cultural Center of the Philippines in Manila in 2008. Two other productions 
were staged after 2008: one in Angeles City under Tony Mabesa’s direction which also featured 
Eugene Domingo as  Chelsea and a restaging by Little Boy Production in Cebu City with local TV 
personality Jude Becalso as Chelsea.!
!
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Patibong, Lambat and Bihag: Entrapment of Time and Space   
 Translated as patibong in Tagalog, other terms associated with trap are lambat 
and bihag. The first term, lambat is loosely translated as ‘net’ in English. As a noun, it 
is an entangled material made of twine, cord, rope or anything similar, used typically 
for catching fish or other animals. In the Philippines, the term is more commonly used 
in the shore areas of the archipelago as a fishing instrument because the fishing 
industry is one of the country’s major sources of its national economy.
2
 In this regard, 
the term lambat has a functional description associated with consumption and 
nourishment especially since fish are caught in a lambat for these reasons.  
 While lambat is commonly used to trap fish, bihag has a more conceptual 
connotation. Although in its literal sense, it is more loosely associated with being 
taken hostage, the term is also used as a reference for enchantment, fascination, awe 
and captivation. As used in this sentence, “Binihag ng iyong ngiti ang puso ko” 
(literally – your smile preyed on my heart; figuratively – “your smile captivated me”), 
bihag is used as a metaphor. In arguing for buhol-buhol, I am intending to enmesh 
these Tagalog counterparts in discussing the connection of trap to globalization in the 
monodrama.  
 British anthropologist Alfred Gell’s study of art and artifact in his seminal 
essay “Vogel’s Net” (1996) inform this particular intersection of the patibong, lambat 
and bihag. Gell explains that any trap should be read as representing the “mind of the 
author and the fate of its victim” (26). In this way, a trap is an instrument that not only 
features a function to entrap prey, but more of an entanglement of the creator and the 
prey. Hence, the trap “is particularly clearly a model of its creator […] a substitute for 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
  In the Pangasinan province of Northern Luzon, fishing is a major industry. This area of the 
archipelago is known for its abundant schools of milk-fish, locally known as bangus. The province is 
known for its various food produces made of bangus. A favorite is the daing or dehydrated milk-fish in 
sweet vinegar and garlic, which is also one the country’s export products. In the provinces of South 
Cotabato and Saranggani in the Mindanao region, tuna is a major source of the region’s economy. !!
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him; a surrogate hunter, it does its owner’s hunting for him” (Gell: 27). As Gell 
illustrates, the trap is a “working model” of the person substituting the creator’s 
actions of catching a victim. As a model of its victim, a trap “may more subtly and 
abstractly, represent parameters of the animal’s natural behaviour, which are 
subverted in order to entrap it” (27). Gell adds that a trap mimics the victim’s 
behavior. With this, traps bind the creator and the prey together.  
 Here, Gell proposes that the entanglement between creator and prey must be 
treated as a social one. As he points out, the very nature of trap “transformed 
representation of its maker, the hunter, and the prey animal, its victim, and of their 
mutual relationship, which among hunting people, is a complex, quintessentially 
social one” (Gell: 29). More importantly, traps “could be made to evoke complex 
intuitions of being, otherness, relatedness” (Gell: 29). In this regard, patibong as a 
model of buhol-buhol via its other connotative associations of lambat and bihag 
transforms globalization on the stage of Manila as a model of the hunter and at the 
same time that of the prey or the victim. To illustrate how this transformation is 
manifested in the play, I illustrate how Welcome to IntelStar proposes globalization as 
a trap via a close reading of the text and the performance.  
 At the start of the play, Chelsea welcomes the interns (audience members) by 
stating “IntelStar gives one of the best compensation packages in the industry. Aside 
from regular salaries, bonuses are given to those who perform beyond what is 
expected of them” (Martinez: 4). Towards the end of her opening salvo, she exclaims: 
“Bongga, you are now part of the global world, say niyo? ‘di ba?” [Wonderful, you 
are now part of the global world, what do you say? Isn’t it amazing?]. This 
exclamation is nowhere to be found in Martinez’ published script. I believe this line 
was adlibbed during the night I attended the show. Having seen the performance one 
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more time, this particular line was once again exclaimed. Either this line was an adlib 
or Martinez himself added it during rehearsals, maybe because it worked the first 
time.  
 Nonetheless, there are some points that are crucial in this additional line alone. 
First, there is a suggestion that the call center experience is a global encounter. 
Secondly, the interns, once hired, are participants in what Chelsea calls the global 
world. Finally, connecting the earlier lines (in the published script) with this 
additional one, the relevance of globalization is seemingly more manifest in the 
embrace of market forces. These points are the key concepts in how Welcome to 
IntelStar performs and presents globalization. As will be argued here, the 
performance is not entirely enthusiastic about the global despite Chelsea’s celebratory 
tone but instead treats globalization as a patibong similar to Martin and Schumann. In 
contrast to the destruction of humanity argument of entrapment by Martin and 
Schumann, the play suggests that entrapment lies in the loss of identity, as local 
scholars often associate globalization with the demise of the nation-state and the 
continuation of American imperialism (Bello 2002; San Juan 2008; Ancheta 2011).  
 In Chelsea’s opening statement, the global experience is framed as a necessity. 
The use of bongga in this additional line is significant here because in Filipino slang it 
denotes extravagance. Sometimes, it is an exclamation of grandiosity. Here, it is a 
statement of wonder and awe. In this way, working in a call center as a global 
enterprise is defined by Chelsea to be something necessarily wonderful, extravagant 
and grand.  However, as the play progresses, the whole connection becomes otherwise 
– a mockery of the call center situation vis-à-vis the place of agents as Filipino 
citizens. For instance, Chelsea remarks that working in the call center is a great place 
to avoid the hassle of the metropolis – referring in particular to the annoying traffic 
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along the city’s busiest major streets EDSA and Taft Avenue: “But looking on the 
bright side, at least you don’t get stuck in stupid Metro Manila traffic, right?” 
(Martinez: 12). The context here implicates more than the issue of the traffic in the 
metropolis: Chelsea is telling her interns to prepare themselves for alienation, 
especially from the concept of daytime and nighttime.  
 As an actual agent admits in her blogpost titled Definitely Filipino, these 
concepts of day and night are adjusted to Western timezones: “everyone is on their 
way home and off to bed, but not me, I actually just got out of the shower, getting 
ready for work. While everybody else calls it a day, I’m just starting mine” (Sky 
2011).  In the play, Chelsea explains that the “day” of the agents begins when 
everybody else’s is ending and even remarks that when your duty ends, your loved 
ones are already off to their work or school (if the agent has kids). Also, she explains 
that the agents should no longer follow Filipino holidays. But as a consolation, she 
adds that as agents they will be celebrating American holidays, another exclamation 
of Bongga, hindi ba? (wonderful, isn’t it?). 
 What we can make out of Chelsea’s welcoming remarks is that attaining the 
global self is equated with losing the local self. Interestingly, the many descriptions of 
the call center in popular culture also profess the same sense of the global. For 
instance, in the indie film My Fake American Accent (2008, dir. Ned Trespeces), the 
supervisor welcomes the newly hired agents with the announcement that they (the 
agents) are finally participating in the global enterprise. One agent remarks, “Hindi na 
tayo Pinoy, global citizen na tayo!” (“We are no longer Filipinos, we are now global 
citizens!”). There is definitely mockery in this commentary. In the film, for example, 
another consequence of being an active participant of the “global,” is heartbreak. 
Because time is different between the call center world and the outside world of the 
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company, this causes estrangement in the agents' relationships with family and 
friends. 
 Welcome to IntelStar scrutinizes this loss of the local in the embrace of the 
global. While the play acknowledges how these enterprises provide economic 
opportunities, the piece exposes the cultural exploitation experienced in the call center 
environment. Working in such an environment is a subtle manifestation of such 
exploitation. Ancheta is even more explicit in her reading of such exploitation. She 
posits that the piece reveals the alienation of the Philippine space in a call center 
complex: 
As Chelsea puts it, “centrally located – whatever that means” is as 
much a strategy for cloaking that we shall speak of when we refer 
to pronunciation, as it is a tactic of neutrality in maintaining the 
illusion of homogenized, “neutral” space. This is not so much just 
an erasure of the Philippine as alien place […] as it is the 
maintenance of the illusion that “we are centrally located in the 
US”. The world, therefore, is one humongous United States (8). 
!
Continuing such an exposition of exploitation by the global, there is a stark image at 
the end of the mono-drama, which in my view implies a more blatant claim for this 
exploitation. Chelsea pours some local rum into a Starbucks mug and sips it while 
cursing her work a dead-end. The piece ends by leading its audience to believe that 
globalization via the transnational context is a trap, which destroys national 
sensibilities, as exemplified in the concepts of daytime/nighttime plus which country's 
holidays are being celebrated. Here is a moment of interrogation as the play criticizes 
the exploitative nature of transnational networks. Ancheta calls this as an awakening 
from deception. She argues that the call center institution deceives the Filipino 
individual with dreams of a better life, but once immersed, the self realizes a form of 
tyranny, a “linguistic tyranny” and the only way to avert this is going back to the 
“sense of (Filipino) identity.” 
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 Postcolonial critics may argue that Chelsea’s gesture at the end of the play is 
an embodiment of agency because it is an act of defiance. Ancheta explains that 
“Chelsea’s act of cursing her work in Tagalog/Filipino is a subversive entry into 
many levels of cultural atrophy that marks the apparently beneficial BPO [Business 
Process Outsourcing] job” (“Phantasmatic Constructions” 26). Bringing alcoholic 
beverages to an office building is an act of defying workplace rules. This way, there is 
a rendering of performance of agency because the individual (Chelsea) 
performs/voices her anxieties about the company. Also, the performance and polemics 
of anxiety against the institution is not a total act of defiance since no one from the 
institution is there to witness the performance or hear the anguish. The gesture is a 
cowardly disposition more than a postcolonial outcry of pushing the self out of the 
margins. Besides, Chelsea has surrendered to the hyper-globalist account of the world 
and even to a skeptical sense of globalization. Chelsea’s gesture is surrender to 
globalization based on the market system. At the same time, it is surrender to 
homogeneity with a tumbler from a multinational coffee house from the United States 
(Starbucks) substituting a bottle of local rum. Following this image of surrender, and 
grounded in the opposing views of hyper-globalist optimism of homogeneity and the 
skeptics’ pessimism towards the phenomenon, there is a suggestion that the local is 
not the only thing being surrendered, agency or subjectivity is also surrendered if not 
dismissed. 
!
From Time and Space to Identity in Patibong  
 As initially explored, the concept of the local is entrapped in globalization. But 
as the play proceeds, the same can also be said of personal identity and subjectivity. 
In his online review, Resty Odon affirms this by remarking that the play “manages to 
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bring home the minimum message of identity crisis, or the relevance of identity, in the 
onslaught of globalization” (Odon 2007). In invoking “home,” Odon suggests that 
Welcome to IntelStar is instrumental in waking up local audiences about the loss of 
identity in the continuing presence of globalization in the archipelago as represented 
by a call center enterprise managed and owned by foreign investors. In this way, 
Odon illustrates how the trap works in this case of Welcome to IntelStar: the 
institution, which is also located in the country, abducts the call center agent’s identity 
as a Filipino.  
 Nonetheless, the play features several episodes or scenes where this 
conception of entrapment is strongly felt. For instance, after introducing the mission 
and vision of the company to the trainees, Chelsea focuses her training on the proper 
way of answering calls from customers: 
As you can see, it’s very important that we have – what? (Pauses.) 
Correct! An American-sounding name. Like Chelsea! I mean, what 
can be more American than Chelsea, right? It is mandatory that we 
have an American name here at IntelStar. Just imagine if I start all 
my calls using my real name. It would sound like this: ‘Hi this is Ma. 
Leonora Teresa Grabador-Bayot. City and State please?’” (Martinez: 
6, emphasis mine). 
 
And then, Chelsea shifts the attention to someone in the audience: 
 You! What’s your name? Teodoro Albarillo? You can be a Teddy. 
Or a Ted? No, this is much better: Todd! Todd! That’s it! Todd! Not 
Toad, Todd! (She singles out a girl this time.) You, Miss, what’s 
your name? Jennilyn Grace Humbrado? Jennylyn Grace. To me, 
Jenny is okay. Lyn is okay. No offense, but when you put them 
together you sound like a Pinoy taxicab. […] For you, let’s use 
Grace instead. Is that okay? You like that? Uh-huh! Good for you, 
Gracie! (She singles out another man from the audience.) You! 
Please? Ime Isuekpe? Ime Isuekpe? What kind of name is that? I beg 
your pardon. Oh, you’re half-Pinoy, half-Nigerian. Oh, I see. Ime 
Iseukpe. (Pauses to think.) Boy, this is a tough one, huh? Ime, do 
you want to be called George? You don’t like the name George. 
(Pause.) Okay, how about, Scott? No, you don’t. Well . . . (Pauses.) 
What about Tyrone? […] (Martinez: 6 – 7). 
 
All call center agents – especially with Filipino sounding names – have to change 
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their names to more American sounding names. This name changing may signify two 
points. First, it is a strategy done in the name of corporate rules. Second, it is one sign 
of privileging Western identity over local identity. Carina Chotirawe (2010/2011), in 
her analysis of this name changing in the play, argues “the act of naming and 
renaming people, structures or places has always been a common practice throughout 
the history of colonization” (71). Chotirawe asserts this name changing as an 
illustration of colonialism, a destruction of identity. More so, she adds that this act of 
name changing in the monodrama expresses a blatant destruction of identity because 
it “functions as a conceptual weapon of destruction, as a kind of wage war or a contest 
between old and new identity layer. Taking the liberty of naming or renaming 
someone is tantamount, therefore, to denying them their historical and cultural 
identity” (71).  I sense this reading is suggestive of the call center’s neo-imperialist 
strategy over post-colonial and poor nations (such as the Philippines). At first glance, 
this assertion is seductively favorable to reading the loss of identity in the play, 
especially in the context of de-globalization or towards the aim of decolonization. 
Names are usually linked to cultural identities. This identity marking is also useful in 
the identification of ethnic origins.  
 On the other hand, there are some issues raised by this assumption of 
“conceptual destruction” in the name changing vis-à-vis the call center institution. 
First, Chotirawe implies that it is the institution, which changes the name of an agent. 
But as Chelsea herself announced in the play, “Oh yes, you get to choose your own 
name” (Martinez: 7). On a surface level, this name changing is similar to what 
popular actors in movies and television call a stage-name or a screen pseudonym. 
Although of course, the motivation of a stage-name is far different from the 
Americanized name of the call center agent. Nonetheless, there is a sense of 
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anonymity in these modes of name changing. If Chotiware views this name changing 
as a weapon of conceptual destruction, within the context of anonymity, it is more 
likely a conceptual shield. Just like when Chelsea says, “Just imagine if I start all my 
calls using my real name. It would sound like this: ‘Hi this is Ma. Leonora Teresa 
Grabador-Bayot” (Martinez: 6), she is calling for protection: in performance, 
Domingo’s voice was hesitant in stating her entire name, providing the subtext of “do 
not be idiotic, why would you give your name to your callers who are unknown to 
you. Worse, why would you give your complete name?!”  The name chosen by the 
agent is his or her shield against racist slurs, arrogant customers and the like.  
 Chotirawe provides a glib picture of identity by implying that a name is the 
totality of identity. She also implies that the politics of identity has a wide range of 
dimensions including cultural and historical ones. However, being and becoming are 
two different modes of identity formation. Subjectivity is always a matter of 
becoming. A name may be assigned to a human person, but their becoming is not 
locked into the name assigned to them. For instance, in Welcome to IntelStar, being 
Chelsea is different from becoming Chelsea. Becoming Chelsea is part of her task or 
obligation as a manager in IntelStar, but it is not entirely the total polity of her being. 
Besides, Chelsea became Chelsea by her own becoming – by her own subject 
position. As she points out, the agents choose their own names. Of course, there is a 
condition: the name should sound American. What options do they have in this 
situation when the company is in fact an American one? In this instance, changing 
one's name is not necessarily the privilege of having a Western identity but it is a 
necessity that is being asked of the call center agents by the instrumental condition of 
this global institution. But generally, to state that identity is destroyed by this act of 
name changing is a misrepresentation if not an over-representation of the call center 
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experience.  
 Alladeen also featured the changing of local names into something 
“American.” Ali Zhaidi used the spectacle provided by the mixed-media and the 
documentary film genre to highlight this name-changing condition. Zhaidi filmed 
Indian agents to produce a collage who introduced themselves using their Indian 
names, and then introduced themselves by their American names. This episode starts 
with a single agent introducing himself by his Indian name and then using his 
American name. Afterwards, another Indian agent is introduced, then two agents, 
until finally a collage of call center agents are seen onscreen introducing themselves 
using their Indian names followed by their American names. The screen goes up and 
the audience sees a call center office in action. In this opening episode, agents are 
engaged in sales transactions. Their Indian names are flashed onscreen beside their 
photographs. As they pick up calls, they begin conversations by introducing 
themselves using their American names. In this episode, we are introduced to the 
importance of name transformation: for agents to have American names in order to 
avoid instances of racism. 
 In her doctoral thesis, Aileen Olimba Salonga (2010) calls this process identity 
masking, a process in which agents “change their names to Western ones” (180). This 
masking of identity, more than the avoidance of racism, is geared towards making 
customers feel safe and secure so that business can go on as usual. Although name 
changing is practiced in various call center institutions in the Philippines, it is not as 
common as in India. Salonga adds that this probably is linked to the Filipino people 
being more attuned to American culture, “having been an American colonial subject, 
names of Filipinos tend to be already westernized, or at least, western sounding” 
(180). For instance, the case of Jennylyn in Welcome to IntelStar where Chelsea 
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implicitly points out the Western attribution of the name of the trainee. 
 Neutralizing the English accent or “sounding right” (Salonga: 181) is another 
manifestation of the issue of subjectivity and locality. After Chelsea indicates the 
name changing policy is an important rule in the institution, she clicks on her mouse 
and there appears on the screen the slide: “Accent Neutralization Program.” The 
changing of names is the first instance of becoming American, and neutralizing the 
accent is the next part: “You see, if you can’t “be” an American, you can always 
sound like one!” (Martinez: 7). Like the name requirement, the accent requirement is 
a “way of catering to the great majority of US-based and some UK-based customers, 
and of appeasing whatever negative feelings these customers may have about offshore 
work and workers” (Salonga: 180). Selma Sonntag (2009) sees this as a syndrome for 
linguistic imperialism or “the dominance of English worldwide and efforts to promote 
the language” (7). In addition, this linguistic imperialism marches “toward global and 
linguistic homogenization” leading to “linguistic and cultural genocide” (Sonntag: 8). 
In short, this frame of imperialism is equivalent to the Americanization of the world’s 
languages (Sonntag 2009). 
 In Alladeen, a similar training on accent neutralization was also performed. 
After the prologue, audience members are “brought” to a training room where Indian 
trainees are taught to properly pronounce the fifty states of the United States. This 
episode features a live lecture demonstration and a filmed interview flashed on the 
large screen featuring the commonly mispronounced English words in India. 
McKenzie comments that this global performance is particularized for “Indians to 
assist American callers without the Americans noticing any significant cultural 
difference. That’s why the workers are trained in American English: to iron out their 
native accents and the colloquialisms of school-learned British English” (29).   
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 But sounding American or English is not enough. In Alladeen, an actual agent 
is flashed on screen telling audience members that agents need to familiarize 
themselves with various local cultures of the different American states like the love of 
potatoes in the State of Montana. At the end of this interview, the agent exclaims, “we 
have to feel America without going to America.” Midway through Welcome to 
IntelStar, a map of the USA appears on the screen. There are vertical lines dividing 
the time zones of the US. Chelsea, upon showing this map points out: “You should 
know this map by heart” (Martinez: 13). Near the end of her piece, a trainee (or an 
audience member – but I think this person was a plant) asks Chelsea if they should be 
memorizing the “Star Spangled Banner.” Instead of replying, Chelsea simply laughs 
at the question indicating stupidity on the part of the trainee. The trainees are also told 
to watch CNN and read various US newspapers regularly. In other words, 
they should be able to understand English idioms and know how to 
use them correctly. They should be able to recognize sarcasm and/or 
humor and respond to it accordingly. They should know about the 
different states and places in the source countries that they are 
servicing, and be able to pronounce each one properly. They should 
know about British or American holidays, current events, sports, and 
celebrities, and engage their customers in a conversation using these 
topics (Salonga: 181). 
 
This dismissal of both agency and locality is a protocol that Chelsea posits as a very 
important aspect of the work: “We never ever give out information about our location. 
So we should always be ready with a standard answer such as – (She clicks on the 
mouse. The sentence appears on the screen: the agent answers, “we are centrally 
located”). We are centrally located,” always keep this in mind” (Martinez: 14, 
emphasis mine). The agents cannot disclose their actual locality. In a way, call center 
agents deny their actual geography when working in a call center institution.  
 Chotirawe asserts that this utterance of “centrally located” is the “rude truth 
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century Filipino youth” (74). The skeptics like Paul Hirst (in Held and Hirst 2002), E. 
San Juan (2008) and Walden Bello (2002) argue that globalization is a continuation of 
imperialism as it is the imagination of the Global North (read as the First World). In 
this regard, globalization is perceived as a continuation of an imagined center and 
periphery. Here, the performativity of the utterance “we are centrally located” seems 
to affirm the Global North’s position as the center of globalization’s geography and 
the Global South (in this case the Philippines, where the offshore call center agency is 
actually located) remains in the periphery. In this conception of globalization, the 
Global South is really thought of as being in captivity. As Odon’s review states, the 
play made the audience see “the awful prism of global trade” (Odon 2007). As 
implied by the readings of Ancheta, Chotirawe and the online review of Odon, the 
Philippines is perceived as being manipulated by the Global North by making 
Filipinos believe that economic gain is the most important aspect of humanizing the 
work-force. In this regard, despite exploitation (long shifts, short breaks) the call 
center is a necessary tool for survival. But working in a call center institution, 
therefore, is not a liberating experience even though agents are able to pay their bills. 
In this case, the institution is really one huge patibong - a trap with no exits. 
 With all these circumstances, the entrapment in this global model as presented 
by the monodrama suggests that absurdity and alienation are necessary consequences 
of globalization. As a summation of this, Chelsea curses the kind of life she has been 
living within the walls of the institution. She curses her work but knows that, in a few 
hours, she will be doing it again: the same lecture and training activity. Nonetheless, 
the absurdity of her condition is worsening because she surrenders instead of defies. 
She takes a sip of rum from her Starbucks tumbler as if there is no longer any way 
out. Chelsea complains even as she is talking in English. She asks herself why she is 
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not resting when everyone else around her is supposed to be resting. She is distanced 
from her geography: “just when everybody’s going home, that’s the time you’ll be 
going to work. While everybody is sleeping or spending time with family and friends, 
you’ll be working on the floor. And when you get home ready to hit the sack, 
everybody else is up and about, ready to start the day” (Martinez: 12). In the 
manuscript, Chelsea is supposed to giggle. But in the performance at the studio 
theatre of CCP, Eugene Domingo (as Chelsea) paused and looked at the wall clock 
before continuing her lines. In Alladeen, this was even more blatant as an interviewed 
agent comments: “When you wake up, everything is so silent. You become one with 
the night.”  
 
Performing the Hunter and the Prey 
 Having identified these salient illustrations of globalization, characterized by 
the patibong, some questions are left unanswered. In this entrapment of the local in 
globalization, who is the hunter? Is the local really the prey or the victim? Is 
globalization really a model representing someone greater than the prey? What 
mechanisms of the prey are imitated in the trap? What is the shape or the structure of 
the model? How can it guarantee that the prey is entrapped?  
 From what I can gather from seeing the production twice, the model of 
globalization as a trap is something conceptually fixed, an end-state and a singular 
monolithic entity. This, in my reading, is a view of the world as being manipulated by 
an authoritarian figure commonly linked to the Western superpowers. Hence, these 
superpowers are the assumed hunters. As a trap, globalization becomes a reference to 
the Westernization of the world as global culture (the homogenized world). In local 
scholarship, this Westernization is equivalent to the Americanization of Philippine 
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cultural, political and economical life. As Jagdish Bhagwati (2004) explains, anti-
globalization sentiment is also a statement of anti-Americanism.  
 In connection, it makes sense that Welcome to IntelStar is a monologue. Here, 
then, is the identification of the mechanisms of the prey. In this monologue, a singular 
entity is also in control: Chelsea. Her character exemplifies this establishment of an 
authority, especially since she directs audience members to pay attention to what she 
performs. She is in fact trying to make her interns (audience members) be like her – to 
be “American” in order to play their part in this global identity. In terms of the theme, 
the monologue is directed towards a point-of-view where the character of Chelsea is 
inviting her audiences to admit the logic of following the singular route to this idea of 
the global. In particular, her aura of an English-speaking Filipino national invites her 
audience to follow the path of speaking this language – despite not being fluent, in 
order to participate actively in this globalizing world. In short, Chelsea is telling 
audience members that there is no other route to reach this destination of the global if 
you cannot meet the imperative of English as the language of the global world. 
 The setting is also related to this singularity. The office setting is an analogous 
to one way globalization is perceived in Philippine society: a claustrophobic space 
manifesting the homogeneity associated with the corporate domain of globalization: 
computers, LCD projectors, projection screen, desks, conference tables, swivel chairs, 
and the pervasive English language. In this case, the agent of the office is also 
exhibiting some characters of the corporate world: proficient in the English language 
and most importantly market driven.  
 As Chelsea enumerates the rules of the institution, she also describes some 
fundamental characters of transnational capital accumulation based on this drive to be 
part of the world market: 
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 Number one on the list is the dress code. You are expected to come to 
work professionally attired. No leggings, no sleeveless tops, no tank 
tops, no open-toe sandals, no clothes with holes, no T-shirts with 
offensive, pornographic, alcohol or drug-related prints, and strictly no 
jeans allowed. […] Number two on those rules list is this: everybody is 
required to use only English in any form of communication, verbal or 
written – that includes E-mail correspondences […] Third on our list is 
no eating in your work areas […] Coffee, which is available freely for 
all employees, can only be brought to work areas if it’s contained in a 
spill-proof mug (She shows off her mug.) Just like this mug which I got 
from Starbucks. […] Fourth on our list may just be the most important 
of all, punctuality (Martinez: 12). 
 
Here we see the model of globalization as authoritative and homogenized. Chelsea’s 
aura as authority controls the behavior of the interns.  She is saying, if you cannot 
follow these rules, you are not entitled to be part of this institution. Ancheta explains, 
“the Filipino is fighting against both social and personal fragmentation as a result of 
an economic/cultural/linguistic neocolonial status, born of the need for apparent 
global competitiveness” (4). The assumption is: because of globalization, the Filipino 
sense of self is dislodged and fragmented and trapped in a world market system. This 
is because globalization and neoliberal engagement are equated with each other. At 
the same time, globalization is seen as the extension of the concept of franchise – 
where everything becomes homogenized in this "globalized" market world. But this 
singularity is a crucial problem in need of critical interrogation towards understanding 
the global. Bhagwati asserts, “popular discourse on globalization has tended to blur 
the line between these different dimensions and to speak of globalization and its 
merits and demerits as if it were a homogenous, undifferentiated phenomenon” (443).  
 Chelsea embodies this field of instrumentality marked by the global market 
system. Thus, the relationship between the agents and the customers is defined by 
global artificiality and not by any form of human interconnectedness. In 
Cosmopolitanism (2011), David Held presents an optimistic view of globalization 
through his proposal of a cosmopolitan framework. For him, there are good benefits 
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from globalization, especially from its most criticized economic dimension. But the 
current frameworks – such as those institutionalized by World Trade Organization – 
are not helping in the eradication of global problems such as global warming and 
worldwide poverty. He explains that even if democracy and globalization are 
conceived as disjointed, there is a possibility of connecting them by a cosmopolitan 
principle of sameness through democratic dialogue. Hence, his optimism is coming 
from a belief that democracy may be extended in a global level. While I share the 
optimism of David Held about globalization, the crucial element which is not touched 
by his provocation is this question of human connectedness. Held’s 
interconnectedness is a proposal for global democracy embodied in his vision of 
cosmopolitanism. Nevertheless, human connectedness should not be solely conceived 
and paralleled within the politics of the state and within the politics of the 
institutionalization of global democracy. Responsibility and accountability via the 
relational disposition of individuals are also crucial in the enunciation of human 
connectedness because the politics imposed by global democracy is also sustained by 
fields of instrumentality. In a way, global order in global democracy does not 
surround itself with intimacy, the relational aspect of the human being as a social 
actor. There can be a trans-national connectedness of people, which can be 
commenced by a conception that the human person is first and foremost an end in 
itself rather than a means for the cause of a specific nation. In a way, Chelsea is 
asking the agents to act according to instrumentality as an important dimension of 
performing globally. The alignment of the market, production and capital is an 
important undertaking in the access of the global. In the marking of globalization’s 
geography in Welcome to IntelStar, the disposition of the individual is tilted towards 
the inhuman, attributed to an assumption that these multinational companies mask 
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exploitation as employment opportunities. 
 
But the Patibong is Empty 
 
 In her blog, Sky comments: “[I] couldn’t find any exact word to describe what 
a call center life is: it’s liberating, challenging, toxic, hilarious and at times 
luxurious” (Sky 2011, emphasis mine). Sky’s description of her work at a call center 
contradicts the mockery and parody of the play. Sky’s narration is also an affirmative 
testimony of her job as a call center agent. Is this narration only a sugarcoated 
narrative about the experience, to convince the narrator (Sky) that it is better to be 
enslaved in this call center than doing nothing and contributing nothing to the 
financial needs of her family? Does the narrative only pertain to a sense of economic 
satisfaction that anti-globalists normally associate with globalization and neoliberal 
politics? One cannot simply dismiss these affirmative remarks about the call center 
work, especially since recent ethnographic studies show that call center agents do not 
consider their work as a site of alienation and exploitation (Salonga 2010; Delias 
forthcoming [2014]). 
 Dina Marie Delias in her forthcoming Ph. D. Thesis (2014) interviewed more 
than 150 call center agents in the Philippines. She also observed their work and 
socialization experiences. In her study, she argues that the call center as a place of 
exploitation is a social construct and is based on a surface view of the institution. Her 
immersion and the narratives of call center agents provide crucial points to counter 
the claim that these Filipinos are losing their local identity and agency. She also 
relates (through the narratives of agents) that, contrary to the popular conception that 
agents continuously desire an imagined “America,” agents maintain a sense of pride 
about being someone who is not from the US. One example is this narrative: 
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We cater to the underserved segment of America. These are the 
people who will beg because their electricity will be cut off, they 
have a baby and they don’t have money for diapers. I really feel bad 
for them. Their situation is really pitiful, and I start to realize that it’s 
not really that good in America, that people say that is their dream 
country. My perception about America changed a lot. Before I 
worked in a call center I would say “Wow, a white person! He must 
be ‘sosyal’ [extravagant] because the typical things they have there 
are only for the rich people in the Philippines. Then when I started 
working in my account and I encountered customers pleading 
because they were in the middle of nowhere and they have no gas, 
they’re in a gasoline station and they have no money to buy gas. The 
way I saw them changed, I never imagined that there would be this 
kind of poverty (in America), poverty which is worse here, at least 
here in Baguio (202-203). 
 
Despite the popular conception that members of the Global North are favored and 
privileged, call center agents in Delias’ report feel more fortunate to be in a 
developing nation, although perceived as underprivileged. In this regard, there is a 
surprising disparity between the representation of misery in Welcome to IntelStar and 
the actual experience of the Filipino call center agents. Here is a narrative where call 
center agents see the enterprise as a trap: not in the context of patibong, but within the 
fluidity of lambat and bihag. In short, the agents are entangled with the call center 
institution via the lambat because the enterprise (which is a global enterprise) is seen 
as a source of consumption similar with how the lambat entangles fish in the waters 
for the sake of nourishment. Agents are particularly attracted to these institutions for 
the sake of income and on the other hand, for the sake of experience. As uttered in 
popular culture – “para may pangkain ang pamilya” (to feed the family).  
 However, most call center agents are single as in the case of Delias’ report. As 
an agent states, “working in the call center is to experience the professional and 
corporate world” (Delias: 37). There are also agents, like the blogger Sky, who work 
in these institutions because of a particular attraction and fascination to the work. 
Also, one informant of Delias narrated, there is comfort knowing that he does not 
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belong to the United States, as life there could be more terrible than what he is 
experiencing at the moment. In this regard, there is also a sense of being entrapped as 
a bihag – attracted to and captivated by the enterprise – a particular attraction, which 
in my analysis is a performance of actively engaging with the global. 
 These moments experienced by call center agents are not performed in 
Welcome to IntelStar. I am aware that it may be too much to include these implications 
of the lamabat and the bihag in the play but I can only assume that the framework 
used in the writing of this monodrama is based on the conception of globalization as 
singular (manifesting in this transnational enterprise). Hence, this singular entity is 
based on a globalization that “constitutes integration of national economies into the 
international economy through trade, direct foreign investment (by corporations and 
multinationals), short term capital flows, international flows of workers and humanity 
generally, and flows of technology” (Bhagwati: 440). In this way, the conception of 
the global is a view where social illnesses such as poverty in poor countries are by-
products of globalization. But as asserted earlier, globalization has many dimensions, 
and it is not a homogenous but differentiated phenomenon. Even in the assertion of 
economic globalization, there is no singular reference about it since, 
It embraces trade and long-term direct foreign investment by 
multinationals as well as flows of short term portfolio capital 
whose rapidity have caused havoc in places ranging from Bangkok 
to Buenos Aires. But it also should include now-sizeable 
migrations, legal and often illegal, across borders. And it extends to 
the diffusion on transfer of technology (such as AIDS-fighting 
drugs) among producing and consuming nation. Such economic 
globalization, in turn, is distant from globalization, say, on 
dimensions of such as increased international accessibility of print 
and other media (….) or growing enrollments of foreign students 
(Bhagwati: 442 – 443) 
 
In this view of singularity based on the impetus of economics, globalization as implied 
by Welcome to IntelStar and criticisms of it (Ancheta, Chotirawe and Odon), is 
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accused of causing social illnesses in the world, especially in developing countries 
such as the Philippines. As suggested in the play, exploitation of poor countries by 
rich countries is one social illness that globalization causes worldwide. Hence, social 
injustices caused by economic inequality are the dominant rhetorical diseases 
associated with this phenomenon.  
 For Jon McKenzie, globalization in Alladeen is presented normatively as it 
optimizes the performative values of the global: social efficacy, organizational 
efficiency, technological effectiveness, government accountability, and financial 
profitability. He adds that the concept of the global in this production is more one of 
glocalization, since the performance features a kind of cross-cultural referencing 
leading to a de-familiarization of some cultural references. McKenzie explains: 
Just as important to successful glocalization are shared cultural 
references that create a sense of commonality. In this same scene, 
another character, Saritri, gives a presentation about the popular 
American TV show, Friends, focusing on the personalities of each 
character. Her crosscultural descriptions of Joey, Rachel, Monica, 
Phoebe and Chandler got laughs from my American theatre 
audience: as the Friends characters were translated on stage into an 
Indian frame of cultural reference, they became defamiliarized (29). 
 
This process of glocalization posits passivity, presenting a particular global framing of 
integration and assimilation, and a global conception where the First World seems to 
be at the top of a cultural hierarchy. Nevertheless, Paul Rae (2006) explains, the 
spectacle in Alladeen is “emblematic of the kind of stories the First World is telling 
itself about globalization” (11). As Rae attests, the problem with Alladeen is the 
eluding of identity, relations and history. Rae explains that Alladeen is a grand 
spectacle of global capitalism surmise to embrace homogeneity but leading to 
animosity due to the loss of the affective realm based on the relational aspect of 
theatre: “mimicking only the anonymous (and therefore lacking interest) and the 
ahistorical (and therefore lacking a political edge), it is nevertheless the relational 
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aspect of theatre that is sorely missed in Alladeen” (13).  
 This mimicry of the anonymous and the ahistorical are also reflected in 
popular conceptions of globalization in social and cultural scholarship in the 
Philippines. Sociologist Walden Bello (2002) is explicit in exposing globalization as 
the continuation of imperialism, particularly American imperialism, which eradicates 
national identity. Bello implies that the only interest of the imperial power is in capital 
accumulation, and consequently exploitation is a necessary tool to acquire the agenda 
of finance. For Bello, the only way to assert subjectivity and avoid the aversion of 
imperialism is de-globalization, an institutional strategy of removing support from 
international institutions such as International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Trade 
Organization (WTO) because these agencies are only substituting the imperialist 
agenda of the United States. These institutions perform a disposition of “I don’t care” 
towards the particularity of poor nations since what these institutions do care about is 
the accumulation of wealth from these developing countries. 
 The failure of Alladeen, according to Paul Rae, is “a failure of the imagination 
that has nothing to do with whitewashing the drab functionality of the actual call-
center environments, and everything to do with a failure to identify the extent to 
which they produce the dehumanising process they house” (12). Welcome to IntelStar 
falls short in its criticism of globalization because it isolated the phenomenon within 
the politics of the market. In accordance with the skepticism of film critic Michael 
Davidson (2009), it shows the possibility of an interconnected world, that “whatever 
promises globalization proffers, increased communication and intersection are […] 
lost in a confusion of tongues and temporalities” (116). With globalization reduced to 
homogeneity and the market system, the play fails to notice how the developing 
countries (especially the Third World countries) participate actively in world-wide 
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interconnectivity. As globalization is bracketed within the neo-liberal frame, the 
postcolonial subject position is presented as helpless and powerless where power, 
despite being unequally distributed, it is not absolute. 
 But is this accusation not an overstatement? Of the criticisms about the play, 
Odon mentioned that Welcome to IntelStar is “seen in the awful prism of global trade 
(currently unfair) and sense of nationhood (weak to nonexistent).”  With this in mind, 
is the local really the prey or the victim in this model of the patibong? With this 
fixation of globalization as a singular entity as performed in Welcome to IntelStar, the 
“local” becomes more of the hunter than the suggested victim or prey. As implied in 
the play, globalization is trapped in this model of singularity and other dimensions are 
not allowed to partake.  
 
Enchantment, Fascination and Captivation as Patibong 
 Earlier, I argued that Welcome to IntelStar implied how developed and 
wealthy countries find ways to captivate developing countries towards the affirmation 
of globalization. Towards the latter part, I illustrated the dilemma behind this by 
discussing how globalization is singularized via its economic dimension. Hence, I 
posed an initial contestation that perhaps, it is the “local” who is in the position of 
entrapping the global. Hence, the global (as represented by the rich countries) is more 
of a prey than a hunter. In this final section of the chapter, I shall explain how this 
entrapment materializes by pointing out how the theatre itself becomes a model of 
entrapment. In particular, I shall illustrate how the theatre artists behind Welcome to 
IntelStar become representatives of the local in this constructed binary of the global-
local. In this regard, theatre as a work of art may be likened to a patibong where a 
force of bihag is used as instrument of luring its prey (audience members) to fall into 
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the hands of the hunter (theatre makers).  
 Alfred Gell explains, “of course, it is not really the case that the trap is clever 
or deceitful; it is the hunter who knows the victim’s habitual responses and is able to 
subvert them” (27). This, for Gell is the beginning of social interaction – the sociality 
– between the hunter and the prey in a trap. What is important for Gell is that the 
hunter and his prey are bounded together in an alignment of time and space due to the 
prey’s fascination to the hunter’s design of the trap. What Gell proposes a sense of 
enchantment, a fascination or a captivation that lures the attention of the prey to the 
trap. Hence, this sense of awe is also a mode of entrapment where the prey is unable to 
resist and escape; he is bound to endure the hunter’s designed trap. 
 This captivation may be aligned to the Tagalog concept of bihag, which as 
explored earlier is another concept often used to define patibong. The artists behind 
Welcome to IntelStar probably played along with this concept of bihag in order to 
draw their audience (as prey) into the theatre (as a trap). Arguably, many theatre 
performances try to captivate an audience. However, the case of contemporary Manila 
theatre has a different issue in this matter of captivating spectators. In Manila, local 
theatre productions are not popular forms of recreational activities. Compared with the 
more commercial theatre companies, which produce megamusicals or straight plays 
imported from Broadway or the West End, such as Repertory Philippines and Atlantis 
Productions, Inc., theatre companies dedicated to the mounting of original works 
(especially if the performance is a straight play) do not have regular captive audiences. 
Normally, the audiences of these companies are university students who only go to the 
theatre not because of personal interest but of the fact that it is a class requirement that 
needs to be fulfilled. At the same time, the television and the film industries are the 
major sources of entertainment in the archipelago. This is because these media are 
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more easily accessible to an ordinary Filipino. 
 With this, theatre artists engage in different strategies to lure ordinary Filipino 
to come to the theatre and see a performance. In Welcome to IntelStar, I observed 
three signposts that artists use to draw audiences inside the studio theatre. One 
important signpost here is the use of humor in the play, which for Ancheta and 
Chotirawe are significant part of the Filipino everyday life.
3
 Ancheta argues, 
“language of humor and the comic strategies used therein respond to the creation, or to 
the evolution of a hyperreal Filipino identity, one that complicates the fixing of a 
national identity in the face of a culture that has long grappled with this question, 
given the Philippines’ own colonial and hybrid culture” (25). In short, this humor was 
seemingly used to captivate the audience’s attention, and establish that something is at 
stake in this call center phenomenon, which complicates the continuous struggle of 
identifying a coherent Filipino identity, as suggested by Ancheta. Even the online 
reviewer Odon found this experience of humor relevant towards understanding 
Filipino identity. For him, the identity of the Filipino is in crisis, but it was brought to 
the attention to the Filipino audiences of the play via its humorous attack and parody.   
 In another essay about a conception of national humor in the Philippines via 
popular texts such as Severino Reyes’ comedic sarsuwela and comic strips such as 
Kenkoy and Pilar in the Liwayway Magazine, Ancheta (2010/2011) explains,  
while we do laugh because of the obvious remarks that the 
characters in these popular texts make, or because of the quirks, the 
accompanying drawn expressions, or because of the inherent 
incongruous situations operating in these, we laugh at the 
containment of Filipino life within the textual / visual frame, 
allowing us to recognize the abnormality of Filipino life, lurking in 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
 The Filipino as a happy individual is one stereotype featured about his individuality in popular 
writings. For instance, Reynaldo Lugtu’s (2013) feature essay at Manila Standard Today attests that 
“rain or shine, crisis after crisis, calamity after calamity, we Filipinos are still smiling and laughing it 
off.” Andrei Medina (2012) seconds by proclaiming “Filipinos are naturally a happy bunch and always 
have a smile ready for every occasion even if they are faced with problems that would normally 
depress or put down people from other nations.”    
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the absurdity of difficulties met with trivializing laughter or quips, 
as we find the comic too in seeing our own responses to identical 
situations (53). 
 
Ancheta emphasizes that Filipinos laugh not only as a response to what they encounter 
as humorous onstage (if a play), in text (if a literary material), or in frame (if a comic 
strip) but also at those, which they recognize as vicarious situations. And here humor 
is assumed to have the character of forging a community. For instance in the theatre, 
seeing Welcome to IntelStar with other Filipino audiences, audiences are able to 
identify themselves as a community with a sense of shared “value” as they identify 
different “abnormalities” found in the play through their laughter. More conveniently, 
Welcome to IntelStar entraps its audiences by implying a belief that humor is a 
“Filipino national weapon” –  as Ancheta argues – which is used “to reflect social 
foibles and cultural beliefs […] as a response to crippling national horrors” and  “to 
train an apparently disparaging look at themselves (Filipinos) as victims of 
embarrassing, painful historical or political circumstances” (Ancheta 2010/2011: 56). 
 The second signpost regarding how Welcome to IntelStar drew audiences to 
the trap of the theatre is the device of including audience members in the performance 
as Chelsea’s trainees. In the script, Martinez writes that Chelsea is addressing the 
audience “who ‘play’ the part of her new batch of trainees” (3). This participation is 
what Ancheta notes as an “indoctrination to the alien culture of call centers” (Ancheta 
2011: 26). By this remark, the call center is implied to be a mysterious world – 
something unfamiliar. But is it really an unfamiliar terrain when Delias explains that 
one in every four adult Filipinos have been an agent in a call center institution since 
2000? And how unfamiliar is this terrain when the Philippines has already overtaken 
India as the call center hub (or the Business Processing Outsourcing [BPO] hub) in 
Asia? As of 2010, the Philippine island of Cebu in the Visayas region was considered 
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the major hub for BPOs, overtaking offshore offices in Bangalore, India (Salonga 
2010). Perhaps, the captivation via active participation of audience members is 
indicative “not only of inclusion, but of the symbolic possibility that every Filipino 
could be a call center agent, or a BPO worker” (Ancheta 2011: 26). 
  Finally, another entrapment that Welcome to IntelStar used was the character 
of Chelsea being played by Eugene Domingo. Odon remarks, 
Another thing that makes this show a must is Eugene Domingo’s 
own surreal transformation in the eyes of those who only know her 
as the character Simang on TV soaps – the alternately street-smart 
and differently accented house-help. As the ‘officious’-looking 
trainor and career girl Ma’am Chelsea. Eugene not only 
“normalizes’ her accent like the real thing, she also delivers a tour 
de force as she ‘shape-shifts’ herself from a nattily attired corporate 
woman to one vocalizing the stereotype of an irate ‘nigger’-caller. 
Eugene really does this gender-bending act unbelievably well” 
(Odon 2007) 
 
At that time, Domingo, who started her career as a freelance theatre actor (acting for 
Dulaang UP, Tanghalang Pilipino and Philippine Educational Theatre Association) 
was starting to be recognized for her talent as a comedian in television and film. Her 
role as Simang in one of the prime-time television series was a hit amongst viewers.
4
 
During the staging, her character of Simang was well-known to many Filipino 
audiences. And during that time, she was preparing for her first starring film, also 
under Martinez’ direction. Since she started working for television and film, she is 
known to be the confidante or side-kick for other popular film comedians (such as Ai-
ai de las Alas). Since 2006, her talent has been recognized by various award-giving 
bodies such as the Metro Manila Film Festival, where she won Best Supporting 
Actress for the movie Bahay Kubo (2006, dir. Joel Lamangan); the Gawad Tanglaw 
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4
  Domingo’s character of Simang in the television drama Sa Dulo ng Walang Hanggang (At the 
End of Eternity) paved the way for Eugene Domingo to cross-over from theatre to television. In this 
television series, Domingo played a maid-turned-best-friend of the series’ lead character Angeline 
(played by Claudine Baretto). Domingo’s portrayal of Simang is considered the best comic-foil 
character in the history of teleserye (television series) in the Philippines. 
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(of the Tanglaw Foundation), winning Best Supporting Actress for the film Pisay 
(2007, dir. Aureus Solito); the Urian Awards (the Association of Film Critics of the 
Philippines), where she was recognized as Best Supporting Actress for her role as a 
social worker in Foster Child (2006, dir. Brilliante Mendoza).  
 With these achievements, she became one of the favorite actors of both 
independent and mainstream film directors. And in the years after Welcome to 
IntelStar, her name became synonymous with the local superstars such as Nora Aunor, 
Vilma Santos, and Cherrie Pie Picache. In short, the play was a box office success not 
only because it won the Carlos Palanca Memorial Award for one-act play, but also and 
more importantly because the role of Chelsea was performed by a well-known actress 
who was an emerging “star” at that time. 
 With these signposts, Welcome to IntelStar becomes an “index to a type of 
social interaction in which one party takes advantage of another by being temporarily 
preemptive by catching the other unawares” (Chow 2012: 45). In this regard, one can 
sense that the play becomes a substitute of the hunter’s power. Without having 
noticed, audiences are captivated – they are entangled within the play, which snaps 
close its mechanism of entrapment – the humor, the active audience participation and 
Eugene Domingo. As in other forms of entrapment, captivation may lead to a 
catastrophe. However, there is something in this entanglement that is not particularly 
leading towards this catastrophic condition. In short, the patibong in the theatre can be 
viewed more hopefully if we think of the buhol-buhol as a complex way of 
understanding Manila theatre. The difference between an animal prey and the human 
prey in this conceptual entrapment is an awareness of the self once entrapped. 
Borrowing from the Greek tragedy, Alfred Gell calls this anagnorisis (literally 
meaning recognition but, also connoting a critical discovery about the self).  
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 I do not deny my own entrapment by Welcome to IntelStar. Eugene 
Domingo’s device of parody and the humorous criticisms captivated me. Together 
with other audience members, I was laughing out loud at various jokes and punch 
lines. I honestly enjoyed pretending to be a trainee in this make-believe call center 
institution at the studio theatre of the CCP. At the same time, I do not deny that I also 
fell into becoming a prey when I believed that the play was telling me about 
globalization between the sociality of the call center agent and his or her clients; and 
between the rich country (where the clients are located) and the poor country (where 
the call center is located).  
 Rey Chow asserts: “the hunter’s carefully conceived, preemptive plan as 
embedded in the open trap, is now folded into another space and time that comes into 
being through entrapment, while the prey’s past and present actions take on, 
belatedly, a new, additional significance as self-entanglement” (46). In short, with 
being entrapped, I also became aware of my own entanglement. Perhaps, an 
illustration of this self-awareness is this reflexive question of “what went wrong?” 
This self-awareness comes from my own pagkawala (emancipation) from the 
patibong that the theatre prepared for its audiences.   
 In his discussion of “distribution of the sensible” in the Politics of Aesthetics 
(2004) Jacques Rancière suggests that theatre provides a sense of illusion, but that the 
illusion is, in fact, real, since it is distributed in the bodies, images and other objects 
implicated in the liveness of a performance. For instance, while watching Welcome to 
IntelStar, my encounter with the performance is distributed via my sensations and in 
this distribution, I am reminded about this paradox of real and illusion: the play is an 
imitation of the call center and that Eugene Domingo is an actor. But at the same time, 
something in my perception tells me that the encounter was in fact real – that despite 
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this imitation, the illusion was very alive in the presence of the actor and other parts 
of the mise-en-scène.  
 Broderick Chow adds, 
To read theatre as a distribution of the sensible means that it 
establishes what is and isn’t able to be visible or represented, in the 
‘common sense’ (and here I use sense in its dual meaning, of both 
perception through the senses, and the meaning or understanding that 
arises there from). The common mode of perception are important 
because they structure what Ranciere calls the ‘police order,’ which 
means the set of unspoken but understood rules that determine certain 
roles in society (Chow 2012, emphasis provided)  
 
It is in this set of unspoken but understood rules that as an audience member, I begin 
to recognize the distinction of the real and the fantasy or even recognize the blurred 
line between the two. Perhaps in this distribution of the sensible, the theatre even 
makes audience members more aware of the illusion and, therefore, invites them to 
look beyond the illusion because, as Chow explains, “what is” and “what isn’t” are 
also easily distinguished by audience members. In other words, audience members are 
not passive spectators. As Jacques Ranciere asserts, the spectator is emancipated: “it is 
the power each of them [the audience members] has to translate what she perceives in 
her own way, to link it to the unique intellectual adventure that makes her similar to 
the rest in as much as this adventure is not like any other” (2005: 16 – 17). Despite a 
play’s attempt to invade the audience’s intellectual disposition, audience members are 
reflexive about what they encounter onstage. As Ranciere puts it, “we do not have to 
transform spectators into actors […]. Every spectator is already an actor in her story; 
every actor, every man of action, is the spectator of the same story” (2005: 17). In this 
invocation of theatre’s patibong, as an audience member who is already emancipated, 
I become aware of my own entrapment – my own becoming of a prey.    
 In realizing my own becoming of a prey in the world of Welcome to IntelStar, 
I realized how the play wanted me to believe that Domingo is performing a world, 
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which is experienced by call center agents themselves, and that this world is a real 
world. But my self-entanglement made me realize as well that the call center 
phenomenon is not as simple as what is being presented onstage because, as also 
illustrated in my discussion earlier, certain empirical data are revealing otherwise. My 
entanglement with the play and with myself made me think more about the call center 
institution as a product of globalization. On a final note, my entanglement made me 
think that with globalization reduced to homogeneity and the market system, the 
postcolonial subject position of the call center agent is presented as helpless and 
powerless where power, despite being unequally distributed, it is not absolute. 
Perhaps other audience members also became aware of their self-entanglement and 
questioned whether call center institution is in fact an exemplar of performing the 
global. 
     








 A friend posted a story on my Facebook wall concerning Filipino maids who 
gather on a Sunday at Ion Orchard Shopping Mall in Singapore, on their one day off 
to “party” to live music. What was fascinating in the story were the reactions of the 
Singaporeans. One local stated, “I feel that they are downgrading the image of Ion 
Orchard”  (Lim 2011). The story exemplifies how popular culture typically depicts 
the maids as both voiceless and faceless individuals whom Singaporeans only see and 
hear when gathered together, thereby becoming a “problem.”
1
 The gathering makes 
the domestic labor that contributes substantially to underpinning the economy of this 
city-state. In Hong Kong, similar Sunday social gatherings take place in Central 
Victoria Park, around the Hong Kong Cultural Centre and the Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank building. Filipino women, some with university degrees, opt to serve 
as maids or nannies because the pay is better than what is available for more 
professional careers in the Philippines.  
 The domestic worker has been a common topic in migration studies. Recent 
academic works see foreign domestic workers as important subjects in global 
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1
! There are mixed views on the gatherings of maids in both Singapore and Hong Kong. For 
those who are sympathetic (i.e., from the employers' perspectives), the website of Orient Expat tells 
employers: “You should really try to allow your maid to have this time off as meeting other Filipinos 
will help them  avoid the loneliness they often suffer from being away from home and family.” In 
addition, the website also states that socialization (especially, singing) is good for the amah who, in 
these days of “politically [sic] correctness,” are called “helpers” (Kanman 2012). For those who are 
opposed to maids gathering on Sundays, Lim (2012) cites “Lawyer Amolat Singh (who) is more 
concerned with the potential law and order problems. . . [he says] when authorities organise parties on 
Orchard Road, a lot of effort has to be put into crime prevention”. and Lim noted that   Singh even 
suggests  that the authorities use laws on entertainment licensing to prevent the gathering, since the 
dancing could be   construed as entertainment and  thereby be diverted to what he termed “not-so-




transnationalism and cosmopolitanism (Parreñas 2005, Cheah 2006, and Soco 2010). 
To receiving countries (such as Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea), foreign 
domestic workers are needed to allow parents to work, thereby allowing for two 
income families. At the same time, they can be perceived as potential threats to the 
imagined national consciousness. As in the story mentioned above, domestic workers 
can be seen as “sores” to the “aesthetics” of the countries they work in. In contrast, in 
Filipino popular culture, domestic workers are frequently featured as voiceless and 
exploited victims, yet, at the same time, hailed as bagong bayani (modern-day heroes) 
of the Philippines, praised for contributing to an increase in the country’s Gross 
National Product (GNP). 
 The domestic worker is also a favorite subject in contemporary Manila 
Theatre. Often, the domestic worker is implicated in globalization and transnational 
relations. For instance, Ricky Lee’s DH (1992) is about the plight of domestic helpers 
in Italy and the Middle East and is based on interviews with actual domestic workers. 
In 1995, Ed de Leon wrote and directed Kuwarta at Kahon (Money and Box), loosely 
based on the story of Flor Contemplacion, who was controversially executed in 
Singapore in 1995.
2
 De Leon’s play is about Rosita Pineda, who commits suicide after 
having been illegally detained by her employers. Echoing Contemplacion’s story, the 
play is also set in Singapore. Jenekke Agustin’s 2005 short play Pasaporte (Passport) 
follow the story of two aspiring migrants to the US whose bags are packed, but miss 
one crucial component in their migration:  a US Visa. There is also Tim Dacanay’s 
Ang Plano (The Plan), staged during the Philippine Educational Theatre Association’s 
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2
  The death of Flor Contemplacion in Singapore in 1995 was a turning point in representation of 
domestic helpers. The Singapore courts controversially found Contemplcaion guilty of the death of 
another Filipina maid and a Chinese boy, while popular belief in the Philippines felt she had been 
framed by the child’s father who Filipinos felt murdered his own maid after the epileptic boy’s 
drowning in the bath and blamed the crime on Contemplacion. The incident escalated to a national 
level as then President Fidel V. Ramos called for a pardon that was denied by the Singapore 
government (for a critical academic interpretation on the Contemplacion issue see Pheng Cheah 2006). 
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Laboratory Festival in 2005. This play touches on the plight of a married couple who 
are illegal aliens in the United States. The couple’s story is told by their kids back in 
the Philippines. Vicente de Jesus’ musical Karaoke Dreams was a romantic-musical 
comedy about Filipino migrants around the world, which used the Filipino love of 
“karaoke” as a device of the play. Rody Vera’s Ang Pagbabalik ni Flor (The Return 
of Flor) staged during the 2008 Virgin Labfest of the Cultural Center of the 
Philippines was also inspired by the execution of Flor Contemplacion.  
 In 2006, Dulaang UP produced The Silent Soprano, an original sung-through 
Filipino musical in English (with some Tagalog words inserted in song numbers and 
dialogue). It touches on the life of Margie (alternately played by Natasha Cabrera and 
Laura Cabochan), a domestic helper in Hong Kong who is transformed into a Canto-
pop superstar.
3
 In order to win the hearts of Hong Kong nationals as a singer, Margie 
has to be Cantonese, albeit an artificially constructed version. Plastic surgery and a 
Cantonese name (Mei Mei) become the prerequisites to stardom. Superstar Mei Mei is 
not allowed in public without her managers and, thus, gets the moniker “The Silent 
Soprano.”  
 Most recently, the Philippine Educational Theatre Association (PETA) staged 
another musical about domestic helpers. First staged in 2010 at the newly inaugurated 
Philippine Educational Theatre Association (PETA) Theatre in Quezon City, The 
Care Divas was such a sensational hit that it was restaged in November 2011 due to 
what was publicized as  “public insistence.” In April 2012, the musical was again 
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3
  The Silent Soprano was conceived in 2005 with  he working title, The Maiden Song. The 
Silent Soprano title was suggested by director Alexander Cortez (Dulaang Unibersidad ng Pilipinas 
2007). All roles, including the Hong Kong nationals, were performed by Filipino actors. According to 
the playwright’s program notes, the libretto was sent to art aficionados and a legislator in Hong Kong 
to make sure that the piece would not offend Hong Kong nationals. The Hong Kong readers loved the 
material and, in 2007, the musical was a box office success at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrerro Theatre and, 
in 2008, through the non-government organization Bahay ng Diyos Foundation, the musical had its first 
full commercial run at the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) Theatre. There were rumors that the 
musical was in negotiation to be staged in Hong Kong but no date was ever announced.!
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restaged in a bigger venue, the Onstage Theatre in Makati, the central business district 
of the National Capital Region.
4
 Written by Liza Magtoto with music by Vince de 
Jesus and directed by Maribel Legarda, The Care Divas revolves around the struggle 
of five Filipino caregivers in Israel. However, this struggle is complicated by their 
gender identities as bakla (Filipino gay men)
5
 in the predominantly Jewish nation.  
 Inspired by a true story, the musical follows the entangled adventures of five 
Filipino caregivers who moonlight as drag queens at a night-club in Tel Aviv during 
the second infitada, or Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupation. At the core of 
the musical is Chelsea (performed by Melvin Lee), who of the five, seems to be the 
luckiest. Chelsea’s employer, Isaac (Paul Holmes) treats Chelsea as his child and 
teaches him about Jewish culture, particularly the Hebrew language. At the same 
time, Chelsea has a potential boyfriend (the Palestinian Faraj, performed by Myke 
Solomon) who is accepting of his being bakla. Shai, (played by Vince de Jesus, who 
also composed and wrote the songs) the leader of the group, is always haunted by his 
family, especially since his mother has never accepted his homosexuality. Chelsea 
and Shai are joined by Kayla (Jerald Napoles), Thalia  (Dudz Teraña), and Jonee (Phil 
Noble), whose employers are not as good as Chelsea’s. During the most crucial 
performance of the five caregivers turned “divas,” Kayla who is the club owner’s 
favorite, is deported for working illegally in Israel. As a result, the dream of making it 
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4
  In a conversation with a member of the production from PETA, the demand for re-staging 
The Care Divas paved the way for the company to consider a bigger auditorium to accommodate more 
audience compared to the 400-seat PETA Theatre in Quezon City. Besides, the popular Greenbelt area 
is more accessible to the public. 
 
5
  Although the caregivers in the musical are actually transvestites, my use of the term bakla is 
categorical, especially since in the piece Chelsea identifies himself as a bakla more than a transvestite. 
The category of the bakla is not equivalent to the Western conception of gay-ness. The context of gay-
ness in Philippine homosexual discourse is also located within the Western discourse.  But in the 
Philippines, to be gay is not necessarily to be bakla. The latter is always synonymous with 
homosexuality, effeminacy and transvestism. The category gay on the other hand is an extension of the 
Western context of the straight acting, the metropolitan, the buff, the hyper-masculine and even the 




“big” in Tel Aviv begins to shatter as the opportunity to perform as a front act is given 
to Nonah (performed by Angeli Bayani), the group’s female friend, and also a 
caregiver in Tel Aviv. Everything becomes more complicated when suddenly a 
Palestinian suicide bomber detonates a bomb. Chelsea is in the process of trying to 
save Faraj from the Israeli policemen who will deport him, and she is killed instantly. 
Towards the end, the remaining “divas” commemorate the “heroic” deeds of Chelsea 
and begin a celebratory song number that speaks of tolerance and acceptance.     
 In this chapter, I reflect on nangingibang-bayan (overseas-worker) as a model 
of buhol-buhol. My conception of nangingibang-bayan is informed by Nina Glick-
Schiller’s (2005) cosmopolitan framework of the transnational, and Martin 
Manalansan’s critical idiom regarding gay Filipino migrants in New York, who he 
described as global divas. With these conceptions in mind, the nangingibang-bayan 
may be thought of as a cosmopolitan whose self, personhood and even cultural 
affiliations are entangled with both the sending country and the receiving country.  
 In this reflection, I first look into how the sending or home country and the 
receiving or host country (Hong Kong in The Silent Soprano and Israel in The Care 
Divas) are entangled in the body of the nangiginbang-bayan. In this entanglement, I 
propose to look at this buhol-buhol as dependent on barriers and restrictions (such as 
state laws and migration policies), which increase, minimize, block or send the buhol-
buhol in new directions. At times, these barriers provide alternative opportunities, 
which are often beneficial to the nangingibang-bayan. Afterwards, I analyze how this 
buhol-buhol in the nangingibang-bayan is explored in the productions of The Silent 
Soprano and The Care Divas. In relation, I explore how the musicals use other 
circumstances of buhol-buhol, which complicate the narratives of the nangingibang-
bayan. In The Silent Soprano, the nangingibang-bayan becomes a Canto-pop 
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superstar but her ethnicity as a Filipino and her status as a domestic worker discredit 
her singing prowess and compromise her ability to be part of the Cantonese popular 
music industry. On the other hand, the five caregivers in The Care Divas are displaced 
twice: not only geographically but also heteronormatively. In the final section of the 
chapter, I consider how the nangingibang-bayan as a model of buhol-buhol can be 
related to contemporary Manila theatre, particularly the enthusiasm of theatre artists 
and audiences alike for musicals.  
  
Entangling the Sending/Home Country and the Receiving/Host Country 
 The National Statistics Office of the Philippines reports in its 2012 Survey on 
Overseas Filipinos that there are 4.2 million documented workers abroad.
6
 
Nonetheless, postcolonial critic Epifanio San Juan, Jr (2009) counters this number by 
arguing that there are about 10 million Filipinos workers overseas. In the government 
data, immigrants and Filipinos who are residing permanently abroad are not included 
in the survey. Perhaps, this could be the reason why the government figure is lower 
than that claimed by San Juan. With this huge number of Filipinos abroad, it has been 
a popular belief in the archipelago that at least one member of every Filipino family 
has experienced working or living abroad.  
 I grew up in a family where most of my folks were either living abroad 
permanently (and then changed their citizenship), or working temporarily overseas. 
My grandfather from my father’s side started his sojourn as a nangingibang-bayan in 
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6
  In the latest survey (released on 9 October 2012) of the National Statistic Office regarding the 
number of Overseas Filipino Workers and Overseas Contract Workers combined is 4.2 million 
individuals. The data states that “the total number of overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) who worked 
abroad at anytime during the period April to September 2011 was estimated at 2.2 million. The 
estimate for the same period of 2010 was 2.0 million (Table 1 and Figure 1). The overseas contract 
workers (OCWS) or those with existing work contract abroad comprised 95.3 percent of the total 
OFWs in 2011.” For details, please visit http://www.census.gov.ph/content/2011-survey-overseas-
filipinos-sof.   
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the 1970s where he first worked as an engineer in Jakarta. After six years in 
Indonesia, he then found opportunities in Vienna where my uncle (his son and my 
dad’s elder brother) accompanied him for over ten years. In 1990, he moved to Harare 
in Zimbabwe to work as the city engineer. Sadly, my grandfather passed on without 
even seeing his hometown in the Philippines again.
7
 My dad’s mom was also an 
overseas worker herself for a long time. She started working as a nurse in San Diego 
in California before working as the head governess of the Philippine Consulate Office 
on the island of Guam. In the late 1990s, she travelled back to the US Mainland, and 
eventually got her US citizenship, together with my aunt. Today, my grandmother is 
back home in Angeles City fighting cancer. My dad was also an overseas worker 
himself. I was two years old when he first worked as a civil engineer in Riyadh. In 
2005, he moved to Macau. And when the project in Macau expired in 2009, he was 
sent to Jeddah to continue working as the supervising engineer for his company.   
 In 2006, I accompanied my dad to Macau for three months. In my short stay 
there, I observed some fascinating aspects of being Filipino abroad – at least in this 
case, the Filipinos in Macau. But I can generally assume that the same activities are 
experienced by other Filipinos living elsewhere, as these stories are relatively similar 
to those I have heard from friends and relatives, and have read in the scholarship. 
When I arrived in Macau, I realized my dad was staying in a condominium where all 
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7
 I only met my grandfather twice – in 1990 (before his migration to Zimbabwe) and in 1998 
(when I graduated in High School). In 2011, he passed away in Harare due to an autoimmune illness. 
Since the Philippines does not have a consulate office or an embassy in Harare, it was difficult for us to 
transport his remains from there to the Philippines. My dad and one of my uncles decided to travel to 
Zimbabwe to burry his remains there. Being a Bahá’í convert, his body was not embalmed. I remember 
dad’s story about his wake and funeral. Grandpa was covered with white shroud during the wake. My 
dad’s stepmother in Zimbabwe allowed a Catholic service before bringing his remains in the cemetery. 
Immediately after the funeral mass, a group of Bahá’í followers began chanting some funeral songs, 
and threw some petals around my grandfather’s casket. And then, my dad, my uncle and dad’s 
stepmom were invited to join my grandfather while the group of chanters continued throwing some 
flowers. What is more fascinating in this experience was the allowance of my father and uncle to cry 
during the funeral procession while dad’s stepmom was not allowed to cry due to some specifics 




floors were occupied by Macanese except for the 7
th
 floor, where my dad was staying. 
My dad’s neighbors were also Filipinos. Not only they were Filipinos, they were my 
dad’s relatives. This reminded me of the compound atmosphere back home where it is 
a common scene to see members of extended family living side by side in one 
apartment compound for instance.  
 But what was more interesting on my arrival was the welcome dinner my dad 
organized. His neighbors (family members) were invited and brought with them 
kakanin (local deserts) made from the available resources found in the area. For 
example, one neighbor brought a box of pastillas (milk candy) made from Chinese 
condensed milk instead of the usual carabao’s milk commonly used in my hometown. 
My dad cooked adobo (chicken and pork stew in vinegar and soy) using Chinese thick 
soy sauce and some cider vinegar. Since the soy is not as sweet as that in Macau and 
cider vinegar is sourer than the common sugar cane vinegar used back home, sugar 
was added to supplement the sweetness of the adobo. There were Chinese dishes, 
which were ordered in a nearby restaurant. During the dinner, one of dad’s neighbors 
asked for patis (fish sauce), a staple condiment in many Filipino dining tables.  
 In my dad’s sala (living room), there was a painting with Chinese calligraphy 
in it. My dad told me it was already there when he arrived. According to my dad, the 
landlord explained that the calligraphy meant good fortune. Opposite the painting was 
a small altar of the sagrada familia (Holy Family), which my dad bought in the city-
center. Originally, he was planning to place the small altar above the doorway similar 
to the small altar we have back home. But the landlord did not allow him to build the 
altar there because the fengshui (Chinese Astrology of Space) stated bad luck. Back 
home, my parents would also display unlit scented candles in the altar. Interestingly, 
my father displayed unlit Chinese incense in the altar. Another interesting object in 
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the altar was a Chinese figure of a frog with a coin in its mouth. My dad mentioned 
that his employer gave it as a welcome gift.  
 I also remember meeting other Filipinos in the Senado Square and the Rua de 
Sao Paulo in the city-center of Macau Island. My dad told me that many of our 
kababayans (fellow-men) hang out in these places to meet-up and share news about 
the Philippines, anxieties about their employers, and Filipino food. But the 
congregation in these places was not as exciting as those in Hong Kong (Central 
Victoria Square) and in Singapore (Lucky Plaza) since there was only a small number 
of overseas Filipino workers in this city.  
 I observed how my dad and other Filipinos brought with them the homeland in 
Macau and at the same time how aspects of the host country had become entangled in 
aspects of their everyday life. Martin Manalansan argues that the “narratives of 
everyday life reveal the rich intricacies of the commonplace and how these stories 
intersect or come up against modern institutions such as the nation-state. Everyday 
life intersects and engages with the intimate, the private, and search for home in 
modern life” (91). In my observation in Macau (and having stayed in Singapore as a 
postgraduate student), aspects of everyday life are meaningful intersections 
connecting the home country and the host country. These significations of the 
everyday life provide nuances about the intricate web of buhol-buhol that a migrant 
performs in his or her construction of personal space. A very good example here is the 
altar erected by my father in his unit in Macau where the Catholic figure of the Holy 
Family stood side by side with the Chinese figure of good fortune. Other emblems of 
the “foreign” entangled with the homeland in this altar were the Chinese incense and 
the Chinese painting with the calligraphy for good luck.  
 In another Filipino space inhabited by a neighbor of my dad, I noticed that the 
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kitchen wall was decorated with five cross-stitched artworks. In the middle was the 
Last Supper, commonly found in the kitchen of Catholic Filipinos back home. 
Surrounding this image of the Last Supper were other cross-stitched artworks whose 
subjects were: Marilyn Monroe, the Ruins of Sao Paolo in Macau, a Chinese woman 
in a cheongsam, and the image of San Sebastian. Here is an example of an everyday 
life buhol-buhol, where Catholicism is entangled with American popular culture and 
Chinese-Macanese life. 
 In contrast, there is the domestic laborer (popularly known in the Philippines 
as the domestic helper) whose everyday life has a different nuance compared to that 
of my dad and his companions in Macau. As stated earlier, the domestic helper has an 
underprivileged status due to the kind of work she does in the foreign land. Mostly 
women, the salary they receive as domestics is often five times lower than those who 
belong to executive professions. E. San Juan, Jr. (2009) in his essay in Global South 
describes this underprivileged status as part of global exploitation and expansion of 
capitalism and imperialism in the 21
st
 century: 
Generally, this exploitation of enslaved human labor-power eludes 
criticism because of its philanthropic façade. With most female 
domestics coming from impoverished, formerly colonized 
societies, we perceive that the traditional structure of global 
inequality among nation-states has something to do with this trend. 
This point cannot be over-emphasized: the buying and selling of 
“third world” bodies is a legacy of the unjust and unequal division 
of international labor in both productive and reproductive spheres. 
This “global care chain,” as trendy sociologists would put it, is 
household work managed as a thoroughgoing profit-making 
industry (108 – 109). 
 
In migration studies, exploitation, global capitalism, neo-colonialism and inequality in 
globalization are some key concepts in the discourse around these underprivileged 
Filipino workers. Even theatre makers in Manila are informed by these ideas when it 
comes to representing the domestic helper as provided by the examples above.  
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 I also recognize the unequal distribution of capital and do not deny the 
exploitation and abuse that these Filipino workers can experience overseas. Every 
now and then, there are news reports, which illustrate these dilemmas. These reports 
are also supplemented by various scholarly works referring to the plight of domestic 
helpers. For instance, Nicole Constable (1997) reports that many Hong Kong female 
employers see the domestic helper as sexually threatening. Because of this, employers 
impose a short haircut, and prohibit make-up, nightgowns, and shorts whenever the 
father of the household is around. In Constable’s ethnography, a domestic helper was 
fired though all of these rules were met. Other domestic helpers speculated that this 
helper was fired because she looked more beautiful in short hair.  
 Cognizant of these reports on exploitation, violence and issues of human 
rights, I intend to illustrate that despite the disparity of status between the domestic 
and those in the executive sectors (such as my dad in Macau), both are examples of 
this buhol-buhol of the sending/home country (Philippines) and the receiving/host 
country. As I continue, I illustrate how the domestic helper’s everyday life is more 
manifesting in this entanglement as compared to those who already enjoy a 
“privileged” status back home in the archipelago. 
 Having listened to stories of domestic helpers in Singapore during the pre-
production and workshop of the independent film Remittances by Patrick Daly and 
Joel Fendelman,
8
 I came to realize the complex entanglements that these workers 
occupy and perform in the two spaces: their provinces (home) and Singapore (host). 
Many domestic helpers from the Philippines are from rural areas (Soco 2010). In this 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
  Dina Delias, co-producer of the film contacted me in April 2013 to help the team scout 
Filipino actors who may be suitable to some roles. Olive Nieto, a good friend and a theatre/television 
actor from the Philippines incidentally was in Singapore during the audition for the lead roles. Nieto 
was cast as one of the leads of the film. During the workshop of the actors, Delias and Daly invited me 
to observe and comment on the different workshop activities. I attended two sessions where actual 
domestics were invited to share their stories and narratives about their stay in Singapore.  
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sense, they can be more familiar with the urbanity of the receiving country than the 
urban environment of the Philippines (especially Metropolitan Manila). Some aspects 
of such entanglement shared during the sessions were the different things they have 
absorbed in Singapore. One participant in the workshop even mentioned her 
excitement when she first used the Internet. She stated that if not for experiencing 
Singapore, she would not even know that her hometown and Singapore could be 
connected in an instant. That said, she saved a lot of money despite her low salary in 
order for her family in the rural province of Ilocos to buy a computer.  
 Based on the discussion, I also realized that another form of entanglement 
performed by these Filipinos is via the balikbayan box, which would be sent to the 
their hometowns in the Philippines. This box is filled with goods that are hard to find 
in the Philippines that the nangingibang-bayan knows or feels the recipients would 
like. Many of these items include lotion, shampoo, t-shirts, shorts, jeans, canned 
goods and other Singapore products bought or handed over by their employers as 
gifts. With these items sent to their hometown, home becomes entangled with these 
“foreign and urban objects” as described by one worker during the workshop. One 
participant in the workshop even remarked that her house in the Pangasinan province 
of Luzon (an eight hour drive from the national capital region of Manila) is more like 
Singapore than the Philippines due to the objects she bought from her savings during 
the nine years of working there. Another from the same province even noted that she 
feels more privileged than her neighbors who never left their town. In short, her status 
as a domestic helper in a foreign land is used to justify this “privileging” status. With 
these narratives, we can infer how remittances and the balikbayan box become some 
threads linking home and the host country. 
 During the same workshop, I observed that there are also subsequent changes 
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in the health and educational attainment of family members back home. These 
changes are also manifestations of entanglement. One worker proudly exclaimed that 
she was able to send her eldest child to college because of the remittances she sent 
back to her family in the Visayas. Another narrated that her mother was sent to 
Manila to have her eyes checked by a specialist. Her mother even underwent eye 
surgery in 2011, and her full recovery was announced to the group.    
 In the receiving country, the worker extends her entanglement by building new 
social networks. In the workshop, one participant mentioned that her stay in 
Singapore enabled her to meet people from other parts of the Philippines, which she 
believed she would never have experienced if she had stayed in her province. Also, 
she mentioned that in engaging with other workers, they become more reflexive about 
current affairs and political issues back home. Sometimes, they compare reflections 
on Singapore life and Philippine life. Most of the time, their conversations are based 
on shared experiences such as family problems and anxieties with employers. They 
also actively participate in Sunday gatherings. Normally, these Filipino individuals 
gather at Orchard Road (especially in Lucky Plaza, the place they call Little 
Philippines). In these gatherings, I sensed another buhol-buhol forming: the ironic 
entanglement of invisibility (being underprivileged and part of the substructure of the 
society) and hypervisibility (being exemplified as sores of the city aesthetic) as told in 
the narrative of Filipino domestic workers at Ion Orchard explored earlier.    
 Nonetheless, there are limits and constraints in this buhol-buhol mediated by 
the nangingibang-bayan as embodied by the domestic helper. One is state regulation. 
In Hong Kong, for example, Erino Ozeki (1997) explains: “the legal status of the 
Filipina migrants is mainly determined by the Standard Employment Contract, which 
roughly stipulates the terms for the employment of foreign domestic workers” (680). 
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The emphasis in Ozeki’s report is the contract signed between the employer and the 
domestic helper. In Singapore, the government imposes the following on potential 
employers before hiring a domestic worker: providing medical care, insurance, family 
integration, open communication and safe work conditions.
9
 At the same time, the 
Ministry of Manpower provides some basic guidelines or requirements for foreigners 
who would like to apply for domestic work in Singapore. In this list of guidelines 
between potential employers and potential employees, we are provided conditions of 
residency, income, and other benefits. All of these government regulations restrict the 
kind of buhol-buhol the workers engage with. For instance, income will determine the 
constraints of where one can go in the host country on off-days, what one can do and 
buy, and more importantly how much will be remitted back home.   
 Within the residences of employers, domestic workers are also restricted and 
constrained. Employers impose their own sets of rules such as the case of Nicole 
Constable’s ethnographic work on Filipino domestic helpers in Hong Kong. Using my 
observations during the workshop for the film Remittances, some of the household 
rules that were narrated include issues of intimacy with children, rules on eating 
meals, visitors, personal hygiene, and washing clothes. For instance, in the Singapore-
made film Iloilo (dir. Anthony Chen, 2013), the protagonist Teresa finds herself in 
trouble when one household rule is broken. The lady of the household claims that 
being a maid and a nanny should not substitute her role as mother to her son. But mid-
way through the film, the boy finds more comfort in Teresa than his mother, which 
shakes the relationships within the family. During the workshop, one worker also 




  In the Ministry of Manpower Official Website, (http://www.mom.gov.sg/foreign-
manpower/passes-visas/work-permit-fdw/before-you-apply/Pages/default.aspx#levy), Singaporeans are 
provided the basic requirements before planning to hire a domestic worker. 
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 These constraints coming from legal, moral, formal and informal frameworks 
channel activities of the domestic worker in particular directions. For instance, the 
limitations on her salary may enable her to go into what are usually referred to as 
raket or other forms of business opportunities in order to provide more material goods 
in the balikbayan box, or in order for her to remit more back home. Instead of resting 
and engaging in some recreational activities with peers, some domestic workers in 
Singapore opt to work on their day off as cleaners or babysitters in other households.  
 I met someone who occasionally sends gifts she personally receives from her 
employers back home. She said that her employer gave her a new mobile phone 
sometime in 2011 in order for her to use in Singapore but opted to send it back in the 
Philippines to her daughter. In 2012, her employer gave her a laptop as an 
appreciation of her hard work. The laptop was intended for her to communicate easily 
with her loved ones back home instead of going to computer shops at Lucky Plaza for 
Skype sessions with her family. But like what she did with the cellphone token, she 
brought the laptop with her when she went home and left it with her daughter who at 
that time was finishing college. Others engage in a buy and sell agreement with each 
other during their day-off, while some others do manicures and pedicures to earn 
more income in some meeting points such as the National Botanic Gardens and the 
Orchard Area. 
 What I have presented in this section is an increasing buhol-buhol between the 
sending country and the receiving country via some activities of the domestic helper. 
At the same time, I have also presented how in some instances this buhol-buhol is 
blocked by unavoidable circumstances – most of which come via state rules and some 
of which are household regulations. Nonetheless, this blockage can send the buhol-
buhol in a different direction, providing new opportunities. In the next section of this 
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chapter, I scrutinize how the musicals The Silent Soprano and The Care Divas 
perform this buhol-buhol and later, I illustrate how some blockages and constraints 
also provided new directions in this entanglement between the home country and the 
host country. In moving towards a new and different direction, these musicals 
illustrate that the buhol-buhol engages in new opportunities, complicates relationships 
and changes affective and emotional buhol-buhol between the home and the host 
country.     
 
The Nangingibang-Bayan Onstage and the Creation of Entangled Spaces 
 
 In Transnational Connections, Ulf Hannerz (1996) speaks of a transnational 
and cosmopolitan city as a space where nations and worlds come together and are 
entangled in one geographic area. If Hannerz’ conception is the marker of a 
cosmopolitan space, then the stages of The Care Divas and The Silent Soprano are 
ideal spaces for a cosmopolitan and transnational setting. The Care Divas is set in an 
Israeli city, where the five diva-characters move to be entertainers. But the space of 
the stage of this musical is relatively bare. There are no walls that distinguish one 
territory from another. The only thing distinctive about the set is its color: beige. As 
the characters move around, the space is transformed from one locale to another. 
When the caregivers meet in the middle, the stage becomes a flat or an apartment. 
When they walk, the stage becomes a street. Corners of the stage become the houses 
of their Israeli employers. When the caregiver characters meet somewhere off-center, 
the stage becomes a bar or a nightclub. When someone is left alone, the space 
becomes a sanctuary. 
 Also, this musical presents different worlds crisscrossing and juxtaposed 
against each other. The employers of the caregivers embody the world of the Jews 
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(the dominant “world” in Israel). The Filipino caregivers (including the only female 
caregiver in the musical) embody the world of the Catholics. The illegal migrant 
worker Faraj (and the suicide bomber at the end of the musical) embody the world of 
the Muslims. Israel (Jerusalem, in particular) is also a good example of an ideal space 
of a city that Hannerz is trying to portray because of its actual multicultural set-up. 
However, even in a multicultural setting like Jerusalem, uneven distribution and 
inequality are still strongly felt. In Jerusalem, the Jews, the Catholics and the Muslims 
are all claiming their ancestral geographic space – the temple in the middle of the city.  
 In The Silent Soprano, the setting is Hong Kong. Designed by Faust Peneyra, 
the set was framed by a facsimile of the Hong Kong skyline— skyscrapers with 
Chinese lanterns and sails in Fragrant Harbour. The high-rise buildings suggested 
Hong Kong’s modernity and the Chinese ornaments suggested the traditional culture. 
This juxtaposition may be read as an attempt to show the fusion of the modern and the 
traditional, portraying Hong Kong as hybrid and cosmopolitan.
10
 The Tourism Board 
of Hong Kong promotes the city as a “kaleidoscope of life; a sophisticated fusion of 
East and West; a city of diversity where new and old meet at every turn” (Li 2007: 
448). This emblem of “modern meets the traditional” is characterized by what Kay Li 
identifies as cultural dualism, the entanglement of West and the East; modernity and 
tradition. In this way, cosmopolitanism as embedded in the set is supported by the 
binary of the modern and the traditional or the global and the local.  
 Here, two worlds are entangled: the world of the Filipina domestic helpers and 
the world of the Cantonese employer. The opening musical number, “Can’t Leave 
Home Without Them,” begins with two Cantonese dancers performing the traditional 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10
 In December 2011, the National Geographic Channel featured s Hong Kong  in the 
documentary series “to the World” (titled Hong Kong to the World). The advertisement for the series 
introduced  Hong Kong   as “this cosmopolitan city in the Far East” and alluded  to Hongkong   as the 
fusion of the East and the West. The East is represented by images of traditional Chinese culture while 
the West is the image of the modern (see http://natgeotv.com/asia/Hong-Kong-To-the-World).!
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Chinese wu shu (martial arts), alerting audience members to the Chinese locale. Next, 
the maids, waiters, and janitors of the service industry enter the stage using jerky, 
robotic movements (choreographed by Dexter Santos) with brooms, mops, and 
household cleaners in hand, while proclaiming in crescendo: “It’s 4 a.m., It’s 4 a.m., 
It’s 4 a.m.” (Saludo 2008: 1)
11
 They are sweeping and mopping while singing (see 
Figure 5.1): 
 It’s 4 a.m., It’s four! 
 It’s time to hit the floor. 
 It’s time to get up, wash up, dress up; 
 No time to sleep some more.     
 Steam the rice and press the suits, 
 Feed the kids with milk and fruits. 
 Don’t slip, don’t miss, don’t mess up and don’t you fail! 
 Let in the sun, start up the day – 
 From Victoria Park to Deep Water Bay 
 (crescendo of sound) 
 We prep Hong Kong for profit and play (Saludo: 1)  
 
After this, come the Hong Kong citizens and employers clad in their executive outfits 
with Louis Vuitton and Chanel briefcases to signal their participation in global culture 
and enterprise (see Figure 5.2). The contrast between the two groups is further 
enhanced by posture, stage position, and set as well as their costumes: the Hong Kong 
executives stand tall on elevated platforms onstage, while the service workers are 
downstage, frozen in bent positions doing agonizing household chores. The Hong 
Kong executives sing: 
 All set, all right, let’s go 
 We’re ready for the show! 
 We’re fed, we’re dressed, we glow – 
 With them all system go. 
 Here comes the sun, there goes the day, 
 For insane Mongkok to holy Lantau. 




  All the lines from the play come from the play transcript (libretto) provided by Dulaang UP 






FIGURE 5.1:  The service workers in the musical headed by Chika  with the  red broom (right)  
portrayed by Via Antonio (Photo: Dulaang UP). 
   
 





 Regarding this conception of space in The Care Divas and The Silent Soprano, 
the artists behind these musicals may have unintentionally presented the complex 
buhol-buhol of intimacy (solidarity), the private (subjectivity) and the home (place-
ness) in the nangingibang-bayan’s claim for space in foreign land. This intersection is 
a creative strategy that nangingibang-bayan performs to survive abroad. Similar to the 
sentiments of Martin Manalansan, this strategy is a quotidian dimension of cultural 
citizenship in a transnational setting. Manalansan explains that only through the 
examination of these “aspects of everyday life,” usually hidden and highly nuanced 
processes of being, that becoming and belonging are understood. I add that it is only 
through these buhol-buhol aspects of transnational setting that dissent, ruptures and 
irregularities may be experienced. These forms of dissent are equally important in an 
attempt to create a convivial setting outside the homeland.  
 Regarding the aspect of intimacy, I observed how in The Care Divas, for 
example suggests the usefulness of intimacy in continuing a social life outside the 
country and the creation of new social network or group to cope with missing home. 
In simple terms, intimacy is about coming together and creating a community 
bounded by solidarity. As I explore further later on, The Care Divas shows how the 
caregiver characters create a sense of intimacy with their employers via the idiom of 
care, read in transnational scholarship as affective labor. This reading of affective 
labor usually labels these nangingibang-bayan as exploited individuals. But this 
enactment of care is crucial to their survival. As will also be argued later, caring is not 
just a form of labor (mandated by the signing of contract) but an actual personal 
performance coming from a moral disposition of a response towards the other person. 
This performance of care is a response to a call, which also serves as the core of the 
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survival of these nangingibang-bayan.  
 In the musical, intimacy is manifested in different ways. First, intimacy 
becomes a haven of becoming as the private sphere is asserted and exercised. By their 
act of congregation, the caregivers are able to express their own thoughts about 
anything. Second, it is a haven of humility as hospitality is established. As in any 
public sphere, there is a sense of openness as they listen to each other’s thoughts. 
Conversations are brewed towards understanding. It is within this aspect that agenda 
are discussed and debated. It is within this aspect that a sense of “interaction-ism” is 
performed. It is here where political agendas are honed. It is within this gesture where 
appropriations, negotiations, contestations and engagements are established. In The 
Care Divas, moments of “solidarity” are featured when the divas share their views 
regarding the politics within and beyond Israel; learn and master the Hebrew 
language; remind each other of the Jewish celebrations; recall the festivities back 
home; learn new songs; talk about their employers or anything that sparks debates 
(such as valid reasons for falling in love with a foreigner, or reasons why there is a 
need to be apolitical about political issues in Israel).  
 The private, here, is situated more in the capability of the characters in these 
musicals to find self-gratification and to hone self-fulfillment despite being away 
from the homeland. The most obvious example performed in both musicals is the 
sending of remittances. In The Silent Soprano, this was even romanticized in a song 
titled “Poor Souls of Our Land” where Chika sings about sacrificing oneself for the 
motherland:  
Think of fam’lies eating spit for breakfast 
 Think of how they’ll make their pittance all last 
 That is what they face, those poor people of your race 
 If you follow what your swooning heart declares 
 Have pity on the poor souls of our lands (Saludo 48). 
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 In The Care Divas, I sensed that the concept of private was explored more 
critically. William Peterson (2011b) argues that the bakla performers at the Amazing 
Theatre in Manila are products of a transnational and transcultural enterprise. 
Performances in this theatre are executed by mostly transgender bakla partnered with 
male performers.
12
 Peterson suggests that the implication of these “trans” 
(transcultural, transnational and transgender) is that the bakla performers are similar 
to Filipino migrants (especially domestic helpers) even if these performers have not 
left the Philippines.  
 In addition to this suggestion of migrancy and domesticity in the performing 
experience of the bakla at the Amazing Theatre, Peterson asserts that, like domestics, 
they do not have subjectivities. Borrowing from Neferti Tadiar’s “fantasy 
production,” Peterson explains that like domestic helpers, these Filipino bodies are 
“exploited” as they simulate “image of the body desiring and performing social 
mobility” (604). And these performers are hired not necessarily because of their skills 
but because they are cheap labor: “the value of the bakla is high not because they are 
good performers but because they are inexpensive to purchase” (590). What Peterson  
invokes in his reading of the Amazing Theatre is grounded in the myth of the bagong 
bayani. This conception of heroism is based on the foreign domestic workers’ 
contribution to the gross national product of the Philippines and “is pushed forward 
due to an imagined martyrdom of displacement and sacrifice for the families, who are 
an extension of the nation […] in popular culture, the domestic worker is always 
portrayed as a selfless mother, daughter, or child braving the three Ds of overseas 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12
  The Amazing Theatre in Manila is financed and owned by multi-national Korean entrepreneur 
while conceptualized, managed, and performed in by Filipinos. Performances vary from skits to 
performance genres such as Latin American dances (tango and Rio Carnival), Korean traditional 
performing arts (in particular, the traditional fan dance), Spanish flamenco, Cabaret, Las Vegas 
Showgirls, Broadway and West-End musical suites, and Filipino folk dances [such as the singkil 
(bamboo dance), pandanggo sa ilaw (candle dance), and the ritualistic dances of the mountain people 
of the North]. 
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work: dirt, danger, and demanding labor” (Tiatco 2013: 432). And as such, 
exploitation is transmuted into this heroic attribution.   
 Although the staging of The Care Divas was also intended to feature the 
heartaches of nangingibang-bayan similar to the exploitation that Peterson identified 
in the Amazing Theatre, the musical also successfully presented a sense of self-
fulfillment and self-joy in these migrant workers. These are nuances that, despite 
exploitation, the performers (like those in the Amazing Theatre) were invoking their 
subjectivities coming from self-fulfillment and joy. For example, many bakla from 
the rural areas travel to urban centers (Manila in particular) to actualize the fulfillment 
of performing ka-bakla-an (being bakla) which cannot completely be embraced back 
in their hometown. Contrary to the belief that homosexuality is not an issue in 
Philippine society as suggested by Fenella Cannell (1999) in her ethnography on the 
Bicol region of the Philippines, the homosexual individual, particularly the bakla, is 
still an object of ridicule, especially in rural areas (Garcia 2008 [1996]). The issue, 
explains Garcia, is the re-inscription of transgression as tolerance, masking the idea of 
the bakla as deviant. Hence, most of these individuals leave their hometown and 
move somewhere else to escape transgressive prejudices. This move leads to a sense 
of fulfillment because, once relocated, they can now perform ka-bakla-an without the 
scrutinizing gaze of their loved ones. As Martin Manalansan’s informant commented 
in his ethnography, moving to New York is a chance – a second chance to “magladlad 
ng kapa,” figuratively, unfurling the cape but, literally, coming out as a bakla.  
 In the musical, one important performative gesture of self-fulfillment and self-
enjoyment is cross-dressing. The bakla, Neil Garcia asserts, is a figure of 
psychosexual inversion. In simple terms, he is believed to have the heart of a woman 
trapped in a male body. Continuously invoked in the musical is the enactment by the 
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five caregivers of their feminine self without the scrutiny of relatives and fellow 
nationals in this foreign land. Other moments of self-fulfillment and self-enjoyment 
are expressed in the many monologues performed by the caregivers. For instance, 
Shai reveals that finally he is not concerned with what his mother thinks about his 
being “different.” As Shai states, Malaya ako dito sa Israel (I am free here in Israel). 
In another instance, Chelsea reveals that he finds fulfillment in loving a man without 
being judged immoral. Thalia narrates that he finds enjoyment in speaking “broken” 
English without being judged uneducated. Kayla and Joonee reveal that they feel 
powerful for being able to send money back home. Kayla even tells the others that, 
before he came to Israel, he used to be looked down on because of his sexuality. But 
now he is revered for the money he is remitting to provide for his family back home.  
 Finally, the gesture of home plays a very significant part in this entanglement 
of space via a transnational setting. It may be argued that the sense of home in these 
musicals is twofold: home, referring to the place of origin, and home, referring to the 
space of migration. Some significations that these musical constructed for home as the 
place of origin were the placement of the crucifix in the apartment, Christmas 
decorations like the parol in The Care Divas; the references to Filipino bands and 
singing their songs constantly, invoking local delicacies such as tocino (sweet fried 
pork) and longanisa (Filipino sausage), the figure of the Santo Niño in The Silent 
Soprano; and even gossip about the latest showbiz news in the home country as 
performed in both musicals. On the other hand, the second reference to home as the 
place of migration included the candlesticks with the Star of David on it and the 
pillow covers made of Jewish textiles in The Care Divas, and the Chinese incense 
replacing candles in the tiny altar of the Santo Niño in The Silent Soprano. Home in 
this sense is a product of negotiations and a product of crossing boundaries where 
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personal and social meanings are forged – it is no longer that stable site of 
identification or a foundational dwelling place but the untold stories of lives being 
lived (Papastergiadis 1998).  
 These musicals were successful in this intersection and buhol-buhol of being, 
becoming and belonging in the formation of space by the nangingibang-bayan in a 
foreign land. At the same time, these musicals also reminded audience members that 
amidst experiences of alienation and displacement caused by transnationalism and 
globalization, the experience of gratification and pleasure are also intensively 
embodied by these nangingibang-bayan. In much local scholarship on 
transnationalism and migration, displacement and alienation are taken to be the 
foundation of discourse. Of course, migrants are always displaced and, in a way, 
alienated, but they will always find ways to articulate their sense of location. In these 
musicals, displacement and alienation were performed – the divas or the caregivers 
missing home, alienated by the Jewish religion, culture and language in the case of 
The Care Divas; missing Bohol, alienated by Chinese (Cantonese) culture and 
language in the case of The Silent Soprano. Nonetheless, the nangingibang-bayan 
characters in these musicals also performed experiences of rebirth and even pleasure: 
of remitting money, of being bakla in a far land away from the scrutiny of fellow 
Filipinos in the land of their birth or land of origin, of being away from a homophobic 
family in the case of The Care Divas; of being a superstar in the case of The Silent 
Soprano. Most importantly, the pleasure of cross-dressing is an experience of survival 
and fulfillment, which could be argued as the crux that these Filipino queer migrant 






Restrictions and Blockages 
 These individuals are what Nina Glick Schiller (2005) identifies as 
transmigrants because they choose to “live their lives across borders, simultaneously 
becoming incorporated into a nation state of settlement while maintaining social 
relations that embed them in other nation states” (28). As in the case of any 
nangingibang-bayan and the narratives told above, a migrant establishes social 
connections from multiple systems of values, laws, familiar practices and generate 
concepts and ways of relating to other people and other states that differ from those 
operative in any one of the states to which he or she is linked (Glick Schiller 2005: 28 
– 29). The transmigrant is a performer who always brings with him or her notions of 
state, citizenship and cultural affiliations developed within the experience of 
transnationalism (Glick Schiller 2005; 2007). Nevertheless, bringing notions of 
“home” in a different and national setting is tangled with various complications, often 
based on both the sending and receiving countries’ restrictions.  
  
 SILENCED BODY OF THE SINGING MAID 
 The Silent Soprano was different from earlier Filipino representations of OFW 
issues in that it combined the domestic helper trope, which has often been used, with 
the additional portrait of the young Filipina as singer-performer. This choice provided 
a narrative basis for the musical’s songs and made the play appealing to Manila 
viewers who have embraced musical theatre from the sarsuwela (Spanish inflected 
musical theatre of the nineteenth century theatre), to the early twentieth century 
bodabil (vaudeville), from the Broadway-West End inspired musicals of the late 
twentieth century to the present intimate performances and spectacular productions. 
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This choice also allowed the book to explore an alternative for local audiences to 
international work (such as those produced by Repertory Philippines, Atlantis 
Productions, and other commercial theatre companies whose productions are 
Broadway or West-End hits). The archipelago is seen as a source of good performing 
artists who were willing to work for minimal wages. This has resulted in the 
Philippines becoming an important site for recruiting international cruise boat 
entertainers, bar bands for northeast and Southeast Asia, and even the occasional artist 
who takes a star turn on the international stage such as Lea Salonga (Miss Saigon and 
Les Miserables), Joanne Ampil (Cats UK Tour), and Charise Pempengco (Glee on U. 
S. TV).   
 Migration studies show that the Philippines has deployed a huge number of 
professional entertainers—dancers, musicians, and especially, singers —compared to 
other skilled professions (Okamura 1998, Cannell 1999, Ng 2005, Tyner 2004, 
Watkins 2009, Peterson 2011). This deployment has a long history. Particularly, the 
migration of Filipino performers to Hong Kong commenced in the late nineteenth 
century as traveling minstrels organized by the colonial masters of the Filipino people 
(Watkins 2009). By the 1960s, many of the artists in Hong Kong bars and even in the 
recording industry were Filipinos, able to handle the blending of Western and Chinese 
music, and thereby bringing about new permutations in popular music. This remains 
true up to the present. A 2012 Bangkok Post article, for example, notes the high 
number of Filipinos participating in overseas entertainment and quotes an agent 
talking about his work supplying artists for the Asian performance scene from Japan 
to Southeast Asia. He talked of his work recruiting all over the Philippines, mostly in 




Gan estimates between 25,000 and 30,000 Filipino musicians and 
singers play in 3,000 clubs, hotels, cruise ships and restaurants 
around the world at any one time. The pay generally ranges from 
$800-1,500 a month, according to Gan. He says even Malaysian, 
Indonesian, Australian, and Chinese bands tend to recruit Filipina 
lead singers. Gan attributes the success of Filipino performers 
overseas to the deep roles music and dance have in local culture. [. . 
. ] And although many can copy perfectly the world's most popular 
songs, few cover band members will ever get a recording contract 
(“Filipino singers: Whole World is Their Stage” 2012). 
 
Maureen Maquiddang  (2008), using government statistics insists the numbers are 
higher: according to data from the POEA (Philippine Overseas Employment 
Administration), Japan and South Korea remain the top markets for Filipino 
entertainers.  She also notes that the data include actors, stage directors, composers, 
musicians, singers, circus performers, choreographers, dancers and producers. POEA 
data from 2005-2007 showed 53,812 entertainers got hired abroad (Maquiddang 
2008). 
 Lee Watkins explains, “since the Filipinos have for generations had a better 
command, than other Asians, of Western popular music, their behavior indicates that 
it is worth maintaining cultural relations between East and West” (2009: 87). This 
command can be traced to the deep imprint that America left on Philippine culture 
after the American takeover in 1898. The use of (American) English as the medium of 
instruction for much of the twentieth century, training in Western performing arts, and 
the deep impact of American popular culture on the Filipino psyche prepared the way 
for a number of generations of performers well versed in music, theatre, and dance of 
the West. Western, or more specifically, American culture has, of course, been the 
major driver in post-World War II modernization of the arts in cosmopolitan Asian 
cities. Filipino entertainers with over a century of training in Western arts are, in 
many ways, ahead of the curve. The ability to adjust to the needs of diverse modern 
audiences and their interest in following musical models derived from the U.S., has 
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elicited both criticism and praise for the Filipino entertainer  from cultural critics. 
  As mentioned in the first chapter, Pico Iyer (1988) proclaimed in his travel 
writings that the Filipino body is a sad copy of the American. Iyer’s commentary is 
not surprising because as also discussed in Chapter One, annotators of the Philippines 
during colonialism commented on the imitative nature of the Filipino people (Riggs 
1904; Mallat 1994). On the other hand, anthropologist Fenella Cannell (1995; 1999) 
does not see the mimicry as pathetic, but as a subtle and ironic exploration of 
accessing power of the imagined American world. But whatever politics is imposed 
on this concept of imitation, certainly hiring Filipino talents who are “versatile” in 
mimicking American popular culture is more economical than bringing American 
talent to Asian cities and purveyors of global popular culture are aware of this. When 
Hong Kong inaugurated its Disneyland in 2007, the Philippines was the first place 
recruiters went to audition talents. Over eighty Filipino artists are currently part of the 
HK Disney World entertainment staff. When the Universal Studios announced its 
opening in Singapore, the Philippines was also one the first places recruiters went to 
audition performers. A huge number of Filipino performers are currently employed as 
talents in this American theme park in Singapore. 
  But unlike Margie, the Disney or the Universal Studios performer earns a 
relatively higher income, and yet both the domestic and the performer are implicated 
in the forces of global capitalism. Globalization and migration discourse are tied to 
discourse on finance: market plus production (including labor) plus capital. The 
implementation of a global system in all aspects of national life constructs the duality 
of developed and underdeveloped nation-states. Hence, the construction of a center 
and a periphery commonly dominates the discourse of globalization (Cheah 2006). 
Following this assertion, Hong Kong is the privileged and the developed, while the 
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Philippines is the underprivileged and the underdeveloped. Hong Kong becomes the 
center and the Philippines, the periphery. As the developed locale, Hong Kong 
finances the economic sustenance of Filipinos (whether though maids or performers) 
who remain subjects of an underdeveloped and an economically striving country.  
 On the other hand, Hong Kong, like in the case of other global cities such as 
Tokyo, New York, London, and Singapore, has to compete with other global cities.   
HK can best do this by recognizing talent and supporting global cultural initiatives 
since Hong Kong is held up as the exemplar of East and West co-existence.  Margie 
as a Filipino having a “better command of Western popular music,” is an example of 
this cultural need. Like the performers in Hong Kong Disneyland, Margie is a 
performer par excellence in mimicking, thus bringing a glimpse of the “West” in this 
cosmopolitan city. But Margie is a domestic helper, so her performative nature is 
thereby undermined. 
 Yet despite the seemingly privilege status of these artists, the Filipino 
performers are also discriminated against. From personal contact with Filipinos at 
Disney, for example, I have heard of moves to lessen the benefits of foreigners 
compared to the Hong Kong performers, complaints from Hong Kong nationals about 
the foreigners, and rumors that the Hong Kong government has asked the 
management of Disneyland to hire Hong Kong nationals instead of foreigners, 
particularly Filipinos. The Filipino—whether hired as a performer in Disneyland or 
the Soprano in the Canto pop music industry – is sought after for their ability to 
mimic whatever is the desired sound—but the actual voice and Filipino body is 
problematized: 
 Passing by a way of musical sound is an illusion but also an 
authentic gesture, as the person involved is convinced of his 
duplicity. As a result, he or she is able to convey the authenticity of 
this otherness to the beholder. The experience of passing is evident 
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in Hong Kong, for when listening to their (the Filipino musicians) 
performances, as opposed to seeing them, one is transported to a 
place of magic where it is easy to believe that one is in the presence 
of the original artist [Western pop star] (Watkins:76). 
 
In the early days of the Filipino musicians’ migration to Hong Kong, their talent for 
imitation was a crucial tool in capitalizing on oneself in a foreign land. Nonetheless, 
during the rise of Canto pop in the 1970s, xenophobia started to brand the Filipino 
performer as unsophisticated (Watkins 2009). In these scenarios, whether true or not, 
Nina Glick Schiller (2007) suggests in her essay in Concepts and Methods in 
Migration Research that in migration discourse “foreigners are seen as a source of 
national destabilization in a process that once again projects the nation as a source of 
social cohesion” (58). In this sense, the apparent welcoming gesture of Hong Kong to 
foreigners was not a gesture of hospitality per se.  
 The reality of the Filipino international performer, however talented, in some 
way repeats the issue with which I started this Chapter. When the maids gather and 
become visible in Hong Kong, they are a cause for concern and of potential disorder; 
likewise, when the Filipino performer becomes too visible, they threaten the local 
self-image. 
 Therefore, it makes sense that in Saludo’s narrative, the performer can be 
heard [by singing]; but cannot be allowed to appear in her natural body or speak for 
herself. At the beginning of the musical, Margie is a domestic laborer. She is 
transformed into the Canto pop superstar Mei Mei but cannot actively participate in 
the cosmopolitan world of Hong Kong. The musical attempts to comment on the 
realities of two stereotypical types of Filipino working in the New Asia: the domestic 






 AFFECTIVE LABOR AND TOLERANCE 
 Michael Hardt (1999) explains that affective labor is typecast as women’s 
work. In a traditional society, the concept of caring is often associated with the 
female. Affective labor is traditionally reflected as kin’s work and/or caring labor. 
Hence, affective labor produces a sort of intimacy: the feminine (the mother, the 
grandmother, the aunt, the sister, the daughter) professes an act of intimacy by 
providing “care” to her family members. When combined with transnational labor, the 
concept of “labor” finds its value in affect (Patterson 2012: 91). In transnational 
discourse, affective labor is the non-material labor of the service industry, of 
housemaids, nannies and sex workers. It “transfers value from the labor in producing 
a commodity to the laborer’s very dispositions and attitudes, here moods and affective 
capacities and her ability to get along with clients” (Patterson 2012: 91). Since the 
emphasis of affective labor is on the female persona, the feminization of transnational 
labor in The Care Divas makes sense after all. However, this feminization is a 
masking of instrumentality. The feminization of transnational labor in the musical is 
also a good starting point to assert a glimpse of the cosmopolitan. It is with this 
feminization that affective labor pushes a particular intimacy that posits a 
cosmopolitan encounter.  
 Although this intimacy is seemingly a product of instrumentality, this affective 
labor is grounded in the interaction and inter-relation of what Marsha Meskimmon in 
Contemporary Art and the Cosmopolitan Imagination (2011) identifies as “political 
and moral economies, reciprocity and generosity, universal principles and contextual 
decisions” (41). For instance, in the episode between Kayla and her employers 
Yaakov and Sarah regarding the parol (Christmas lantern), Sarah reprimands Kayla 
for hanging the parol in the house – in front of Kayla’s room. Kayla reasons out that 
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it’s a star – although not the Star of David. Sarah is insulted but Sarah’s father 
Yaakov insists that it is okay to hang the parol to remind Kayla of the Philippines. 
Kayla is ready to throw the lantern away but Yaakov insists on putting it in front of 
his door. Kayla, in gratitude, tells Yaakov, “Todah rabbah,” which means ‘thank you’ 
in Hebrew.  
 Here are acts of generosity, kindness and care – the insistence of Yaakov on 
hanging the parol despite their non-Catholic disposition. This was an act of respect 
and recognition on Yaakov’s part. It is easy to assume that the respect that Kayla 
encounters from Yaakov is mutual – a mutual generosity which is based on her 
obligation as caregiver. The obligation to “care” – whether instrumental or not, 
imperative or not – is an act of responsibility for the other. There is the intermingling 
of the universal impulse and the contextual decision as a notion of justice is executed. 
In a way, it is Kayla’s right to profess her cultural affiliation, which was being 
suppressed by Sarah. Yaakov’s intercession serves to uphold Kayla’s cultural rights.  
In this regard, we could say that the relationship which develops is akin to that which 
Robinson outlines in Globalising Care, when she writes, “care and justice are no 
longer fixed in a dichotomous relationship; indeed, it is a new kind of moral thinking 
in which a strong sense of self goes hand in hand with the valuing of human 
attachment and the focus on abstract, impersonal, distant relations is replaced by a 















FIGURE 5.3:  Isaac (Paul Holmes) thanking Chelsea (Melvin Lee) for serving him too well (Photo: 






FIGURE 5.4:  The grand finale of the musical. The divas in their glamorous couture dresses (Photo: 






 This musical does not deny the role of instrumentality in transnational 
affective labor. Besides, it is in the “contract” signed between the domestic helper as 
nangingibang-bayan (here, the caregiver) and the employer where the domestic 
worker vows to profess and perform affective “care” for the well being of her 
employers. Usually, domestic helpers are required to provide “care” for the children 
of the employers, especially in a developed state where both parents in a household 
are compelled to participate in the state’s economic development. This is especially 
true in the case of Hong Kong and Singapore, two city-state-like territories equally 
globally competitive in economy (Cheah 2006; Constable 1997). In a way, these 
mostly female laborers are required to perform motherhood to the children of the 
employers (or, sometimes, wifehood to the husband of the female employer as in the 
report of Constable [1997]). Nonetheless, despite the instrumentality of this 
transnational economy of affective labor, there are moments where instrumentality is 
overshadowed by genuine caring. There are many stories about helpers who have 
sacrificed their lives for the sake of their wards.
13
 It is this care – this foundation of 
affective labor – that permits intimacy to prosper, as an act of the cosmopolitan will. 
In turn, this act of care permits the moral agency of the individual as what was 
performed by the five divas.  
 The affective labor performed by the caregivers (or the caredivas, in the case 
of the musical like the many scenes with Chelsea and her employer) becomes more a 
“responsibility” and an “ethics of care” than contractual obligation. As Marsha 
Meskimmon (2011) points out morality is “the responsibility of care through 
recognizing the concrete differences of situated others” (42). For instance, Chelsea’s 
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  The most recent story of “care” is that of Juanita Limbago who was run over by a bus while 
threw her six-year old ward out of harm’s way in Hong Kong. The boy survived but Limbagi 




employer, Isaac, is grateful for having Chelsea as his caregiver. Despite not being a 
family member and despite not being Jewish, Chelsea is considered a family member 
by Isaac. There can only be one ultimate reason for this. Chelsea has professed the 
“ethics of care” and treated her labor in his behalf as a “responsibility” rather than a 
contractual obligation signed between her and the employer. This is shown in this 
conversation between Chelsea and Isaac (See Figure 5.3): 
ISAAC: You serve me well, very well. 
CHELSEA: Bereishit. 
ISAAC: What you say? 
CHELSEA: Bereishit! 
ISAAC: Meaning? 
CHELSEA: My pleasure (Magtoto 2011: 4). 
 
These moments of intimacy remind us that one cannot actively care without caring. 
Thus, the strength of the musical vis-à-vis issues of globalization tells us that these 
divas actualize what care-giving really means, devoid of its instrumental and 
neoliberal characters, despite the play being grounded in instrumentality and 
neoliberal character of transnational relations.  
 The musical is a reminder that care pushes the cosmopolitan because “the 
values of care can help us cope with diversity and plurality, make better informed 
judgments and be better able to decide what should be considered valuable and 
relevant collective aims” (Robinson 2006: 15). As presented, care is both a disposition 
and a set of practices. As a disposition, it is a moral orientation. As performed in the 
musical, the five caregivers/divas make the audience members aware that the need to 
give and receive care is a fundamental part of human existence. These caregivers/divas 
help the audience members recognize that attentiveness, responsiveness, responsibility 
and competence via the act of care are central yet undervalued aspects of morality 
(Robinson 2006). Finally, it is a set of practices, because caring for the self and caring 
for others are fundamental aspects of humanity. Humans engage in caring on a daily 
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basis. They exist in complex groups and networks of relationships to which 
responsibilities are always attached and these responsibilities almost always involve 
care.  
 On the other hand, there is no doubt that this play participates in the advocacy 
for a discourse on human rights – specifically, human rights vis-à-vis queers. 
However, looking at the devices and the issues featured in the musical, human rights 
advocacy linked with the gays or the bakla is a little off-tangent when the piece 
explores the feminization of transnational labor as the indicator of human rights. The 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
14
 clearly states that everyone regardless of 
any cultural marker is entitled to human rights. Nonetheless, it seems that the bakla in 
the musical becomes a potential beneficiary of human rights only if his body is 
feminized. In other words, the musical raises issues linked to various problems 
encountered by female domestic workers overseas rather than the equally real issues 
encountered by the bakla as members of the service industries. Combining all these 
issues, the musical provided a narrative of the passive female persona of the Filipino 
bakla, an orientalizing narrative of the feminine. The body of the bakla in this musical 
is hyper-feminized in an attempt to claim human rights, and drag is the ultimate 
device used to this end. As in the field of instrumentality, the bakla seems to have a 
human status devoid of its own body politics. The body of the female is the one 
needed and valued in the call for human rights.    
 In relation to human rights, the agenda of the musical was an appeal for 
tolerance. But tolerance for what? How do we connect migrancy with tolerance? 
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rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, 
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other 
status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or 
international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, 




Considering that “designated objects of tolerance are invariably marked as 
undesirable and marginal, as liminal subjects or even liminal humans” (Brown 2006: 
28), did the musical suggest this of the individuals in the play? What is suggested is 
that these individuals are to be tolerated because they are migrants and bakla – that 
the members of the host country (Israel) and members of the hetero-normative realm 
are called upon to exercise tolerance “to repress or override their hostility or 
repugnance in the name of civility, peace or progress” (Brown 2006: 28).  
 The idea of tolerance from the Filipino society towards the bakla has been 
commented on affirmatively in the literature, particularly, ethnographic studies. Social 
anthropologists like Michael Johnson (1997) and Fenella Cannell (1995; 1999) state 
that Filipino society has been tolerant in matters of homosexuality. The utility of 
tolerance, however, is consumed by a power domination in favor of hetero-normative 
dogma. It seems, as Garcia points out, tolerance is not all that benign as a notion: it 
implies that something is fundamentally wrong with the other person. As invoked in 
Chapter Three, the idea of tolerance carries within it the capacity for normalization – 
the normalization of the inferiority of another. It also carries within it the capacity of 
culturalization – a justification that members of other cultures should be tolerant of 
others. Given this fundamental character of tolerance, acceptance is invoked as a 
substitute in the discourse and representation of homosexuality in the Philippines.  
 In the final number of the musical, the five divas proclaim: 
Fences! 
Did you create these fences? 
You look at yourself as if you were 
The only one deserving of happiness 
Who are you, anyway? 
 
Sooner or later your fences will be destroyed 
And anyone like me can enter  
We also have dreams 




Wherever your feet bring you 
Wherever your cape lands 
Wherever that place is 
Do not forget that you are beautiful (de Jesus in Magtoto 2011: 72. Translation 
from the Tagalog original is mine). 
 
Here, the finale calls for the destruction of fences or walls to allow the inclusion of 
everyone. Clad in their beautiful couture gowns, exaggerated headdresses and high-
heeled shoes (see Figure 5.4), the five “divas” subvert these walls which are products 
of the heteronormative paradigm that queer and gender discourses are trying to break 
(See Garcia 1996, Manalansan 2006). The signification of “harang” or fences is a 
matter of pride and a call for acceptance, not even necessarily for recognition and 
respect. But, acceptance, argues Garcia, is not much better: it implies that it is you 
(the hetero-normal) who have the right to accept the other person and not the other 
way around.  
 The way these concepts of tolerance and acceptance are entangled in this 
musical leaves more room for separation and cultural threat. Tolerance and 
acceptance are framed as strategies for separation because the need to be recognized 
was overpowered by the hetero-normative stance of being assimilated into the 
heterosexual practices. These are framed within the idea of cultural threat because it is 
implied that the bakla is not capable of mutual recognition. As a matter of fact, the 
bakla is branded with a social stigma in Philippine society. Garcia explains: 
[I]t is not necessarily more desirable to aim for acceptance, which 
supposedly does not admit an original defect in the thing to be 
accepted (what tolerance means). Perhaps not a defect, I say, but 
certainly a defection: acceptance can only mean a returning, a 
repatriation after a divergence of paths. (. . .) Subversion is from 
within; the outlaw is in law; deviance from the norm can only mean 
an initial steadfastness, a first integrity; the absolutely Other and the 
Same fuse and flow indefinitely into each other as the Proximate, 
and it is the critical procedure called 'transgressive reinscription' 
which can demonstrate just how close to oneself perversion really is. 
Briefly stated, transgressive reinscription is the 'tracking back' of 
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deviance into the norm—in this case, of homosexuality into 
heterosexuality, of effeminacy into masculinity—which it 
simultaneously assumes and disavows (82 – 83). 
 
This “transgressive reinscription” is the overall theme of the musical. While it 
embraced tolerance and acceptance rather than a radical defense of difference, the 
musical failed in its attempt to humanize the instrumental character of migrant work 
and to humanize a particular commentary on homosexuality. Garcia argues that 
Philippine societies can easily tolerate or accept the bakla if they are not family 
members (especially, if they are not a son or a sibling) as in the case of Shai. Most of 
the time, it is relatively okay only if this “discomforting difference” does not really 
strike so close to home. Take, for example, Shai’s mother who, despite the 
remittances, still cannot accept the fact that Shai is “different”. In this regard, 
tolerance and acceptance are misleading frames towards a discourse of difference and 
“otherness.” They are not even useful discourses in conceptualizing community, 
common humanity or human rights. Garcia writes, 
[O]ne of the many drawbacks of a minoritizing vision of 
homosexuality [is that] it focuses difference on the minority, while 
making us forget that difference is rooted in sameness. Like: It’s fine 
when it’s somebody else’s problem—one can learn to live with(out) 
that. But the mere suggestion that homosexuality bears a direct 
relationship to one’s intimate life can shatter even the most benign of 
dispositions. Nonetheless, since homosexuality, as we shall see, has 
largely been feminized, it may likewise be said that it has largely 
been 'othered.' And so, even the rubric 'tolerance/acceptance' 
misleads, to the extent that it is premised upon essentially agonistic 
(and agonizing) difference: gays are differently subordinate to 
nongays, and either tolerance or acceptance remains unilaterally 
shared, from 'them' to 'us.' Obviously, the positions of who 
tolerates/accepts and of who is tolerated/accepted remain 
perniciously suspect: Has anybody ever wondered if gays tolerate 
and/or accept non gays? (84 – 85) 
 
 The final song number of the divas cited earlier implore the same statement:  this is 
who and what we are – get over it – if you cannot tolerate us, we are not going to 
tolerate you either. It is an expression of apathy on the part of the bakla: we don’t 
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really care how you look at us – this is our life! But the human individual cannot not 
care. The human individual has a social and ethical responsibility, which demands 
care and obligates one to care.  
 The perspective of nangingibang-bayan in this musical is a question of 
integration and assimilation, on the one hand, and feminization on the other. In the 
last few episodes of the musical, there are exhibitions of the roles played by the 
nangingibang-bayan, which are beneficial to the receiving country: to provide service 
to the receiving country. On the other hand, it provides a discourse of exploitation that 
runs counter to this discourse of integration and assimilation. Kayla’s employer is a 
good example of this assertion of exploitation. Towards the end of this musical, the 
life of the divas become complicated as Kayla encounters a dilemma to the point of 
being deported. Kayla’s work permit expires. His employers hired him for the cheap 
service since no papers were involved. Upon confrontation with the policemen, his 
employer denies they know Kayla. Kayla is arrested, brought to the immigration 
detainment facility and later, audience members are told that he has been sent back to 
the Philippines. With this example, it appears as if the musical invokes that, before 
Israel asks the Filipino migrant workers to integrate and assimilate, the State (here 
read as both the receiving nation-state and the sending nation-state as explored in the 
previous chapter) has to stop exploiting these workers first.  
 The concept of tolerance in this musical is entangled with a seemingly 
universalized hyper-masculine sensibility. Thus, transnational labor is highly 
feminized in this musical based on the myth of the bagong bayani: the feminine 
sacrifice in order to sustain family and improve the impoverished life back home. 
Hence, the choice of the bakla in this musical as the domestic helper (nangingibang-
bayan) is not really the issue but the transformation of labor into a feminine one. This 
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feminization of transnational labor becomes derogatory: we have to tolerate the 
caregivers because they are the feminine – the unskilled workforce – the “other.” We 
have to tolerate the foreign domestic laborer because they are the bagong bayani of 
the motherland. The laborer is to be tolerated because, without them, the masculine 
world would not survive. Who would take care of the household, if not these domestic 
helpers?  It is this feminization for which human rights is invoked. It is an act of 
artifice on the side of the five divas because they can access their sense of humanity in 
transnational setting only by the feminization of their transnational life. In a way, 
human rights on the side of these bakla are only activated because they subscribe to 
the feminization of transnational labor.   
 
Musical Theatre in Manila and Nangingibang-bayan 
 Earlier, I described the balikbayan box as a significant emblem of the 
nangingibang-bayan. Often, the nangingibang-bayan sends this box during the 
Christmas season (Roncesvalles 2012). During the workshop for the film Remittances, 
someone narrated that she bought a box from one of the shipping companies at Lucky 
Plaza in February 2012. Day by the day, she placed items or goods inside the box 
until it was filled in October. Once the box was filled, she had it shipped to her 
province in the Philippines, which normally takes six to eight weeks, plus two to three 
more weeks at customs in Manila. She exclaimed that sending it in the last week of 
October is a perfect time because the box would just be in time for the Christmas 
holidays. Nonetheless, others send the boxes when their contracts as overseas workers 
expire or when they decide to go back home for good. For instance, when my dad 
decided to go home, many items like electronic goods and other household goods, 
which he had acquired for the many years of living in Macau, were sent to my 
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hometown in Angeles City via balikbayan boxes.  
 The goods or items in the box are more popularly known in the Philippines as 
pasalubong, a combination of the root word salubong and the Tagalog prefix pang. 
Salubong literally means “to welcome.” Sometimes, it also pertains to a meeting. On 
the other hand, pang means something directed towards the other. Pasalubong, 
therefore literally means something meant for you (as implied by pang) when you 
welcome, greet or meet me (as implied by salubong) after a long absence from the 
homeland. Usually, the pasalubong in the box are brought to the homeland for 
immediate and extended family members, and friends, neighbors and colleagues.  
 Receivers of these pasalubong have ingenious ways of adapting or using these 
foreign materials differently. For instance, when my dad went back to the Philippines, 
he distributed ceramics and gold-plated chopsticks to his former colleagues. One of 
his colleagues (who is also my godmother) displayed these items as ornaments in their 
living room. I have a former classmate who is now residing in London. During the 
time he went back home, we had a reunion in his house. I was so impressed with this 
“artwork” hanging in his living room. The “artwork” is a painting of Tower Bridge on 
the River Thames. I asked if he knew who painted the “artwork” and replied that the 
“artwork” was in fact a t-shirt – a pasalubong to his younger brother the first time he 
went home after two years of working in London. Another example is this friend who 
sent a number of bags for ladies back in her province. My friend narrated that her 
mother and her sister chose two bags for each of them and her mother sold the rest.     
 In this light, it may be inferred that the balikbayan box and the pasalubong are 
mostly meant for the consumption of others. Also, these items are foreign in origin. 
These boxes and pasalubong are also symbols of the economic status or financial 
capability of the nangingibang-bayan in the host country. Finally, when consumed, 
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the recipient absorbs these items and occasionally, they are adapted, changed in utility 
or given another function. These reflections about the box and the pasalubong allow 
the nangingibang-bayan to be a useful analogy of contemporary musicals in Manila.    
 In Chapter One, I highlighted that Manila theatre is dominated by musicals. 
This dominance is not accidental because musicals in the metropolis often enjoy great 
box-office success. Most theatre companies include at least one performance of a 
musical in their seasons. Having worked with some commercial theatre companies, I 
have observed that it has been a strategy of most companies to produce musicals if the 
previous season had a low box-office outcome. Most of the time, companies will 
remount a successful musical from a previous season to defray some losses from the 
previous season.
15
 Independent and newly formed theatre companies such as Bit by 
Bit Productions (which debuted with Maxie, the musicale in November 2013) and 
Spotlight Artists Centre (which debuted with Katy in February 2013) also venture into 
producing musicals as their company’s debut in the “performing arts industry” of the 
National Capital Region. But nonetheless, I also implied in the first chapter that this 
fascination with musicals has a downside: Manila theatre’s love of musicals suggests 
inauthenticity and reinforces the cultural stereotype of the Filipino individual as a 
master imitator.  
 As mentioned, the figure of the nangingibang-bayan is helpful towards 
understanding contemporary musical theatre in Manila. This analogy is useful to 
counter-argue these issues of inauthenticity and imitation in contemporary Manila 
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15
  For instance, in the Wikipedia page of ZsaZsa Zaturnnah, ze musical produced by Tanghalang 
Pilipino of the Cultural Center of the Philippines states that restaging of this musical was intended to 
support other productions. The sixth staging, “was meant to be a fund-raising event for Tanghalang 
Pilipino, which had to shelve the staging of another musical Ganito Kami Noon, Paano Kayo Ngayon 
due to budget constraints” (ZsaZsa Zaturnnah, n.d.). The seventh staging was also intended as a fund-
raising due to problematic previous season and to shelve for the staging of My Brother, My Execution, 
an adaptation of the novel by national artist F. Sionil Jose with the same title. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zsazsa_Zaturnnah, for more details 
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musicals. First, looking at the history of musical theatre in Manila (or even in the 
Philippines), we can see that its development was heavily influenced by foreign art 
forms. I mentioned earlier that the traditional theatre form sarsuwela is a 
melodramatic musical genre based on and inspired by the Spanish zarzuela. The 
cabaret-inspired bodabil has its origins in American vaudeville. Contemporary 
musicals follow the structure of megamusicals. Musical artists in Manila often 
recognize that musicals from the West inspire their works. For instance, in the post-
show conversation after Maxie, the musicale had a kick-off performance at the Studio 
Theatre of the CCP, Santos informed his audience (mostly members of the press) that 
his inspiration for the staging was “heart-warming musicals.” Although he did not 
mention which musicals these were, his master’s thesis mentions how Broadway 
musicals have been influential in his directorial and choreographic choices.  
 In the souvenir program of the musical rendition of Carlo Vergarra’s ZsaZsa 
Zaturnnah (original staged in 2006 and restaged for the
 
seventh time in 2011), 
director Cris Millado writes that the musical was inspired by the concept of camp. 
Based on a popular comic book by Vergarra, ZsaZsa Zaturnnah follows the story of 
Ada (played by Tuxqs Rutaquio in all seven runs), a bakla who leaves the city for a 
quiet new life in the provinces and starts a beauty parlor business. There, he meets a 
new friend and assistant Didi (originally played alternately by Nar Cabico and Ricci 
Chan) and her secret love Dodong (originally performed by Arnold Reyes and Lauren 
Novero). While taking a shower, a mysterious stone with the words “Zaturnnah” falls 
from the sky. Ada accidentally gulps down the stone and is mysteriously transformed 
into ZsaZsa Zaturnnah (originally performed by Eula Valdes), a super-heroine with 
marvelous strength and extraordinary beauty. In pursuit of social justice, ZsaZsa 
Zaturnnah begins defending her newfound home from a giant frog and zombies sent 
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by the Amazonistas of Planet X, led by the man-hater Queen Femina Suarestellar 
Baroux (originally performed by Kalila Aguilos and Agot Isidro). 
 The program of ZsaZsa Zaturnnah provides useful information on how 
audiences should read the production as a “camp-musical.” This information is 
preceded by a brief overview on the aesthetic sense of camp theorized by the 
American cultural critic Susan Sontag. In the next pages of the program, audiences 
are provided with some notes and information on how camp may be applied in the 
Philippine setting. Finally, Millado provides useful information (in the form of 
humorous illustrations) on how this cultural idiom is relevant to understanding his 
direction of ZsaZsa Zaturnnah. Here is an example of a musical where 
conceptualization was inspired by a foreign framework. But this musical is not simply 
a copy of the foreign (i.e. camp). As I will discuss later, contemporary musical artists 
in Manila absorb the foreign via compensatory aesthetics and therefore the local 
musical is playing along with a combination of both the foreign and the local, at the 
same time, an independence of the local from the foreign.  
 Second, Manila is exposed to contemporary foreign theatre works. 
Professional and commercial theatre companies include foreign works in their 
repertoire either in the original or translated into English (if the work is in another 
language). Other companies stage adaptations of Western classics. Repertory 
Philippines is one of the oldest professional and commercial theatre companies in the 
metropolis. The company “opened its doors in 1967 with a Tagalog adaptation of 
August Strindberg’s Miss Julie” (Repertory Philippines 2013). Under the direction of 
National Artist Rolando Tinio, the production was critically and financially 
successful. Despite the success, Repertory Philippines opted to stage plays in English. 
The official website of Repertory Philippines explains: “the need to remain financially 
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viable while providing jobs for Filipino artists, took precedent [sic.] and consequently 
Rep chose to tailor their play season for the English speaking Expat community. 
[…] Rep needed to survive and had successfully targeted a clientele who would 
support and nurture this brand of theatre” (Repertory Philippines 2013).  
 Since then, Repertory Philippines has developed a reputation as one of the 
premier English language theatre companies in Manila (and even in the entire 
archipelago). With their tie-up with Musical Theatre International, The Really Useful 
Group, Inc. and other licensing agencies of contemporary theatre works in the United 
States and the United Kingdom, Repertory Philippines has brought to the Manila 
stage some of the most successful Broadway, Off-Broadway, Fringe and West End 
productions.
16
 Many actors who have performed with Repertory Philippines have 
formed their own theatre companies following the tradition of performing English 
language plays. Today, the most financially successful theatre companies in Manila 
are these theatre companies, considered a “legacy” of Repertory Philippines: New 
Voice Company, The Atlantis Productions, Actors Actors Incorporation, Company of 
Players, and The Red Tulip.  
 Manila is also exposed to what Dan Rebellato calls “McTheatre” in Theatre 
and Globalization (2009).
17
 These are the megamusicals or the franchised productions 
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16
 Some of the productions that Repertory Philippines staged since 1967 include musicals such 
as Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Evita, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Jesus Christ 
Superstar and Song and Dance; Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein’s The Sound of Music, 
Carousel, South Pacific and The King and I; Leonard Bernstien’s West Side Story; Stephen Schwartz’s 
The Baker’s Wife and Pippin; Stephen Sondheim’s Company, A Little Night Music and Sunday in Park 
with George; Leslie Bricusse’s Jekyl and Hyde and Scroodge; Mel Brooks’ The Producers; Neil 
Simon’s They’re Playing our Song, to name a few. Repertory Philippines also staged contemporary 
American plays such as Michael Frayn’s Noises Off, Geoffrey Nauffts’s Next Fall, Ken Ludwig’s 
Leading Ladies and Lend me a Tenor, Charles Ludlam’s The Mystery of Irma Vep, Patrick Barlow’s 39 
Steps, to name a few.   
 
17
 Dan Reballato (2006) identifies “McTheatre” following sociologist George Ritzer’s 
“Mcdonaldization” as the ideology of globalization communing in the theatre. Rebellato specifically 
refers to the megamusicals, which are “visually spectacular, quasi-operatic musical theatre productions, 
many of them globally successful” (99). McTheatre productions, states Rebellato, are “entirely typical 
of the methods of global capitalism” (41). Staging these theatre works (such as these megamusical) is a 
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of The Really Useful Group (Andrew Lloyd Webber), The Oscar Hammerstein 
Library and Cameron Mackintosh. Despite the expensive ticket prices, these 
productions enjoy four to six months runs, whereas local productions tend to run for 
three to six weeks. Since 2000, the CCP has become home to these megamusicals. 
Commencing with Miss Saigon, other megamusicals such as The Phantom of the 
Opera, Cinderella, Mama Mia and Cats have been staged at the Main Theatre of the 
CCP.   
 The third reason in this counter-argument is due to a fact that many local 
artists have also travelled abroad (particularly to the United States and United 
Kingdom) to experience and learn theatre outside the Philippines. Some artists went 
as students or under cultural exchange program such as those of Asian Cultural 
Council.
18
 Other artists left the Philippines temporarily to perform in different 
franchised productions, which toured around the world. A good example is Lea 
Salonga who won a 1991 Tony Award for her role as Kim in Miss Saigon. Most 
recently, The Lion King (Disney Productions, a musical by Elton John, dir. Julie 
Taymor) had an Asian Tour. Three Filipino children were among the cast-members 
who performed as the Young Simba and the Young Nala. In this sense, the 
performing body of the Filipino is also on the transnational stage. These artists left the 
Philippines only temporarily, and upon return, have use whatever they have learned 
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global business, now undertaken by Transnational Entertainment Corporations (2006: 100). Like 
McDonald’s, these productions are franchised when someone buys the rights to put on shows like 
Phantom of the Opera – “you’re not given a score and a script and told to get on with it; you buy the 
original production: sets, costumes, direction, lighting, the poster, and all merchandise” (2009: 41).   
!!
18
  Some musical artists who went to the United States or the United Kingdom to study theatre 
(i.e. musical theatre) include Jose Estrella who finished an MFA in Directing at the Columbia 
University in New York; Atlantis’ Productions Artistic Director Robert Garcia finished an MFA in 
Musical Theatre at the University of British Colombia and worked with Jonathan Larson’s licensing 
team as dramaturg in New York; Founding Director of Red Tulip’s Ana Abad Santos received a 
postgraduate diploma from the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts; CCP’s Director for the 
Performing Arts Cris Millado finished an MA in Performance Studies from the New York University; 
New Voice Company’s founding artistic director finished an MA in Musical Theatre from the Central 
School of Speech and Drama in London, where she also teaches; to name a few. 
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from their experiences abroad in their theatre works. These experiences also 
contribute to what I shall be proposing as a compensatory aesthetics embedded in 
these local musicals. 
 But more interestingly, there are artists whose experiences and encounters 
abroad feed into their writing of plays or musicals. A good example is The Silent 
Soprano. The book for this musical was by Ricardo Saludo, an important and high 
ranking Filipino policy maker, who, through his own time in Hong Kong has both 
lived experience of the host culture concerned and has, since his return from Hong 
Kong to government service, helped guide government policy that deals with the 
intercultural issues. The program notes that after retiring from government service, 
Saludo penned The Silent Soprano. While writing the play was certainly not part of 
Saludo’s political job description, as a public figure his work was seen by viewers as a 
significant “take” on this complicated issue of national importance. In this sense, 
Saludo was informed by the stories of domestic helpers and brought these stories back 
home, which enabled him to construct a musical about domestic helpers in foreign 
land (Hong Kong) for local audiences in Manila. 
 With these significant encounters of the foreign, the balikbayan box where the 
content (pasalubong) is of foreign origin, is also a significant analogy to understand 
contemporary musicals in Manila. Like the pasalubong, these musicals are for the 
consumption of others (Manila audiences), symbols of the creative energies of the 
artists and more importantly the foreign elements are absorbed, adapted or given 
another function.  For instance, I mentioned earlier that local musicals are influenced 
by megamusicals, which are described in these terms: 
Just as the plot of a megamusical is big, so too the music: a 
megamusical has little or no spoken dialogue, but is typically 
sung throughout, in combination of set songs, linking and 
transitional material, and recitative-like material. Characters do 
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stop and sing numbers as in the musical comedy tradition, but 
they also sing virtually everything else, including their dialogue 
with each other, and the orchestra plays constantly. Everything 
is fluid, underscored, tied together by music. […] If the plot is 
big and the music is big, it follows that the sets and staging are 
big as well. Impressive, complicated, expensive sets became one 
of the defining characteristics of the megamusical. In the glitzy 
1980s, in fact, some megamusicals focused more on the 
twinkling, moving, distracting sets than the story or the music. 
Spectacle became crucial to the making of a megamusical, 
although the best remain grounded in the elements of plot and 
music as well; shows that primarily concern sets that move and 
sparkle tend to be unsuccessful both as drama and as business 
ventures. Still, the style seems to demand some sort of physical 
hugeness, to accompany the hugeness in the plot, the emotions, 
and the music. (Sternfeld: 2) 
 
There is only one word to sum up Sternfeld’s account: spectacle. In many cases, the 
spectacle in megamusicals is found in the huge and extravagant set. A good example 
is Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Phantom of the Opera, highlights of which included a 
huge and elaborate 19
th
 century chandelier. There is also the set for the first musical 
number, “Think of Me” where huge drapes with Middle Eastern motifs are dropped 
from the battens and a big replica of an elephant ends the number spectacularly. The 
labyrinth episode is another example. Here, the Phantom and Christine Daae enter on 
a moving boat while the entire stage is transformed into an underground river system 
filled with candles. Finally, in the opening number of the second act, “Masquerade,” 
the stage is transformed into the grand staircase of the Paris Opera House.  
 Since Musical theatre artists in Manila are limited financially, they 
compensate by finding other opportunities to bring out the spectacle in local musicals.  
I have observed that theatre artists commonly find the enthusiasm of many Filipinos 
for popular music both from local and international artists useful in articulating a 
“spectacle.” In my view, the presence of pop music is a common characteristic of 
many local musicals, which creates a sense of spectacle in the absence of a huge set. 
A common device for spectacle in most musicals in the metropolis is a solo number 
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where the lead character showcases a birit, or vocal calisthenics (as it is known in 
popular media). This is the same with how artists in the local popular music industry 
belt songs out in live performances or in music videos. In local musicals, belting is 
aestheticized and stylized via this similar performance of a “pop-star.” With this, 
actors singing their solo numbers act as if performing in pop concerts. In The Silent 
Soprano, Margie had three “spectacular” solo numbers where Natasha Cabrera (as 
Margie) spectacularly delivered birit numbers. These songs were the most 
enthusiastically applauded. The final solo number (reprised in the finale, where 
Margie was joined by the entire ensemble as chorus) had a standing ovation with 
audience members shouting “bravo” at the time I attended the show.  
 This birit technique and spectacle may be analogous to the aria in an opera or 
the musical numbers serving as soliloquies or monologues of important characters in 
megamusicals. In megamusicals, these numbers often reveal more complex features 
of the characters. A good example is Eponine in Les Miserables whose solo number 
“On My Own” reveals her true feelings, and her love for Marius. At the same time, 
this number reveals her willingness to keep that feeling to herself because she knows 
Marius will not love her in return:  
 I love him but everyday I’m learning,  
 All my life I’ve only been pretending  
 Without me, his world would go on turning  
 A world that’s full of happiness  
 That I have never known  
 I love him  
 I love him 




 Another example is Kim’s solo number “I’d Swear I Give My Life For You” 
and the final song number of the first act of Miss Saigon. It reveals Kim’s willingness 
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to sacrifice herself in order for her son to enter the United States. In the excerpt 
below, the first few lines narrate Kim’s dream of meeting Chris one more time, and 
she invokes the heavens to “bring him (Chris) to me.” The latter part reveals the 
sacrifice she is willing to make for her son – a kind of foreshadowing of how this 
megamusical ends: 
Was he a ghost was he a lie? 
That made my body laugh and cry? 
Then by my side the proof I see 
His little one, gods of the sun, 
Bring him to me! 
You will be who you want to be 
You, can choose whatever heaven grants 
As long as you can have your chance 
I swear I'll give my life for you 
No one can stop what I must do 
I swear I'll give my life for you! 
 
These songs provide the actual lines of important characters in megamusicals. The 
two examples above are monologues: more than simply providing the emotional pull 
of sympathy that is common in pop music, they help audiences understand other 
aspects of Eponine’s and Kim’s characterization. In local musicals, the solo number 
may be thought of as something more independent of the performance. At times, the 
birit number is an exposition of an emotion, but never a device similar to the 
monologue or soliloquy in megamusicals.  
 But nonetheless, this birit is a compensatory element of local musicals even if 
it serves to milk the emotions of audience members. This technique is the same with 
the vocal belting of pop-singers, who commonly bring the notes of songs to high 
register and to loud volume. Belting is perceived that this singing provides an 
emotional climax towards the end of the song. With this, the birit technique is a 
stylized way of sustaining a loud yell. In her online posting, vocal technique instructor 
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Karyn O’Connor (2014) describes belting as “a contemporary singing technique that 
produces high-intensity, ‘big,’ ‘powerful’ (e.g. loud) vocal sound.” In addition to a 
loud and sustained yell, a biritera (a performer who does birit) also adlibs new notes 
not composed by the musician-composer under an assumption that the added notes 
provide more emotional nuances to the lyrics and melody of the song performed.   
 In The Silent Soprano, Margie’s first solo number “The Life I Knew” reveals 
her contentment with her simple life in the provinces. The song number does not give 
any information about her character in the play except for general lines. In short, if 
one listens to the song number independently of the musical or read the lyrics outside 
the libretto, it is more like a verse than a dramatic monologue or soliloquy. The 
number was not the same as that of any megamusical since it does not provide a 
reference to the dramatic action of the musical or the complex characterization of the 
character. Nonetheless, the number is as effective as musical numbers in Western 
megamusicals because often these birit numbers are pop songs, which are more 
familiar to regular audiences.  
 The birit is a technique that contemporary musical artists probably inherited 
from the sarsuwela. It was a consensus among practitioners of sarsuwela and scholars 
during the national sarsuwela conference in 2009 at the University of the Philippines 
that solo numbers in the sarsuwela are rendered in the kundiman (love song) where 
songs break away from the narration in order to highlight the intensity of the romantic 
emotions of the lovers or other important characters in this traditional theatre form. As 
I illustrated earlier, many contemporary musicals such as those discussed in this 
chapter have this tendency to break away from narration and characters burst into 
song numbers to intensify emotions. With this, the birit technique reveals a certain 
ingenuity, making contemporary musicals in Manila more independent of the Western 
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megamusical. In my mind, this is one possible way of understanding and illustrating 
how artists localize the musical genre.  
 I have also observed that these song numbers are supplemented by colorful 
lights, which are not necessarily suggestive of a milieu. These, in my view, are also 
used to heighten the spectacle. In The Silent Soprano, Margie is ironing the clothes of 
her employers when suddenly she whispers to herself how she misses her family on 
Bohol Island. Then the music begins. At the start of her solo number she is still 
ironing clothes. But midway through the song, she goes off-center and the lights 
slowly dim. A spotlight focuses on her. Then on the walls, audiences see colorful 
visuals of red, purple and yellow twirling as the song reaches the climax. At the end 
of the number, she smiles and looks at the audience members as if performing a song 
in a concert before she goes back to her “room” to continue her chores.  
 The same lighting strategy was used in the final number of The Care Divas. 
Prior to the finale, there is a montage of monologues delivered by all the caregiver 
characters praising the heroism of their friend Chelsea. While this montage is 
delivered (for about 10 minutes), the stage is in total darkness. At the end of this 
series of monologues, lights slowly fade in and the stage is revealed – it is bare. All 
props and set elements (such as tables, sofa, and bed) have been removed. Colorful 
disco lights then illuminate the stage. The five characters enter in their stylized 
gowns, and different shades of pink and red circulate not only onstage but in the entire 
auditorium as if a concert of a pop icon is ongoing. In my view, this substitutes the 
spectacle present in the set of megamusicals.      
 Another compensatory element that musical artists use in Manila is the use of 
a small band or a minus-one recording. While orchestra or a full band is another staple 
of a megamusical, local musical artists find this impossible for two reasons. First, like 
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the huge sets of megamusicals, a full orchestra or a full band is expensive to manage. 
Second, the size of local theatres where original Filipino musicals are commonly 
staged are not equipped to house a full band or a full orchestra. For instance, the 
Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theatre of Dulaang UP does not have an orchestra pit and the 
stage is about 30 meters from the cyclorama to the proscenium arch. The same 
dilemma may be encountered in the PETA Theatre. Within this limitation, local 
musicals (at least in the case of Dulaang UP) are sometimes staged with an average of 
three musicians. Often, they are placed somewhere in one of the two wings of the 
stage. For instance, when the musical Atang (libretto by Floy Quintos and direction by 
Alexander Cortez) was staged by Dulaang UP in 2009, there was a pianist, a guitarist 
and a percussionist. They were positioned offstage - on the left wing. Nonetheless, 
most of the local musicals rely on the recording of a minus-one. Both The Silent 
Soprano and The Caredivas were performed via a recorded minus-one. The musical 
ZsaZsa Zaturnnah of the Tanghalang Pilipino was also staged with a minus-one 
recording.       
 It is also typical in contemporary musicals in Manila for lead characters to 
have sidekicks who often do comic acts and vaudeville-style song and dance routines. 
This, in my view, is another manifestation of the compensatory aesthetics present in 
the contemporary musical form in Manila. A good example is Chika in The Silent 
Soprano whose upbeat numbers provide a contrast to the calm and serene character of 
Margie. In ZsaZsa Zaturnnah, Didi is the more flamboyant gay character, who is 
contrasted with his best friend Ada. Didi’s songs are also vaudevillian in that Didi’s 
songs involve huge dance sequences with chorus members lifting him up in the air. In 
The Care Divas, several production numbers involve vaudeville-cabaret like 
performance. As stated earlier, the finale of The Care Divas is one huge cabaret show.  
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 In a final analysis, contemporary musicals in Manila are products of 
assemblages. Local musical theatre artists find ingenious solutions in assembling the 
foreign emblems of the musical genre to make it a localized form. I mentioned earlier 
that ZsaZsa Zaturnnah’s dramaturgical framework is based on the Western idiom of 
camp. J. Neil Garcia (2012) explains that ZsaZsa Zaturnnah (the text) “may be said to 
partake of the conventions of the discursive practice known […] as “Camp,” is easy to 
understand. After all, looking more closely at its text […] we readily notice the 
presence of ironic juxtaposition, theatricality, hyperbole, and humor that Western 
queer and postmodernist critics have come to identify with this subcultural signifying 
practice” (47). Nonetheless, Garcia adds that despite the presence of camp in the text, 
it is not justifiable to read the text based on the conception of camp from a Western 
point-of-view alone. Garcia notes that one way of addressing a localized/Filipinized 
rendition of camp is via his proposal of “postcolonial camp,” where the Filipino 
senses of theatricality, artifice, stylization, esotericism and hyperbole continue to 
possess a critical agenda of anticolonial and nationalist projects, which, as he 
explores, is also present in the text of ZsaZsa Zaturnnah.  
 Following this logic, Millado’s dramaturgical framework in his staging of 
ZsaZsa Zaturnnah is not a mere imitation of that Western praxis of camp. Besides, the 
elements of camp are performed in a different context. In this musical, audience 
members are provided with a comic vision of a world: that of provincial life in the 
Philippines. This provincial life is combined with a more local sense of fantasy and 
science fiction – a bakla turned into a super-heroine ZsaZsa Zaturnnah by swallowing 
a mysterious stone. The super-heroine is not only super-powerful but also super-
beautiful. In the tenth thesis of camp, Sontag (1964) explains that camp sees 
everything in quotation marks. Millado stages not a super-heroine but a “super-
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heroine.” The difference is that the latter is localized. A more significant localization 
in this “camp-musical” is a sense of bayanihan (a cooperative undertaking) that is 
often associated as the distinct character of provincial life in the archipelago. When 
the province is terrorized by hundreds of zombies, community members volunteer to 
help their “super-heroine” fight against these monsters. Besides, the “super-heroine” 
has to catch the Amazonistas of the Planet X who are responsible for these zombies. 
To help ZsaZsa Zaturnnah, community members led by Didi fill all the parlor 
hairspray canisters with holy water, which later are used as weapons against the 
zombies. In a campy description, the components of this narrative are really insane – 
giant frog and zombies terrorizing the province and an unusual migration from the 
metropolis to an isolated barrio in search of a financially stable life. These 
exaggerated elements in the narrative are probably used to “to dethrone the 
seriousness” of gay discourse (perhaps even LGBT discourse) in Manila, as camp is 
commonly associated with a conception of non-seriousness (Sontag 1964).   
 ZsaZsa Zaturnnah is one of the most successful musicals in Manila today, 
having been staged for seven seasons by Tanghalang Pilipino. Ironically, of the many 
musicals produced and staged in Manila, ZsaZsa Zaturnnah is the most “out of the 
box.” Millado’s affirmation of camp makes this musical the opposite of seriousness. 
This notion of “seriousness” is pushed as the core of many contemporary musicals in 
Manila. By seriousness, these musicals are inviting audience members to participate 
in the interrogation of social issues via songs and dances like in the case of The Silent 
Soprano and in The Care Divas, which presented the emblem of “seriousness” via the 
narrative of the “suffering” and “exploited” migrant worker. ZsaZsa Zaturnnah also 
presented the migrant. But as I mentioned earlier, the migration is inverted: the search 
for development is in the isolated province. The musical also features a bakla whose 
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stereotypical fantasies (i.e. to become a woman and to be loved by a beautiful barrio 
boy) are affirmed rather than contested. In my view, ZsaZsa Zaturnnah is an apposite 
musical in contemporary Manila where the sense of the Filipino is independently 
executed by absorbing and compensating the foreign into a different use. 
 On a final note, I have illustrated in this chapter that the nangingibang-bayan 
is one of the most favorite subjects in local theatre, especially in local musicals. As a 
figure, the nangingibang-bayan entangles the home country and the host country. 
However, the nangingibang-bayan experiences restrictions and blockages in both 
countries. Hence, these restrictions re-route the entanglement and create new threads 
of opportunities. These are some of the relevant narratives about the nangingibang-
bayan that contemporary theatre artists in Manila stage. More importantly, this 
chapter also proposes to look at the figure of the nangingibang-bayan as a useful 
analogy towards the understanding of how the musical genre is localized. In this 
regard, contemporary musicals in Manila, as illustrated above, are products of 











 The contemporary Manila theatre is often thought to imitate Western styles, 
particularly the United States. I noted earlier that many cultural commentators often 
conceive it as a product of mixing and matching foreign influences. Hence, when 
compared to the indigenous theatre cultures of neighboring cities in Southeast Asia, 
Manila theatre seems inauthentic. Theatre scholars have critically investigated 
Manila’s neighboring cities, which have been favored subjects in Asian theatre 
studies. Many theatre and cultural studies scholars have studied the peculiarity of 
wayang kulit in Java, or the nang yai puppets in Bangkok. Others have reflected on 
lakhon in Seam Reap while others have experienced the water puppets in Hanoi.  
 Considering these issues of imitation and this commentary on inauthenticity, I 
felt at first that contemporary Manila theatre had little to contribute to knowledge of 
theatre internationally. However, looking closely at these issues, I realized that the 
theatre scene in Manila is more complex. Some social commentators have remarked 
that the performing Filipino for instance, is a master mimic. At the same time, these 
commentators assert that the imitation is almost the same as that which is imitated. 
With this, I was convinced that this praxis of mimicry is not just a simple imitation 
but also a complicated strategy of aesthetics and poetics. Considering all these 
scenarios, I proposed that contemporary Manila theatre should be conceived as 
entangled. Besides, entanglement, as I explained in this thesis, is looming in Manila’s 
socio-historical and socio-cultural dispositions. At the same time, entanglement is 
also found in its geographical surroundings. With this, it makes sense to use 
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entanglement as a key idiom to understand the complexity of contemporary Manila 
theatre.  
 Generally, entanglement is a condition of juxtapositions. Also, it is about the 
blending or mixing of different elements together. On a surface level, I illustrated that 
theatre artists in Manila are engaging in techniques of mixing and matching 
performance genres and forms ranging from Western (colonial) influences to 
archipelagic encounters (or the traditional performance genres from other regions or 
islands of the archipelago). Simply put, many theatre artists in the metropolis are 
putting different elements together in their theatre works. A good example discussed 
in this thesis is Rizal X. I described this performance as a pastiche of performance 
genres and other art forms based on what the production’s director Dexter Santos 
described in the play’s program as “fragments.” As also pointed out, Santos 
commissioned several artists to construct their versions and images of Jose Rizal, the 
Philippine national hero.  
 Drawing on its Tagalog counterpart, buhol-buhol, this thesis has conceived 
entanglement not only as a juxtaposition between or among elements, but also a 
process of enmeshing, muddling, and snaring. The concept of buhol-buhol does not 
refer to something aesthetically significant per se. To be entangled or to be part of 
buhol-buhol is not something that many Filipinos (or any individual) would want to 
experience. Often, there is the suggestion of being victimized once buhol-buhol is 
implicated. Other Tagalog concepts linked to buhol-buhol are dawit, abala and sabit, 
which all connote a sense of entrapment and at the same time, being part of something 
awful unintentionally. Taken together, these manifestations of buhol-buhol enabled 
me to affirm the entangled character of contemporary Manila theatre in overlapping 
representations, histories, relationships, and genres, while at the same time marking 
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some problematic limitations in their treatment of their chosen subjects: Jose Rizal in 
Rizal X, the Muslim in Orosman at Zafira, the call center institution in Welcome to 
IntelStar, the domestic worker in The Silent Soprano, and the caregiver and the 
Filipino gay man in The Care Divas.   
 Four models of buhol-buhol are identified in this thesis: pista (fiesta), 
kapuluan (archipelago), patibong (trap), and nangingibang-bayan (overseas-worker). 
I discussed each in a separate chapter. In Chapter Two, I interrogated how local artists 
create performances via mixing and matching of representations, histories, 
relationships and genres, which are also activated during the celebration of pista.  
 In Chapter Three, the model of kapuluan was reflected on to show how the 
distinctiveness of islands in an archipelago might be conceived as a starting point of 
entanglement. Since the national constitution states that the Philippines should be 
thought of as Kapuluang Pilipinas (Philippine Archipelago), I also inquired how 
kapuluan and the nation are lumped together in a conceptualization of a national 
theatre as a reaction against the proposal of theatre scholars in Manila to 
institutionalize komedya as a national theatre.  
 In Chapter Four, patibong was drawn on in order to relate Manila theatre to 
globalization. In this inquiry, I argued that theatre artists imagine globalization as a 
trap onstage. In this entrapment, theatre artists propose that agents of globalization 
from wealthy countries, particularly the United States, lure poor countries to embrace 
a global reality by dismissing a local sense of time, space and identity. But since 
entrapment is also related to the Tagalog concepts lambat (net) and bihag 
(captivation), the theatre also becomes a model of the patibong where theatre artists 
may be likened to the hunter and audience members to the victims.  
 Finally, in Chapter Five, nangingibang-bayan was argued to entangle the 
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sending or home country and the receiving or host country of overseas workers. Here, 
barriers and restrictions in both the home and host country often increase, block, 
minimize or send the entanglement in a different direction. This entanglement is also 
a favorite issue in contemporary Manila theatre works, with the Overseas Filipino 
Worker as subject. In the final section of the chapter, I proposed the nangingibang-
bayan as a useful analogy for understanding contemporary musicals in Manila.  
 Many theorizations about Philippine theatre (including Manila theatre) have 
sought to enact a disentanglement. In particular, most Philippine theatre academics 
have theorized the performing arts tradition in the archipelago by disentangling the 
“foreign” to search for a native or indigenous ways of identifying or categorizing 
Philippine theatre. Here, two concepts are favored as workable only through 
emphasizing their binaristic attributes: loob (inside) and labas (outside). As explained 
in Chapter One, theatre in the Philippines (Manila included) is often looked at as the 
synchronization of the loob and the labas. In this regard, conceptualizing Philippine 
theatre as buhol-buhol is unacceptable because the idea of synchronization of the loob 
and the labas is a matter of flowing smoothly from the inside to the outside. Hence, 
the favored concept of palabas as the Tagalog equivalent of performance may be 
understood as a smooth exit from the inside since palabas literally means something 
or someone is on its or his way out. And loob is often used to connote the native or 
the indigenous.  
 Since the idea of buhol-buhol tends to be seen as having negative 
connotations, Manila theatre artists have also been involved in disentangling this 
pagkabuhol. And yet, often this attempt at disentanglement causes the plays to 
become more buhol-buhol in contexts of vagueness, denial and ambiguity. Hence, 
they are like problem plays, a concept I interpreted in two ways. First, it was used as a 
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characteristic of the plays scrutinized in this thesis because these plays tend to explore 
social issues, which may be articulated as “social problems” within the context of 
Philippine culture and society. Secondly, in conducting a close reading of these 
performances, I reflected on their shortcomings in dealing with those social issues. 
The productions analyzed are not necessarily cheap, of low value or without any 
merit. However, the attempts to read and present social issues failed to the extent that 
artists are not able to see the complexity of their chosen subjects against a larger 
backdrop.  
 In Rizal X, Jose Rizal was trivialized. The play has the potential to capture the 
fleeting images of Rizal. However, I argued that this was not successfully actualized. 
As stated in Chapter Two, the dogma being discussed in high school and even in 
tertiary institutions about Jose Rizal’s life and works are based on the perspectives of 
nationalist historians who claim that Rizal’s nationalism was only associated with 
reforms. But there are other perspectives opposing the reformist assertion and invoke 
Rizal’s revolutionary aspirations (such as the call for an independent Philippine 
nation). These are two of the contradictory ideological perspectives about Rizal’s 
nationalism. None of these ideological views were performed in the play even if the 
artistic team of Rizal X claimed that the performance was aimed to feature a 
pluralistic take on Rizal’s life, works and nationalism.  
 In proposing komedya as a national theatre form, I implied in Chapter Three 
that the proponents have an assumption that the fixity of a place produces a sort of 
stable collective identity among the individuals residing in it. This assignation of 
fixity to a place signifies the embrace of a closed and stable territory or border. Many 
socio-cultural theories today signify that there is no longer a clear distinction between 
the binaries implicated in the classical discourse of territory and border: the insider 
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and the outsider, the familiar and the stranger, the local and the foreign. If this sense 
of fixity is magnified as ideology, then the sense of communion amidst difference 
becomes difficult to decode. At the same time, this magnification fabricates cultural 
homogeneity. The affirmation of difference is disregarded and only similarity matters.   
 In Welcome to IntelStar, globalization is formalized as the enemy of the local 
(which is aligned with the nation). I argued that this performance called on a national 
sentiment in its ambivalence towards globalization because of its economic and 
neoliberal attachments, which are often perceived as the destructive force of cultural 
diversity and uniqueness. I illustrated how globalization is perceived in nationalist 
discourse as a “disease” almost equivalent to the eradication of identity. This is due to 
the belief that central to globalization is the expansion of capital and a phenomenon 
that constructs everything as a homogenized commodity. But as indicated in Chapter 
Four, globalization does not end in a discussion of economics. 
 While the musical The Silent Soprano purports to problematize imbalances, 
via plot and staging choices, the inequities are affirmed rather than fundamentally 
questioned. While both acts of the musical end with a song of love and unity between 
unequal partners (the male Cantonese employer and music industry professional and 
female Filipina maid turned singer), the terms of the relationship remain constant. 
These terms are built on the premise that the female must be silenced and must 
sacrifice herself for the greater good, which conflates the interest of the male 
employer (representing the receiving culture: in this instance, Hong Kong) and the 
nation (the sending culture: in this case, the Philippines). Though the receiving (host 
country) and the sending (home country) nations seem to be at odds, ultimately both 
are complicit in female abnegation. The Silent Soprano, the work of a male librettist, 
composer, and director, while seeming to support the female Filipina in her attempt to 
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throw off the dominance of Chinese and East Asian economic power in the play, is 
actually voicing Filipino methodological nationalism and patriarchy that forces the 
FDW to sacrifice herself for husband, family, and nation—women are silenced so that 
others may benefit.  
 The artistic team behind The Care Divas proposes that tolerance is the key 
disposition in relating to the bakla. The concept of tolerance in this musical is 
attached to a seemingly universal hyper-feminine sensibility. Thus, transnational labor 
is highly feminized in this musical based on the myth of the bagong bayani. It is 
about the feminine sacrifice in order to sustain family and improve the impoverished 
life back home. Hence, the choice of the bakla in this musical as the caregiver is not 
really the issue but the feminization of transnational labor as derogatory: we have to 
tolerate the caregivers because they are the feminine – the unskilled workforce – the 
“other.” We have to tolerate the foreign domestic laborer because they are the bagong 
bayani of the motherland. The laborer is to be tolerated because, without them, the 
masculine world would not survive. Who would take care of the household, if not 
these domestic helpers? In a way, human rights on the side of these bakla are only 
activated because they subscribe to the feminization of transnational labor.  !
 My attempt to critique these productions is not intended to express antagonism 
towards the contemporary Manila theatre scene. My goal is to point out that Manila 
theatre tumbles upon extraordinary contradictions. In this sense, my aim is to 
convince scholars and theatre artists alike that there is something useful in buhol-
buhol and this entanglement is what makes Manila theatre complex, rather than 
imitative and trivial. In a general sense, I have proposed that this conception of buhol-
buhol both bolsters and hinders the potential of Manila Theatre for discourse, praxis 
and even reception.  
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 What I have implied in this thesis is both the awareness and neglect of 
entanglement in contemporary Manila theatre. More particularly, I have proposed 
buhol-buhol, the Tagalog counterpart of entanglement, as a useful critical idiom in 
making sense of the aesthetics and poetics of theatre artists in the city. As I write this 
conclusion, the Philippines is currently recovering from the destructive aftermath of 
the typhoon Haiyan (local name Yolanda), one of the strongest typhoons in recorded 
history, which struck the nation on 8 November 2013. More than 6,000 people were 
reported dead by both the local and international media. This number does not include 
casualties from other cities and towns, which were also hit by the typhoon. An 
average of 28 typhoons enter the Philippine Area of Responsibility annually. Often, 
these typhoons are devastating: In 2012, typhoon Bopha (local name Pablo) killed an 
estimated 2000 people on the island of Mindanao; In 2011, typhoon Washi (local 
name Sendong) killed an estimate 1000 people, also in Mindanao; in 2009, typhoon 
Ketsana (local name Ondoy) wiped out an entire town in Manila and killed an 
estimate 1000 people.  
 Typhoons and storms are not the only natural phenomena that threaten the 
archipelago. There are occasional volcanic eruptions. Mayon Volcano in the Bicol 
Region erupted in May 2013. The most devastating volcanic eruption in the 
archipelago was in 1991. Mount Pinatubo, dormant for six hundred years, showed 
signs of activity during the independence day parade on 12 June 1990, which was 
sponsored by the local government unit of Angeles City in Pampanga. Three days 
later, the volcano erupted, wiping out many towns in Tarlac, Zambales and 
Pampanga. Earthquakes are also experienced in the archipelago. In October 2013, a 
7.2 magnitude earthquake hit the Island of Bohol, destroying several heritage sites 
such as the Baclayon Church built in 1724 and the San Pedro Church, built in 1602. 
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With all these ‘natural’ disasters – compounded by poor planning, under-investment 
in infrastructure, and endemic corruption – one can imagine the archipelago as a 
chaotic environment. Adding to this chaos are other elements, often part of the 
everyday life of the Filipino people, especially the Manileños: the traffic jam, flood 
due to heavy rains, social disparity, noise in public spaces, population density, crimes, 
political and religious wars but to name a few. With all this chaos, it may be 
concluded that the Philippines is a highly unstable and unsafe place to live.  
 Here is a picture of imperfection. But amidst this emblematic chaos, there are 
structures that hold together these disparate elements. The international media 
proclaims that it is the resilience of the Filipino people that keeps everyday life going. 
Nonetheless, to accept that it is in the nature of the Filipino people to be resilient is 
concluding that the Filipino psyche is fatalistic: instead of solving their problems, 
simply accept that these problems too shall pass.  
 In my view, these structures amidst chaos are significant in a more nuanced 
discussion of entanglement. These may also render a discussion of the practicality of 
entanglement in doing theatre.  I am aware that this thesis has generally presented a 
more discursive formation of entanglement. As I indicated in the introduction, my 
interest lies primarily in this figurative sense. For future studies, I propose to start 
with this paradox of robustness in chaos as a starting point for analyzing the kind of 
work that contemporary theatre artists do in Manila and other parts of the archipelago. 
In my view, this will enable us to look at entanglements that are even more complex 
than those characterized by juxtaposition, combination, ensnaring, or muddling. In 
practical terms, this direction may provide a reflection on how buhol-buhol makes 
sense for artists, especially since “chaos” is seemingly the context of the world they 
live in.   
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 While I proposed buhol-buhol as the vernacular to understand the complexity 
of contemporary Manila theatre, I maintain the palabas as an equally useful 
vernacular epistemology to understand Philippine theatre in general. This is especially 
since; pabalas is the favored Tagalog translation of theatre and performance. 
Nevertheless, I recommend a renewed examination of the said concept. As indicated 
in the thesis, there is a tendency in the local academia to explore and understand 
palabas via its opposition – paloob. What I propose here is to treat palabas in a 
similar analysis and critique of buhol-buhol. I am supportive of scholars of Philippine 
Studies in their position pertaining to the loob as an important Filipino concept since 
it connotes an ontological self and involves dimensions of morality and aspects of 
Filipino culture. Nevertheless, I am quite ambivalent towards how the loob is treated 
by many Filipinologists as a stable and fixed entity. In my view, the loob (here 
conceived as the core of individuation) is more complex than pointing it out as a 
concrete and easily identifiable interiority of the Filipino psyche. What, in my view, is 
missing in this interrogation is the question of how the loob becomes a loob. 
Considering the loob is composed of laman (content), there is also a need to examine 
how the laman is transported into the loob.  
 The loob is invoked as “pure” – an invocation of the native or the indigenous. 
With this, I propose some reflective points to be included in this renewed 
circumspection vis-à-vis the context of pure, indigenous, and the native. First, if the 
loob, laman and labas are metaphorical tropes to understand the psyche of the 
Filipino individual, there is a need to look into the material (and performative) 
manifestations of these tropes. As a material concept, laman has a tendency to be 
spoiled, rotten, or destroyed. Perhaps, a takip (cover) may be added in these tropes 
especially since, a cover may serve to protect the laman of any container. But is 
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covering a guarantee for the laman not to get spoiled? At the same time, is the 
relationship between the laman and the container a one-to-one correspondence, hence 
the idea of “pure”? Who puts the laman inside the loob? Where does the laman come 
from? Fundamentally, the laman in the loob comes from the labas. But what is the 
labas? Where is the labas? In my view, the labas is in itself buhol-buhol: colonial 
histories, dogmas, institutions and encounters of “others.” If this is so, the loob is 
composed of entangled dispositions, world-views, and ideologies that are influenced 
by the entanglement of the labas. 
 As a way of concluding this thesis, I sense that palabas holds the proposed 
models of buhol-buhol in an intricate entanglement. In one way or another, these 
models involve instances of palabas: The pista is a palabas of hospitality. The 
palabas in kapuluan is in the exit of separated-ness. In patibong, palabas is in the 
attempt to move away from the trap. The nangingibang-bayan manifests palabas in 
the exit of the overseas worker from the home country. However, these instances of 
palabas are not merely performances of exiting. These transits in the palabas also 
involve paloob. While the pista is a palabas of hospitality, it is, at the same time, a 
paloob of graciousness. In the kapuluan, the exit from separation is an attempt to 
integrate. The palabas in the patibong is an attempt for emancipation. The 
nangingibang-bayan is entering a new home in the host country. In this sense, buhol-
buhol, palabas, and paloob may be considered the tripartite vernaculars that critically 
perform the complexity not only of contemporary Manila theatre, but perhaps even 
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